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INTRODUCTION

THE BACKGROUND TO THE BOMBING OFFENSIVE

The history of war often suggests that the past can teach

little about the future. To the superficial mind invention
neutralises experience. The invention of gunpowder, of the

steam turbine, the submarine and the conquest of the air have

each cast doubt upon the value to the man of action of the study
of history. Each, in its day, apparently presaged  a revolution

in the art of v^ar. To the superficial mind there was nothing
which the Admirals of 1914 could learn from Hannibal's campaigns,
T/hen the galley had given way to the dreadnought. There was

little which Joffre and French could learn from Marlborough and

Prince Eugen v/'hen already the tank was supplanting the horse on

the battlefield. Above all what lesson in air power could there

be in history, which before 1903 had knovm no aeroplane?

These arguments have derived much strength from the habit

of preparing for the last war. Certainly the military methods

of 1870 cost France the flower of her armies in 1914, while the
lessons of I914 seemed to cost France the war in 1940, In

tru.th it is, hov/ever, as Jomini reminds us, the methods of war

and not its principles which are revolutionised by invention.

History should charge the mind with the principles of conduct
and not with the details of action. It is not history ?fhich

has misled the generals but the generals who have mis-read
history.

The conquest of the air, more than any previous invention,
suggested a consultation with prophets rather than historians.

Here was not only a new vreapon, but a new medium of warfare.
Yet even in this tremendous possibility there was more to be

learnt in history than crystal gazing. In particular, there

was more to be learnt from Mahan’s exposition of the principles
of sea po\7er than from Giulio Douhet’s speculations about

air po’ver.

Mahan had pointed out that the exercise of naval power
depended for its success upon command of the sea,(l)
mind the first principle of naval policy was the destruction or

neutralisation of the opposing fleet,
many wars as his witness, he had suggested that there was no

variant to this principle.

To his

With the evidence of

In general, he had pointed out, it
was the British who had acted upon this premise and their enemies

vmo had sought the variants,
upon the British was by what the French called the ’guerre de
course,’

The most common form of attack

The wide oceans seemed to offer a vast area of

escape and it should be possible for light naval forces to prey
upon British commerce while evading her fleets of war,
Britain depended for her life upon this commerce and since her

battle fleets were generally of great strength, this idea had

an irresistible appeal to the weaker naval powers.

Since

Thus in the vi/ar of Spanish Succession, feeling unable to

challenge British command of the sea in a naval battle, Louis XIV
writhdrew his main fleets from the oceans and "increased the

number of ciruisers upon the more frequented seas, "(2) A.ccording
to the French account these cruisers inflicted heavy blows upon

(1) Mahan; "The Influence of Sea Power Upon History," Pub,
Boston, Little, Brown and Co, (Sampson Low) 1928 Edition,

(2) Lapeyrouse - Bonfils;
Quoted in Mahan, op,oit. p.l33.

Histoire de la Marine Francaise,
5
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■  "served advantageously the cause of the tec
(Tlie French and the Spanish.) Tlie English account,

the other hand, while admitting privations suffered,
constantly refers to the increasing prosperity of the nation as
a whole,(1)

British commerce and

peoples.
on

The invention of the submarine offered immeasurably better

prospects of success in the 'guerre de course*.
weapon admirably suited to the need for evasion of the opposing
naval forces and well fitted to strike directly at the comnerce

In the submarine the Germans believed that

Tills was a

of its enemy,

they had found a weapon with which they could render British
command of the sea ineffective and with which they could

destroy the arteries leading to the heart,
the German submarine waged this 'guerre de course* against
Britain and, though on both occasions it proved to be a serious

History upheld the principles

In two world v/ars

threat, it was twice defeated,
which Mahan had enunciated from history and Germany starved in

1918 as surely as the grass had grovm in the streets of
Amsterdam in I632,

If Mahan's doctrine of sea power,,or for that matter
Clausewitz’s of land v/ar, had been applied to air povrer, then
clearly the first object of war in the air would have been the
destruction or neutralisation of the opposing air force.

Appearances vrere, hcfwever, against such an acceptance,
area of escape offered by the oceans was large, that offered by

If the submarine's prospects in the
were good, those of the bomber aircraft were

It must suffice at this stage to say that appearances

If the

the air wa.s larger,
'guerre de course

I

better,

triumphed, and that for four years the British bombers, like
the French cmisers and German submarines before them, sought

Locally their attacks weretheir strategic object directly,
devastating and on the Tvhole they succeeded in evading the

opposing air force, but until 13hh- the German w/ar economy
continued to expand just as British commerce had flourished

Eventually, however,throughout the wa.r of Spanish Succession,
Mahan's doctrine of sea power Y/as translated into a doctrine of

air poT/er and, Y/ith command of the air,
generally called, air superiority, strategic bombers did, in
the last year of the war, inflict blows upon Germany Y/hich were
yet more decisive than those delivered by British sea power
against Holland in I652 or Gemiany in I9I8,

or, as it is more

To enlarge upon this thesis is to anticipate the whole
experience of the six years war in the air from 1939 " 19W
with vfhich this volume is concerned, but merely to recognise
it is to grasp the basic point at v/hich history might have
served the new doctrine of air power which had its origins in

The suggestion is therefore that the
conquest of the air did not revolutionise the principles of

war, but only its methods or tactics. The first Air Staffs
could have learnt more from Mahan and Clausevifitz than from

all the prophetic imaginations of H,G, Wells and Giulio Douhet,

suggest that those who controlled the first air forces
in history ignored the precepts of history v/ould be to

exaggerate, but equally to claim that these precepts were

correctly grasped would be optinistic, even to-day after

nearly half a century of aviation and two vforld Y/ars,
doctrine of sea poY/er has developed over countless thousands

of years.

the First World War,

To

The

Ejqjeriences as old as civilisation itself and

(1) Campbell;
o-Q.oit. pp, 133-134.

Lives o Quoted in Mahan,f the Admirals.
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as modem as the atomic bomb all contribute to the trend of

naval thought,
by comparison have been telescoped into a second of time,
realise the speed of developments in military aviation it is

necessarjr to visualise the battle of Jutland as an event taking
place not much more than forty years after man first floated

precariously upon the most primitive of rafts,(l)
plane rms born into an age of scientific and mechanical advance

which had already changed the face of the earth, and it was

therefore possible to pass from the TiTright brothers' biplane
to the Lancaster bomber in forty years,
miraculous and it would indeed have been equally remarkable
if the doctrine of air povrer had been grasped with similar

speed,

outstripped his spiritual capacity, so in the case of aviation

mechanical developments tended to outpace the doctrines they
should have served.

In the case of aviation these developments
To

Tlie aero-

This was almost

In the way that man's material powers seem to have

It may have been this very speed at which the aeroplane
was developed from the 'raft' to the 'dreadnought' stage that
impressed its wondering masters with the illusion of a revolu
tion at hand. Here vi/as a machine which Icnew no frontiers of

land or sea, which could pass s^viftly over all the cumbrous
vehicles and vessels of land and water,

tion to the art of Yfar was obviously intensely exciting,
Tdiether as an adjunct to armies and navies or as  a force of

independent potential, air forces could scarcely fail to

stimulate new theories of war,

the early military development of air force
Grand Fleet of the British Empire glared at the High Seas Fleet

of the German Empire, and for years the tv/o could not come to

For years millions of soldiers, sunk miserably in

Its possible applica-

Especially was this so during
For years the

grips,

trenches, were locked in mortal but indecisive conflict on the
Western Front, Hundreds of yards of insignificant territory
were bought with hundreds of thousands of priceless lives.

The military deadlock in which millions perished was the

greatest tragedy which history records,
turned and frontal assaults could make no headway,
had defeated attack.

Flanks could not be

Defence

War had descended to the level of

The 'front' became the impenetrable barrier beyond
Only the mass slaughter of men at the

The military strategy of

butchery,
which lay the nation,
'front' could damage the nation,
1914 - 1918 was to kill Germans, but, as Mr. Churchill has

pointed out, the victory left the victors scarcely to be

distinguished from the vanquished,(2)

Many devices were tried to break the deadlock, among them

the tank, gas and the aeroplane, but the aeroplane was clearly
something more than simply a means of intensifying the Yvar at
the front. It could also carry the war behind the front and
strike directly at the heart of the enemy,
was realised, the conception of strategic bombing began to
•unfold.

As soon as this

The race for air supremacy began.

The same influences of temperament, geography and environ
ment Tfhich had made Britain a great maritime power might also
make her a great air power, but curiously it was Germany which

launched the first strategic bombing offensive,
had been carried out by Zeppelins and in 1+2 attacks made in

These raids

(1) Gp, Prof, Mead Earle
upon History" p,21,

(2) Churchill;
Press, 1958,

DM 2313/1(11)
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1915 and 1916, 501 people had been killed 1,224 injured and
£1,410,409 vrorth of damage had been done,(l)
of these attacks had been foreseen in London and at the Admiralty,
where responsibility for air defence lay, there had been some-
tloing approaching a panic. The First Sea Lord, Lord Fisher,
had gone so far as to suggest that German prisoners of war should
be executed in retaliation, I/tr, Churchill's cooler judgment of
the situation, which was presently to be vindicated, caused
Lord Fisher to threaten resignation with more than customary
vehemence,(2)

The possibility

If, hovrever, Lord Fisher had misjudged the
capabilities of airships against which he believed there was no

defence, the possibility that bombing carried out by aeroplane
might prove yet more serious still existed. Gigantic gas bags
moving slowly through the air towards London proved to be a
simple proposition for the much faster 'fighter' aeroplanes
of the R,N,A,S, and the R,F,C, which defended England,(3) but
it might be a different matter v/ith bomber aeroplanes vfhich

could fly much faster than airships, and which would in all
probability discontinue the Zeppelins' convenient habit of wire
lessing the time of their departure. Clearly the aeroplane 'Viras
a defence against the Zeppelin, but whether the aeroplane could
be a defence against the aeroplane was another question.

Major General Trenchard thought not. The aeroplane is
not a defence against the aeroplane", he said in September
1916.(L) The area of escape was practically unlimited. The
doctrine that the bomber vrould always get through v/as thus
pronounced. The only way to deal with bombing attacks was to
mount a counter bombing offensive. This would throv^/' the enemy
on to the defence in the air and eventually the bombers could
reach out to vital industrial and military targets well behind
the lines. The first attacks of the Eng.landg;eschv/-ader. armed

with twin engined Gotha bombers capable of 80 m,p,h, and an
altitude of 15,000 feet, seemed to demonstrate the truth of this

doctrine. In their first attack on London, carried out in day
light on 13 June 1917, s. mere fifteen or sixteen of these machines
killed 162 people, injiired 432 and secured direct hits on
Liverpool Street Station, Armed with machine guns and flyitig
in strict formation, the Gothas y/ere but slightly disturbed by
the British fighters and all returned home safely,(5)

That the re-organised British defences presently began to
take a heavy toll of German bombers and drove them to seek

greater security in night attack was suggestive, but not conclu
sive, If the means of air defence could be improved, so could
the means of air attack. Major General Trenchard's doctrine of

the offensive was not seriously shaken by the eventual failure
of the Gothas,

Tills doctrine of the offensive suggested a role for air
power, yyhich as yet was far in advance of the design of the air

(1) "The War in the Air" Vol,III, App,III, Table A, Quoted in
R,A,P, Narr,

Germany," Vol,I, p, 9.

"World Crisis" op,oit, Vol,I, p,501.

Ibid, p,266,

The R,A,F. in the Bomber Offensive Against

(2)

(3)

(4) The War in the Air' op,cit, Vol.II, App,IX,

(5) Ibid, Vol,V, pp,26 - 28, App,II of the same volume gives
the dead as 145 and the injured as 382,

IM 2313/1(12)
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forces in "being and of the organisations created for their

control. The aeroplane had originally been thought of as a

means of increasing the efficiency of warfare on land and sea.
As a means of reconnaissance it offered both armies and navies

an incomparably more efficient seirvice than had ever existed

before. As a means of 'spotting* for artillery or naval guns
it was much preferable tc the almost stationary and highly
vulnerable balloon. Obviously, however, it ¥/ould be attacked
as soon as it began to perform valuable services. The 'fighter*
aircraft vra.s thus an inevitable development from an early stage,
A second possibility also existed. Could not the aeroplane
also destroy what it could see and instead of 'spotting* for

artillery, drop its ovm shells, or bombs? This was the origin
of the bomber aircraft. Thus for the R,N,A,S, and the R,P,C,

bombers and fighters became equally indispensable parts and a
war in the air became certain,
existed.

Still a third possibility
If bombers could destroy military equipment when it

had reached the front, would it not be even more effective to

prevent that equipment ever getting there by destroying the

factories which produced, or cutting the lines of communication
which carried it? Here was the origin of strategic bombing.

Now if strategic and independent bombing was to be the

primary role of air power, then clearly air forces would be
more akin to navies than to armies,

war potential by bombing was not inherently different to the

idea of starving a war economy by blockade,
power was a means of waging an 'independent* offensive so air

power might also be,

support of the army in the field was, like the tanlc, a means of

increasing the efficiency of land fighting, the aeroplane used

in the strategic sphere was a potential means of rendering
military and naval operations "secondary and subordinate",(1)
So at any rate General Smuts believed in 1917*
present can be foreseen", he reported, "there is absolutely no
limit to the scale of its future independent war use,
this was so, the core of air pw/er would be the long range
bomber and aircraft, like ships, would form an independent
fighting service.

The idea of destroying

Just as naval

If the aeroplane used at the front in

"As far as at

If

This emphasis upon the strategic and independent role of

air power in 1917 ivas the more striking because at that time

the battle on land along the Western Front absorbed the atten

tion of nearly all minds,
could be any other decisive theatre of operations,
still Tirould believe that there could be any other decisive

medium of operations,
in 1918 "continuous and intense pressure against the chief

industrial centres of the enemy as well as on his lines of

communication may form an important factor in bringing about

,(2) After all, the deadlock of the trenches, which
focussed so much attention on the means of breaking through
the enemy lines, could also stimulate ideas on how to circum

vent trench warfare altogether.

Thus by the time the R,A,P, came into being on 1 April
1918 it was clear that the new fighting service would have tvro

principal and, to a certain extent, competing roles,
first and in the eyes of those v/ho had created the Service,
the most important, would be the strategic offensive against

Few were willing to believe there
Fewer

Yet General Smuts believed that even

peace

The

(1) "The Yfer in the Air" op,cit, "V"ol,"VT, App,II,
Smuts Report 17 Aug, 1917.

The Second

(2) Ibid,

m 2313/1(13)
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"the chief industrial centres of the enemy",
at the time still the most powerfully backed, was the continued

support of the Army and the Navy,
functions, the one independent and the other auxiliary, the

R.A.E, would need fighters and bombers, fighters to engage the
enemy air force and bombers to destroy enemy naval, military and
economic targets,
only bombers, but long range bombers, would be needed,
"Continuous and intense pressure" could not be applied by a
force incapable of reaching even the Ruhr,

The second and

To discharge these two

For the independent offensive, however, not

A limited experience of strategic bombing vra.s already to

hand from the activities of the R,N,A, S, Luxeuil Wing in I9I6 and
from the 'Independent Force' commanded by Major General Trenchard
in 1918, The Luxeuil Wing had carried out some attacks upon
iron v/orks and factories in the Saar Valley some sixty miles

behind the lines. Formations of from nine to fifteen bombers

Vi/’ith fighter escort attacked by day and single aircraft attacked

by night, but the results were practically unlcnovm and the

consuming needs of army support voiced by Sir Douglas Haig
brought the experiment to an end before anything but a fragmentary
experience of the problems of strategic bombing could be

gained, (1,
went a little further but even this force, which never exceeded

about 125 bombers,(2) got little beyond the fringe of the problem.
These small and, by later standards, primitive bombers, D,H,4's
and 9's, F,E,2B's and twin engined Handley Pages, could only fly
for relatively short distances. Even the best machines could

not go beyond 15O miles from their bases and they were always at
the mercy of the weather and not infrequent engine failures.
There were no fighters to escort these bombers. It was obvious

that such a force could achieve very little material damage and
it was only to be hoped that it might create a disturbing effect
upon the Germans, Indeed Major General Trenchard believed at

the time that the moral effect of bombing stood to the material

in the proportion of 20 to 1,(3) This was significant, but
perhaps what was even more significant was the fact tlaat it was

found necessary to attack German aerodromes because of the losses

which the German fighters inflicted on the British bombers. Of

the 343 tons of bombs dropped by the Independent Force between

6 June and 11 November 1918, 220 tons were aimed at German
aerodromes, (4)

The Independent Force under Major General Trenchard

Thus at this early stage the fundamental principle of war

If they were to be effective,
Command of the sea

in the air was indicated.
bombers must enjoy a mastery of the air,
was enjoyed by the navy which Iriad destroyed or neutralised the
enemy fleet,

force which could destroy or neutralise the enemy air force.

How this air superiority was to be gained was, however, a problem
v/hioh it took many years and many bloody encoimters to solve.
All the same it already appeared that there were three ways in

Command of the air would be enjoyed by the air

(1) "The ?far in the Air" Q-p.cit. Vol.I, pp,487 - ̂88, Vol.VI
pp, 118 - 122, See also R,A,F, Narr, op.cit, pp,  7 “ 8,

R,A,F, Narr, op,cit, pp, 12 - I4.

"The War in the Air" op.cit, Vol.VI, p,136,

R,A,F, Narr, op.cit. p,15« For a diary of operations
carried out by the Independent Force see "The War in the Air'

op.cit. Vol.VI, App.XIII,

(2)

(3)

(4)

m 2313/1(34)
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v/hich the enemy a.ir force might he defeated or neutralised.
The enemy fighters might he destroyed in the air either hy
guns carried in the homhers or hy fighter escorts. It might
he destroyed at its bases hy attacks on aerodromes, or in
production hy attacks on its factories,(l) It might be
neutralised hy evasion, and for evasion the homhers would
need superior speed or else the cover of darkness.

The solution of these problems would suggest' whether
homhers should he large and slow or fast and small; whether
they should fly hy day or night; whether they should fly in
company with fighters or unescorted; whether they should carry
their own defences or only bombs,
would also suggest the kind of targets they should attack.

To a certain extent it

Beyond this lay many other problems as yet hardly recog
nised and certainly not capable of solution on the evidence
available. There was the problem of how to find the target,
especially if the flight was carried out at night and having
found it, how to hit it, especially again, at night,
v/as the immense problem of which would he the most profitable
targets and what kinds and weights of bombs vrould he effective
against them.

There

Obviously all these problems had to await the arrival of

a long range bomber for their solution,
be carried out by the four engined V,1500 Handley Page night
bomber, capable of carrying thirty 250 lb, bombs from England
to Berlin, A home based force, No, 27 Group, began to form in
September 1918, but at the time of the Armistice only three of
the new bombers had been delivered and what the strategic
bombing offensive of 1919 might have achieved remained the great
enigma of the twenty years before Bomber Command went into

action in the Second World War,

The experiment was to

Vdien therefore the Allies were delivered from Armageddon
by victory, the strategic bombing offensive was no more than a

theory untested in practice,
which suggested that independent air power would be a principal
and perhaps the decisive element in any Tivar of the future.
The air had become a medium of operations upon vtfhich the futtire

of nations and perhaps even of civilisations might depend,
was also obvious that strategic bombing could not be accomplished
simply by building aeroplanes, manufacturing bombs and training
pilots,
scientific business which would call not only for clear thinkirg
to determine what was needed, but also the genius of invention
to supply it,
supremacy in the air comparable to that which she had enjoyed

in 1914 on the sea, then there were many problems connected
with the capabilities of bombers which would have to be resolved.
This would mean constant and vigorous experiments and as
Mr, Churchill had suggested in 1917, "the hitting of objectives
from great heights by day or night is worthy of as intense a

volume of scientifio study as, for instance, is brought to bear

It vfas nevertheless a theory

It

On the contrary, war in the air was clearly a highly

If Britain was to enter a second world war with
a

(1) In the earlier case of the Zeppelin threat, Mr, Chur-chill
as First Lord of the Admiralty had ordered bombing attacks

against Zeppelin sheds in Germany, ^ The R,N,A,S, carried
out raids against these targets at Dusseldorf, Cologne,
Cuxhaven and Friedrichshaven, See "World Crisis" op,cit,
Vol,I, PP.266 - 267, -- -
an early reflection of the 1943 'Pointblank' directive.

This is especially interesting as

DM 2313/1(15)
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upon perfecting the gunnery of the fleet", (l)
work T/as Tire 11 or badly done would appear if war came again.

The British iDublic believed that war would not come again.
The sigh of relief which people not unnaturally breathed in 1918
practically caused the nation's armed forces to expire. More
discreetly and behind closed doors the government told the

departrpnts from time to time that there would be no war for ten
years, (2) As a result very little money was forthcoming to
rebuild Britain's fighting services which always fall into decay
as soon as a war is won. Following hard upon the confidence
that there would be no more war came the great economic crisis
of the late twenties and early thirties. The Service estimates
had to be cut again and again. The passing of the years savf
Britain's military preparedness declining to impossible levels
and yet those very forces which caused the Treasury to adopt an
ever more parsimonious attitude to the Services also gave birth
to the forces which virere in time to engulf Britain in a second
world T/ar,

Whether this

Immediately Hitler had been carried to power, Germany once
again began to assume the menacing aspect Virhich Europe had known
in the years before 1914*
time air povirer seemed to be the crux of the situation,
race for naval supremacy before 191h Britain had always kept
several jumps ahead of Gexmany, but in the I’ace for air supremacy
before 1939 she not only cast away a commanding lead, but fell
several jumps behind. Each new German expansion caused conster
nation in London, but each time, at least as far as the offensive
arm of the R.A.P, was concerned, it was a case of too little and
too late. The R,A,P, went to war in 1939 under the crushing
disadvantage of inferiority to the enemy. The doctrine of the
offensive was almost, but not quite, forgotton, its policy wras
distorted and its prospects were grim indeed. For this disaster,
successive British Governments, the oi’gans of public opinion and
ultimately the British people must bear the prime responsibility.
To successive British Air Staffs is due the credit not only for
keeping alive the doctrine of the offensive ultimately to be
vindicated, but also for providing the means of defence against
a superior aii- power at the eleventh hour and the fifty ninth
minute. It was their determiiiation and vision, to which must,
however, be coupled German blunders, which gave the R,A,F, the
initiative in the air suiprisingly early in the war, Tlirough
the years of friastration they had persisted and not in vain.

A new armaments race began, but this
In the

Nevertheless the British Air Staffs of the inter-war years
are certainly not above reproach and the doctrine with which the

R,A,P, entered the v/ar in 1939 suffered from grave defects.
This doctrine was the product of operational experience gained in
the First Yforld V/ar and observed in the Sino-Japanese and the
Spanish Civil wars. It was the product of experiments and air
exercises, of scientific inventions and aeronautical developments.
It was also the product of imagination, dying to the limited
experience available and the policy of firiancial stringency
imposed by the Government, it was necessarily a theoretic doctrine.

(l) "The War in the Air" Vol.VI, App,IV Paper by Mr, Churchill
21 Oct. 1917.

that it fell to lh\ Churchill, while he presided over the
nation's finances in later years,
economies on the fighting services,
op,cit. p,32.

It is one of history's cruellest ironies

to impose disastrous
See R,A,F, Naxrr,

(2) Under the so-called "Ten Year Rule,
op,cit. App,1
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and cfwing to the superiority of the German Air Force it Tiras not

a free development. It is now' necessary to reconstruct the

elements ¥/hich went to the making of this doctrine and to

analyse the reasoning which supported it. For this purpose it
is essential to thinlc, not only in terms of strategic bombing,
but in the v/hole panoply of air i^ower.

At the root of the British doctrine was the belief that

the bomber \?ill always get through, but among the branches

was the hope that it vrould not, Britain liad become a pacific
power who in war liad everj^thing to lose and nothing to gain.
The air force doctrine of offence did not therefore easily
accommodate with the national policy of defence. By the time

v;ar was declared in September 1939j the truth of the doctrine

that the bomber will always get tiirough would liave been fatal

to Britain, not to Germany, This is somewhat anticipating
the main argument, but we shall presently see how the need

for defence influenced the plan for attack and also and v/hat

is more important, how the prospects of successful defence

might have, but did not, alter the methods of attack.

Trtiile Germany lay prostrate before 1933, Britain did,
however, have fe'w immediate fears of attack and it vras in this
period that the doctrine of the offensive was permitted a free
development. Now if the bomber 'was always going to get through,
this supposed one or more of three eventualities,
bombers must be so fast relative to the fighters that they could
not be successfully engaged in the air by the enemy air force,
or they must be so heavily armed and perhaps armoured as well

that they would be invulnerable to fighter attack,
these two possibilities, they must be capable of night flying
and rely upon the darkness to give them the same immunity from

attack Y/hich superior speed vrould have given them in daylight.
If the bomber was going to get through, then clearty it must

either fight its Y?ay through, or it must get through by evasion.
In either case it v/ould have to reckon first and foremost with

Either the

Or failing

the air defences of the enemy and included in these defences

it must also reckon with anti-aircraft guns, searchlights and

perliaps balloon barrages as well,
the target neither by fighting nor evading, then clearly they
T/ould need a fighter escoi-t to convoy them through the danger

If the bombers could reach

zones.

Now it Yiras not really reasonable to suppose that the bomber

could be relied upon to attain higher speeds than the fighter.
The very fact that a bomber carried bombs and a fighter did not
would make this improbable. Experience in the Great 'War by
both sides had already indicated the inequality of the bomber

with the fighter in combat and later developments confirmed
this impression. It did not take an expert to forecast that a

Messerschmitt 109 fighter vrould be able to fly circles round a
Wliitley or even a Battle bomber. The tendency of bombers in
the Great Yifar to turn from day to night attack had been signi

ficant, but this did not exhaust the possibility, or in American
eyes the probability, that the bomber might be so heavily armed
and arrfloured that its disadvantage in speed vrould be amply
compensated in superior strength and fire poiver, especially if
the bombers were concentrated in strict formation. An aircraft

can, hoYYever, lift no more than a given weight and the more of
that weight given over to armour, amm\miition, guns and gunners,
the less remains for bombs, Y/hile theoretically feasible, the

armed bomber was at least in appearance uneconomical,
left the more promising prospect, especially for  a country Yvith
limited resources, of evasion by night. Passing unseen through
the darloiess the bomber would surely prove an impossible target

Tills

IM 2313/1(17)
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for the enemy fighters and anti-aircraft gims alike.

Hie general in^jression was therefore that fighter escorts

were neither necessary nor desirable and the Chief of the

Air Staff, Lord Trenchard, ruled that "we ought to rely on
bombers to defend themselves",(l) This historic and grave
decision had the advantage of offering the bomber force a danger
share of the limited resources of the nation than would otherwise

Wo definite opinion ims expressed as tohave been the case,

whether these self-defended bombers would be able to fly in
daylight or not,
problem and meanwhile the bomber force must be equipped for

either eventuality.

Circimstances and time would solve this

Even if the bombers could get through at night, the question
of what they could do when they got there v/as still unsolved.

The Handley Page four engined bomber of 1918, which had been

designed for night flying, was not in time to provide any of the
ansvrers to this question. Broadly speaking the problem was the

extent of material damage \yhich bombers could inflict and the

extent of the moral havoc they would cause among the peoples of
the nation being attacked. Its solution depended upon the

numbers of bombers virhich v/ould be engaged in the operations, the
precision with which they could navigate to their targets, the

accuracy with v;rhich they could discharge their loads and the
destructive effect which their bombs vrould have. It also

depended upon the resilience of the enemy’s organisations for

repair, protection and relief and ultimately upon the resilience

of the enemy people themselves. Some of these problems were

material and could be measured or estimated by referring to

past experience of war, or experiment in peace. Some were

psychological and could be solved only by guess work and the

rules of probability,

WovT it Ti/as in the solution of these problems that some

clear thinlcing and exhaustive experiments were needed. The tvro

basic requisites for a bomber, second only in importance to the

obvious necessity that it should be capable of flight, are

clearly that it should be able to find its way, or navigate and
that it should be able to hit its targets. Before the war,
hovyever, these problems vrere not seen in their full magnitude.
Their solution was regarded more as a matter of course than as

one of exhaustive scientific research and operational experiment.

Navigation v/as regarded simply as a matter of observation,
not as a complex science. At the Air Ministry there vrere

Assistant Directorates for aircraft, for engines, for armament

and for instruments, but there was none for navigation. In
the squadrons there were no special posts for navigation
specialists and in January 1933, out of the l,3‘4-6 officers of
the R,A,P, between the ranks of Plight Lieutenant and Groui^

Captain inclusive, on
course in navigation,
thing v/as done about this and too little was then done. The
real problem of navigation vra.s, in fact, not squarely faced
until 192JL.

specialist
that any-

38 had passed the ordina
It Tra.s not until 1937S)

As far as bomb aiming yra.s concerned, there \yas  a great deal
of discussion, but scarcely more action. Various improvements

(1) A,M, Pile S.228A6 Part I, Encl.ZlB,
op,cit. p,27.

Quoted in R,A,P, Narr,

(2) R,A,P, Warr, op.cit, p,50,

(3) Ibid, pp,l67 - 168,
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to bomb sights were introduced, but bombing experiments and

training \rere usuall3r carried out in daylight at medium altitudes,
Tl'ius the aircrews gained little or no ejqperience of bombing from
high level or at night and the Air Staff were able to formulate

no realistic, nor even remotely acctxrate, idea of what the aiming
error v/ould be in vi/ar.

Bombing Committee had been established under the chairmanship of
the D, C,A,S, to study the virhole problem, (l)
failed, hcfVTever, to make a valuable contribution and in 1937 too
much time was still being spent discussing the tactics to be

employed by single engined light bombers vi/hich were even at the
time obsolescent.

It is true tliat in January 193^ a-

This committee

The solemn fact therefore has to be recorded that Y/hile

the Air Staff vrere designing a long range bomber force, the
problem of how those bombers would get to their targets wa.B

practically ignored and the question of how they vrould, having
got there, hit them, T/as though much discussed, hardly investi
gated,

available to z’ealise that this was extraordinary negligence,
but in the light of that after-knowledge it is possible to
assert that the course of the war in the air vrould have been

infinitely more favourable if these problems had been seriously
tackled,

necessity had been proclaimed, science could hardly come to the
aid of a force v/hich was presently to be lost in the dark.

It scarcely needs the after-lcnovYledge wiiich is novr

Necessity is the mother of invention, but until the

In the mounting crisis after 1937 and particularly after

the Munich crisis, v/hen Britain vvas imminently threatened with

wax against a superior air pcaver. Lord Trenclmxd.'s doctrine of
the offensive had been temporarily suspended, Britain’s hopes
of survival were centred upon Fighter Command, a force consisting
of short range and pixrely defensive aircraft. The development
of the eight gun H-urricanes and Spitfires, their tremendous speed
and the radar early v^arning devices which would sex've them, all
ga.ve good grounds for believing that the attacking German Air
Force could be defeated when the test came, Tliis hoiae -was

vindicated in 19AG, ' By 1938 the evidence did, in fact, suggest
that the aeroplane was a defence against the aeroplane, at any
rate in daylight.

If, however, the British fighter could defeat the German
air offensive, could not the German fighter equally defeat a
British air offensive? By 1938 it was evident tloat if indeed
the aeroplane was not a defence against the aeroplane, then

Britain yrould be defeated long before her own bombing offensive

could mature. Either the doctrine behind Fighter Command in
1938 was groundless or the doctrine behind Bomber Command, the
same doctrine which had once been behind the whole Air Force was

groundless. They could not both be right.

If this Imd been recognised, or rather if the ’fighter
doctrine’ of 1938 had been accepted as a bomber doctrine as

well, then the British Air Staff would before the -war have

achieved a conception of air povrer Yirhich was, in fact, obscured
until 19W-. Let us therefore examine the implications of the

fighter doctrine fijrther. If the eight gun fighter was capable
of defending Britain, of maintaining a superiority in British

then it was obvious that the German air offensive couldair,

only succeed after Figlater Conmand liad been Imocked out,
German strategy ran a true course the first objective \?ould be

If

(1) R,A,P, Narr, op,cit, p,8A, For the work of the Bombing
Committee see A,H, Files 8,356^1, 3,38875, S,40A39, 3,39009
and 3,38637 and the Papers of the Bombing Committee,
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the Royal Air Eoroe and the second \vould be British industry,
the British ports, British morale or whatever appealed to

German Intelligence as the best strategic target. If the

German Air Force tried to obtain its ulterior or strategic
objective before it md destroyed the opposing air force, then

the angry buzz and hot pursuit that (v/ould) immediately" follow
would be "far from conducive to an undisturbed and methodical

execution of the prograimne laid do'vim.",(l) Y/hether Britain
happened to be ahead in 1938 in fighter and radar development or
not should not have obscured the fact that what v.'ould be the task

of the German Air Force would in turn be the task of the

Royal Air Force, The prelude to a successful bombing offensive

by Bomber Command vrould be the defeat of the German Air Force,
the attainment of air superiority over Germany, The nation

which would Y/-in the v/ar would not, as Lord Trenchard believed,
be the nation which could stand bombing the longest. It would

be the nation which could first destroy the enemy aii’ force.

ti

The three q.uestions which the British Air Staff therefoi'e

liad to ask themselves were, firstly, hoviT can the German air
offensive be defeated?

be defeated?
Secondly, how can the German air force

'Thirdly, how can Germany be defeated?
to ask these questions came iii 1937 when the Chiefs of Staff set

in train preparations for war with Germany,(2)
Staff did not, however, see the problem in this light,
force, they suggested, would require three principal plans, the
first to assist the Navy, the second to assist the Army and the
third to destroy the German war economy,(3)
general instruction the object was confused vvith the objective,(4)
How was the Royal Air Force to carry out any of these roles ¥/hile

the German Air Force remained in superior being?
that the Chiefs of Staff did talk about

and they did suggest that plans should be made to attack German

aerodromes and Gennan aircraft factories, but clearly the idea
was to impede the German air offensive rather than to facilitate
the Bomber Command attacks.

The time

The Chiefs of

The air

Now even in this

It is true

counter air force action"

This confusion of the object, the

.

destruction of the Gerrnn war economy, assistance to the Na-yy or
assistance to the Amy, v/'ith the objective, was projected into
the vYestern Air Plans 'which followed and v/hich fomed the basis

of Bomber Command’s action in war.

The first problem, the question of how to defeat the German

air offensive, uns in the last years of peace the main preoccupa
tion of the British Air Staff, The possibility of an unrestricted
bombing offensive by the German Air Force seemed to offer the

greatest and certainly the most imminent threat to Britain,
imagination of H,G, v/ells and Douhet 'was noi7 capable of transla-

In 1936 the Joint Planning

The

tion into a cold probability.
Committee reportedly that the German attack might, virithin 2A
hours, reduce the activities of the Port of London to 25 or
of normal,

all the ports from the Tyne to Southanpton,
all British ports might be similarly blasted,
v/as directed at British morale, it seemed probable that London

In another three clays similar disasters might befall
In another 10 days
If the attack

(1) klahan op,cit, p,533*

(2) C,0,S, 549 Peb, 1937.

(3) Ibid, para,40,

(4) Cp, Mahan op.cit, p,507 & p,537

(5) J.P.C. 155 Oct, 1936.
p, 11-5 et seq.
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might expect 20,000 casualties in the first 2h- hours of the
Y/'ar, Within a week 150,000 casualties might have occurred.
Telephones, railways, electrical services and food distribution
would be rendered chaotic. Many millions of peoi^le would have
been forced to leave their homes. The nation might demand

surrender. The only real answer, the J,P.C, believed, lay in
the British ability to mount a "counter-offensive of at least

similar effectiveness". But in July 1939 it was estimated
that Germany had 1,750 bombers ready to attack England, The
R,A,P. had fewer than 500 with which to reply,(l)

This T/as the stimulus which had been afforded to the

development of Fighter Command, This was the reason for which

the Air Staff had to suspend the doctrine of the offensive,
still affirmed in the J.P.C, report of October 1936, but
partly abandoned in the expansion scheme of 1938 which gave
Fighter Command first priority,(2)
upon 'close defence’ alone was obviously a dangerous expedient,
which only the force of circumstances had imposed upon the
Air Staff,

much abandoned as overwhelmed. All the same. Lord Trenchard's
teaching was not entirely neglected even at this critical
stage. Bomber Command must also take part in the Air Defence
of Great Britain, A plan must be made "to assist our direct

defences by the employment of our air striking force to bring
about an immediate reduction in the scale of German air attack", (3J
To achieve this. Bomber Coiranand might attack a variety of

targets ranging from German bomber aerodromes, aircraft plants
and fuel supplies to Headquarters Staffs and Training Organisa
tions, but the only targets which seemed encouraging were the

aircraft j)la-nts and of these the airframe plants seemed easier
targets than the engine plants. The location of all the

thirteen airframe assembly plants upon which the German bomber

force T/as supposed to depend was known. All were Tfithin
range of R,A,F, bombers and it was supposed that they could

all be totally destroyed by the discharge of 1,820 500 lb, G,P,
bombs from high level or 910 from low level in daylight, (4-)
If this fantastic plan was really capable of fulfilment, then
clearly Britain Yrould have been knocked out of the war long
before her bombers could reach Germany, If bombs were really
as destructive as this, if bombers could be navigated so

accurately and bombs dropped so precisely and indeed if it Yms

necessary for so feiv of them to reach their target, then the
prospects of ’close defence' were grim, A German victory was

certain, A little investigation into bombing accuracy, a few
sensible experiments with 500 lb, G,P, bombs, some thought
about the vulnerability of Wellingtons and Hampdens to German

fighter attack, a straightforward navigational ex:ercise would

have immediately shown the whole conception to be at least as

fantastic as Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt, the 0-in-C Bomber Command,
in any case believed it to be. Above all, an application of
Fighter Command's prospects to Bomber Command's problems would
have given the same answer. Even with the limited and in many

cases unnecessarily limited, knowledge of the day, the plan for
Bomber Command's participation in the air defence of
Great Britain was at least as futile in theory as it proved to

Nevertheless to rely

The doctrine of the offensive was really not so

(l) A,H,B,II Al/l Air Ministry Appreciation, Plan ¥,A,1.

(2) Expansion Scheme M, approved bj'- the Cabinet on 17 Nov, 1938*
See E,A,F, Narr, op,oit. p,237

(3) A.H.B.IIAl/1 op.cit, P.2.

(A) Ibid, p.17.
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be worthless in action,
confidence was placed in it and more and more reliance fell upon
Fighter Command to devise a successful close defence. Thus, as
far as the air defence of Great Britain Tiras concerned, Fighter
Command became the key. Fighter Command alone stood between
Britain and the lurid fate which the Joint Planning Committee had
forecast in 1936,

Indeed as time went on less and less

If the aeroplane was not a defence against
the aeroplane, then Britain Y/ould perish, but if it was such a
defence, then, on the further W.A. plans which were made.
Bomber Command would perish, for surely if Fighter Command could
defeat the German air offensive, then the German equivalent
could equally defeat the British air offensive.

This reasoning might have brought the Air Staff to the
second major problem which confronted them, the question of hovY
to defeat the German Air Force, that is, the problem of hov/ to
attain a general, as opposed to a purely local, air superiority.
This v/as the crux of the whole proposition of air power and it
took five years of v/ar, five years of trial and error, five
years of colossal German blunders, five years of aircraft
production and five years of superior training to solve it.
This Vi/as in fact to prove the fundamental element of v/ar, not
only in the air, but of war in every theatre and every medium.
That the British Air Staff should not have mastered the most

expeditious methods of attaining this air superiority before all
this experience had been gained was inevitable, but the fact
that the Air Staff did not recognise the need for command in
the air as a pre-requisite to effective strategic bombing was
tragic. It is one thing to enter a war with basically sound
doctrines and strategy but to lack the tactical and technical
means of carrying it out. It is quite another thing to enter
the wrar writh a basically unsound doctrine. The doctrine will
father the tactics, the equipment and the tectmique of the
force. Only what can be done will be done and a false doctrine,
having fostered its ovm equipment, then dictates the vYrong
strategy even when this is known to be Yvrong, Put most simply,
an air force designed for night bombing cannot instantly switch
to day bombing, any more than an air force designed for short
range attack can suddenly switch to long range attack.

The need for the destruction of the German Air Force
seen only as a need to defeat the German air offensive in the

opening phases of the war. The broad conception and hope was
that Fighter Command TYould defeat the German ’loiock out blovY*
and thus gain time for Bomber Command to mount an offensive of
at least equal intensity. Then it would be possible to return
to the doctrine of the offensive and the nation which could
stand the bombing the longest would win the war,
fighter doctrine was a stop gap idea intended to guarantee
Britain during the awkivard period v/hile her bomber force was less
pCTwerful than the German bomber force. That any fighter force
could impose a permanent stop upon any bomber force was not
imagined. Ultimately the bombers would win. The development
of the R,A,F, bombing offensive would gradually throvT the
German Air Force on to the defensive, just as the threat of a
German offensive had already in 1938 thro™ the R,A,F,
defensive,

VYould mount a diminishing attack on England,
against Germany would increase and the relative positions of the
air forces in 1938 would, perhaps by 1941> be reversed. For
this plan the essentials were an efficient defence in 1939 and
1940 and the means of formidable attack in 1941 and 1942,

This was not mere YYishful thinlcing.
Spitfires supported by radar gave the prospects of successful
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defence at the beginning. The 'giant' bombers, the Stdr'ljngs,
Halifaxes and iianchesters, projects Ti/hlch had been maturing
since 193^, seemed to offer the prospects of formidable attack
in 1941 and 194-2, Britain's future, even in 1938, was not
without hope. Meanwhile the Hampdens, \7ellingtons, Y/liitleys,
Blenheims and even Battles vrould have to do what they could

to\rards gaining the initiative in the war in the air.
Offensive plans for Bomber Command were therefore the key to
the Air Staff's policy.

Now there vrere two respects in which Germany was obviously
vulnerable to air attack,

concentration of a large proportion of her basic industry in

one relatively small area, the valley of the Ruhr,
second was in the domain of her oil supplies,
these t\To points that the hopeful attention of the British
Air Staff v/as riveted.

The fir^t was in the heavy

The

It was upon

The Air Ministry Intelligence
organisation had gathered some very striking information
about the Ruhr,(l No less than 51^ of the entire industrial

By far the greater part
of many of Germany's basic industrial products came from the

Rulir(2; and if the Ruhr could be paralysed, "the German

population of Germany lived there.

economic system could not function and she would become
impotent to '*Tage virar on a large scale in less than
tlaree months". There were several ways in which this
"the greatest and most centralised industrial area in the

world" might be paralysed by bombing attacks. The
reservoirs and dams might be destroyed with the object of

cutting off supplies of water essential for industrial and

domestic puip>oses alike and also of causing flooding. The

canals might be bi'eached with the object of delaying the
arrival in the Ruhr of essential raw materials and dislocating
the distribution of Ruhr products. Attacks might be made on

fuel and po\/er supplies with the object of bringing industry
to a standstill.

That this obviously attractive strategic theory might also

be tactically feasible and teclmically within the grasp even
of the small Bomber Command with which Britain would enter

the T/ar was suggested :in the C-in-C's reception of the plan.
Sir Edgar Ludlcn,r-Hewitt v\ras of the opinion that the aim, that
is the paralysis of the Ruhr, could be achieved by the

dispatch of about 3,000 sorties and the sacrifice of no more

than 176 bombers, (3;
assailed Bomber Command Headquarters was the question of
whether the bombers would be able to take a direct route

across the Low Countries,

be impossible to sustain the attack.

The only worry which seems to have

If they could not, then it might

A,H,B,11/70/41 (a) Reports by Air (Targets) Intelligence
1939.

The following figures were given to illustrate the
percentage of total German production (excluding
Czechoslovakia) which came from the Ruhr,

Bituminous Coal

Coke

Goal Tar and by-products
Pig Iron
Raw Steel

Engineering Capacity
Chemical Industry

73^

lafo
67%
lafo
over 70^

By far the greater pa

(1)

(2)

rt

(3) A,M, Pile 3,43303 Encl,3A C-in-C Bomber Command to
Air Ministry,
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In greater detail. Bomber Command H,Q, thoioght that the aim
could be most easily achieved by concentrating upon the Ruhr
coking plauts. The destruction of these would, the plans section
of Bomber Coimand said, bring Ruhr industry to an "dmmediate
standstill”,(l; The bombers would, it was predicted, have no
difficulty in finding and hitting the coking plants by day
night. All the 26 Important coking plants could, the
Air Ministry was told, be put out of action by no more than ?8
low level sorties, To make assurance doubly sure. Bomber
Command thought this should be supported by attacks
electricity supplies. Destruction or even reduction of electri
city supplies would have immediate effects both "materially and
morally , Owing to their small siae, these targets would
ho\rever, have to be attacked by day and owing to the defences,
from high level. All the same 38 squadron attacks could destroy
the nineteen most important electricity stations,
tion of water supplies might be tried when heavier bombs
available.

or

on

The destruc-

. were

This extraordinary optimism, iThich contrasted so signi
ficantly ?/ith Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt•s more general pessimism
about the other plans, could hardly fail to make  a profound
in^jression, even if the Air Ministiy were not quite so sanguine
themselves,13; ^ Accordingly the C-in-C was told on I7 Januaiy
1939 that the Air Staff could say "quite definitely" that, iii
the event of immediate war. Bomber Command would undertake
resolute attacks against povrer targets in the Rihr,(4)
after the C-in-C's enthusiasm began somewhat to cool.

There-

Germany’s oil position, though apparently not quite
vulnerable as the Ruhr industrial area, offered another promising
offensive plan for Bomber Command, Like all the other European
great powers, with the exception of Russia, Germany lacked
indigenous supply of oil adequate to meet her peace tune let
alone her war time, requirements. The Eour Year Plan wLs doing
something to ease the position but it was clear that the synthetic
plants and the natural oil wells of Germany could supply no more
than about tvyenty per cent of her probable war time oonsurr^ition, (b)
Her war effort vrould therefore depend upon stocks and imports
from abroad. Roughly two thirds of Germany’s peace time oil
imports came from North and South America, Under one fifth
c^e from Rumania, Great Britain, however, owned "practically
the whole fleet of tankers and ■with the ooinmand of the
\Thich she might expect, it would not be difficult
Germany off from overseas oil supplies. For continued hnports
Germany would therefore have to rely upon Poland and Rumania.(6)
Polish supplies vrould not exceed 150,000 tons per annum, but in
Rumania there was enough oil to meet German needs.

so

an

sea

in 'war to cut

The problem

(1) A.M. Pile S.A3303 Encl,3B, Para.23.

Or by 26 squadron raids from high level.

For exanq)le the Air Ministry were not convinced that coking
plants were "easily recognisable from the air both by day
and night". See pencilled comment "Not true" against this
contention, A.M, Pile S.A3303, Encl.3B. Para.20.
Ibid. Mdn,5.

See als

(2)

(3)

o

(4) Ibid, Enel,lOA.D, of 0, and I, to C—in-C Bomber Command
17 Jan. 1939 (Copy).

(5) A.H.B.IIAl/6. Air Ministry Appreciation, Plan T4A,6. p,l.

(6) Transport difficulties seemed to indicate that little
could be gained from Russia,
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here would he one of transport and the limiting factor would be

the capacity of the Danube which could scarcely carry more than

one million tons a year. Stocks which would cushion the war

effort against a diminution of imports, at any rate for a time,
were variously estimated to be between about three and five
million tons, (l) It v/as therefore reasonable to assume that
for Germany a decisive shortage of oil would folloYi/- the

destruction of stocks, production capacity and refining
capacity,(2) Unless Germany could import extraordinarily
large quantities from Rumania, the effects of a bombing offensive

against oil should be seen within about three months.

The planning machine accordingly Trent into action and a

second major offensive plan for Bomber Command Tjas produced.
Thirty two targets were selected which consisted of the sixteen

major synthetic plants, the fourteen major refineries and two

independent tank farms. All but nine of these targets could

easily be reached from England, but it was thought that the

remainder might require bomber bases in Poland, Nevertheless
if endurance was the sole consideration, all the targets with

"the possible exception of Stettin" could be reached by home
based bombers. It was not thought possible to estimate the

weights of bombs which would be required to destroy synthetic
plants or refineries. The damage would depend on the extent
to which the plants proved to be self destructive,(3) It was
therefore left to later and less cautious estimates to deter

mine the number of sorties which the plan would demand. Some

of the targets, for instance Leuna, were thought large enough
to warrant night attack.

The oil plan, loaown as Y^,A,6, , did not have quite the

attraction of the Riihr plan, numbered W,A,5a, There was always
the fear that Ruimanian supplies might defeat it, but here at

least the Air Staff believed they had two plans which offered

Bomber Command, even in its early days, the prospect of decisive

independent and strategic victories.

With these t\To plans the Air Staff might vrell have rested
To thecontent, but they were permitted no such luxury,

military, if not to the air force mind, the destruction of lines
of communication seemed to be a significant part of the role

which air power could play in war. Indeed in the independent
and strategic plans the significance of transport had not been

overlooked. In the Ruhr plan, for instance. Intelligence had

pointed to the desirability of impeding the inflow of raw
materials and the outflow of products to and from the Ruhr,

In the oil plan the significance of blocking the Danube vjas

obvious. As early as 1936, however, the Air Staff had been

advised by a Cabinet Committee that a general attack on trans

port was unlikely to cause sufficient damage to affect industry
seriously, (4) Y/hat might be harmless to the industrialist
might all the same be fatal to the general and an attack on

military lines of communication was one of the most obvious

ways in which Bomber Command might discharge the duty, laid
upon it in 1937 by the Chiefs of Staff, of assisting the Army,

(1) The I,I,C, thought stocks plus domestic production would
extend to months of war. See I,C,E,/28A 1 June
1939.

(2) The P,C,I, (at) had grasped in 1936 that refineries were
not nearly as important as synthetic plants,

(3) A,H.B.IIAl/6 op»cit, p,9 et seq,

(a) F,C,I.(AT)A 10 Nov, 1936, 2nd Report, p,9«
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The French in particular Ti^ith their natural concern about

the approaching German invasion^ were especially enthusiastic
about such a plan and the British Rar Office was sufficiently
interested to sketch a bombing plan for the prevention or delay
of a German advance through the Lot^' Countries,  A great many
theoretical discussions and some singularly ill-conducted
experiments were carried out ¥i/ith the object of determining
what should be attacked, viaducts, moving trains in cuttings
or on bridges, moving trains on open lines, moving trains in

small stations, open lines in cuttings, or open lines not in

cuttings, traffic centres and so on. The Tfer Office enquiries
encountered formidable delays at the Air Ministry and very little
agreement could be reached between the French and the British
Staffs on the subject,(l) From time to time the Air Ministry
displayed a reviving interest in the prospect of industrial
dislocation arising from transport attacks.

From the welter of international and inter-service argioment
there did however emerge three possible lines of action for

Bomber Command, In order to do something to meet military
demands and apparently impressed by the reported break down of
German communications during the seizures of Austria and

Czechoslovakia, the Air Staff decided to introduce a variant to

the Ruhr plan. This variant, known as Tf.A,5b, provided for a
limited and harassing attack against communications in the Ruhr,
Besides perhaps contributing to their own strategic aim there,
the Air Staff considered that the advance of the German army
would be "hanpered" by this action. The French yrere not,
however, so easily satisfied and in April 1939 the Army Staff
(3rd Bureau) presented a note(2) outlining an ambitious plan to
make and maintain 100 cuts in open railway tracks with the object
of checking the German army. The Air Ministry reminded the
French that 1,490 tons of Japanese bombs dropped on 718 sorties
over a period of 103 days had suspended traffic on the

Canton-Kowloon railway for only ten days,(3) The British War
Office disagreed with the French not only about the targets
they had chosen but about the areas they had selected,(4) and
this plan, Imcwn as W,A,4a, was overtaken by the war before the
stage of argument had been passed.

All the same the military and air force delegates of Britain
did assure those of France that, in the event of  a German advance
through the Low Countries, the primaiw
Bomber Command would be to stem it, (5)
cussions and imperfect plans for attacks on transport have a
dual significance.

role of the R,A,F,

These confusing dis-

In the first place they indicated one of the
auxiliary functions which Y/ould undoubtedly fall upon the

independent force and in the second place they were, like the
Rrrhr and the oil plans, the prelude to the greater events v/hich
were to follow,

the Ruhr-, the industry of oil production and the activity of
transport that strategic bombers were to strike their decisive
blovYS,

As vfe shall in time see, it vras at the area of

(l) For the development of Anglo-French views on this subject
see the papers of the Anglo-French Staff conversations
(A.F.C,),

(2) A,M, File S.1359 Encl,2A or A,F.C,(j)51,

(3) Ibid, Encl,12B or A,F,C,(j)84,

(4) Ibid, passim,

(5) A,M, File S,1338 Part I Encl,2A or A,F,C, (J)63.
Conclusions of Meeting of Anglo-French Staffs, 27 Apr, 1939,
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If, however, various possible auxiliary activities were a
threat to what the Air Staff regarded as the central task of the
bomber force, that is the strategic and independent attack, they
were by no means the only threat. Another threat Tvas raised by
the so called illegality of bombing. Prom the beginning of the
First T/orld Ylar the Germans believed that in the submarine they
possessed a weapon \Tith which they might bring Britain to her
knees. Yet they did not start unrestricted submarine warfare
until 1917 ajnd the first result of their action was to bring
America into the war against them. There were two reasons to
explain v/hy the German government forced their submarine
commanders to hold their hands for three years. The first was
that the German U-boat fleet was not until 191? large enough to
offer the prospect of decisive success. The second was that by
sinking merchant ships without search or Vi/aming, Germany would
undoubtedly be charged by enemies and neutrals and especially by
the U,S,A T/ith contravening international law. She would be
told she was no longer a civilised nation. Thus new coalitions

might be formed against the German Empire, Germany could there
fore not afford the risk of provoking new enemies until she v/as
certain that the submarine would dispose of Britain and perhaps
also isolate America, These decisive consequences, the Ibiperor
was advised, could be expected in I917 and the unrestricted
submarine Y/ar began in 1917.(l) Now if Germany, like Britain,
had also depended upon a merchant fleet for her existence and

if Britain had also possessed a formidable U-boat fleet, it is
inconceivable that Germany would ever have stimulated this kind
of T/arfare,

• ;

Bombing presented a strictly similar case. There was,
it is true, no international law of the air, but the bomb was
widely regarded as a more or less illegal weapon. The League
of Nations had sought ways of outlavfing the bomber and the
British government liad given its support to the Ben^ resolution
designed for this purpose,(2) The negotiations had, to the
relief of the Air Staff, come to nothing, but the idea continued
to prevail that to bomb civilians vTould be a dastardly act.
Much prominence had been given in the British press to the
German bombing of Guernica and the Italian bombing of Barcelona,
The democracies proclaimed these killings as murders. Clearly,
hovrever, if civilians vfere sacred and only "military targets"
could be attacked, then strategic bombing could never be applied,
for round all strategic targets there were civilians, 6,000,CX30
of them in the Ruhr, &, 000,000 of them in London, Civilians
TYere indeed a possible strategic target themselves. No bombing
of civilians meant in effect no strategic bombing.

To support the so called and variously interpreted but
actually non-existent laws of air warfare was therefore to deny

the strategic bomber its function in Yirar, If, hovrever, by
doing this, Britain might attract powerful neutrals to her

cause, the sacrifice might be worthwhile, for it would surely
be only temporary. If in addition by refraining from any
"illegal" act in the air, she encouraged Germany to do the
SEune, she might have discovered an extremely cheap v/ay of
averting the much dreaded German 'knock out blow',

Y/hen therefore on 21 Jime 1938 the Prime Minister publicly
proclaimed in the House of Commons that it T/as against inter

national lav/ to bomb civilians, that targets attacked must be
"legitimate military objectives" and that due care must be

(1) "T/orld Crisis" op, cit, Vol,II p,l,ll6 et seg,

(2) GAB A9 (32),
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taken to spare civilians in the neighbourhood of these military
objectives,(l) he committed a very statesmanlike and discreet
act. After all, only in the previous February the Air Staff

had expressed a wish, about \rhich it may be assumed they did
not consult Lord Trenchard, for an international agreement by
which "air forces, while they may remain valuable ancillaries
to surface forces, cannot in themselves be a decisive factor

in war", (2) Seldom can the Air Staff have more nearly
approached the attitude of mind which generally prevailed at

the Admiralty,

Prance and Britain therefore agreed between themselves
that they would take no "illegal" action in the air until the
Germans did. Thus they hoped to gain a further breathing
space Ti/hile German air superiority was at its greatest,
German ambitions in the East, heightened by the British guarantee
to Poland, gave a more solid assurance that there might vrell be

a "gloves on" period in the west after the declaration of xra.r.

This curious situation, inspired, alas, more by yreakness
and fear than by moral rectitude or sincerity, produced a number

of "legal" plans for Bomber Command designed to provide an

employment for the force while the period of restricted bombing
should last,

prepare an ambitious plan to destroy the German fleet, for at

least there could be no doubt that a battleship at sea vra.s a

legitimate target, it being so unlikely that there would be any
civilians in the neighbourhood,
plan knovm as ¥.A,7a or Plan "K" T,ms that it was carried out
and Ti/as in fact to be the first war operation of Bomber Command,

It also made the Air Staff willing enough to

The only significance of this

One other "legal" plan is worth noticing because it
revealed the extraordinary vie\T of German morale which already
pervaded Britain, This Y/as the- plan to drop propaganda from

the air, knovm as Yf,A, 14, The supposition was that Hitler's
regime tvas so unstable and the German public so nervy and
impressionable that it might vrell prove "that skilfully dropped
propaganda, distributed by aircraft, may prove a more potent

than bombs",(3) At one time the Air Staff were even
ideal leaflet bomber".

weapon

poring over a specification for the
The jejune mixture of threats, bribes and cajoleries Yrhich the

projected leaflets contained hardly justified the hope and it

took some sharp -words from the D,C,A,S, to restore some sense of

proportion,(4) Nevertheless the conception of German morale
which helped this plan lingered, as y/111 appear, with disastrous
results for Britain,

It is novT possible to suimmarise the policy with which the

R,A,F, entered the v/ar and to suggest Tfhither it led. The

doctrine of the offensive, the doctrine that the aeroplane is

not a defence against the aeroplane, was modified in the British

mind by the supremacy of the Lioftwaffe, Most promising T^reapons
to afford the means of a successful close defence in the air had

been devised, but the principle remained that ultimately the only
way to deal virith the German Air Force v/as to mount a counter

(1) A,M, File S.if6l05 Enel, 120 para,3,

Air Staff Memorandum 25 Feb, 1938,(2) C,I,D, 14.08 - B. p,5.
Circulated to 0,1,D, by S, of S, 1 Mar, 1938

(3) The yrords are actually those of the C-in-C Bomber Command,
See A,M, Pile S,i|.6650 Part I, Enol,lA,

(4) A,M, Pile S,46650 Part I, Enol,4A,
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The idea vra.soffensive of equal and later superior intensity,
for the R,A,P, to rise from the defensive position in which it

would have to enter the war, to strike blows which would cast
the Luftwaffe on to the defensive and which would in themselves

destroy the core of the German wax- effort. The fuaction of

Fighter Command and the restricted bombing policy Viras to gain
the time in which to build the 'giaxit' bombers. At the same

time it v/as not possible to think exclusively in terms of the

independent offensive, for it was not only in the air tliat

Britain's position was unfavourable. Desperate'measuires might
be necessary to save the situation on land, or to ad-vance the
cause of Britain at sea.

These considerations made the R,A,F’s war policy reasonably
In so far as the independent offensive was concernedobvious,

the bombers must hold their hands as long as possible, they must
gain the greatest possible strength before they struck.
Fighter Command must defeat the initial German attack,
as the auxiliary offensive was concerned the action of the

the other hand, would have to be controlled by the
In other words Bomber Command

As far

bombers, on
events of the battlefields,

must conserve its forces, if possible until the 'giant' bombers
were ready. Then it must strike at the heart of Germany,

Obviously if the Luftwaffe
could be thrown on to the defensive Britain would gain substan-

Her own danger of destruction by the Lufty/affe
A concentration of German air po?/er on the

.  But where did this policy lead?

tial advantages,
v/ould be abated,

defence of the Reich would deny the 7/ehxmaoht at least a

proportion of its air support, but the crucial question vra.s

would this defensive alignment of the German Air Force, once

it had been enforced, be an adequate achievement for the
British bombers themselves? Would they be able to get through
these defences to strike those mortal blows at the Ruhr, at oil
supplies or transport which the W,A, Plans envisaged?
flew by day, vrould they in the absence of superior speed be
capable of fighting their yvay to the target and back again?
If"'they flew by night to evade the German fighters, vrould they

Tliere was absolutely

If they

be able to find and hit their targets?
no evidence to suggest that bombers could fulfil either task

The relatively slow bomber armed with ,303\rith success,

machine guns would obviously fall a victim to the much faster

German fighters armed with larger guns. It soon did. There
was nothing in the yet undeveloped science of air navigation
vyhich suggested that bombers, even if they could evade the

fighters by night, would succeed in finding their targets, let
alone hitting them. Much bitter experience of war was to be

required before these t\ro lessons were learnt, yet even before
the war began there did lurk behind the scenes a possible
evasion of these issues.

If the combination of Geiman close defence and navigational
problems made it impossible to strike precise blows at specific
points in the German war economy, it still had to be asked
whether in fact it was necessary to strike precise blov/s at all.

In 1918, when confronted with the same problem.
Major General Trenchard had said that the moral effect of

bombing stood in relation to its material effect in the propor-
British fears of the German Air Force had

centred as much, if not more, upon the probable reaction of the
British people as upon the effects upon the ports. The belief
that bombers could quickly spread panic among populations was

the leading impression of the inter-war years. The thought^
that the German people vrould be especially susceptible to this

tion of 20 to 1,
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treatment suggested that the -vreakest point in the German v/ar
economy might lie not in the Ruhr industry or the shortage of
oil, but in the people themselves,
fathers of these people who had collapsed in I9I8,
fore the small precise targets could not be hit, then missing
them might prove at least as effective as hitting them. The
German people, massed in their great cities could not be missed,
even in the dead of night.

This argument was in time to be exposed by the German
people as an error of judgment of the first magnitude, yet it
arose from an even more fundamental misconception,
of attacking areas instead of targets derived its attraction

It v/as after all the

If there-

The idea

from the possibility of succeeding.at night, from the oppor
tunity, which it offered more than did any other bombing policy,
of evading the German defences,

target admirably suited to the methods of the guerre de course
in the air,

the defensive, it was believed, need never be defeated,
Germany herself could be destroyed while her air force searched
the dark skies in vain for the British bombers,
air force, unlike any other weapon of war, need not, if this
theory was correct, fight the defending air force. It would
grapple directly with the nation. If this was so, then the
conquest of the air had introduced to the art of war a revolution.
If it was not, then the principles of air povrer could have been
discerned in the teachings of naval and military history,
war of 1939 - 45 has ansvrered these questions.

Morale was in fact the one

The German Air Eorce having once been thrown on

The offensive

The
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CHAPTER I

THE COLLAPSE OF THE ’KNOCK OUT BLOW* THEORY ANP
THE ORIGINS OF ATTRITIONAL BOMBING

With whatever doctrine the R.A.P. entered the war on

3 September 1939 there was one inescapable conclusion which
dominated the councils of the British Government and Air Staff.

If a 'knock out blow' from the air was indeed coming it would be
the Luftwaffe and not the R.A.P. which delivered it.

German Air Force was supposed to be ready for war.
Command was little more than a shadow force,

ing effect on all calculations and Britain was unlikely to submit
herself voluntarily to an unequal test in the air.
interests would best be served if the outbreak of the bombing
war could be delayed, if she could conserve the small bomber
force which she possessed and use it as the cadre of the much

bigger force of the future, which could deal out at least as
much destruction as the Luftwaffe.

Wehrmacht turned east to crush Poland, the British were well

content to carry out only the restricted bombing which, with the

French, they had planned for this event.

The

Bomber

This had a sober-

Her

When therefore the

X

It seemed certain all the same that Germany would presently
turn the full weight of her armed strength against the Western

Powers, The British Army was as yet only a bare nucleus of the

force which was to come, and the Royal Navy could not immediately
or directly get to grips with the enemy. The main hope of

countering this impending danger therefore lay in the French Army
and the British bomber forces. So long as German eyes were

turned eastwards, the policy of restricted bombing seemed not

only possible, but it also seemed to be obvious wisdom. As soon

as Germany turned westwards, there must, the Chiefs of Staff

advised the Government, be no shrinking from "using all that we

have got". In that case British bombers must be used "at all
costs in the manner which holds out,the best hope of obtaining
decisive results against Germany".

These were bold words and they meant, in effect, that a

German invasion of Prance would instantly be countered by an
all-out R.A.P. attack upon the Ruhr. Since the German invasion

would almost certainly come through the Low Countries, where the

Maginot Line curiously ended, the bombers would be able to take

a direct route to their target, and one of the principal
difficulties of the plan, the need to fly round neutral air,
would have been removed. Even so the Ruhr attack wo\rld still

be a formidable undertaking, which, the French believed, might
do more harm than good. Neither the Supreme Commander,
General Gamelin, nor General Vuillemin believed that the attack

would have any effect upon the advance of the German army, (2)
General Vuillemin thought it would be folly to do anything to

provoke a German bombing attack on French industry, which he

regarded as much more vulnerable than German industry.
General Gamelin felt that the less bombing that took place, the

greater would be the prospects of a B’rench victory on land in

the spring of 1940. Such bombing as did occur should, he

thought, be directed against columns of troops, lines of military
communication and aerodromes. The French Generals, thinking in

(l) W.P.(39) 86. Memorandum by C.O.S. for the War Cabinet.
19 Oct. 1939.

(2) A.M, File S.46368 Part I Encl,19A. Notes of a meeting at
Gamelin's H.Q. attended by A.V.M. Evill. 24 Oct. 1939» and

Encl.20A. Gamelin to Evill 25 Oct. 1939 (Copy).
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terms of purely military strategy and imbued with  a defensive
outlook upon the war, regarded the bomber as a weapon of army
co-operation. The British Air Staff on the other hand, looking
at Germ^y from across the water, persevered with their belief
in the independent and strategic role for bombers, which they had
always believed to be the ultimate expression of air power.

Nevertheless by the time the French had agreed to the
principle of a strategic bombing attack upon the Ruhr in the
event of a German invasion of the Low Countries, (l) other and
even more formidable objections to the plan were beginning to
disclose themselves. In order to hit small targets like power
stations, which the Ruhr plan demanded, the bomber force would
have to make the attack in daylight. In order to achieve the
suiprise, which the Ruhr plan envisaged as essential to success,
the bomber force woiLLd have to commit its whole strength to a
single attack. The more Sir Edgar Ludlow-Heiwitt, the C-in-C
Bomber Command, thought about this enterprise, the less he liked
it. The jndications were, from the little experience of air
operations which had yet been gained, that the bomber was no
match for the fighter in combat. Hopes that a fleet of bombers
flying together in daylight would be able to protect themselves
against hostile fighters had already received a rude shock.
There had been two high level actions on 14 and 18 December 1939,
in which Wellington bombers had been attacked by Messerschmitt
fighters. On both occasions half the bombers had been shot
down. At low level there was the grim experience of
4 September I939 when the low flying force of Blenheims
attempting to attack the German fleet off Wilhelmshaven
all been destroyed by light anti-aircraft guns. (2) 

’ had

/

If the greater part of Bomber Command,, . was launched against
the Ruhr, the C-in-C thought it highly probable that half the
entire force might be lost. Quite apart from the immediately
paralysing effect this would have upon further bombing opera
tions, the effect upon the expanded and re-equipped force of
the future would be disastrous. The small bomber force of

1940 with its Hampdens, Wellingtons, Whitleys and Blenheims
to be the nucleus of a much greater force of Stirlings

was

,
Halifaxes and Manohesters. The loss of half the best crews of
1940 would deny the Bomber Command of the future
potential leaders. (3)

half of its

A concerted strategic air attack upon a first class
industrial power was something which had never yet been
attempted. The proposed R.A.P. offensive
ejq^erimental in nature. No one could say what the consequences
would be either for the industries which suffered the attacks
or for^the bombers which carried them out. The Ruhr plan
would involve^the R.A.P. in a gamble with the highest stakes,
tor it was evident that nothing less than the whole future of
Bomber Command hung in the balance. The C-in-C was already
convmced that the "speculative amount of damage" which might be
inllicted on Gennany was no justification for such a risk.

(1) S.W.C. 8th Mtg. 23 Apr.1940.
op.cit. Vol.II, p.37.

A.M. Pile S.43303 Encl.47B. Bomber Command Appreciation
on the Ruhr Plan. 27 Jan.1940. In the case of
^ December, the S.A.S.O., Bomber Command attributed the
losses to causes other than
B.C.

A.M. Pile S.43303 Encl.47B
covering letter 28 Jan. 1940 Encl.47A.
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(2)

enemy fighter action. See
O.R.B. Dec.1939 App. D,154-.

(3) op.Git. See also the C-in-C*3
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Thus it appeared that, in the case of the Ruhr plan, the

probable tactical dangers far outweighed the possible strategic
advantages,
scale daylight bombing could be carried out at all now had. to be
faced.

More specifically, the problem of whether large

It seemed essential to find another pilan for Bomber
Command, a plan, which would not involve committing the whole

force to a single enterprise on a single day, a plan which mi^t
be carried out at night, if indeed the German fighter opposition
proved to be as deadly as early indications had suggested, and

yet a plan which offered the chan.ce of decisive strategic results

comparable to those promised by the Ruhr plan.

Though the Air Staff were reluctant to abandon the Ruhr

plan, at least as a measure to be taJcen in the critical emergency
which might follow a German invasion of the Low Countries, (l)
discretion was the better part of valour,
had not yet admitted it, the 'phoney war* had sufficed to kill

the idea of a British 'knock out blow' against Germany,
also struck what proved to be a mortal blow at the British plan
for daylight bombing,
oil plan seemed to enjoy many advantages, especially for an

offensive which was bound to be experimental.
Bomber Command to feel its way into the war because it did not

envisage one single decisive attack,
thought that the destruction of oil plants could be sought over
a considerable period and the offensive could therefore be

carried out bit by bit as circumstances permitted,
were also larger targets than power stations, and could there

fore be attacked from a higher altitude, or perhaps even at

ni^t,
also a powerful strategic sanction for the oil offensive, for if

the Rulir was Germany's most vital and vulnerable industrial area,

oil certainly represented a dangerous bottleneck in her whole war

economy. (2)

Even if the Air Staff

It had

As an alternative to the Ruhr plan, the

It would enable

On the contrary it was

Oil plants

In addition to these tactical advantages, there was

■  By the end of March 1940, when Sir Charles Portal had

succeeded Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt as C-in-C Bomber Command, the
intention of attempting a daylight offensive, had been abandoned,
and the Air Staff were thinking more and more of the oil attack

as the principal strategic task for Bomber Command, If, however,
some doubts had been cleared away, many others remained.
Opinion before the war had been generally sceptical about the

possibility of carrying out precision bombing at ni^t, yet the
oil attack would certainly call for precision bombing. Then

there was the unknowm question of what the Germans, armed with

the initiative in the air and on land, would do. No one yet
knew the extent to which Bomber Command might get drawn into the

impending battle on land or the war at sea. The efforts of the

Advanced Air Striking Force in Prance and the efforts of Coastal

Command and the Fleet Air Arm, designed to help the Navy, might
not prove adequate to protect the independent role of Bomber
Command. Indeed the air defence of Great Britain herself might
demand wider activities tlian Fighter Command alone could perform.
All these problems remained msolved when, on 9 April 1940,
Germany invaded Denmark and Norway.

The attack on the west had begun, but still the German
bombers were held in check,

of restricted bombing svixvived.
For a few uneasy weeks the period

Nevertheless the time had come

(1) A.M. Pile S.46368 Part 1, Encl.39A.
held in the C.A.S. room 22 Feb. 1940. (also CAS./MISC/I?.)

(2) P.O.G.I6. Lord Hankey's 2nd Report, Jan. 1940.
(Also W.P.(40) 26).
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for the Air Staff to proclaim a hcanbing policy which would be
needed soon enough,

in an advance towards the French frontier, then, the G-in-C w&s
told on 13 April 1940,

If the Germans invaded the Low Countries

Bomber Command would be expected to
attack German commimicaticns leading west. The targets would
be columns of troops on the move and marshalling yards in the
Ruhr. These, however, would be "harassing" attacks, and the
main weight of bombs was to be dropped on German oil plants.
This plan was known as W.A.4c. If, on the other hand, the
Germans did not invade the Low Gomtries but it did become

advisable to start unrestricted bombing, then Bomber Command
would be free to concentrate on a strategic offensive against
oil plants, coking plants, eleotricity plants if they could be
seen, and other self-illuminating targets.

These t’wo plans for kwo eventualities had two
In either case the offensive would be carried out at

night, and in either case there would be attacks on oil.
Through all the vicissitudes of the tremendous event
breaking upon Europe, the British Air Staff never abandoned this
faith in the principle of strategic bombing,
never completely swallowed by the consuming demands of defence
which beset Britain for many years to come,
faith in strategic bombing was a blind faith, and the course of
the bombing offensive was to be repeatedly marred by the clamour
of defence.

common

factors.

s now

The R.A.F. was

All the same this

At dawn on 10 May the German army, with the Luftwaffe in
close attendance, swarmed over the Low Countries towards Prance.
The barriers were down and five days later, the War Cabinet
having given their approval, (2) 99 aircraft of Bomber Command
v/ere dispatched to the Ruhr to attack oil and railway targets. (3)
True to its tradition Bomber Command took to the offensive.
After more than twenty years of thought, but practically no
experience, the strategic bomber at last moved from the realm of
speculation to that of action,

Rotterdam the Luftwaffe had invited a terrible retribution.
This first R.A.P. strategic attack on the night of the 15 May
was the beginning.

By destroying Warsaw and

The Wehrmacht. fresh from its victories in Poland and
Norway, swept into Prance like an avalanche,
was no battle of the Marne,

was pushed into the sea at Dunkirk,
capitulated on I7 Jme 1940.

occupying the Channel ports, sought a quick decision against his
last enemy. The Luftwaffe was flung against Britain, and
invasion was daily expected to follow. The unchecked series
of German victories, however, ended abruptly in the Battle of
Britain under the guns of the R.A.P. Fighter Command and Germany
was forced to seek a longer drawn out conflict in the Atlantic
while her main forces recoiled, turned about and looked for
further victories in the east.

This time there

The British Expeditionary Force
Paris fell and Prance

Hitler, with his armies now

an

During 1940 Britain endured through three great defensive
struggles, the Battles of Prance, Britain and the Atlantic, but
at the same time her bombers began a fourth struggle, the Battle

(1) A.M. Pile S.46368 Part I, Encl.47A, D. of Plans to C-in-C
(Copy.) This Directive is reproduced inBomber Command.

App.II below.

(2) W.M.(40) 123rd Conclusion Min,2. 15 May 1940.

(3) A.H.B.IIM/aI/1 Operations Record Book Bomber Command
1939 ~ 1940.
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of Germany, Even wj.th.out these defensive battles to sap the
strength of Bomber Command, the i'irst phase of the bombing
offensive would have been difficult enough. With them, it
became practically impossible.

The first difficulty threatening the bombing offensive now-
beginning was inherent. This was the difficulty of identifjring
precise targets at night. It was hoped that oil plants might
be found and successfully bombed in conditions of moonlight, but
it was never expected that success could be achieved in total
darkness. If therefore the decision to bomb at night did not
apparently mean the abandonment of precision bombing altogether,
it did limit the time in which it could be carried out to nine
or ten nights in the month, and even on these nights there might
well be no coincidence of good weather and moonlight,
outset therefore the oil plan was something less than the design
of a whole bombing offensive.'

diverted from its strategic role, or was to be partly idle,
other forms of attack would have to be considered as well.

Eroffl the

Unless Bomber Command was to be

In 1940 the problem of idleness was, however, the least of
those which confronted the force,

was told on 19 May 1940 to concentrate his effort during the
s in and around the

All the same the

The C“in-C Bomber Command

periods against oil and railway target
as had been arranged in plan W.A.4c.

moon

Ruhr,
Chief of the Air Staff had made it a condition that this policy
should only be carried out subject to the promises of direct
support for the French amy, made in Paris by the Prime Minister,
being honoured. Thus Bomber Command found it difficult to get
at the German oil plants, not only because of the dark nights,
but because there were so many other tasks to perform.

The collapse of Prance 'removed one diversion and created
another and greater one. All the same this catastrophic event
had increased the strategic attractions of the oil offensive.
The Lloyd Committee, which had been formed to consider the
Gera-ian oil position, calciilated that Germany and Italy would be
unable to balance their oil budget.(2) They would therefore be
compelled to draw on their stocks. No oil producing territory
had been conquered, but the field of military and industrial
activity had been greatly extended,
captured in France and elsewhere would therefore do no more than
delay a crisis which was in any case inevitable,
reasons the Lloyd Committee concluded that oil represented
very weak link in the economy of the European system under
German hegemony".

The oil which had been

For these

a

The immediate issue of the war did not, however, depend
upon whether Bomber Command could destroy the German oil plants
or not, but upon v/hether the Luftwaffe could gain command of the
air over Britain, so that the German army could land to enforce

Years of thought had been devoted to the prospect
of this German air attack cn Britain which was now beginning.
A great deal had been done and -fche R.A.F. did possess in Fighter
Command a force worthy to play the principal part in one of the
decisive battles of the world,

were worthy of their brilliant execution by Hurricanes and
Spitfires during the Battle of Britain,

convincing plan for the participation of Bomber Command in this
struggle had ever been evolved,

necessary that Bomber Command should take part in the battle and

peace terms.

The plans for 'close defence'

On the other hand, no

Nevertheless it seemed

(1) A.M. Pile S.46368 Part I, Ends. 59A & 60A.

(2) P.0.G.(40)48.
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on 20 June the G-in-C was told in a directive that his primary
task was to be the reduction in the scale of the German air
attack on Britain,

extent which this principal aim would permit.
The oil offensive could

(^o:^tinue only to the

Bomber Command was thus throvn decisively on to the defen
sive in an attack, which, as
tically no chance of success

the Air Staff to this gloomy decision and the attack on the
German Air Force remained the chief task of Bomber Command

throughout the summer and until the end of September, by which
time it was clear that Fighter Command had won its battle,
then it was necessary
to the invasion ports

production were aimed at airframe assembly plants and aluminium
plants as well as at stores and depots,
obvious, and it was presently recognised, that Germany had
acquired large stocks of aluminium in France,

airframe assembly pleaits were easily and quiclcLy repairable and
that in any case Germany possessed several reserve plants which
could i

occur.V

was generally recognised, had prac

Eve

It should have been

It was known tha

tantly make good any loss of production which did
Thus far had German predominance in the air driven

-
.(2) force of events had driven

n

to switch the attack, at least for a time,
.1-5; These attacks on German aircraft

t

the growth of British bombing policy from the natural course of
its development.

It was only when the Battle of Britain was over and when an
"off season" for the German invasion approached that the Air
Staff was once more able to contemplate an offensive bombing
policy,

season which made invasion unlikely also promised more difficult
flying weather,

precision bombing could be attempted,
still resolved to persevere with the oil offensive, the genesis
of a new idea was beginning to form in their minds.
Command might attempt a direct attack on the morale of the German
people.(5)

All the same, one difficulty followed another and the

There would be fewer and fewer nights on which
While the Air Staff were

Bomber

There had already been some attacks on Berlin, and at the
end of October a most encouraging report had been received about
their effects, through the British representative in Belgrade.(^)
Although the attacks had been only "sporadic", they were said to
be causing a daily fall in the morale of the citizens. The
"cocksureness which every German felt after the victories in
Holland, Belgium and France" was apparently "steadily disappear
ing". This remarkable news excited the approbation of the War
Cabinet,
possible. (7

it was hoped that Berlin might be bombed as often as

(1) B.C./s.23746 Vol.I, Encl.4A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C.

See, for instance, the comments of the C-in-G on
16 July 1940. A.M. Pile S.46368 Pairt I, Encl,83A.

(3) B.C./s.23746 Vol.I, EncI.87A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C
21 Sept. 1940 (copy).

(4) A.H.B.Il/70/l49(b).
end.20, "Plan W.A.I. modified.

(5) B.C./S.23746 VoI.II, EncIs.l6A. & B.
covering letter,
25 Oct. 1940.

(6) Ibid. EncI.l8B.
25 Oct. 1940 (copy).

16id. EncI.lSA. D.C.A.S. to C-in-G Bomber Command.
30 Oct. 1940.
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Draft directive and
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German cities would present targets which the bombers
should be able to find on moonless nights or in conditions of
indifferent weather, when no other form
able,

concentrate the bombing offensive upon two principal target
systems, Geiman oil and German cities,

as the more important target and the Deputy Chief of the Air
Staff particiilarly emphasised to Sir Richard Peirse, who had
succeeded Sir Charles Portal as C-in-C,(2) that all other objec
tives were to be treated as secondary and were only to be
attacked when tactical

to bomb oil plants.(3)

of^bombing was profit-The directive of 30 October I940 spoke of the need t

Oil was to be regarded

reasons made it impossible or unprofitab

o

le

The ultimate significance of this decision was concealed in
1940 by the belief that the oil offensive could be carried out at
night in the light of the moon. So long as this belief per
sisted, the genesis of the area bombing policy, which had now
appeared, seemed to be no more than a premising side line,
more important tendency was the increasing Air Staff desire to
concentrate the bombing offensive, which had so far been tom,
not only between the needs of defence and the hopes of offence,
but also between the many conflicting views of the course which
the offensive should take,

had diagnosed in the dispersal of the offensive o
principal ej?planations of ineffective bombing.
they had so far sho-mi themselves quite incapable of resisting
the many and varied demands made on Bomber Cemmand, or indeed of
living up to their own maxims themselves. On the very day that
the directive of 3O October was issued, with its emphasis upon
oil as the primary objective, the Air Ministry sent a signal to
Bomber Commandv3; saying that the "maximum effort" was to be
devoted to attacks upon morale, particularly Italian morale.
Three days after the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff had written
his letter of 10 November to the C-in-C pressing him to depart
from the oil attack only on tactical grounds, the Air M
sent a signal asking for a maximum effort against Italy

A

Already in July 1940 the Air Staff
ne of the

Nevertheless

^l^try
The tragedy of this nebulous situation was thrown into

particular relief by the fifth report of the Lloyd Committee
the German oil position which was circulated on I6 December 1940.(7)
The major conclusion of the Committee was that the Axis oil posi
tion was "sufficiently important and sufficiently weak to Justify
a heavy effort against the strategic points",
implication was that the oil offensive should be intensified.
Meanwhile, hoivever, the Committee pointed out that Gemany
working "ceaselessly to increase her synthetic production, to
organise a great increase in transport from Rumania, and to
develop the widespread use of substitute fuels",
implication was that the oil offensive, if it was to be effective,
should be intensified and that without delay.

on

The obvious

was

The obvious

(1) B. C./S. 23746, Vol.II End. 19A* D, C.A, S, to C-in-C,

On 4 Oct. 1940.

B.C./s.23746 Vol.II, Encl.30A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C
10 Nov. 194-0.

(2)

(3)

(4) IMd. Vol.I, End.26a. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C. 13 July I940.

Ibid. Vol.II, Encl.20A.

Ibid. Vol.II End.33A.
request of the Prime Minister.

P.O.G. (40) 63.
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The Chief of the Air Staff told his colleagues, the Chiefs
of Staff, that the seventeen major synthetic plants in Germany
could be put out of action by an average of ninety-five bomber
sorties per
four months

night on nine nights in the month, over a period of
This would, of course, still leave Germany in

possession of her imports from Humania, and the Lloyd Committ
had already emphasised that the only way to get a "quick death
clinch on the whole enemy oil position" was by the simultaneous
destruction of the synthetic plants and denial of Rumanian
imports. Nevertheless it was calculated that the destruction
of these synthetic plants would deny the Germans  a potential
production of nearly one and a half million tons of oil in six
months. This wo-uld indeed be a serious, and possibly fatal.

ee

blow.

The argument for a concentrated oil offensive seemed
unimpeachable. If successful results coixld be achieved, the
strategic prospects of the offensive v/ere dazzling. 11^ y
probability that success could be achieved was indicated by the
reports already to hand on what the few and minor attacks carried
out so far had already apparently achieved,
therefore had

The Chiefs of Staff

no hesitation in recommending to the Cabinet that
Bomber Command should be concentrated against oil target
every night when the phase
weather was agreeable.(2)

s on

of the moon and the condition of the
Only when the moon and weather were

mfavourable should Bomber Command pursue its secondary aim, the
destruction of German morale by bombing German cities,
strongly were the Chiefs of Staff inpressed by the prospects of
the oil offensive that they went further and recommended, the
naval, the military and the air force chiefs all agreeing about
this, that the only permissible diversions should be

So

against
enemy ports at tines when invasion seemed imminent, or against
Germ^ naval forces if favourable opportunity was presented.
Despite the Prine Minister's sceptical attitude to "cut and
dried calculations. Cabinet acceptance of this advice came
swiftly from the Defence Committee(3) and on 15 January 1%1 the
Air Staff were able to issue the most pungent bombing directive
they had yet written. This was a triumph for the advocates
of independent strategic bombing, for those who knew the advan
tages of concentrated bombing and for those who pointed to
Germany's weakness in the domain of her oil supply. It was
none the less a short lived triumph. After about seven weeks of
adverse weather in which practically no oil attacks could be
undertaken, the returning calls of defence exhausted the hopes
offence once again. ^ On 9 March 1941 Bomber Command, at the
insistence of the Prime Minister, was called away from the Battle
of Germany and thrown into the Battle of the Atlantic. (5}

of

The oil offensive, which the Battle of the Atlantic ended
almost before it had begun in March 1941, marked the end of the
first phase of the development of bombing policy. When the
conditions for independent bombing returned, the Air Staff had

evidence before them and entirely different circumstances
were seen to prevail.

n&.v

It would, all the same, be a mistake to

(1) C.0.S.(40) 38(0).

(2) C.0.3.(41)19. 7

Memorandum by C.A.S. 29 Dec. 1940.

 Jan. 1941.

(3) D.0.(41) 4th Mtg. Min.l I3 Jan. 1941.

(4) B.C./s.23746 Vol.Il, Enol.69A. V.C.A.S. to C-in-C.
(5) B.C./S.23/46 Vol.Il Encl.95A.

See also Churchill:

Vol.III pp.107 - 109.
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regard the first bombing offensive, which began on 15 May 1940
and ended on 9 March 1941, in isolation from the events and

decisions which followed. It is true that the Air Staff, lilce
the bombers themselves, were struggling in the dark to a greater
extent than at any subsequent stage. So little was known and
so much had to be guessed. It is also true that the first

bombing offensive was largely a theoretical enterprise, in the
making of which ho\irs of discussion may well have exceeded hours

of flying. Many of the beliefs and hopes of 1940 had to be
abandoned in 1941 and 1942, and the tv/in engined bombers of 1940
were, in the years to come, to give way to an "all heavy" force
of four engined bombers. Revolutions in the scale and technique
of bombing were to take place, which, in 1940, would have seemed
almost beyond comprehension. Even so, many of the decisions
taken in 1939 and 1940 were binding. The determination to main

tain the strategic function of heavy bombers, oven in the most
unfavourable conditions, proved to be abiding. The decision to
bomb at night was one which the R.A.P, alone never proved capable
of reversing.

These two decisions alone determined the general course of
The fomdations of the wholebombing policy in the future,

bombing offensive were firmly and irrevocably laid in this first
phase,

are inclined to overshadow this first humble attempt to decide a
war by strategic air power, it is well to bear this in mind.

If at times the more spectacular events of later years

DM 2313/1(41)
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CHAPTER II

TIffi: ..FAILURE OF THE FIRST BQIVlBING OFEENSTVE; AN MALYSIS OF
THE PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS ON MilCH HOPES OF SUCCESS RESTED

The R.A.F. attacks on oil in 1940 and early 1941 failed to
achieve any appreciable effect upon the Gernian war potential.
The inability of Bomber Command to mount the offensive in suffix-
cient strength, due first to the defensive diversions of 1940 and
then to the adverse weather of 1941 ̂ was the apjjarent cause of
this failure, but the operative e^iplanation lay deeper than any
temporary embarrassment in 1940 or unkind chances of the weather
in 194L.

tions which contributed to the basic elements of the policy.

The two principal assumptions underlying this policy were,
firstly, the strategic conclusion that oil represented a weak
link in the G-eiman war economy which might be broken by bombing,
and secondly, the tactical calculation that Bomber Command ms

capable of causing sufficient damage to have this effect,
if either of these basic assumptions proved in the event to be
groundless, the offensive v/as certain to fail and it would at

once appear that the inability to adhere to the offensive because

of diversions or weather was only important in so far as it con
cealed more important factors.

The first bombing offensive foundered upon miscalcula-

No\7

The first task is therefore to examine the strategic intelli
gence which suggested the desirability of the oil offensive.

It is true that in 1940 Germany consumed about 2,000^000 tons of
oil less than the British experts had anticipated because of

the inactivity between the conquest of Poland and the attack on
the Y/est, and also because of the rapidity with which France \?as
overrun,

cal in oil consumption, but the victories were so complete that
large quantities of oil fell into German hands,
initial conduct of the ?far seemed to have justified Hitler in
ignoring his advisers who had shovm apprehension about Germany's
oil position at the beginning of the war, (2)

Not only ms the swiftness of German victory economi-

In fact, the

Nevertheless saving oil was not producing oil. As far as
production was concerned, the German pcsition was even v/eaker
than the British experts calculated. They expected that
1,080,000 tons \TOuld be produced in the first six months of 1941
by the hydrogenation plants and a further 370,000 tons by the
Fischer Tropsch process. Actually the two processes produced
respectively 941,088 and 232,769 tons, (3) The British estimate
of German crude production \7as correct to vdthin 5,000 tons.(4)
Actual German imports of oil in the same period were considerably
less than the amounts calculated by British Intelligence. It
was suggested that the Germans might Import over one and a half
million tons of oil from Rumania,

more than 644,160 tons, (5)
In fact, they imported no

Similarly the British overestimated

(l) Cp, A.H.B.II Al/6. A.M, Appreciation on Plan W,A,6,
App, "All p. 3 and Reichswirtschaftsministeriijm, Die Deutsche
Mineralolversorgungslage im Jahre 1940. B.0,T. File S.G,219

(2) A.0, (46)1.
1933 - 1945". p.8.

(3) B.O.T. File S. C, 219 op. cit. Bl. 26 - 27.
mates are those attached to the bombing directive of
January 1941 (B. C./S. 23746 Vol. II Enel. 69A App. "A" on. cit.)
These estimates were based upon the 5th Report of the Lloyd
Committee (P. 0.G,(40)63 op.cit),

(4) Ibid, m. 24.

(5) Ibid. Bl.38.
DM 2313/1(43)
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the imports from Russia by about 100,000 tons. (^)
experts did not overlook any foreign source of oil \vith the
minor exception of 232,200 tons imported by Gennany in the whole
of 1941 from countries other than Russia and Rumania. (2)

The British assumption that the Germnn stock position
perilous is also borne out by the fact that during the first
half of 1941 German consumption exceeded production and imports.
There was, in fact, a decline in stocks from 2,537,800 tons on
1 January I941 to 1,779,4.96 on 30 June I941. (3j

The British

v/as

Finally, the British oil experts vrere right when they
suggested that it was important to proceed v/ith the oil offen
sive as quickly as possible because the position vrould begin to
improve for Germany in the course of 1941« In the event, im
ports from Rumania began to increase steeply after April 1941
until, at their peak in August, more than 300,000 tons were
brought in, v/hich \ms more than six times the amount imported
in January 194-1. (4) Synthetic production showed  a less spec
tacular, but none the less impressive increase. The average
monthly production from hydrogenation plants in the first six
months of 1941 was 156,848 tons as compared wdth  a monthly
average of 194,155 tons in the second half of the year. v5)

Thus the Air Staff assumption that oil represented a weak
link in the German -war economy, but that it was  a link v/hich
was

Certainly the intelligence experts were not right in every
detail, but equally certainly the gist of their advice was sound.
So far from overstating the case for an oil offensive, they did
in many instances somev/hat understate it.
offensive was in no way due to the strategic intelligence upon
\Thich it vfas based.

Bombing policy cannot
considerations alone,

which can be applied at any point at any moment,
strategy backed by accurate intelligence v/ill come to nought if
the tactical methods and technical means are Inadequate for the
task. If therefore the technical limitations of the force
available are realised, then the strategic task v^hich is set
should be commensurate vdth the means, but if these limitations
are not realised, then the whole strategy vri.ll be vitiated, and
the effort will be largely v/asted, except from the point of the
view of the lessons which are learnt and acted upon in the
future. This was the case with the first bombing offensive.
The strategy was sound, but the tactical and technical assump
tions which had suggested that the task could be performed were
unrealistic and so the whole plan broke do^'ffi in inevitable
failure.

gradually being strengthened was in accord with the facts.

The failure of the

hov/ever, be determined by strategic
Air power is not a theoretical force

The best

The principal miscalculation, upon v/hich the first bombing
offensive foundered, was that which suggested tliat the average
bombing error at night would be no more than three hundred yards.

(1) B.O.T. Pile S.C.219 op.cit. Bl.38.
(2) Ibid. BI.4.

(3) Ibid. B1.4. and I9. It is impossible to compare in actual
figures British estimates and German statistics of stocks
owing to various definitions of the word 'stock'.

(4) Ibid, m.38.

(5) Calculated from German figures,
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From this flovred many unfortimate consequences, not the least of
which was the failure to believe and follow up such evidence as
did become available to show that the results of the bombing
were profomdly unsatisfactory,
strong impression that the bombing v;ould, in fact, achieve this
high degree of accuracy that they found it very difficult to
believe the truth.

Those in authority had such a

The importance of the three hundred yard aiming error cal
culation was far reaching. If a more realistic bombing error
had been accepted, then the probability nomograms, which vrere used
to calculate the necessary weights of attack, vrould presumably
have shovm that oil targets could not be attacked successfully
by Bomber Command in 1940 or 1941 at night,
the oil offensive therefore ovred a great deal to this miscalcula
tion.

The inception of

The belief that it \yas succeeding, and so the decision to
continue it, rested almost entirely on this miscalculation.
Therefore the calculation that the average aiming error of
Bomber Command on moonlight nights v/ould be three hundred yards
was the cardinal asstimption which underlay the policy of the
first bombing offensiv
out evidence, indeed, against evidence and against the conclu
sions which had been reached before the v/ar, when the tendency
was to exaggerate, not to minimise, the capabilities of bombers.

Yet this assumption vm.s reached with-

Changes in organisation at the time of the Munich crisis
had brought the planning of Bomber Command prospective war opera’
tions more directly under the central control of the
Air Itinistry, The Staff Officers responsible for planning had
been confronted vnth the need for making certain tactical assump
tions, including some about the accuracy of bombing,
such assumptions they
realistic plans, (l)
been held at the Air Ministry on 30 November’1938 vdth A.C, A. S,
in the chair, (2) Representatives of the Air Ministry planning,
tactics, operational requirements and intelligence sections were
present, and the C-in-C. Bomber Command with members of his
Staff also attended.

Yfithout

would not have been in a position to make
To. solve this problem, a conference had

The object of the conference, as the chairman explained,
was to reach agreement on those tactical assumptions necessaiy
to the making of bombing plans, v/ith the object of ensuring
"that plans produced would be capable of implementation",
problem of bombing accuracy found a place on the agenda beside
those of penetration and

The

In the course of discussionrange,

the conference agreed to accept the figure of three hundred
yards as the average standard of accuracy vdiich would be
achieved in high level attacks by day. It V7as further agreed
that "a standard of accuracy for night bombing cannot be esti
mated", but it was thought "that night attacks would not achieve
appreciable results against "precision" targets", (3)
be presumed that the assumption of a three htandred yard day error
was the result of the various bombing trials and experiment's
which had been carried out, and the failure to estimate the night
error was certainly due to the lack of night bombing trials.

It is to

(1) A,M. Pile S, 47375 Mn.l

(2) Ibid Enel, IIB Mnutes of the meeting,

(3) Ibid, Rira, 12 p,4« Questions (i) and (ii)

D.D. Plans to A.C.A. S. 4 Nov. 1938.
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It had, in fact, proved impossible to obtain figures for bombing
accuracy by night under realistic conditions, because regulations
prohibited practice bombing of an unlighted target at night,(l)

The day error of tliree hundred yards was accepted as the
tactical basis of the W.A, Plans v/hich followed, and simila.rly,
v/hen^the plans envisaged night bombing, the impossibility of
getting good results against precision targets was pointed out, (2)
After the outbreak of 'war the leaflet raids and reconnaissance
flights vfhich were carried out over Germany provided a source of
evidence, A report on night bombing prospects, based on actual
experience of night flying over Germany gained by No,4 Group,
was submitted to Bomber Command by the A.O,C, in October 1939.(3)
The v/hole question of night visibility depended, the A.O.C. No,4
Group explained to Bomber Command Headquarters, on v/hether there
was moonlight or darkness, whether the target \7as self-illumina
ting or blacked out, what the vreather \7as like, and how strong
the defences were,

proved possible on moonlight nights to see large areas of water
from above 12,000 feet and small areas of v/ater from below'
6 - 8,000 feet. Roads, afforested areas, villages and small
tovms could not be distinguished from above 4 - 6,000 feet, and
separate buildings could not be seen from above 3  ~ 4,500 feet.
It would not be possible to fly 1o\y if the targets were defended,
and from this the A.O.C. concluded that oil plants v/ere "unsuit
able targets" for moonlight attack.
On dark nights only self-illuminating targets v/ere visible.

Assuming the vreather was clear, it had

They could not be seen.

The A.O.C. No,4 ̂ oup vrent on to suggest that it would
therefore not normally be possible to sight the target on a night
raid, and that the best v/ay of bombing it would be by making a
timed run from a recognisable landmark. This he hoped vrould
produce acctirate results. This belief was, hovrever, evidently
not shared by everyone. As an Air Ministry paper was soon to
suggest, precision bombing by night vrould be "largely a matter
of chance",C4j This paper emphasised the radical differences

"By day", it said, "selectedbetween day and night bombing,
objectives can usually be identified and attacked v/ith reason
able accuracy. By night this is not so".

Between the production of these ideas and the beginning of
the first bombing offensive an extraordinary and mysterious
tiling happened,
justify it, the average bombing error which had been estimated
for day attacks, that is three hundred yards, was translated into
a night bombing error for moonlight conditions,
of three hundred yards was assumed in the course of the attacks
on oil in 1940,

Without any nevr device or fresh evidence to

This estimate

It was used both as a means of calculating the
weights of attack necessary to achieve the aim, and also as the
yardstick of damage assessment. Even as late as December/
January 1940-1941, when the oil directive v/as being prepared,
the three himdred yard aiming error remained as the "all important

(1) Am, IIB/8/2.
undertaken in 1938.

B. C. 25. "Summary of tactical investigations

(2) g. Plan W.A,5 (German War Industry) See App. "G" to the
Air Ministry Appreciation. AIIBIIAI/3.
W.A.5 (Jlrst Revise) Jan.1939,

e.

Appendices to

(3) A.M, Pile S,43303 Enel. 32B, H. Q. No,4 Group to H* Q. Bomber
Command 11 Oct. 1939, (copy)

A, H.B, II.Al/5 Plan W,iV.5(d) App,
Jan. 1940,
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basis" of the calculations made. (1) It was subsequently claimed
by the Air Ministry that there was at the time "no concrete
evidence" that this estimate was "other than a correct esti-

,(2)mate"

the A,O.C. No,4 Group had reported as early as October 1939»

If the logic of his argument had been followed to the end^ it
should have become obvious that the estimate was far from

correct.

but it is hard to accept this claim in view of what

In any case no explanation vra.s offered of how a
rather flattering day bombing error was translated into a night
error,

about bombing errors had been proceeding, little or no atten

tion liad been paid to another and perhaps even more pressing
problem, that of navigation,
the target and the second to hit it.
crews could have seen their targets clearly at night, a precision
bomb sight would be of little avail if the bomber was still fifty
miles or more away from the target,
better, reliance had to be placed upon astro and Radio Idrection
Finding navigation as the only checks upon Dead Reckoning,
these methods were profoundly unsuitable for operational flying,
which could not be carried out on an even keel and steady course.

Even under ideal conditions the fixes obtained by these means

would never be exact and vrould frequently be inaccurate by twenty
miles or more,

the error would become cumulative,

errors should therefore have been expected in night flying.
These evidently were not, hov/ever, expected.
No,2(- Group, v/ho had shovm a most realistic attitude to the ques
tion of night visibility, does not appear to have anticipated
difficulty in reaching specific landmarks in Germany for the

final dead reckoning run into the target, (3)

Ifl/hile these calculations, or rather miscalculations,

The first necessity vra.s to find
Even assuming that the

In the absence of anything

Both

Thus the v/ind calculations vrould be v/rong and
Considerable navigation

Even the A.O.C.

The consequences of the bombing error miscalculation and

the failure to recognise the problem of air navigation at night
must nov/ be examined. ^flhen it is realised that the C.A. S. v/as

deceived into suggesting to his colleagues of the Chiefs of Staff

Committee that the oil offensive could be successfully accom

plished by an average of ninety five sorties per month,
in tiurn the Chiefs of Staff were deceived into recommending the

oil policy on this basis to the Defence Committee of the

War Cabinet, then the magnitude of the mistake by miscalcula
tion and default can be seen,

liave been the failure to interpret rationally such limited evi

dence as did become available early in the war, the dilatory
attitude towards the collection of further reliable evidence, and

It was this reliance

that

The real trouble vrould appear to

the complacent reliance upon false data,
upon false data which preserved the illusions, once created, for
an unnaturally long time.

The only reliable means of measuring the imm.ense gap bet

ween expectation and realisation in the matter of bombing and

navigating accuracy was the camera, but the authorities, confident
of success and short of cameras, were content to rely upon much
less sound evidence about the results which v/ere being achieved.

(1) A. H,B. 11/70/149(d) End, 5A, Review of limitations of Night
Bombing by B.Ops, 1, 5 Apr 1941. P« 2, para.8.

Ibid,

A.M. Pile S.43303 Encl.32B, Quoted above p, 3^ (oopy)

See above Gh. I. p.30 ff.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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It was not until much later that the photograph, taken by the
bomber to shov/- its position at the time of bombing, and by the
reconnaissance aircraft to show the condition of the target after
it had been bombed, began to exercise a decisive influence upon
the conduct of bombing operations. Then and then only were the
counsels of realism to begin to vreigh against those of illusion.
Then the strategy and tactics of the first bombing offensive
to be abruptly and necessarily abandoned.

vrere

The effective cause

of failure in the first bombing offensive v/as therefore the
inability of the bombers with the equipment which they possessed
to find and hit tlie targets, but nearly a year of fruitless
effort had to be expended before this was realised.

In the light of these observations it is novr possible to
proceed to an examination of the methods by which the illusion
of accurate bombing and so the hopes of success in the first
bombing offensive vrere sustained, and how only at the end of the
year the whole structure of the offensive began to collapse under
the impact of the first photographs.

The principal architect of continuing illusion, who had many
accomplices, was the oil adviser to the Commander-in-Chief,
Bomber Command. To him was committed the unenviable task of
acting as a substitute to the almost non-existent camera,
\/as the imperfect eye through which the progress of the oil
attack was seen.

The C-in—C Bomber Command obtained the services of
Mr. Dev/dney as his oil adviser as a result of a requ
made to the Air Ministry at the end of July 1940.
that^the^services of an expert would be especially valuable to
him in view of "the lack of Information of the results of our
bombing attacks, and the very small number of photographs which
it has found possible to take of objectives v/hich have been
boinbedl'. [2) By 4 September Mr. Dewdney felt that he had collec
ted enough evidence to make a first report to the C-in-C. ,(3) and
the memorandum which he submitted is of the greatest interest,
for in the clearest terms it shows the methods which were adopted.
There were, according to Mr, Dev/dney, six types of evidence to
be considered before estimating the results of the attacks on oil
plants. Direct evidence would be provided by reconnaissance
photographs, pilots' reports and Intelligence reports originating
in Germany, Indirect evidence v/ould be provided by analysing
the results of German attacks on similar targets in Britain,
examining oil samples from German aircraft shot down on British
territory and considering the probable effect of the total weight
of R.A.P. bombs dropped in relation to the size and type of the
German target. Of these heads of evidence, the memorandum vrent
on to point out, the first, that is photographs, v/ere few in
nimiber and small in size. Those which were available revealed,
in Mr. _Dewdney's words, "disappointingly little apparent damage",
but this was not accepted as a warning. Much larger scale
photographs of British targets v;-hich had been attacked by the
German Air Eorce apparently showed much less damage than had in
fact been caused, and it was expected that a "cautious upward
revision" in the damage assessment of enemy targets which

His

est which he

He said

(1) B. C./S, 22573/3 Enel. lA. C-in-C to Air Ministry,
29 July 1940 (copy)

(2) The italics are the author's,

(3) B. C,/S, 22573/3 Enel. 5A. Dev/dney to the C-in-C.
memorandum is attached to this letter.

The
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appeared to be more or less undamaged on small photographs would

become possible after sufficient comparisons had been made

betvreen photographs of knov/n damage in Britain, and unknovn

damage in Germany,

Pilots' reports suffered from serious limitations,
only referred to a strictly limited time, and the pilot might
have been deceived by appearances,
might, in fact, involve only a s.mall quantity of oil.
gence reports from Germany were of course likely to be exaggera

Of the other types of evidence, Mr. Dev/dney

They

A very impressive oil fire
Intelli

ted and vague,

-

clearly felt that the most Important v/as a mathematical calcula

tion of the probable damage, v/orked out from the weight of bombs

wMch had been dropped, taking the accepted aiming error as the
basis. "However little damage appears in a photograph", he said,
"an objective must have suffered damage in proportion to the

Tifeight of bombs dropped over it and this factor must be consi

dered when assessing damage",(l)

Tlie exact method by w'hich this calculation \ms to be made

was sho'wn in an apjeendix to the Memorandum, (2) It was assumed
that the attacks vrould be made from high level, and therefore

that the average error in bomb aiming vrould be tlrree hundred
yards. It was further assumed that each bomb v/ould cause com

plete destruction v/ithin a radius of twenty five yards(3) from
the point of explosion, and that the bombs would be dropped in
sticks of four at fifty yard intervals. Finally the aim \ms

stated to be to effect 75% destruction of the targets. Thus,
if the calculation was to be used for planning, the necessary

vreight of attack would be 260 bombs for a target 10,000 yards
square, 318 bombs for a target l60,000 yards square, and 530 for
a target of half a million square yards.(4) Similarly the
amount of damage v/hich had already been caused could be calcula
ted by comparison of the ideal figures with those \Thich had

actually been achieved. The calculation vra.s therefore obviously
unsound. It would, for instance, make complete nonsense if the

assumed bombing error of tliree hundred yards proved to be wrong.
If, hov/ever, the calculation vra.s to be accepted as a more reliable
means of damage assessment than the photograph, even if it was

a small photograph, then it was vrarse than unsound, it v/as posi
tively dangerous. Yet it is clear that Mr. Dev/dney did set

more store by the calculation than any other single type of evi
dence, He was thus able to advise the C-in-C that he agreed
with the Ministry of Economic Warfare that the results of the

oil attack as far as it had proceeded in September 1940 were
"satisfactory", (5)

Thus it appears that the mathematical method was to be the

principal means of assessing the results of the bombing and

therefore the basis of bombing policy,
dence were to be ancillary to this,
upon the mathematical method, not alternatives to it,
photographs' were wanted, but they vrere to be looked at critically,
almost suspiciously. Pilot's reports were to be improved in

scope and accuracy if possible and German raids on British oil
vrere to be used as a check on British raids on Geraian oil.

The other types of evi-
They would provide checks

Thus more

(l) B.C./s. 22573/3 End, 3A Mr. Bewdney's Memorandum p. 3« Para. 3D

(2) Ibid. App, "B".

(3) This Mr, Dewdney thought vms 'conservative' for a 500 lb, bomb

(4) The bombs were assumed to be of 500 lb. each.

(5) B.C./s. 22573/3 Encl.3A. Dewdney to C-in-C 4 Sept. 1940.
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The first task seemed to be to improve the content of the

pilot's reports. As a result of Mr. Dewdney's memorandum of
4 September 1940 the Senior Air Staff Officer, (S.A.S.O.) Bomber
Command circulated a note to the Bomber Croups pointing out that

in the absence of photographs the main source of information
about the results of the attacks on oil would liave to come from

the pilot's reports. The importance of these reports being
accurate was therefore stressed. The crews v/ere expected to

report the size of the ejqplosions, their colour, the appearance
and colour- of the smoke and so on, vdiich they caused or
witnessed,(l) A fe\7 days later the S.A.S.O, sent the Group
Headquarters a questionnaire for the guidance of intelligence
officers in collecting information from the operational crevTS,(2)
This questionnaire, which had. been prepared by Mr, Dewdney,
showed more precisely the type of information which v/as wanted.

For instance, if the target map had no details, ho\7 did the

buildings mn. and where were the chimneys in relation to the

buildings? If the chimneys were hit, were they the ones near

the distillation columns, the concrete boxes or the pov/er house?
These and similar questions must have brought a smile to the

faces of the flying men who were actually supposed to pick out
these details as they passed rapidly over the targets at consi

derable speed and height in the dark, even if there v/as a moon.

It is indeed surprising that Bomber Command Headquarters allowed

the questionnaire to pass to the Groups, especially as this vvas

done by the S.A.S.O. (A.V,M. Bottomley) who had himself less than
a year before forviarded to the Air Mnistry \'/ithout unfavourable

comment the report by the A.O.C, No.4 Group, enlarging upon the
impossibility of seeing individual buildings at all let alone
their chimneys, (3) Even more surprising is the absence of imme
diate representations from the Groups on the subject of night
flying and the difficulties of seeing much if anything. Perhaps
the Groups, and v/ithin the Groups, the squadrons, were reluctant
to be the first to admit the truth. So the operational crews

must have rubbed their eyes and looked again. It was not until

February 1941 that Mr, Dev/dney v/as convinced by personal con
versation v/ith these crev/s that it was "the exception for the

target itself to be visible to the bomb aimer during an attack
because of searchlight activity and the height to which the air
craft are forced by flak",(4) a point which, as has been seen,
he could equally well liave learned in October 1939* Even then

it was an extraordinary thing that the Commander-in-Chief,
Bomber Command, should have received this piece of information

from a civilian adviser. As a check upon the mathematical cal
culation, the pilot's report was therefore of little more value
tlian the calculation itself.

Another, and Intrinsically a much sounder, method of check
ing the mathematical calculation would have been derived from

photographs,

which were eventually to be discharged v/ith great distinction
by the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit (P. R.U.  ) and the Central
Interpretation Unit, (C.I.U. ) v/ere, however, diuring the first
bombing offensive still in a state of arrested development.
The nucleus of v/hat was to become the P.R.U, was still uneasy as
an official part of the R.A.F.
the unorthodox imagination of its original sponsors, and while
protracted disputes about who should have control of the organi-

The tasks of taking and interpreting photographs.

The official mind clashed with

(1) B.C./s.22573/3 Encl.2)A. S.A.S.O. to H,Q. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7 Groups, 6 Sept. 1940.

(2) Ibid. End. 7A, 9 Sept, 1940,

(3) See above p,36

(4) B.C./s.22573/3 End, 36A, Dev/dney to C-in-C 1 Feb, 1941.
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sation, the Air Ministry, Bomber Command or Coastal Command, were
going on, the photographs which were taken remained small in size
and fe\T in nimiber,

to the strategic bombing offensive,
force of aircraft and men to cater for v/ide requirements with

equipment inadequate both in quantity and quality. (l

Of these, many necessarily were of no value
There v/as only a small

Similarly the nucleus of the future Central Interpretation
Unit was in a rav/ condition. The Air Ministry had only begun
to interpret its own photographs in March 1938^2) and it is
therefore not surprising to find that the early activities of
the intelligence section, which \Tas charged vdth this task, so
recently taken over from the army, v/ere conspicuously unsuccess
ful at the time of the first bombing offensive,
which was interpreting its ovai pictures, was meeting with little

more success, but a civilian organisation, the Aircraft Operating
Company Limited, seemed to hold out better prospects,
various reasons, this Company had been pressing its services on

the Air Ministry ever since the Munich Crisis, but they had,
unfortunately, been turned dov/n with equal persistence,
tually in February 1940 the success of the Wild apparatus in

dealing with the small photographs which were available, and

which had been designated as useless by the Air Ministry, drew

official attention to the Company, and after that it was gradually
absorbed into the Service, (3)

Bomber Command,

For

Even-

Thus the foundations of the P.R.U. and the C.I.U, were, if

not 'well and truly*, at least laid,
to flow from their work in the course of time, did not amount
to much in the first bombing offensive,
the mathematical calculation of bombing error, photographic
reconnaissance of bombed targets was not an operative element.

This is not to say tliat there vrere no photographs which might
not have provided a clue,
September 1940, a study of the photographs which had been taken

of the bombed oil plants revealed "disappointingly little appa-
This, hoT/ever, he took to be a reflection on the

.(4) The

The benefits v/hich were

Thus as a check upon

As Mr. Eewdney had remarked in

rent damage",
photographs, not upon the accuracy of the bombing
shock of the truth was yet to come.

Meanwhile, as a possible means of assisting in damage
assessment, and as a certain means of revealing navigation errors,
the camera, carried by the bomber, was still in desperately short
supply.

Command felt it necessary to make a direct appeal to
Lord Beaverbrook, the Minister of Aircraft Production.(5)
C-in-C explained that officially the establishment v/as four

cameras per squadron,

tional squadrons of heavy bombers, and eight more were due to

become operational in the near future,
medium squadrons.

Actually there were thirteen modified cameras and nine
unmodified in service.

As late as the 13 January 1941 the C-in-C Bomber

The

There v/ere at the time twenty-five opera-

There were also nine

Thus the number of cameras should have been

168.
Six more were due to arrive v/ithin the

(l) For the origins and early performance of photographic
reconnaissance, see the R.A.F, Narr. "Photographic
Reconnaissance" Vol,1,

(2) Ibid, p.103.

(3) Ibid, op,cit, p,114 ff»

(4) B.C./s.22573/3 Encl.3A.
op, cit.

(5) B.C./s. 23739 End, 72A C-in-C to Lord Beaverbrook (Copy),
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next vreek, and after that none were expected for  a fortnight.
To this extent it vra.s unlikely that the navigation error was
going to be revealed by photographic evidence produced by the
operational squadrons,
that errors being made by navigators in the final and vital
stages of their training would come to light, for at the opera
tional training units there v;ere no night' cameras at all, (l)

It was, hov;ever, even more unlikely

Substantially, then, the mathematical calculation of
probable damage, based upon a theoretical bombing error, stood
alone as a means of determining the course of the first bombing
offensive, and on 22 October 194-0 Ifr, Dev/dney produced another
memorandum(2) which \?as to have important consequences.

Since September he had Imd many discussions with various
experts, and as a result he was able to reach certain assumptions
about the vulnerability of oil plants, and the speed at which'

Whether these assumptionsthey could recover from bomb damage,
were correct or not, is not in the afterlight a matter of great
importance, for they of course assumed that bomb dai-nage \7as
"being inflicted,
which Mr, Dewdney now produced was still the mathematical calcu
lation of the damage inflicted on the plants derived from proba
bility nomograms,
assumption that the average aiming error v/as three hundred yards.

The basic element of the damage assessment

These nomograms in turn depended on the

Prom this Mr, Dewdney estimated that the loss of synthetic
production, which had been inflicted on the German synthetic
plants by bombing betvreen 15 May and 5 October, amounted to
about 100,000 tons,

tive" and though he was not prepsired to guarantee the estimates
which followed about the condition of the individual plants,(3)
he did feel confident that the overall loss really did amount to
at least 100,000 tons,
of the nominal output of the plants concerned.

This estimate, he thought, vra.s "conserva-

This figure represented a loss of

Noav this reduction in output was not in itself likely to

have a decisive effect upon the German v/ar machine, but if it
was related to the effort vAhlch had been expended by Bomber
Command, it vra.s likely to have a marked influence on the course
of the bombing offensive,
accepted Mr. Dev/dney's estimate and shovred that this result had
been achieved by the expenditure of only 539 tons of bombs.

Therefore a mere 6, of the total bombing effort had apparently
destroyed a potential 100,000 tons of German oil. (4)
was so, and the Lloyd Committee did admit that the estimate vra.s

tentative, then the argument for intensifying the attack \7as
almost irrefutable, especially as ¥ir. Geoffrey Lloyd's Committee
had now given expression to the 'Dewdney method* at Cabinet
.level,

had embodied these estimates was to prove the decisive argument
in favour of the policy which found formal expression in the
January oil directive.

Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd's Committee

If this

In fact the fifth report of the Lloyd Committee which

(1) B.C./s.23739 Enel.66a.
cameras, . 8 Jan.1941 (Draft)

(2) B.C./s. 22573/3 End. 20A Dev/dney to C-in-C enclosing
memorandum.

RevievT of provision of night

(3) His estimates for the more important indi-vidual plants were;
Scholven 58/ undamaged.
Gelsenkirchen 68/ "
Homberg 5C/ "

Le'una 86/ undamaged*
Magdeburg "
Poelitz 80/ "

(4) P.O.G.(40)63, Lloyd 5th Report, I6 Dec. 1940. App.III.
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Ylhlle, however, these discussions about the intensification
of the oil offensive were taking place at a high level, evidence
came to light v;hich threatened the whole basis of the policy
which was being decided,
photographs were at last taken of Scholven and Gelsenkirchen

^v■hich showed both plants to be vrorking and "apparently
tuadamaged". (1)
Committee of the Cabinet from going on record vdth a policy
which was now indicated as impracticable, but the photographs
did cause a stir in the Air Ministry v/hich eventually spread
upwards to the Chiefs of Staff and the Cabinet.

On 24 December 1940 "excellent

The lesson came too late to save the Defence

In fact, they
were the death blow to the plan of the oil attack, to the strategy
of precision bombing at night.

Mr, Dewdney at once realised that a large proportion of the
bombs, v/hich he had previously assumed had been finding their
targets, had in fact fallen else\7here. It was "quite evident"
to him that "the average aiming error in at least some of the
sorties" had "greatly exceeded" three hundred yards. It was
"very desirable that a figure as close to the practical truth
as possible should be adopted",(2)

A telling blow had been struck at theoretical calculations
and unreliable evidence, but its full weight was not at once
registered,
only be slov/ly discerned,
to the ancien regime after the Gelsenkirchen and Scholven photo
graphs.

Revolutions occur suddenly, but their effects can
There could, however, be no return

The Air Staff vrere now in a more critical frame of
mind and great changes in bombing policy were impending.

(1) For the fact tliat they were "excellent", see B.C./S. 22573/3
Encl.32A. C-in-C (D.O. ) to H.Q. No. 3 Group. 3 Jan. 1941, and
for what they shov/ed see P. O.G. (4l)3. 6th Report of
Lloyd Committee, App,II. 9 May 1941.

B.C./S.22573/3 Enel. 29A. Dewdney to C-in-C 1 Jan. 1941.(2)
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CHAPTER III

THE TRAHSITION FROM PRECISION ATTACK TO AREA BOMBING

On 9 July 194-1 a bombing directive was issued(l) which
carried Bomber Command back into the Battle of Germany after its

long defensive diversion in the Battle of the Atlantic,
the German army had invaded Russia, and, apart from the continued

threat to her shipping in the Atlantic, Britain enjoyed a much

greater freedom from the pressing needs of defence than had been
the case in 1940.

not last long, for six months after it had been launched it
exhausted itself,

exacted from the attacking British bombers began to threaten the
future of the force and in the winter of I94I the need to con
serve bombers became the first consideration.

Already

All the same the resumed bomber offensive did

The steady toll which the German defences

This continued emphasis on the need to conserve the force

shoved that Bomber Command in 19fl was still an investment for
the future,

as the first instalment of a massive and long drawn out assault

on Germany, which was only to reach full maturity in the spring
of 1%3.

that it would last for at least three years, but the disasters of
1940 had made that seem an understatement,

bombing offensive had, at least in theory, been designed to
produce quick results,
out blow* theory,

success of that offensive but there had been enough bombing by
both sides to show some of the limitations from which the bomber

suffered,

largely based upon theoretical assumptions, but the plans for the
second could rest, at least in part, upon lessons leamt.

In fact, the second bombing offensive was envisaged

When the war began British Ministers had proclaimed

Yet the first

It had been an application of the
Circumstances had militated against the

knock

The plans for the first bombing offensive had been

The most important of these lessons was that night bombing,
particularly in the moonless periods, could not approximate in

accuracy to day attacks,
much less destructive weapon than had been expected, when it was

aimed at a small target,
which was so large that it could scarcely be missed, then there

seemed every reason to suppose that confidence in the ultimate

efficacy of strategic bombing need not be reduced,
were small and therefore extremely difficult to hit, except in
the best conditions of light and weather which were rare,

problem was to define a new programme for Bomber Command which

could be carried out by a force which was small in size,
inaccurate in aim, and blind in the dark, but which was in the

future to be greatly improved not only in size, but also in

quality.
Staff and Chiefs of Staff when, during the months in which Bomber

Command was absorbed in the Battle of the Atlantic, they were
searching for a new policy.

Thus the bomb dropped at night was a

If however, it was aimed at a target

Oil targets

The

This, then, was the problem which confronted the Air

When in March 1941 Bomber Command was diverted from the oil

offensive to the Battle of the Atlantic, the prospects of carry
ing out the January directive had already become bleak,
first six weeks of the full scale oil attack the C-in-C had found

it possible to direct his bombers against the synthetic oil

plants on not more than three nights because of the bad weather.

The prospects of shorter hours of darkness in the spring and

summer lent little hope of improvement.

In the

The Itrime Minister’s

(1) B.C./S.23746 Vol.II Encl.l41A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C Bomber
Command,
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March ruling(l)
signifying the end of an offensive in which confidence was
already waning.

therefore no more than a coup de gr^cewas

A more important explanation of this declining confidence
in the oil plan, was the dawning realisation that the bombers
were technically incapable of destroying the oil plants. This
had been impressed upon the Air Staff by the photographs of
Scholven and Gelsenkirchen. There was as yet no conclusive
evidence about what the bombers could achieve, but there was at
least some clear indication of one of the things they could not
do. Thus empirical methods were beginning to supplant the
doctrinaire element in planning.

It was obvious that the average aiming error at night
much greater than three hundred yards, and under normal weather
conditions, the Bomber Operations Directorate of the Air Ministry
concluded, it was probably in the region of a thousand yards.
In the best conditions of moonlight they still hoped that the
error might be no more than six hundred yards, but even during
this period, which would in any case last for only about a

quarter of every month, it wo\^d be necessary to have excellent
weather conditions as well,(2) jf these estimates were still
optimistic, they were sufficiently realistic to show that the oil
offensive could not be continued. The targets were too small.
For tactical reasons alone a new bombing policy would have to be
worked out, and larger targets would have to be sought.

Even so the conception of selective bombing died hard, and
the Air Ministry persisted in the search for a target which was
at once vital to Germany and limited enough for the R.A.P.
belief that it would still be possible to bomb with an error of
no more than six hundred yards suggested that it would be tactic
ally possible to hit railway centres,
German transport was not new,

before the war, and in the autimm of 1910 the D.C.A.S. had
thought that this might be "one of the most important contribu
tions" which could be made to the disruption of the German
economy.(3) in the following January the Chiefs of Staff had
shoijvn that they shared this view. (4)

was

The

The idea of attacking
There had been various plans

At the time, however, the idea of attacking transport had
been in discredit because of the abortive attempts which had been
made against Hamm, Soest and Osnabruck in 1910, To reject the
plan on this evidence seemed to the D.B.Ops, unreasonable in

He pointed out that these 1910 attacks had been
In fact the average scale of attack in the

April 1911.
a slight scale,
period from June to December 1940 had worked out at about two
aircraft per target. On the heaviest raids it seemed that only
about eight bombs could have hit the target, and on the average
only about half a bomb. The "much heavier loads" which could be

on

carried in 1911, amounting to as much as twenty tons of bombs per
target, would, he believed, produce very different results,(5)

(l) See above p.30,

(2) A.H.B.Il/70/3if9(d) Encl.5A.
5 Apr.1941.

(3) B.G./S.23716 Vol.l Encl.87A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C Bomber
Command. 21 Sept. I9IO (copy).

(4) C.0.S,(4l)l9- 7 Jan.1941. op.cit.

(5) A.H.B.11/70/149(0) Encl.lOB.
D.B.Ops. 21 Apr. I9II.
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Also since these early attacks on German transport. Hitler
had extended his activities over nearly the whole of Europe and
into Africa,

ties in Italy,
of economic management ever attempted",
goods from unaccustomed sources by xmusual channels to peoples
of varying degrees of hostility would, it seemed, tax German
ingenuity and resources to the breaking point,
indeed prove to
economic chain"

He was compelled to shoulder heavy responsibili-
He was confronted with the "most gigantic task

The interchange of

Transport might
one of the "weakest links in the German

.?!)

Although the bombing of the German transport system might
appear to be an enormous task far beyond the resources of Bomber
Command in 194-1> there was a concentrated area of activity in
and around the Ruhr which seemed to offer a short cut to success.

The isolation of the Ruhr by the successful bombing of its rail
ways would, the D,B. Ops. claimed, have the same effect upon
Germany that the severance of the lines

the Atlantic would have for Britain,(2)
be brought within the scope of the small force which Bomber
Command had ready to strike. According to the British railway
experts, an attack amounting to twenty tons of bombs should put
a junction out of action completely for a week, and it would
result in reduced railway operations for a much longer period.

of commxmication across

Thus the attack could

Thus it seemed possible to isolate the Ruhr by the destruction
of its most important railway centres during one moon period,(5)
This estimate was, as was admitted at the time, based upon a
calculation, and not upon direct evidence,
been a comparable attack on railways by the R.A.P. or the
Liiftwaf f e,

There had not ye

The inference v/as that the task might be stiffen

t

 , but
in any case it did seem to be a premising employment for Bomber
Command. The task appeared to be tactically possible, strategic-

profitable, and commensurate with the size of the Command,

This plan would not, however, provide full time employment
for Bomber Command, for the railway attacks could only be carried
out when there was a coincidence of moonlight and good weather.
Thus it appeared that "approximately three quarters of every
month" could be considered as "only suitable for the blitzmg of
cities and tcnAvis or large targets on the edge of water".(4}
This suggested the desirability and indeed the inevitability of
undertaking an attack on the morale of the German people. Quite
apart from the tactical arguments ?/hich compelled the considera

tion of such a plan, there was a powerful body of opinion which
favoured its adoption on strategic grounds.

There was a strong conviction in the minds of responsible
men in Britain that German morale was a potential source of
weakness to the nation at war. There could be little doubt

that Hitler had been right when he claimed that the German army
had been stabbed in the back in 1918, and if the blockade had
produced a break in German morale in 1918, it did not seem
unreasonable to suppose that the same resialt could be obtained by
bombing. The psychological results of bombing were of course
impossible to calculate in advance of the event, but the supposi
tion was that they might be catastrophic.
British had been seriously alarmed that the Luftwaffe might

Before the war the

(1) J.P.(41) W+- p.l9.

(2) A.H.B. 11/70/149(D) Encl.lOB p.3. op.cit.

(3) A.H.B.II/70/149(d) Encl.lOB pp. 4 & 5.

(4) Ibid. Encl.5A. op.cit. p.l,
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succeed in knocking Britain out of the war by a concerted attack
upcn her larger cities, and the danger of morale breaking down
had been thought at least sufficiently serious to justify defence
schemes at

civilians".

attack of the Luftwaffe in 1940 and 1941 had somewhat chastened
these alarmist views, but it was believed in Britain that German

morale would not show the same firmness. "All the evidence goes
to prove", the Ministry of Information reported in December 1940,
"that the Germans, for all their present confidence and cockiness
will not stand a quarter of the bombing that the British have
shown they can take".(2) phig kind of advice had not greatly
interested the Air Staff while they still believed that they
could achieve decisive results by the oil offensive,
hope collapsed, however, it became the living material of
plan. Sir Robert Vansittart could, then, have scarcely chosen
more opportune moment than the end of February 1941 to send to

Sir Archibald Sinclair a memorandum which had been written by a
former ̂ man Staff Officer and war pilot urging the attack
morale.13j

M.P. aerodromes against "angry or frightened mobs ofThe resilience of the British people under the

When that

a new

a

on

This German ex-officer said that Britain must not hesitate
to adopt the methods of total war, and to regard German morale
as a "military objective of the first importance",
a question merely of taking reprisals but of damaging the
capacity of the opponent, and finally of destroying it. Hitler's
prestige, he thought, would be seriously tindermined if the German
people suffered seriously in the war. He thought that the
German Government had exposed their own weakness in launching an
attack against British morale. They had expected their enemy
morale to be as weak as that in their own country. Britain
would, the German ex-officer suggested, miss her best opportunity
if, on the other hand, she assumed that German morale was
sound as her own.

It was not

war

s

as

She should, he urged, strike at German
morale.

At the Air Ministry these comments were received sympathetic
ally, and it was thought that they fitted in generally with the
direction in which Air Staff thought was moving.(4)
the C.A.S. had only just drafted a note expressing no confidence
in the oil plan and proposing that when the offensive was
resmed the attack should be switched to industrial cities.
Indeed the Ministry of Information and Sir Robert Vansittart
were not alone in urging the Air Staff to this course of action.
The Ministry of Economic Warfare and the Political Intelligence
Department were competing with each other to expose the weakness
of German morale, and their recommendations
public and private individuals alike.

In fact

were supported by
The reasoning of these

(1) Bomber Command War Orders,
in A.H.B. Library,

Part IV, p.5.
For the type of disaster which ' _

thought possible see R.A.F. Narrative Bomber Offensive
Vol.l op.cit. p,146.

Unclassif

wa

ied

s

(2) A.H.B.Il/70/111 Enel.33 p-3.

(3) Ibid. Enel.51.

The Memorandum is attached.
Vansittart to Sinclair. 28 Feb.1941.

(4) Ibid.

5 Mar. 1941.
D.D.B.Ops, Min. to D.B. Ops,
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arguments was often obscure and sometimes hysterical/!) but it
was nevertheless beginning to exercise a decisive influence upon
bombing policy.

There was therefore a powerful strategic sanction for the
plan to make a direct attack upon German morale, and tactically
this seemed to be the only task which Bomber Command couild per
form during the dark period of the month, which was after all
the greater part of the month,
remembered that a severe Geiman attack had failed to break
British morale, and even if every allowance was made for the
greater weakness of Germany in this respect, it was obvious that
a colossal effort woiHd be needed to achieve the aim.
D.B.Ops, thought that it would be many months until the force
was large enough to undertake the task, and he feared that it
might never be big enough to make the
spread,(2)

All the same it had to be

The

attack sufficiently wide-

The D.B.Ops. mi^t be pessimistic about this, but
Lord Trenchard,(3) To him the problem was simple.

not so

The R.A.P,

must be expanded until Bomber Command could deal  a crushing blow
to German morale. The evidence of two wars suggested to
Lord Trenchard that Germany was peculiarly susceptible to bombing,
and it was here that the R.A.P. "should strike and strike again".
If ships at sea vrere attacked then 99^ of the effort woiold be
wasted, for 99^ of the bombs would fall into the
in occupied territory were bombed, then 33% of the effort would be
worse than wasted, for the bombs would kill and distuirb old
friends and allies.

If targetssea.

If, however, targets in German cities were
bombed, then 9^° of the bombs would contribute directly to the
destruction of German morale,

mounted every night, even if on occasion it was possible to send
only one machine,

quarter of Greater Germany from the near West to Berlin, Munich,
Stuttgart and eventually Vienna as well in the East.

This form of attack should be

The offensive should be carried to every

To achieve this. Lord Trenchard was prepared to admit,
woiILd require a large force and would be a costly adventure.
The casualties might amount on occasions to ~JC% of the first
line in a month and four to five hundred per cent reserves would
be needed behind the front line. The production of long range

(1) Por instance, a private individual writing from Surrey in
August 1941 advised the Air Ministry that the "total des
truction of Cologne Cathedral would, if carried out at the
psychological moment, compass the final breakdown of the
Germans * morale", He based this belief upon the existence
in Germany of a legend to the effect that the destruction of
the Cathedral would presage the downfall of Germany,
clinch matters Germany should be flooded with leaflets

celebrating the awful event in verse which was to begin:-
"Coin (sic) Cathedral has been destroyed;
Calamity now you can't avoid."

At the Air Ministry the Director of Bomber Operations
officially advised that the author of this suggestion showed
"an accurate sense of values". The D.B.Ops, himself
thought the idea worth keeping in mind, (See A.H.B.Il/yo/m,
Enel,66). Subsequent papers do not, however, explain the
eventual collapse of Germany when Cologne Cathedral was the
only remaining landmark in the stricken city.

To

was

(2) A.H.B.II/70/3A9(D) Encl.lOB.

G.O.S.(41)86(0) Memorandum by Lord Trenchard 28 May I94I.
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bombers woiTLd have to enjoy absolute priority, and men would
have to be found to fly them, if necessary at the exp>ense of the

Fleet Air Arm, the Army Co-operation squadrons. Fighter Command
and the Photographic Reconnaissance squadrons,
this great force on to invasion ports as required by the army, on
to naval targets as required by the Admiralty, or on to oil
targets in Rotterdam, as suggested by the Ministry of Economic
Warfare, would have to be rejected.

The diversion of

Lord Trenchard had little doubt that if the bombers went

often enou^ and in great enou^ strength to Germany, the morale
of the country could be broken. Meanwhile the Army and Navy
would have to face the fact that they could make no contribution
to victory -until Bomber Command had cleared the way. Thus by
aiming at, or rather missing, targets in the German cities.
Bomber Command could, in the view of Lord Trenchard, make its
greatest contribution to victory.

Considerations of defence, or rather of s-urvival, made it
impossible for the Chiefs of Staff, burdened with the responsi
bilities of office, to adopt wholeheartedly the adventurous and
single minded attitude which had characterised Lord Trenchard's

views, but they did agree with him in his principal diagnosis
when they recorded their view that "the most vulnerable point in
the German nation, a-fc war is the morale of her civilian population
under air attack,

The Chiefs of Staff did feel that Lord Trenchard's paper
was, as the First Sea Lord put it, "a complete overstatement",( )̂
Many of the diversions which Lord Trenchard had hoped to eliminate
woiiLd have to be maintained. In particular, air co-operation in

Defence

to be provided for, before offensive action could be
Not only would it be impossible to concentrate the

the Battle of the Atlantic would have to be continued,
would .a'

taken,

entire effort of Bomber Command against Germany, but it would
also be impossible to accord long range bombers unconditional
priority in construction. It would still be necessary to main
tain a strong Fighter Command and Fleet Air Arm.(^)
words the Chiefs of Staff agreed with Lord Trenchard that the
most promising target for Bomber Command was the morale of the
German people, but they disagreed v^rith his suggestion that the
Command co-uld be so rapidly expanded that the task could be
undertaken as a primary aim at once. They therefore suggested
to the Ih-ime Minister that this attack on morale should be
adopted as the long term aim of the force which would come to
fruition when the force had, in the course of time, expanded to

In the meantime, as a short term
policy, the main target for Bomber Command shoiiLd be the German

The attack on transport would, they pointed
out, be a contribution to the long term aim of reducing morale,(5)

In other

the necessary dimensions.

transport system.

(1) C,0,3,(41) 114(0) Annex 1, C.O.S. to Prime Minister,
7 June 1941.

(2) 0.0.3.(41)96(0) Notes by the First 3ea Lord
Lord Trenchard*s Memorandum. 2 June 1941.

on

(3) 0.0.3.(41)95(0) Comments by the C.I.G.3.
Memorandum. 2 June 1941.

on Lord Trenchard's

(4) 0.0.3.(41)94(0) Comments by the C.A.3. on Lord Trenchard's
Memorandum, 2 June 1941.

(5) 0,0,3,(41)114(0) op.oit.
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This advice was accepted b
Cabinet towards the end of June

the resmption of the offensive, the beginning of the second
bombing offensive.

he Defence Ccmmittee of th

and so the way was open f

e

or

In the new directive, which was sent out on 9 July 1941,(^)
the C-in-C was therefore told that the weakest points in the
German system lay in her civilian morale and inland transport.
The main attack was to fall on the Ruhr area, where the immediate

object was to disrupt the railway system, and the long term aim
was to smash morale. Nine railway centres v/ere chosen for
attack, and it was hoped that the destruction of these would

isolate the Ruhr from the rest of Germany,
to be carried out on the rare occasions of moonlight and good
weather.

These attacks we

On the other nights the bombs were to be aimed at

re

the towns which contained these railway centres,
were also to be aimed at Hamburg, Bremen, Hanover, Frankfurt and
Stuttgart to prevent a concentration of the German defences.

Morale attacks

Thus, in theory at least, Bomber Command was enabled to keep
up an almost continuous offensive, for the targets which had bean
selected were the tactical complement of each other,
nights the railway centres would be bombed and on dark nights the
city centres would be the focus of the attack.

On good

These targets
were also regarded as strategically complementary, for it was
believed that the attack on the railways, though primarily aimed
to achieve economic effects, would also impose a strain on
moi'ale, for every day life depended on the smooth functioning of
transport,

clearly fall on the built up areas near them,
the city centres, though primarily intended to reduce morale,
would also, it was hoped, increase economic strain,

the need to perform certain diversionary functions, notably
against German capital ships and U-Boat construction yards, and
the need to spread the German defences, the theory was that most
of the attacks would fall on the highly concentrated area of the
Ruhr.

Also many of the bombs aimed at the railways would
The attack on

Apart from

This was, in effect, a re-creation of the Ruhr plan, on
which such high hopes had been placed at the beginning of the
war.

Thus Bomber Command was to strike in the war of two fronts,
the front of economy and the front of morale. Indeed it did

not appear that there was any other route to victory for Britain,
The Gennan army consisted of about two hundred and fifty divi
sions, ninety of which were available for operations anywhere.
This army had the support of a powerful air force, and Germany
was in control of the greater part of Europe, In days gone by
Britain had been able to exploit her strength at sea, and had
succeeded in using inferior numbers of her troops against the
outlying forces of her enemy. Thus, for instance, Wellington
had been able to build up his forces in Spain against the
Napoleonic armies, and eventually he was able to cross the French
frontier.

The advent of the aeroplane and the mechanisation of trans

port had changed all this, and in 1941 it appeared that there was

nowhere on the Continent that the British, even if they could
achieve a landing, could prevent the Germans concentrating
rapidly and driving them back into the sea,
Dieppe in the following year pointed the lesson,
it was obvious that if Britain was to defeat Germany she would

The action at

Nevertheless

(1) D.0.(41) ̂ th Mtg. Min.3b. 25 June I94I.

(2) B.C./s.23746 Vol.II Encl.lAlA. D.C.A.S. to C-in-0 op. cit.
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have to occupy sane portions of the Continent,
incapable of defeating the German army in the field, the only
way to do this was so to undermine the economic strength and the

morale of her enemy that a landing would ultimately become a

practical proposition of war.

If she was

For this purpose the blockade alone would not suffioe. The

extent of German land conquests gave her a certain immunity from
this type of warfare. Through Prance she gained access to the

resources of Prenoh North Africa, and through Russia she had been

able to draw on the resources of the Par East, South America and

even the U.S.A. Her military and political prestige was such
that in the event of difficulties she would be in  a strong
position to meet them. Spain, for instance, she could probably
have brought within her orbit by no more than an ultimatum, and

in any case there was nothing Britain could do if she decided to

invade that country. In 1941 Britain and not Gemany was the

country in danger of defeat by blockade and. as Lord Trenchard

had said, the sea was for Britain a source of danger as well as

of strength.

This indicated that the first blows to achieve victory would

have to be struck by Bomber Command, and this was the responsi
bility which was reco,gnised in the July directive,
it remained questionable whether Bomber Command was technically
capable of performing this role,
bombing offensive it became increasingly obvious that the plan to
isolate the Ruhr v/as based on assumptions which were still too

optimistic about the tactical abilities of the Command,
particular the belief that it would be possible to bomb with an

error no greater than six huudred yards was a wholly unrealistic
deduction,

1941 were not capable of any type of precision attack at night.
It was no more possible to dislocate railway centres than it was

to destroy oil plants,
bombs(l)
transport attack began to wither away,
almost entirely, and it was only in March 1944 in very different
circumstances that it was resumed.

All the same

In the course of the second

In

In time the fact had to be faced that the bombers of

.A.bout five to six thousand tons of

were dropped to establish this, and after October the
By Pebruary it had ceased

Like the oil offensive it

was doomed to early abandonment and late revival.

The failure of the transport attack of 1941 was the death
The starkrattle of the conception of the "knock out blow",

fact was that Bomber Command was neither large nor efficient

enough to achieve quick and decisive results,
that the bombing offensive would have to be long, sustained and

of increasing weight,
of a "knock out blow" but of a war of attrition.

It then appeare

Bomber Coirunand was to be the agent, not
The Air Staf

d

f

were no longer looking for decisive restilts in 1941, or even

1942.

to dispose no fewer than four thousand bombers.
They were now looking to 1943, in which year they hoped

Por the time being at least, then, precision attack was out

of the question,
assume responsibility not only for the destruction of the German

will to make war, but also for the destruction of the German
means to do so,

one means;

v/as noY/ seen to depend either upon effective area attack, or upon
the introduction of technical aids to make the resumption of

precision bombing feasible.

This meant that the morale attack had to

Thus the ’war on two fronts was to be waged by
area attack, and the success of the bombing offensive

(1) B.B.S.U, Report on the effects of air attack on Inland
Communications C.I),1033 p.5. cp. R.A.P. Narr, op. cit.

Vol.III App, "P".
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The technical failure of Bomber Command to succeed with

precision attacks did not, however, do more than accelerate the

acceptance of a strategy which had already been planned for the
future.

declared the intention to proceed to "a planned attack on

civilian morale, with the intensity and continuity which axe
essential if a general breakdown is to be produced".(^)
force could be sufficiently expanded, they felt confident to
forecast that "the effect will be shattering",
fident forecasts had been made about the prospects of the oil
offensive and the attack on transport, and these high hopes did
not ensure the future of the morale offensive,

hand was the morale attack likely to be rejected on its early
results, which would necessarily be small, for it was recognised
in this case that the results would not come for some considerable
time.

Already at the end of July the Chiefs of Staff had

If the

No less con-

Nor on the other

The future of the morale offensive depended rather upon
whether its strategy could be expressed in convincing terms, and
whether the tactical means and technical aids to make area

bombing effective could be devised.

The details of the area bombing technique were worked out
in the late sunmer and early autumn of 194-1, and, for the first
time, actual experience and photographic evidence formed the
principal basis of the discussion,

been attacking British cities and towns, Coventry, London,
Portsmouth, Birmingham, Livei'pool and many others,
damage here could be seen, the psychological effect and the
industrial dislocation could be calculated,X2)

The German Air Force had

The materi

The numbers of

al

German bombers employed could be ascertained, if not exactly at
least approximately,
considered,

becoming increasingly available,
cmclusions drawn, and from them calculations for the future
could be attempted.

Their tactics and technique could also be
Photographs of R.A.P, damage in Germany were

Comparisons could be made.

Working on these lines an
towns after air attack was reached,

psychological as well as the material damage,
factory might be stopped or slowed down because its gas, water,
or electricity supply was cut off, or because its workers absented
themselves as a result of nervous strain, lack of food,
fatigue,
index of activity had to be reduced, then an examination of
German bombing in Britain should indicate the amount and type of

For this purpose the

a-^t^ck on Coventry of the I4/15 November 1940 was

index of activity" in English
This index covered the

Production in a

or

If therefore it could bo decided to what level this

effort required to perform the task,
German a con

sidered

The original estimate of this German attack had suggested
that its weight had worked out at about one ton of bombs per five
himdred of the population but this estimate was based on the

assumption that 9C% of the German force actually reached the target
area. This figure had been reached by counting the aircraft
plotted over the target at the time, and it was obviously
inaccurate, since a single aircraft might have been plotted
several tines. Evidence which subsequently came to light from

(1) C.0,S.(41) 155(0) 31 July 1941. p.4.

(2) Or so it was supposed,

(3) A.H,B,II/70/149(e) Encl,l, 22 Sept.1941.
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work done by the Bomb Census Organization suggested that in

average conditions not more than 20 - 30^ of the German force
actually reached their targets. In good weather the propor
tion would be higher. For instance, when Birmingham was bombed

in good conditions on 9/l0 April 1941, it was suggested that 37f°
of the force reached the target. The conditions on
14/15 November 1940 were similar to those of 9/IO April 19A1
it seemed reasonable to assume that 40/, not 9C/ of
force despatched had actually attacked Coventry,(2;
that the weight of attack worked out at about one ton of bombs

per eight hrmdred and not per five hundred of the population.

The reduction in the "index of acti-vity" at Coventry had
been 63/ on the morning after the raid and recovery took thirty-
five days. The reduction at Coventry corresponded to propor
tionate drops in the activity of other English towns which had
been bombed. It had to be admitted that the emulative reduc

tion in the index of activity resulting from successive raids
was difficult to calculate, but it seemed reasonable to assume
that the level of activity would become progressively lower after
each succeeding attack, provided sufficient time for recovery,
that is about thirty days, was denied the tovm. After the

fourth or fifth monthly raid on the Coventry scale, the index of
activity should be reduced to nil and after six raids, it should
be "beyond all hope of recovery",(5)
seem to be to deliver six "Coventry" raids in six nights, but
since this was hardly possible, it would be better to deliver

the six attacks over six months at regular intervals. Even
this would limit very greatly the number of towns which could be

attacked at all, and in practice it was thought it might be
preferable to attempt the partial destruction of  a larger number
of towns rather than the complete destruction of  a smaller number,
A compromise would be to deal with one particular area of towns
at a time,(4)
Ruhr in mind, though he did not actually mention it. These
calculations and observations indicated the number and frequency
of attacks which shoixld be made, six in not more than six months,
and also the scale of attack required, one ton of bombs per eight
hundred of the population.

so

the German

This meant

The ideal would therefore

The author of this suggestion must have had the

The next problem was to determine which German towns should

The object was to destroy a sufficient nmber of
towns to ensure that Germany's power to continue the war was
demolished.

be attacked.

Forty-three towns were selected with a total

population of fifteen million, approxjjiiately 2C/ of the total
German population,(5) and it included the majority of places with
a population of over 100,000. The complete reduction of the

index of activity in all these forty-three towns would, it was
felt, certainly prove decisive,(°)

Here then, apparently, was a certain way to victory, but the
force to accomplish the task still had to be created,
problem remaining to be solved was therefore the size of the

Another

(1) A.H,B.in/70/l49(E) Encl.I. 22 Sept. I94I.

(2) Ibid. Encl.I. op. cit>

(3) Ibid.

(4) Ibid.

(5) Ibid. App, "B", Encl.I.

(6) Ibid.
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force which would be req^uired. Assuming that 2% of the bombers
despatched wo-uld actually attack the target, the weight of bombs
to be lifted would therefore have to be four times as great as
that required to do the necessary damage. It was also assumed
that each squadron in Bomber Command with sixteen I.E. aircraft^
could operate one hundred sorties per month at all times of the
year, and further that the average bomb lift of each bomber in
the 1942/3 force would be three tons,
would be:~

Thus the force required

Tonnage to be dropped monthly on the 43 towns
popiilated by 15,000,000 people at 1 ton per 8OO
persons.

Tonnage to be lifted from base, assuming 25/
of aircraft will actually attack.

No. of Squadrons (I6 I.E.) at 3 tens
aircraft.

per

18,750 tons

75,000 tons

250

Total mmaber of heavy bombers 4,000

These figures were indicative, not precise,
still be necessary to bomb diversionary targets,
might fail to operate one hundred sorties per month, but the
Lancasters and Stirlings might carry more than three tons each,
"We certainly cannot do with less bombers", the report ended,
"We may well need more".(2) if these assumptions were correct,
then the war coiHd be won by the monthly discharge of 18,750 tons
of bombs on the selected targets for a period of six months,
it is perhaps not out of place to point out here that Bomber
Command claimed to have dropped 147,000 tons on towns in 1
204,000 in 1944 and over Z(.78,000 tons in the whole w'ar,(3;

If, however, there was much to be learnt from the German
air raids, because, for the British, it was so much easier to
examine the results of them, there might also be lessons which
the German Air Force could teach the R.A.P. by virtue of greater
efficiency, and possibly greater experience,

A comparative study of photographs of German towns bombed
by the E.A.P. and British towns bombed by the Luftwaffe with
forces of approximately the same size showed that the British
towns were much more seriously damaged,
that the British high explosive bombs used on these raids were at
least as efficient as the German ones, but the fact that the
German bombers carried a much higher proportion of incendiary
bombs than did the R.A.P. seemed to be extremely significant.
The German proportion of incendiary to H.E. bombs had been
high as 60^0 and averaged about 30/, whereas the R.A.P, proportion
averaged 15/, though on occasions it rose to 3C/,
technique was to open the raid with a fire raising attack and
then to follow up with high explosives. The R.A.P. normally
mixed the incendiaries evenly with the H.E. bombs. Certainly
these German tactics seemed more profitable than the British.

It would

Squadrons

and

943,

The Air Staff believed

as

The German

(1) Initial Equipment Aircraft,

(2) A.H.B.II/70/]49(E) Encl.l op. G it.

The Strategic Air Yfar Against Germany 1959 -
1945” C.D.1030 Table 10 p,59« (Short tons)
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Responsible members of the London Fire Brigade affirmed the

difficulties associated with saturation fire raising tactics.C^)

The Vice Chief of the Air Staff was not convinced that

incendiary bombs were the sole explanation of the German Air

Force's greater success. He thought the German fire fighting
services were better prepared than the British and he thought
the R.A.F's failure to attack often enough, or in great enough
strength, against a single target was an important factor.
Nevertheless, he took "no great exception" to what had been

suggested, and he did not object to these views being put before
the C-in-C Bomber Command,(2)
1941 when the C-in-G was invited to try out the technique on the

first opportunity.(5) The C-in-C said that he agreed generally
with the idea of incendiary attack, but he pointed out certain

dis advant age s,

and this was done on 29 September

He said that he had tried the technique of opening with a

fire raising attack in the winter of I940/4I, but had abandoned
ty of ensuring that the fires were
,1^/ He was also not convinced that

it because of the difficult

started in the right placet
Germaii technique was superior to British, and he declared that a

report by the Central Interpretation Unit showed that the damage
inflicted on Munster, Aachen and Kiel compared favourably with

that done to Coventry, Bristol and Southampton,(5)

No one in a responsible position seemed to doubt the wisdom

of the strategy of morale bombing. Criticisms of the ne’w

technique, now being worked out for area bombing, were hesitant,
and as no one seriously entertained the possibilities of causing
an immediate break down of German morale, the future of the

whole plan seemed assured, at least until either it was foimd

that the necessary nuDibers of bombers could not be built or until

they had been built and had delivered their loads. The policy
of area bombing was therefore likely to survive for a very long
time, unless it could be rapidly destroyed almost at its incep
tion, Such a threat did arise, also at the end of September,
when the G.A.S. suggested that it might be more profitable to

revert to the old idea, which had not been intentionally tried in

practice, of spreading the offensive far and wide over Germany,
This he felt might result in m.uch greater psychological effect and

not much less material damage than the concentrated area policy.
At least, the G.A.S. thought it was worth trying during the

winter months as an experiment, and it seemed to be one way of
evading the "impleasant fact" that ~l3fo of the bombers dispatched
were failing to attack the intended area targets, According

(1) A.M. File S.46368 Part 2. Encl.ll3A Air Staff Note on "The

value of incendiary weapons in attack on area targets",
23 Sept. 1941.

(2) Ibid Min.m V.G.A.S. to D.C.A.S. 2? Sept. I94I.

B.C./s.23746 Vol.III End.46a D.C.A.S. to C-in-C.(3)

(4) This was, however, no argument, since it reflected on the

difficulty of target finding, not on the tactics of
incendiarism.

(5) A.M. File S.46368 Part 2.
16 Oct. 1941.

A.H.B. 11/70/272 (a) Encl.6lA.
28 Sept. 1941 (Copy).

Encl,122A C-in-C to Air Min.

(6) C.A.S, Min. to D.G.A.S.
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to the advocates of concentrated area bombing, in whose ranks
was the V.G.A.S., this was a heresy, one which Lord Trenchard
had fallen into earlier in the year, and one which the C.A.S.
had himself always condemned up to noiv. The V.C.A.S., who had
the D.G.A.S. and the L.B.Ops. behind him, told the C.A.S. that
he felt "very strongly" about this matter. He believed that it

was possible to achieve material and psychological damage only
by concentrated attacks. The German raids had proved this, he
thought. Scattered,German raids in July and August 1940 had
stimulated British morale, but a few months later concentrated
raids were causing serious concern to the Ministry of Aircraft
Production because of the absenteeism which followed. If they
had been able to obtain an even greater concentration, the
breaking point of British resistance might have been reached,
German morale could not be so dissimilar to British that its

destruction required the maximum dispersal whereas the destruc
tion of British morale required the maximum concentration,
any case the 75^ of the bombers which failed to find their con
centrated targets would equally fail to find their dispersed

In

targets. The thing to do was to look for ways of impro
concentration of bombing, not for alternatives to it.tl)

If, however, the G.A.S* suggestion had been accepted, it
would have been no more than formal recognition of what was
already happening,
their bombs where they could rather than where they intended to,
particularly in bad weather. For instance, on the night of
1/2 October 1941 when Bomber Gommand was supposed to be bombing
Karlsruhe and Stuttgart, they were reported over Aachen, Eupen,
Malmedy, Goblenz, Neuwied, Kreuznach, Frankfurt-am-Main, Wiesbaden,
Lmburg, Darmstadt, Mainz, Worms, Trier, Offenberg, Saarpfalz,
Nuremburg, Erlangen, Bamburg,^^Bayreuth, Goburg, Pegnitz,
Aschaffenberg, Schweinfurt, Wurzburg, Regensburg, Weiden and
Ghemnitz.(2) Gertalnly if area bombing was to be the policy of
the future, there was some considerable room for improvement!
For the advocates of dispersed bombing there would be compensa
tions for a long time to come, even if their views were rejected
on the policy level.

Bomber Gommand crews v/ere already dropping

It is clear, however, that the V.G.A.S,
won his argument and the Air Staff set their faces against dis
persed bombing. On 19 October the G.A.S, told the Prime Minister

that the G-in-G was aiming to concentrate his bombers at the rate

of one hundred ̂  hour in the moon periods, and at eighty an hour
on dark ni^ts.(3)

The strategy of morale bombing was accepted, the tactics of
concentrated area bombing were approved,
the force to proportions commensurate with the task, and it was
this last consideration which resulted in a delay of three months
in the application of the offensive.
Prime Minister ruled that the Bomber Force must be conserved.
The casualties could not be borne. The attack must be delayed.(^)

It remained to expand

In November the

(1) A.H.B.II/70/272(a) Enol.64A. V.G.A.S. Mnn. to C.A.S.
2 Oct. 1941 (copy).

(2) A.H.B.II/70/149(E) Encl.l6B. A.I.3C Min. (s/L. Burgess)
to D.D.I.3.23 Oct.1941 (copy)

(3) A.H.B.Il/70/272(A) Encl.71A C.A.S. Min. to P.M. (copy)

(4) A.M. Pile S.46368 Part II Encl.l33A. C.A.S, to Prime Minister.
14- Nov.1941. (copy) see also D,0,(42)14 9 Feb, 1942,
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Many inspired ideas, calculations, guesses, and some not so
inspired, had now gone towards making a policy for Bomber
Command,

logically and almost inevitably,
been passed,
was one of the most fateful decisions in the annals of warfare.

Henceforth the bombing offensive was to unfold
The crisis of decision had

Only the future could deliver a verdict on what
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CHAPEBR rv

THE igEAFON MORE ACCURATELY MEASURED MB THE OBIGTOS OP

STRATECtIC MISCONCEPTION

"It is not reasonable to speak of the air offensive as if
it were going to finish the v/ar by itself,
that any terrorization of the civil population \7hich could be

achieved by air attack would compel the Government of a great
nation to surrender.

It is improbable

"Familiarity vdth bombardment, a good system of dug-outs or

shelters, a strong control by police and military authorities,
should be sufficient to preserve the national fighting power
unimpaired,
of the people roused, and not quelled, by the German air raids.

Nothing that we have learned of the capacity of the German popu
lation to endure suffering justifies us in assmiiing that they
could be cowed into submission by such methods, or, indeed that

they would not be I’endered more desperately resolved by them.
Therefore our air offensive should consistently be directed at

striking at the bases and communications upon whose structure

the fighting pov/er of his armies and his fleets of the sea and

of the air, depend,
lation from this pr
and inevitable. "(1/

In our ovm case we have seen the combative spirit

iiny injury which comes to the civil popu-
ocess of attack must be regarded as incidental

Thus wrote kir. Winston Churchill, not in 1947^ but in 1917*

It is true that great advances had been made in the field of

air warfare between 1917 and 1941; and that the bombing v/hich

v/as carried out in the First World Ylar can only be compared to
tliat which v;as done in the Second as the infant can be compared

to the young man, but Germany vra.s the same country and the

Germans v/ere the same people in both Virars,
had bowed the heads of Germans, surely the victories of 1940 had
re-created memories of 1870,

decisive steps Virere taken tov/ards the policy of seeking victory
by the direct bombing of the German people,
at the very time that the realisation v/as davming that the

bomber was not such an efficient vreapon as had been believed

before the war. As has already emerged,(2) the explanation of
this apparently curious tendency Yr&s the realisation that

Bomber Command, with its 1941 standard of efficiency, could not
attack anything other than large targets vdth any prospects of

success, allied with the strong belief, shared by those in the

highest positions, that the German people were ready to break

down, panic or even revolt under the impact of really intensive
bombing,
most effective' contribution which bombing could make to German

Tactically it seemed to be the only contribution

If defeat in 1918

Yet it v;as in 1941 that the first

Moreover this was

Strategically the attack on morale appeared to be the

collapse,
which it could make, at least until new bombing and navigation
aids v/ere ready,
examine the development of those empirical methods of assessing

In this chapter it is therefore jmtended to

(l) "The War in the Air" op.cit, Vol.Vl, Appendices p, 19*
Extract from a paper by the kHnister of Munitions,
Mr, Winston Churchill, 21 Oct, 1917*
ever, vdth the follovdng extract from a memorandum addressed

by Mr. Churchill to the War Cabinet on 5 March 1918.
"Again, if either side possessed the power to drop not

five tons but five hvindred tons of bombs each night on the

cities and manufacturing establishments of its opponent,
the result vrould be decisive,

op,pit, Vol. II, p,1268.

(2) See above Chapter III.
DM 2313/1(71)
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the tactical and technical capabilities of the bombers, v/hich had
their origins in the Gelsenkirchen and, Scholven photographs taken
at the end of the first bombing offensive,
because, as has been seen, the new evidence which was produced
played a major part in the formation of the tactics of area

bombing, and so the strategy of attacking German morale,
this it will be possible to turn to an examination of the basis

of this strategy, to trace the growth of strategic misconception
about the state of Germany and the stamina of her people.
\Then these basic elements in the bombing offensive have been
mastered, will it be possible to proceed, In later chapters, to
see ho¥/ the offensive matured into the mighty assault which was
presently to engulf every corner of Germany, to absorb such a
large proportion of the productive and fighting capacity, not
only of Britain but of the U.S.A. as v/ell, and to see what effect
this effort had upon the fighting capacity of Hitler's Europe.

The immediate problem is therefore to exfmine the tactical
sanction for area bombing, which was fully justified in so far
as it showed that nothing else \vas possible for the bomber at
that time, and also the strategic sanction for the morale attack,
which, as an independent strategic conception, rested on a much
less sure fomdation.

This is important

After

Only

It has already been seen ho\7 the oil offensive vras abandoned,
when it v/as at last recognised that the average bombing error was
greater than three hundred yards,
the assuiTiption that a six hiindred yard bombing error was something
reasonable to expect in good vreather and moonlight,
tion had been the basis of the railv/ay plan,
developed, however, it gradually became apparent that the crux of
the problem did not lie in bomb aiming at all, though that diffi
culty remained, but in navigation
the Government as well, began to see that a large proportion of
the bombers were not finding their way to the targets at all.
In other words, 1941 saw the recognition that the immediate task
was to devise means of getting the aircraft over the appointed
area, not of trying to identify particular targets in that area.
The tem target area came to mean an expanse of seventy-five
square miles,
railway junction,

second offensive was over, tliat nothing would be gained by per
sisting with the plan of attack on the Geiman railways outlined
in the July directive,

following upon the shock it had registered when the pictures of
Gelsenkirchen and Scholven were examined, brought about this
revolution in tactical appreciation,
period, the most important single factor exerting influence on
those who load to say what the bomber could do, and what should
be done if its performance was to be improved.

The ne\7 offensive began vd.th

This assump-
As the offensive

Not only the Air Staff, butx«

The objective was no longer a plant or even a
It therefore became obvious, before the

It v/as the agency of photography, which.

The camera \7as, in this

The Gelsenkirchen and Scholven photographs had done more
than put the oil offensive out of court, they Imd put a whole
school of experts out of effective business,

of the principle of calculating bomb damage and tactical possi
bility by mathematical means was follov/ed by a great access of
interest, not tinnaturally, in the more reliable but less easily
available photograph,
had to pay a heavy price for the failure to grapple earlier with
the problem of air photography, and night photography in parti
cular.

The destruction

As will presently be seen the R.A. P.

But alreadjr there was some evidence upon which to work.
The famous Gelsenkirchen and Scholven photographs were recon
naissance pictures taken in daylight after the bombing attacks.
They showed that the bombers had failed to destroy,
to damage the target, but they did not explain why.

or even

This \7as
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a question which could be ansvrered by photographs taken by the
Haese wouldbombers at the moment they delivered their bombs,

show approximately, if not yet precisely, where the bombs had
fallen, and so they would show the difference between the posi
tion in which the navigator thought the aircraft was and the
position in v/hich it actually v/as,
would not of course be of much value, if the bombs had been
missing their targets by a matter of hundreds of 3rards.
would, hovrever, be of great interest if it showed that the

bombers were missing the targets by a matter of several miles
or even tens of miles.

This method of analysis

It

Lord Cherwell became interested in this

possibility, and he invited Mr. Butt to conduct an examination

of night photographs taken bj?- the bombers to see what could be
deduced.(l)

On 18 August, kir. Butt submitted his report to Bomber
Command. (2) It v/as based on the research he had been doing
during the previous fortnight, aaid he explained that he had
made no attempt to study day reconnaissance photographs, which

he had neither the time nor the skill to interpret. Nor had

he attempted a comparative study of damage in British and

German towns. These tasks, he thought, should be undertaken
by qualified experts, but he felt confident that their conclusions

vrauld confirm wliat now appeared in his report.

The report(3) v/as based on summaries of ©perations and
other documentary records as well as photographs taken by the
bombers themselves. Several of the documents were found to

have been inadequately completed, and the photographs themselves

vrere subject to certain errors, caused by banking of the aircraft

at the time of the exposure, delay in launching the flare, and
changes in speed, height and direction at the vital moment.

Mr. Butt therefore frankly admitted that his figures might be
subject to some correction. Nevertheless he felt confident
that the broad picture \yhich he presented was correct.

He liad collected the bulk of his evidence from about six

hundred and fifty photographs taken during night bombing between

They related to twenty-eight targets.
For the

purpose of argument, the report assumed the term "target area"

to be an area v/ithin five miles of the aiming point. An analy
sis of 633 photographs purporting to shov/ the target, the target
area or the supposed target area, shovred that 113 or 18^ were
outside the target area, 194 or 31^ were within the target area
and 326 or 51% could not be plotted. The Photographic Inter
pretation Section at Bomber Command felt certain that all those

photographs v/hich could not be plotted vyere in fact outside the

target area, and kir. Butt was vdlling to accept this verdict on

the grounds that a section, v/hich he said load examined 750,000
prints, should be in a position to judge. Assuming then that

this represented a fair sample, v/hich Mr. Butt thought it did.

2 June and 25 July 1941.
forty-eight nights and one hundred separate raids.

A.H.B ID/1^28 Encl.7A.

B.C./s.24979 Encl.lA.

B.C./S.24979 Enel.IB.
in June-July 1941.

(1)

Butt to W/g Duggan, Bomber Command,

The Butt Report on Night Photographs

(2)

(3)

The report also stated that these photographs (actually 633
but given as 65O, presumably a round figxure) which purpor
ted to show the target area, were taken on "over 500
different sorties",

the vrord "sortie" v/as misused, or that some of the aircraft

had taken more than one picture of the "purported" target
This curious statement \7as not explained in the

This presumably means that either

area,

(4)

report and aroused no comment, even by those vdio were criti
cal of the report.
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since it covered more than one in ten of the sorties which had

claimed to have attacked the target, it was possible to conclude

that, of the aircraft which thought they had attacked the target,
only J)l% had actually done so by the evidence of the camera.
It was true that nearly half of these photographs had not been

taken simultaneously with the bombing, but in each case the posi
tion of the photograph had been stated by the crew,
therefore included as being equally good checks of navigation.
Even if they were excluded, they did not materially alter the

figure of 31^ of actual attacks.

This was, however, only 31^ of the aircraft which claimed
to have attacked the target,
which were dispatched claimed to liave attacked the target, this
meant tliat from the total number of bombers sent to the targets
only one fifth had actually attacked them,
possible to suggest that, in the period under review, out of the

total of 6,103 bombers which had been dispatched and from which
l+f063 claimed to have attacked, in fact, only about 1,200 had
really done so. Even worse, many of the aircraft in this one
fifth would, in fact, liave dropped their bombs in open country
because of the very large size (seventy-five square miles)
Tfhich had been assimied for the target area.

These were

Since only 66% of the aircraft

It was therefore

Even these gloomy figures were not, however, the whole
If the Erench targets, which were easier to find, werestory,

excluded from the calculation, then it appeared that one quarter,
not one third, of the bombers claiming to have attacked their

targets actually did so,
of view of the easier and the more difficult targets, the follow
ing ratios were calculated;-

Considering the problem from the point

Germany all targets 100

French Ports 215

German Ports 125

25Eulir

After considering statistically the effects of moonlight,
haze and cloud upon the accuracy of bombing, the report concluded

with the suggestion that this should be the starting point for
more intense research,

from these, a check upon the nimabers of bombers which had attacked

their targets could be worked out,
done on the differences between the damage in Britain and the

supposed damage in Germany, and a special statistical officer at

Bomber Command should be empov/ered to carry on this type of vrork.
Meanv/hile, the report pointed out that night photographs were the

best means of checking navigation errors, v/’hich seemed novr to

appear as a problem of the first importance,
really the only reliable means of finding out the navigation
error, for the camera did not make mistakes, was not deceived by
appearances and was not subject to human strain,
drawn from photographs should be completely reliable,
the automatic cameras were available, it should then be possible
to cut out even such human error as did occur in the use of the

simplified cameras.

Day photographs should be examined for.

Comparative vrork should be

The camera was

"Conclusions

When

Lord Cherwell read the report and found it depressing,
at once addressed the Frime Minister on the urgency of doing
something to improve the accuracy of navigation in Bomber
Command, v 1) The implication of wliat had been revealed did n

He

ot

(l) A.H.B.ID/12/28. . End. 8B Min, by Lord Cherwell to the
Prime Minister 2 Sept. 1941 (copy, )
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evade Mr, Churchill who told the C.A.S. "This is  a very serious
paper, and seems to require your most urgent attention,
await your pi-oposals for action, "(l) The C.A.S. replied a
week later admitting the "supreme importance of improving our
navigational methods" v/hich he regarded "as perhaps the greatest
of the operational problems confronting us at the present
tnne."

I

He proposed to gr-apple with this problem by expand
ing the newly formed Operational Research Section at Bomber

Command, endeavouring to improve the standard of astro-naviga
tion, by training expert fire raising crews to indicate the
targets, by developing marker bombs, both pyrotechnic and radio,
by investigating A.S. V, as a possible aid to navigation, and by
the development of the new radar navigation aid called Gee. (3)

The Butt report had not only dravm attention at the liighest
levels to the appalling inaccuracy of night navigation, but it
also resulted in vigorous action to overcome the difficulties
associated vri.th navigation,
hitherto been largely neglected, and this neglect had given rise
to a feeling among navigators that the force in which they
served was a "pilot's air force,
of Y/ar something better was promised,
minute to the Prime Minister had shovm the v/hole future design
of the force.

Force, he had indicated the future narker bombs, he had promised
G-ee and he vra.s going to investigate the possibilities of another
radar aid, Yirhich eventually emerged as H2S,
required to complete the basic radar devices which v/ere later to

shov/ the vra.y to the targets,
by the C.A.S

the standard of astro-navigation,
aids did come into service, there did not seem to be much else
that could be suggested,
problem of navigation at the highest level, and the realisation

which it implied of the very poor results v/hich were being
obtained by the 1941 force was irresistible,

who had until now advanced almost imopposed, suddenly found

themselves fighting a rear guard action, v/hich presently ceased
altogether.

Tills was a problem which had

Nov/ at last after tvro years
Tlie C.A.S. in his

He had forecast the function of the Path Finder

Only Oboe v/as

Indeed the only suggestion made
which had no future, v/as the intention to improve

Yet until the first radar

• f

This concentration on the fundamental

The optimists,

(1) A.H.B,ID/1^28, End,8A J/Hn, by Prime Minister to C.A.S,
(Serial No. M8666/1) 3 Sept, 1941 (copy),

Unnumbered, placed after End. lOA. Min. by C.A.S.
to Prime Minister (copy).
Ibid,(2)

(3) The broad principles of the working of this famous radar

aid to navigation have been given much publicity since the
end of the v/ar. There is a good account in the R.A.F.
Narrative, ''The R.A.F. in the Bomber Offensive against
Germany", Vol. IV.

that the navigator of an aircraft flying v/ithin range of

the transmitters (300 miles) was enabled to translate
precise time measurements made by pulses registered on his

set into longitude and latitude by means of a latticed
chart.

It should therefore suffice to say her

Tlie ground positions which were thus obtained wer

e

e
Normally, and especially whenof extraordinary accuracy,

the lattice lines offered an acute cut, an aircraft could

be more accurately pinpointed when flying at height than

would liave been possible by picking up land marks even in

broad daylight,
effective methods of jamming the reception of the pulses by
aircraft v/hich were actually over Germany, the navigator
still had the opportunity of making very accurate v/ind cal
culations while he was still over the North Sea and these

Even when the Germans had devised

were frequently the basis of a successful flight even if

the meteorological forecasts proved to be incorrect.
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men he read in the Butt report that only one in five of
the aircraft viiich he had dispatched had actually reached their
targets, the C-in-C's reason vms inclined to reject the evidence
of Mr. Butt.' s ayes. "I don't think at this rate", he xjrote,
"v/e could have hoped to produce the damage which is IcnoTm, to have
been achieved. "(1) The A.O.G. No.4 Group was later.to go fur
ther than this when he said that "the lack of a photograph of
the precise target should not be regarded as conclusive proof
that the aircraft failed to attack its proper objective'^
inference vra.s that the blame might reside with the camera, not
vd.th the navigator. (2)
problem itself, and the recognition it had received in high
quarters, precluded any possibility of disposing of it by sophi
stry. Nor can it be said that Bomber Command, shocked as they
undoubtedly vrere by the report, made any serious effort to do
so..

The

All the same the seriousness of the

They did, of course, drav/ attention to points in the report
\/hich they considered showed them in an unnecessarily poor light.
The S.A.S.O., for instance emphasised that the \7eather in June
and July had been particularly unfavourable for bombing, and
that a sample of IC^o of the sorties flov/n could not be accepted
as an entirely reliable means of assessing the resxilts of the
v/hole force. He underlined this last point by suggesting that
the Squadron Commanders would tend to give such cameras as v/ere
available to the crews in T/hich they had the least confidence. (3)
On the contrary. Bomber Command displayed a commendable vigour
in follovdng the implications of the report. Immediate plans
for the establisliment of an Operational Research Section were
going ahead(4} and the C—in—G sent the Groups lunder his coiimand

summary of the Butt report on 13 September and xrent on to
speak of the "urgent need for improved navigation".(5)
exhorted his Group Commanders to talce a "very close" interest
in the performance of the operational navigators and in the
training of neViT navigators. A detailed investigation of the
problem, conducted by an officer from Bomber Command at the
stations, hov/ever, revealed tliat very little could be done until
the nex! radar aid was introduced to service, (6) The first step

solving a problem is, however, to recognise it, and this at
least had no\7 been taken.

a

He

in

The^introduction of Gee into operational service xms not
such a simple problem as it might have appeared,
were alive to the fact that the Germans would not be slow to
devise counter measures, which Lord Cherwell liad gone so far as
to suggest would ultimately leave
now

having the secret unravelled should not be taken until a force

The Air Staf

as badly off as vre are
It was therefore obvious wisdom that the risk of

us

.(7)

f

fl) This comment was written in pencil on the appropriate page
of the Butt report (b.C./S.24979 Encl.lB. ) and it was not
signed or initialled, A carefiil comparison of the hand
Yfith specimens of Sir Richard Peirse's handwriting reveal
it to be in his beyond all possible doubt,

B.G./S.23739/11 Encl.92A.
Command 8 Sept, 1941.

A.O.C. 4 Group to H.Q. Bomber(2)

(3) B.C./s,24979 Enel.2A, Note by S.A.S.O. on Butt Report.
21 Aug, 1941. The general impression is, however, that
they gave them to the crews in v/hich they had the most
confidence. See Sir Arthur Harris' Despatch, p. 75.

(4) Ibid.

End. I3A. C-in-C to 1, 2, 3, 4^ 5> 6 and 7 Groups (copy)
IMH, Enel. 15A. Report on the problem of navicatine.
19 Oct. 1941.

(7) A, H. B. ID/12/28 Enel,8B Lord Cherwell•s
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(6)

Minute quoted above.
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of impressive size could be equipped,(^) The Air Ministry-
thought that it would be possible to equip tv/enty squadrons early
in 194-2, and that after February, supplies would make it possible
to keep those squadrons equipped. After May 1942 full produc
tion would be achieved*(2) There was therefore going to be a
rather alarmingly long interval during the remaining months of
1941^ when little or nothing could be done to solve the naviga
tion problem. This indeed may have been an argument for the
conservation policy which was, as has already been seen, about
to be laid dov/n.

The immediate need, as Mr, Butt had already pointed out,
was to collect more evidence, so that the conclusions which had
akready been reached could be checked and expanded,
source of this further evidence would of course lie in more

The main

photographs and better photographs,
great difficulties and a substantial legacy of pi-evious neglect
to be overcome.

Here, however, there were

Circumstances demanded the operational use of
nigh-t cameras before their technical development had been comple
ted, {j) V/hen therefore the need arose, there were no cameras
entirely suitable ready for mass production,
disagreement on the specification of the ideal camera for night
photography, which made it impossible immediately to remedy the
situation.

There v/as also

There was also a good deal of muddled thinking about
the functions of night photography,
required for damage assessment,
prepared to record the viev/ that night photography used as a

check upon navigation v/as dangerous,
prejudice amongst crews", he said, '

the offic|.al

Some felt that it v/as

The A.O,C, No, 5 Croup \7as even

It vrould "revive the

of regarding the camera as
spy - a prejudice which we have been at such pains
Bomber Command fortunately stuck to the opinion,to kill"

which they had expressed as early as April, that the object of
carrying night cameras was for "the primary purpose of establish

ing that they (the bombers) reached their proper objective,"(5)

Now if the object v/as to check navigation error, then the

simplified night camera, v/hich could be produced in reasonable

numbers at reasonably short notice, v/ould provide adequate if
not perfect results,
assess damage, then the simplified camera was not adequate, for

fires could not be plotted on its pict-ures
better damage assessments could be made by day photographs,
taken of' the target as a v/hole after the attack by aircraft of
the P.R.U

Nevertheless Bomber Command refused to accept the logic of this

argument, even though it \ms of their ov/n making,
ted that it vras necessary to be able to plot the fires.
Accordingly, to the dismay of the Directorate of Pliotography at

the Air Mnistry, they insisted on ha-ving the automatic night
camera, \Those p^erformance was still unreliable, and v/hose large
scale production had not begun ab all,
requests to relax this attitude, Bomber Command insisted for

If on the other hand the object was to

Obviously much

which was now beginning to produce better results.• >

Tliey insis-

Despite frequent

(1) One set had already been lost over Germany.

B.C./s.24979 Encl.lOA, Notes on "Lord Cheiwrell's (Butt's)
Paper". Sent to Bomber Command on 5 Sept, 1941«

B. C./S. 23739/11 End. 624A, Minutes of meeting at the Air
Mnistry to discuss the technical development of photo
graphy. 16 June 1941.

B.C./s.23739/11 Encl.99A. A.O.C. 5 Group to H. Q. Bomber
Command, I6 Sept, 1941,

Ibid. Encl.36A Mn. by D.S.A.S.O. to S.A.S.O. 27 Apr. 19W-.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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some time upon accepting only a limited number of the simplified
cameras, and even these they took with a bad grace,
until 31 August that Bomber Command finally agreed to accept the
simplified camera, for by that time they liad foiond out that fires
could not be plotted on photographs taken by the automatic
camera, (l) Thus the introduction of night photography was
slowed down, and many pictures proved to be valueless because of
the erratic performance of the automatic camera,

was right to insist on the need for improving the cameras, but
it was wrong not to accept such cameras as were available until
this had been done.

Thus by the end of 19A1 the revolution which liad been begun
by the Gelsenkirchen and Scholven photographs, and v/hich had
been secured by the Butt report, was complete,
dence had come to light to give a true picture of the inaccuracy
of night bombing. Earlier theoretical methods of calculating
tactical possibilities had been disposed of.
a great deal to be done, but vdiat was most important had already
been done.

Whatever other implications it may have had, the most important
achievement of this revolution was to justify the decision to
abandon precision bombing at night. Area bombing alone ^7as
tactically worth thinking about, and even that required a
greater degree of accuracy than could readily be obtained,
effect the future radar aids would have upon this conclusion only
the future could tell, but it is certain that at its inception
nothing tactically more ambitious than area bombing was feasible.

It noviT remains to consider the strategic assumptions \7hich
seemed to justify the attack on morale, for without a strategic
sanction it is inconceivable that the area bombing could ever
have been undertaken.

It AT/as not

Bomber Command

Sufficient evi-

There vras still

The period of tactical delusion was at an end.

What

Ever since almost the first days of military aviation there
had been speculation about the effect bombing might have
civilian populations. ^ ^ ~
been sufficiently extended to provide any factual solution to
this gnawing problem,
to develop, so the field of speculation about its results
broadened.

upon

Bombing in the First World War had not

As the scope of aerial \7arfare was seen
was

H.G-, Wells conjured from his fertile imagination a
horrific picture of \7hat could happen,
possibility of France falling in three days imder the bombing
of four of her cities. (2)

Giulio Douhet savf the

He believed that a "people who are
bombed today as they were yesterday, v/ho know that they will be
bomb<ed again tomorrov/ and see no end to their martyrdom,
bound to call for peace at length".

are

On a more serious level, British experts envisaged the
possibility of catastrophic casualties in the cities of Britain
in the very first days of the war, rather as a Congressional
Committee in the United States of America had been told that
40,000,000 Mericans might be killed in the first hours of
atomic warfare, (.3; Intensive air raid precaution propaganda.

(1) B.C^S.2379/11. Bncl,89A. C-^in-G to D.D, Photos. Copy,
(2) Douhet: The Comirmd of the Air" Pub. Faber and Faber 1943.

The War of 19-" ^Translated edition).

(3) Possony; "Strategic Air Pov/er
Infantry Journal Press.

p. 23. Pub, Washington
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rumours from Spain and colourful accomts in the press brought
the fear of bombing into the hearts and homes of the masses.

These fears, after the experience of the Second World War, may
seem almost hysterical, but at the time they seemed very real.
It is today difficult to estimate precisely what was the effect

Hov/ much more difficult itof bombing on the German people,
was to estimate what this effect would be before the bombs had

fallen.

Yet when British leaders adopted morale bombing as a

policy, many bombs had already fallen.
Bristol, Southampton, Hull and Glasgov/ had already apparently
given the lie to Douhet,
damage grievous, but the people remained in their occupations.
The war effort v/as, surprisingly, almost unimpeded,
proved that the German Air Force, v/hich was the most powerful
in the world, had failed to break the morale of the British

people,

people, or a revelation that bombing was not nearly so terrible

a weapon as had been supposed,
it was neither,

not heavy enough, not long enough sustained,
the German Air Force had not been powerful enough,
not been vnrong in principle, but Goring, had underestimated the
stamina of the British people.

London, Coventry,

The shock had been great and the

This

This ms either a great victory for the British

In the viev/ of British experts,
The German bombing had failed because it was

It proved that
Douhet had

\Yha.t then were the prospects of the R.A.F, succeeding where

They still seemed good enough if
the offensive was mounted in sufficient strength and efficiency.
No one can prove conclusively even today that it would have

been physically impossible to bomb the Germans into submission.
All that can be said is that the blow v/hich was struck failed

to do this,

the aim could be achieved by unlimited forces, but whether in

practice the prospects of doing so v/ithin the limitations of

reason justified the attempt.

the Luftwaffe had failed?

The real test is, however, not so much whether

Let us therefore examine the chief ideas v/hich inspired

the British to attempt this gigantic task,
there v/as the difficulty, and, if the offensive tradition of

Bomber Command \Tas to be maintained, the impossibility of doing
anything else,
compelling natm’e,
Germany oould be Icnocked out by the same proportionate bombard

ment that the British had already withstood, but it was claimed
that the Germans would not shov/ the same stomach for the ordeal.

The Nazi regime was thought unstable, the people disillusioned,
feariiil,

attempted would therefore surely make the R.A.F. their conquerors.
The emphasis may have been on the greater effort required, which

was a realistic deduction, but the belief that German morale v/as

more vulnerable than British was a dangerous assumption, which

subsequent events have disproved,
assumption v/hich assisted at the conception of the attack on

German morale, though Mr, Churchill had vra,med against it more

than twenty years before,(l)

First and foremost

But there were other sanctions of a less

It T/as not categorically suggested that

A greater effort by far than the Luftwaffe had

Nevertheless it was an

Much of the information which the British received about

the instability of the Nazi regime came from ex-German citizens

whom that same regime had driven into exile, often after

terrible persecution,
these people to present a realistic and \anbiased picture of

Nazi prospects in Germany,
coloured by past fears and future hopes.

It would liave been unreasonable to expe

Their viev/s were bound to be

ct

(l) See p. 59 above
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Hitler was a figure comparable to Napoleon in that he
covered his people with the glory of conquest,
them from the bitterly resented stigma of defeat,
over his people \ia.s considerably more effective than Napoleon's;
Himmler vra,s as efficient as Pouche^, Goebbels v?as certainly more
loyal than Talleyrand,
mechanisation of transport had extended the tentacles of Govern
ment far beyond anything knovm to Napoleon,
power had proved astonishingly resilient even after great
military disasters,

strengthened his hold on the French people,
Germany, the Nazi re'gime retained its grip on government till
the eve of an all-engulfing collapse,
not mortal in themselves, may even have strengthened the position
of the regime,

reach Germany was indeed shown to have been absurd, but the
orisis when it arose made a naturally submissive people more
submissive,

ranks of the country, and people had voluntarily accepted a
greater degree of governmental control than evez- before,
probability that the Germans would reaot in the opposite sense
was therefore hardly based on historical reasoning.

He vindicated

His control

The invention of 'VTireless and the

Yet Napoleon's

Indeed these disasters may have
In the case of

The stresses of bombing,

The pledge that British bombers would never

In Bi’itain the crisis of Dunkirk had closed the

The

It was believed, hov/ever, that the Germans, iinlike the
British, did not have their hearts in the vra.r, that they v/ere
unwilling to make sacrifices and that when the vision of rapid
and almost bloodless victory receded, they vrould instantly react

Subse-under the impact of further hardship caused by bombing,
quent events wex-e to reveal this assumption as groundless,
Germans continued the struggle against hopeless odds long after
9.efeat had become inevitable.

Th

They showed themselves to be

e

stoical in adversity and resolute in defeat,
of the morale of the German people, so confidently expressed by
Lord Trenchard and shared by nearly all those who occupied an
important position, was one of the major strategic misconceptions
of the v/ar.

The British view

Some explanation of hov/ this misconception arose may be'
provided by the belief that the Germans vrere suffering xmder a
severely depressed standard of living, and that their v;ar effort
from the earliest da,ys v^as absorbing every ounce of their
strength. In fact this was not the case at all. Dr. Wagenfuehr

any drop in thehas subsequently pointed out how reluctantly
civilian standard of living v/as permitted, (l) In other vrords

intoxicated by early military successes, people considered it
imnecessary to devote all energies to increasing armament,
believing that a lesser effort would be sufficient". (2)
fact, according to the indices of civilian expenditure on
consumer goods,(3) the British standard of living declined much
more precipitately than the German. In 194-0, according to
this analysis, the standard of living in Germany remained at
the 1938 level, vdiile in Britain it had declined by 13^.
larly the Germans did not see the necessity for total mobilisa
tion, or the need to exact the last ounce from their people, ,
until much later than the British.

In

Simi'

As a striking example of

(l) Wagenfuehr. "Rise and Fall of German Economy".
In A.H.B. Library (a.H.B.6),
the Statistical Department of the Speer Ministry.

(2) Wagenfuelir. op, cit. p. 8,

(3) B.B.S.U. Strategic Air War. op. cit. p. 76.

p. 21.
Dr. Wagenfuehr \7as Head of
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German adherence to their peace time economy, the numbers of
domestic servants in Germany remained substantially unchan.ged
throughout the war, \7hereas in Britain their number was probably
reduced by two thirds, (l) Again, in the first two years of
war the number of German women in productive work declined by
about half a million, and subsequent increases barely raised

their number above the pre-v/ar level, (2)

This may liave meant that Germany ms living in a fool's
pax-adise, and that her comparative lack of effort in the first

t\7o years of the war cost her dear when greater tasks had to
be faced. Clearly Germany underestimated the power of her
enemies, notably of Russia, v/hile Britain greatly overestimated

the effort which Germany v/as making,
therefore have ultimately been a decisive factor in German

defeat, but at the same time it did provide a great slack both
in economy and morale which could be teJcen up in time of

British Intelligence did not perceive this slack.

The true position may

emergency,

and therefore gravely exaggerated the extent of German exhaus
tion. This was the second principal strategic misconception
v/hich contributed to the plan of morale bombing,
tions of this misconception vrere far-reaching in their effect

upon the bombing offensive,
cotirse, prove tliat the policy of bombing German morale was

necessarily vnrong,
breaking morale in Germany \7as a stiffen proposition than v/as

generally recognised,
vinderlying the strategy v/ere unreliable and in some cases clearly

Whether those misconceptions would prove fatal to the

The implica-

These reflections do not, of

They do, hov/ever, suggest that the task of

They indicate that the main assumptions

v/rong.

success of the offensive, only the offensive itself could

demonstrate, and this v/as still, in 1941# a thing of the rather
distant future.

The failure of Bomber Command to break the morale of the

Geiman people must have been due either to the fact that the
Germans were invulnerable to that form of attack, in which case

the chief blame must rest with the intelligence which suggested
the contrary, or to the fact that, though the German people were
vulnerable, the attack was not sufficiently heavy or sustained.
In that case responsibility for the failure would rest mainly
on those who diverted the force to alternative targets, or upon

anyone who continued to exaggerate the capability of the bomber.

These are complex questions, which it is desirable to indicate

here, but only to answer at a later stage.

The bombing offensive against German morale cannot be
Between these two

Morale

There are also many

The pursuit of the primary aim
might, for instance, result in secondary achievements,
attack on morale might result in industrial dislocation,
two aims came in fact to be closely identified. The main

object here has been to indicate the foundations on which the

conception of morale bombing rested. Later chapters will take

up the question of what was built on these.

However insecure these foundations may appear to have been

in the strategic sense, there was always, at least in 1941# Ihe
compelling fact of the bomber's limitations to be borne in mind.
In war, as Moltke remarked, one mvist do v/hat one can, not what
one ought.

dismissed simply as a failure or a success,
extremes there could be many degrees of achievement,
could be reduced without being destroyed,
other factors to be considered.

An

These

(l) B.B.S.I1 Strategic Air War, p.8l.

(2) Ibid.
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CHARTER V

THE ATTACK CIT GERMAN MORALE

The third year of war brought a crisis for Bomber Command
which threatened its continued existence as an independent
weapon, Eor two years it had been almost the sole means by
which Britain, bereft of allies and hard pressed on every front
on land, on the sea and in the air, could conduct offensive
operations against an enemy who seemed to enjoy an otherwise

unchallenged supremacy. But the British bombing of Germany had
failed to reduce German oil production and supplies, it had

failed to dislocate Geiman transport and, if it had been a

sotirce of encouragement to British morale, it had not yet had
any perceptible effect on German morale. Judged by any standard
it had achieved practically nothing, and judged by the standard

of what it had been thought before the war could be achieved by
bombing, its performance had been lamentable. The time had come
to decide whether better results could be achieved in the future.

Many of the difficulties which had in 1940 and I941 pre
vented Bomber Command from achieving decisive results were now

already solved, or at least on the way to solution. The

introduction of Gee. which was imminent , would alleviate the

problem of night navigation, and perhaps of bomb aiming as well.
The lessons of experience and the products of scientific research

premised to introduce a more successful phase into the annals of

air warfare. Incendiarism, yet to be tried on a large scale by
the R,A,P., seemed to offer a more serious threat to Germany than
high explosives. More efficient four engined bombers, including
the Lancaster, were coming into service to replace the famous but

by now obsolete Wellingtons, Hampdens and Whitleys, ,  Last but

not least, the experience of the first two years of war had

tau^t the Air Staff many lessons, both tactical and strategic.
Whatever else they did, they would hardly repeat the mistake of

thinking that Germany's oil plants covuLd be wiped out by a few
bombers in a few months. Nor would they trust calciilations of

damage without the evidence of the photograph to support them.

Apart, however, from these improved prospects for Bomber
Command, the whole war situation had undergone a remarkable
change in recent months. In June 194I Hitler had embarked upon
another Blitzkrieg. He had dealt a staggering blow at Russia,
but this time, despite phenomenal achievements, his enemy did not
collapse, Durjng the winter Russia had fought back strongly,
and at the beginning of 1942 she confronted Germany as a formid

able enemy and Britain as a powerfvil, if remote, ally. Then in

December Japan had attacked' the American Fleet at Fearl Harbour,
and Hitler had declared war upon the U,S,A, Thus in 1942 Hitler
no longer faced a resolute, but isolated enemy. He faced a

grand alliance, whose unity, if not entirely voluntary, was

likely to last at least as long as he did.

These events which ultimately proved so favourable to

Britain and disastrous for Germany were not necessarily so

favourable to Bomber Command, America, now at war with two

first class military powers, began to absorb her own armaments

production. In particular, American bombers which would in
other circumstances have found their way on to R.A.P, aerodromes

would now find their way on to American aerodromes from whore

they would be flown by American crews. The prospects of the

Air Staff ever disposing four to six thousand British bombers

became remote indeed. If, however, Bomber Command therefore had

to face a more meagre, future, it also had to face a certain loss

of prestige. With the Russian army already in the field and the
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American army on the way, it could no longer claim that it was

the sole means of ultimate victory,
invasion and the subsequent developnent of major operations in

the west became a real military possibility and a diplomatic
necessity,
so much the better, but it would not receive that unconditional
support which it might have counted on in different circmstances.

Plans for a continental

If Bomber Command could win the war in the meantime

So far from enjoying the monopoly of offensive operations,
the Air Staff now had to convince those in authority that Bomber
Command could make a useful independent contribution to victory.
If this coiild not be done, then the force was threatened with
extinction or at least with demotion to the role of an auxiliary
weapon. This was the real hotir of crisis for the advocates of

the independent bomber force, and 1942 was the year in which they
came to grips with their critics. The Air Staff were resolved

to attempt the gigantic task of breaking German morale by concen
trated area bombing, and we have already seen that this resolve

was the product of despair and hope; despair at the failure to

destroy selective targets by precision attacks, and hope that,
with the technical advances which had been made, city centres
would prove to be easier and more vulnerable targets than rail

ways, oil plants and factories had shown themselves to be. The

strength of the case was its ambiguity. It was difficult to say
how the Germans would react to the impact of concentrated bombing.
It was impossible to say that precision bombing might not suddenly
become a practical possibility. In addition to this, the

machinery, both administrative and productive, for this offensive
was already in motion. On the whole it would be easier to main

tain the old idea than to reverse it at this late stage, especi
ally as there was no immediate prospect of landing on the

Continent and so proving to the Russians that they were not

fitting alone. These arguments, strong as they seemed to those

who were in any case inclined to advocate the continued bombing
offensive, offered loopholes to those who did not. There was,
for instance, a complete lack of concrete evidence to show the

validity of the argument. In fact, all the evidence showed the

failure of independent botribdng both Erdtlsh aaiiGoraian. If this was d®

merely to bad strategy, inadequate strength and undeveloped
technique, strength was still relatively weak, and the new

strategy and improved technique had not yet established anything,
for the simple reason that they had not yet been tried. To the

bewildered arbiters it seemed impossible to give judgement. In

the absence of factual proof, the prospects of the bomber offen

sive seemed to be a matter of opinion, not of j-urisdiction.
Indeed this was not a crisis which could be solved by words.
Deeds alone would suffice, and this the Air Staff was not slow

to appreciate. The trial of this case was therefore to be con

ducted over the towns and cities of Germany,

”We Allies", Mr. Churchill wrote in July 1942, "have the
In the days when we were fighting alone, we

How are you going to win the war?" by
Since then the

u

Air Power.

answered the question:
saying: "We will shatter Germany by bombing,
enormous injuries inflicted on the German Army and man-power by
the Russians, and the accession of the man-power and munitions

of the United States, have rendered other possibilities open.
We look forward to mass invasion of the Continent by liberating
armies, and general revolt of the populations against the Hitler

tyranny. All the same, it would be a mistake to oast aside oiir

original thou^t which, it may be mentioned, is also strong
in American minds, namely that the severe, ruthless bombing of
Germany on an,ever-increasing scale will not only cripple her

war effort, including U-Boat and aircraft production, but will

II
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also create conditions intolerable to the mass of the German

population".(l)

This was the role of Bomber Command, as it appeared to the

Head of the British Government, and if its duties seemed slightly
less exalted than they had been when "we were fighting alone",
they exceeded what many believed to be possible and some desir
able.

Raids, had already talcen place, and the bombing offensive against
German morale was already under way,
however, been begun without considerable opposition.

When Mr, Churchill wrote these words the Thousand Bomber

The offensive had not.

Durhig the winter of 1941-42 the bombing offensive had
petered out, and soon after the Cabinet decision to conserve the
force had been made known, the C-in-C received a further direc-.
ticn from the Air Ministry, This informed him that his "primary
task" was to be the attack

which were lying at Brest,
tional use, this delay in the offensive against Germany was not
likely to be so distasteful to the Air Staff. They might have
no great confidence that the bombers would succeed in destroying
the Sohamliorst and Gneisenatx, but they also knew their
limitations in the bombing of Germany.

the three German capital ships
Until Gee was ready for opera-

By the end of January 1942 the position was different.
The failure to destroy the German capital ships was becoming
embarrassing,
service would make this task no easier, but it would greatly
facilitate the bombing of Germany, for which it had been designed
and over which its transmitters were about to send waves,
time

sive

preparation of a case for the return to the Battle of Germany,
Apart from the impending introduction of Gee into service, which
was important not only because it offered such improved prospects
of success, but because it was urgent that the greatest benefit
should be got from it before the Germans devised counter measures,
there were several other arguments WThich could be brought forward
in support of the claim that Bomber Command should now resme the
offensive.

Gee which was now ready to go into operational

The

mcorne to consider the resumption of the bombing offen'The Air Staff accordingly gave their attention to the

Germany had suffered severe reverses in Russia during the
winter, which, it seemed likely, would have had a depressing
effect upon the morale of the previously victorious nation.
This would therefore seem to have been an excellent opportunity
to drive heme the lesson that Germany had other enemies as well
as Russia, The hard cold weather was considered to be ideal for

the new incendiary technique which had been devised, but not yet
tried on any scale,
the offensive would enhearten the Russians to whom it must

certainly have seemed at the time that they were fighting single
handed.

It was also hoped that the resumption of

The decision to attack morale as the primary target had
already been taken, and indeed the offensive had been begim in
1941, but the idea of attacking precision targets on favourable
occasions was not abandoned. The range of Gee seemed to

(1) W.P.(42)311.
Prime Minister,

Extract from a memorandum by the
21 July 1542.

(2) B.C./s.23746 Vol.III Encl.83A.
10 Dec. 1941.

(3) The C.A.S. instructed the D.G.A.S, verbally to prepare a
paper on bombing policy on 2 January 1942.
S.46368 Part III Min.l.

Air Ministry to C-in-C,

See A.M. Pile
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indicate that the best area targets to attack would be in the
Ruhr,

put to his colleagues on the Defence Committee on  9 February
1942.(1)

The C.A.S. had no illusions as to the probable opposition
which these suggestions would arouse,(2) phis opposition was
not, however, at the time sufficiently vociferous to prevent
Cabinet approval of the suggestions, perhaps, as the C.A.S, had
suggested, because of the dazzling prospects which Gee seemed to
offer,

the February Directive,

This was the case which the Secretary of State for Air

It was therefore possible for the Air Staff to issue

On the very day that this directive was issued, 14 February
1942, the Prime Minister had written to the Secretary of State
for Air and the C.A.S. "The Brest question has settled itself by
the escape of the enemy" and he had added that he was "entirely
in favour of the resumption of full bombing of Germany".C3J
Once more the conditions for independent offensive bombing seemed
to have returned, as they had done almost exactly  a year before
in January 1941. The third bombing offensive was about to
begin, but the directive which initiated it was unlike any
previous directive, nn that for the first thne the question of
bombing policy was approached principally from the point of view
of what could be done. Indeed the directive was called at
Bomber Command the "T.R.1335 directive".(4) Gee. a technical

aid, was in fact one of the basic elements of the policy which
was no>w decided.

The principal focus of the attack which was about to develop
shoi^d, the directive explained, be the "morale of the enemy
civil population and in particular, of the industrial workers".
This was to be assailed by area bombing, and the targets were
carefully selected with the anticipated range of Gee (350 miles)
in mind. ^ The four prhnary targets in the Ridir selected
Essen, Duisberg, Dusseldorf and Cologne, There were a number of
other alternative industrial areas indicated, some within and
some beyond Gee range. The main attack was, however, to be on
the Ruhr, and within the R-uhr, Essen was thought to be the most
important target.

were

The directive looked beyond area bombing and
went on to point out that it was possible that the results of Gee
would be good enough to reintroduce precision bombing. A num
of precise targets were therefore indicated for this event.(5)

her

Bombing directives v/ere not intended to be precise executive
They were more in the nature of statements oforders.

,  -- general
policy, which it was left to the Commander-in-Ghief to interpret
as best he could in the prevailing tactical conditions. They
were usually followed by signals and letters modifying them from
time to time, and they are not an accurate guide to the course of

(1) D.0.(42)14.

(2) A.M. File S.46368 Part III Min.9.C.A.S.
7 Feb. 1942.

(3) A.H.B. ID4/376 Encl.47A. Min, Prime Minister to S.
and C.A.S, (Copy).

(4) B.C./s.23746 Vol.III Min.120.
Gee was knarni.

to S. of S

T.R.1335 was the nam

.

of S.

e by which

(5) B.C./s.23746 Vol.III Encls.ll9A and B. D.C.A.S.
Bomber Command. I4 Feb, 1942,
reproduced in App.II below.

This directiv
to C-in-C

e is
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operations which were actually carried out. Not infrequently
they were somewhat vaguely worded even as statemen+-s of policy.
This February directive must, however, be ranked as one of the
most important documents of the bombing offensive,
the beginning of business-like war against Germany in the air.
The ultimate object of Bomber Command was as ambitious as ever,
but the futile hcpes of I940 and I94I had been abandoned in the
light of experience.

It marked

The increasing appreciation of the
difficulties of night bombing brought a tone of much greater
realism to deliberations about bombing policy than had been
apparent before, and it is significant to note the change of
emphasis in the definition of the aims of the morale attack.
The idea of attacking the German people with the object of
scaring them into surrender, though it was not abandoned,
gave place to the idea of destroying their houses and amenities,
and if possible their lives as well, with the object of disrupt
ing the industrial system of the nation,
accomplished, then Germany would have been forced and not scared
into surrender.

narr

If this could be

The target was the people in their homes and
the C.A.S. wanted it made clear to the C-in-C that the built up
areas of the towns, not the docks or the factories, were to be
the aiming points.(1)

If however, the February direotive represented a policy of
much increased tactical realism, it v/as still a strategic gamble,
and there Y/ere many who doubted if it was a gamble which woxiLd
come off. There v/as, in fact, a feeling of marked uneasiness
about the bomber offensive in what the Air Ministry described
"unofficial circles". This feeling was reflected in the House
of Commons. The Government, v/hich had been recently recon
structed YiTas passing through stormy v/aters, for the v/ar situation
v/as bleak. "Within a month after the announcement that the
great coalition had been fomed, there v/ere alarming evidences
that it was about to be knocked to pieces by the blows delivered
by the reinforced Germans in Africa and the staggering procession
of Japanese conquests southward and v/estv/ard. The manifold

accomplishments of the Arcadia Conference(2) appeared to be so
many melancholy scraps of paper."(3) Mr. Churchill described
the fall of Singapore, v/hich surrendered to Japanese forces on
15 February, as "the greatest disaster to British arms which our
history records". (4) Everywhere the Japanese

as

v/ere pressing
forward tcnvarc's what must be recorded as one of the most rapid
conquests of an empire. The Prince of Wales and the Repulse
had been sunk, and the American fleet l&y in ruins in
Pearl Harbour. If the tide had turned in Russia and the

Middle East, the situation was still dangerous on both those

fronts. As if to rub salt into these wounds the Scharnhorst,
Gneisenau and Prince Eugen had escaped from Brest on"'”
ii February and thence sailed up the Channel and back to Germany
under the gallant, but largely ineffective, attacks of the R.A.F.
and the Fleet Air Arm.

that Parliamentary nerves had become somewhat frayed,
hopeful speculation in Berlin about the impending fall from pov/er

It is therefore not surprising to find
There was

(1) A.H.B.l DA/376 Attached to Encl.49A. C.A.S. Min to D.C.A.S.
15 Feb. 1942 (Copy)

The Washington War Conference.

"The White House Papers of Harry L. Hopkins",
Robert S. Sherwood, Pub. Eyre Spottiswood 1949.
p.495.

p.506 (Mr. Sherv/ood does not disclose the source of
this quotation.)
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of Mr. Churchill,(l) and to Goebhels the inclusion of
Sir Stafford Cripps in the Government was a cause of particular
celebration.(2)

Whether this appointment would be equally a cause of
celebration for the British Air Staff became extremely doubtful

as a result of a significant statement which the new
Lord Privy Seal made in the Commons on 25 February 1942, when he
was summing up at the end of a two day debate on the war situa
tion. "Another question which has been raised by a great nurnbei-

of Members", he said, "is the question of the policy as to the

continued use of heavy bombers and the bombing of Germany,
number of Hon. Members have questioned whether, in the existing
circumstances, the continued devotion of a considerable part of
our effort to the building up of this bombing force is the best
use that we can malce of our resources.

A

It is obviously a matter

which it is almost impossible to debate 3n public, but, if I may,
I would remind the House that this policy was initiated at a time

when we were fighting alone against the combined forces of

Germany and Italy, and it then seemed that it was the most effec

tive way in which we, acting alone, could take the initiative
against the enemy,
access of support frcm the Russian armies, who, according to the

latest news, have had yet another victory over the Germans, and
also from the great potential strength of the United States of
America.

Since that time we have had an enormous

Naturally, in such circumstances, the original policy
has come under review and is, indeed, kept constantly under

I can assure the House that the Government are fullyreview,

aware of the other uses to -which our resources could be put, and
the moment they arrive at a decision tha.t the circumstances

warrant a change, a change in policy will be made".(5)

The possible implications of this statement, guarded as it

was and obsolescent as it proved to be,(4)
and there was an instant reaction from the R.A.P. Delegation in
Washington,
to mean that the British Government had lost confidenoa in the

independent bomber offensive as a principal means of "wearing
do.vn and undermining German resistance",
recently expressed at the Washington War
New York Times had reported the speech, and the R.A.P. Delegation
feared that it would strengthen the hands of those Americans who
were pressing their Government to concentrate on the war against
Japan in contradistinction to that against Germany which
Mr. Churchill and President Roosevelt had agreed at the
Washington Conference should receive first consideration,

might also have an adverse effect upon the American production
programme for heavy bombers,

tion of our belief in the Bomber Offensive is supplied immedi
ately", the Delegation's telegram ended, the "effect both on

could not be missed.

Here it was felt that the statement migtit be taken

which they had
Conference,(5)

so

The

It ,

Unless authoritative reaffirma-

(1) The Goebbels Diaries,

Louis P, Loohner. Rib. Hamish Hamilton, 1948. p.63 ff.

Ihid. p.57.

378 H.C. Deb.53. Cols 316 - 317.

Translated and edited by

(2)

(3)

(4) The Cabinet had already approved the policy of the
February Directive, See above,

(5) A.H.E. ID4/376. Encl.52A. -
Air Ministry. 26 Feb. 1%2,

the Washington War Conference (Dec/jan 1941-42) See
C.0,3.(42)75.
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s-crategicai ana production planning here may well be irremedi

able". 11; The Air Ministry reply which was sent out just before
mid-night on 28 February was reasonably confident in tone.
There was a growing feeling in unofficial circles, it said, that
heavy bombers should be directed more against naval targets and
less against German industry and transport, but the policy of
strategic bombing, indicated in the February directive, had
received the approval of the Government and this, it was stated,
held the field,

fore be taken to indicate a change of policy, which the Air
Ministry thought would be impossible without throwing the whole
production programme out of gear,
not win the war, and so the Air Ministry saw no reason to fear
that this T/ould be a serious threat to the offensive against
Germany, especially as the Eussiati situation had produced "

(the) strongest arguments for intensifying (the) bombing of
Germany". The Secretary of State for Air would, the message
concluded, be making a declaration during the debate on the Air
Estimates which was shortly to take place, and this, it was
hoped, would provide the necessary

^oyemment's belief in the heavy bomber

The Lord Privy Seal's remarks should not there

Defensive bombing a]one could

one of

authoritative reaffirmation"

as a strategicof the

weapon

The debate on the Air Estimates, held in the Commons on
4 March, therefore, provided Sir Archibald Sinclair v/ith
venient platform from which to express this "authoritative
reaffirmation", but it also necessarily presented the opportunity
for the critics to make thanselves heard. It is significant
that the Secretary of State for Air in the course of his speeoh(3)
gave considerable attention to the auxiliary co-operation which
the R.A.F. had been affording to the Navy in the Atlantic and to
the Army in the Middle East. He spoke particularly of the
efforts which had been made by Bomber Command to contribute to

the Battle of the Atlantic. The attacks on the Sch^nhorst
^<3. Gneisenau at Brest provided him with some useful, if rather
selective, figures. At length he came to the controversial
question of the bombing offensive against Germany. He spoke of
the new aircraft, the Stirlings, Manchesters, Halifaxes and
Lancasters, v/hich were coming into service, and said that it was
intended "to resume the bomber offensive against Germany on the
largest possible scale at the earliest possible moment".(4)
Talk about the "futility of bombing" he regarded as "dangerous".
The R.A.F. aircrews, he said, v/ere well armed and inflexibly
determined, "they are the only force upon which v/e can call in
the year 1942, to strike deadly blows at the heart of Germany".(S)

a con-

Sir Archibald Sinclair's comforting remarks about the
effectiveness of R.A.F. co-operation with the other services did

not, however, reassure Mr, Garro Jones, and the promise of an

increased, offensive against Germany disquieted him considerably.
"We know", Mr. Garro Jones said, "that these heavy bombers cannot

operate except from extreme altitude or by night,
case they cannot hit their targets; in the latter case they oan-

In the former

A.H.B. IDV376 Encl.52A. op.cit.

A.H.B. ID4/376 Encl.53A. Telegram.
Delegation Washington,

378 H.C. Deb. 5S. Cols.666 - 681.

Ibid. Col.678.

(1)

(2) Air Ministry to R.A.F.

(3)

(4)

Ibid. Cols. 680 - 681,(5)
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not find their targets, and have not foimd them, unless they
were zones and not targets”,(l)

This suggested to Mr. Garro Jones that night raids should

be directed against the morale of Germany, and that when it was

desired to destroy a specific industrial target, it should be

attacked by day with the proper escort of fighters. In neither
case did he think that the unversatile heavy bomber was the ideal

weapon. Like the German Air Force, the R.A.P, should be

equipped with bombers which would be capable of being used not

only for these strategic attacks, but also for naval and army
co-operation. He thought that the Air Staff policy which had

resulted in the production of these long range bombers, suitable

only for strategic and independent bombing, had proceeded from

the desire to keep the R.A.F. independent. The Air Staff, he
thought, feared that if they provided machines effective for

co-operation, they would be absorbed into the other services.

There followed a sharp attack upon the most famous protagonist of
the independent bomber force. Lord Trenchard, which was certainly
a shot on the target for one who shared Mr. Garro Jones* views.

Thus, in a few words, l\tr, Garro Jones summed up many of the

problems mth which the Air Staff had been grappling since the

beginning of the war. He did, however, sum thaia up from a

different angle. Clearly he had no confidence in the success of

an independent and strategic bomber offensive. He believed that

the primary role of the Air Force was to provide that support for
the army and navy, which had nomially been the principal task of

the German Air Force, Here then was a possible alternative
employment for the resources which were then being used to build

up the heavy bomber force, an alternative which Sir Stafford Gripps
may have had in mind.

I^/tr. Garro Jones' argment had for the Air Staff  a double

sting. In the first place it was impossible to refute it by
pointing to the past. So far the strategic bombing offensive

had been an almost acknowledged failure, whereas the auxiliary
efforts of the German Air Force had been a triumphant success.

The desire to imitate a successful enemy had an obvious appeal.
To claim that the future of the strategic bomber offensive would

be very different to its past was liable to appear to its oppon
ents as no more than a pious hope. Secondly, the argument did

not spring merely from a politically irresponsible member of

parliament. It was backed by more expert opinion.

The Royal Navy bore a heavy responsibility for the safety

of Britain during the war. In the war against Germany their

principal task Y/as to keep open the supply line across the
Atlantic,

life line, and if, by their operations over, on and under the
sea, the Germans could break it then Britain would surely have
starved. The huge American armaments production would, from the

point of view of the war in Euirope, have become so much rubble.
Thus in preventing the defeat of Britain the Navy had a gigantic
task, but in bringing about the defeat of Germany the Navy had an
equal responsibility. Without American supplies in men and
material there could have been no allied invasion of the

Continent, and there could have been no bombing offensive from

the United Kingdom without irrports of oil and machinery.

This great struggle, which was called the Battle of the

Atlantic, was v/aged throughout the war Y/ith fluctmting fortune,
but always it demanded the greatest vigilance of the Royal Navy

This was, as the Geimians had recognised, Britain* s

(l) 378 H,C. Deb.5S. Col.689.
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to avoid calaaiity and especially in 1941 and 1942. Seldom can

there have been a battle when for so long the issue was in doubt

and in which the stakes were so high. It is therefore hardly
surprising to find that the Admiralty looked beyond their own

resources to continue the struggle. We have already seen how
in addition to the sustained assistance of the R.A.P. Coastal

Command, they constantly demanded and frequently obtained the

services of Bomber Command. These calls from the Admiralty had
in 1940 and 1941 made nonsense of the strategic bombing offensive
against Germany, but at the beginning of 192^2 the Battle of the
Atlantic was still at a critical stage. The entry of Japan into
the war had vastly enlarged the sphere of naval operations, and
the loss of the Prince of Wales and Repulse had seriously
diminished naval resources. In the circumstances it was hardly
likely that the Admiralty vrould relax its demands on the bombers

which the Air Staff now wanted to direct in the greatest possible
strength over Germany.

The First Lord of the Admiralty had no objection to the
resumption of the bombing offensive against Germany, provided that
"certain immediate Naval requirements of long range G.R.(^) air
craft" were met.(2) The First Lord’s point was that the Battle
of the Atlantic must still come first and the bombing offensive
against Germany second. There must be no return to
Lord Trenchard’s idea of "unconditional" support for the
strategic bombing offensive. Only on this condition was he

willing to give his approval to the policy of the February Direc
tive. Meanwhile Professor Blackett of the Admiralty carried the

naval case further, with less authority but more pungency. He

had no confidence in the independent bombing offensive. On the

evidence of the past two years he had formed the opinion that it
could not make a significant contribution to victory. The

bomber force, he argued, should therefore be halved and the
effort so released should be harnessed to the Battle of the

Atlantic.(3)

These comments represented something more than the
First Lord of the Admiralty’s claim that the Battle of the

Atlantic was of greater urgency than the Battle of Germany.
They v/ere a direct challenge to the view that the independent
bomber force was a potentially war winning weapon.(4)
the issue was something more than a petty inter-service dispute.
Obviously the Battle of the Atlantic could not be lost and the

air force had a responsibility for ensuring that it was won, but
if Professor Blackett's view was correct, the air force had no
independent role,
or the navy,

reso-urces into the building of an independent bomber force which

could achieve nothing,
the bombing offensive could be afforded, as for instance it could

not be afforded between March and July 1941? but whether it was

Thus

It co-uld only operate by the side of the army
In this case it would be folly to continue to pour

The real issue was not so much whether

(1) General Reconnaissance.

(2) 0.0.(42)15. Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty
on Bombing Policy. I4 Feb, 1942.

(3) A.H.B. II/70/272(b) D.D.B. Ops Min. to D.B. Ops. commenting
on Prof. Blackett's views. 30 Apr. 1942.

(4) Prof, Blackett has subsequently proved to his own satisfac
tion that the strategic bombing offensive had practically no
influence on the outcome of the war.

Political Consequences of Atomic Energy".
Press, 1948.

See his "Military and
Pub. Turnstile
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This had been the real dispute betweenworth while at all*

Sir Archibald Sinclair and Mr, Garro Jones in the House of

Commons, and now it was still the dispute between
Professor Blackett and another Professor, that forceful champion
of the Air Force and close associate of the Prime Minister,
Lord Cherwell.

On 30 March 194-2 Lord Chezwell addressed a minute to the

Prime Minister.(l) In refreshingly simple, if somewhat fall
ible, terms he expressed his view of what strategic bombing
could achieve* One ton of bombs dropped on a built up area
would demolish between twenty and forty buildings, and turn

from one to two hundred people out of house and home. This,
Lord Cherv7ell claimed, was proved by a careful analysis of the

German attacks on Birmingham, Hull and other British towns.

Each bomber which was put into service would on the average have
an operational life of fourteen sorties and the average bomb
load of these bombers would be three tons. Thus each bomber

could drop forty tons of bombs in its life time. If these

bombs were dropped on built up areas they would make foixr to

eight thousand Germans homeless. It was planned to build ten
thousand heavy bombers before the middle of 194-3, (2) If there
fore only half the load of these ten thousand bombers was dropped
on the built up areas in fifty-eight German towns, each contain
ing more than 100,000 people, they would destroy the great
majority of the homes of one third of the entire population of

, Germany, "There seems little doubt," Lord Cherwell concluded,
"that this would break the spirit of the people".

This attractively straightforward argument proved decisive.
The crisis had burst.

Prime Minister had warned the C.A.S
At the end of September 1941 the

It is very disputable
whether bombing by itself will be a decisive factor in the

present war The most we can say is that it will be
a heavy and I trust a seriously increasing annoyance."(3) At
the beginning of April 1942 the Prime Minister told the Secretary
of State for Air, "We are placing great hopes on our bombing
offensive against Germany next winter, and we must spare no pains
to justify the large proportion of the national effort devoted to
it", (4)

•)

Between these two pronouncements lay the Cherwell
Minute,

Yet Lord Cherwell had produced no nev/ arguments, and any
thing he did say could equally well have been said in 1941, when
as we have already seen the real crisis of decision had been
passed. Lord Cherwell had affirmed that Bomber Command could,
given the right orders and adequate material, win the war by
strategic bombing. He took a heavy responsibility when he said
this, and the critics continued to doubt if he was right. The
reason that Lord Cherwell's minute was decisive was that these

critics, though they might doubt his wisdom, were unable to offer
an alternative to what he suggested. Defeat in the Battle of

the Atlantic would mean defeat for Britain, but defeat for
Germany in the Battle of the Atlantic would not necessarily mean

(1) D.0,(42) 38 Annex, The Gherwell Minute,

(2) This excluded 6,000 heavy bombers which were to be built
in the United States of America,

(3) A,H.B,ID/12/150 End. dated 27 Sept. 1941* Prime Minister
to C.A,S, Serial No. M.940/1 (copy).

(4) A.H.B. ID/12/147 Enel, dated 11 Apr, 1942, Prime Minister
to Secretary of State for Air, Serial No, M,138/2. (copy),
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defeat for Germany in the war. Bomber Command remained for
Britain the only weapon with which, at least for the time being,
she could strike offensive blows at Germany. Thus the Govern
ment sou^t no more than a mandate to proceed with something
which they had already decided to do. Lord Cherwell provided
that mandate.

All the same the critics remained and it
to seek further for
existed.

seemed desirable

a resolution of the doubts which still
Accordingly the Prhne Minister invited

Mr, Justice Singleton to conduct an independent enquiry into the
prospects of the bombing offensive, Mr. Justice Sin^eton pre
sented his report on 20 May 1942.(1) If it was hoped that this
report would reach general concliasions of decisive value about
the prospects of the bomber offensive, then it must have been
great disappointment.

a

In fact, it never got beyond the stage
of detailed observations about the difficulties still standing
in^the way of the bombers. It analysed these difficulties, the
chief of which Mr. Justice Singleton concluded was still the
problem of target finding, but it could not say firmly whether
they would be overcome or not. This meant of course that it
mpossible to say what overall effect the bombing offensive was
going to have upon Germany. The report indulged in nothing more
than cautious speculation about this crucial issue. It was, in
fact, a significant commentary on the whole problem that it was
mpossible to reach any general conclusions. The report there
fore had the merit, not of solving the problem, but of demon
strating that it could not be solved on the evidence which
available.

was

was

It did, however, precipitate a crisis which had been
simmering since the February directive had been introduced
between the Admiralty and the Air Ministry. The First Sea Lord
Sir Dudley Pound, argued that the Singleton Report offered "
hope of the bombing offensive achieving really significant
results within the immediate future. This was exactly v/hat
Mr. Justice Singleton had reported. Meanwhile the "gravity
the position in the war at sea was increasing "day by day",
Thj.s, the First Sea Lord thought, was a clear indication that the
air force should play a larger part in naval war.(2)

no

of

The C.A.S. felt that the First Sea Lord's quotations from
the Singleton report were "to put it mildly, highly unrepresen
tative . Other quotations, he suggested, could equally well be
used to produce quite different conclusions,(3) This was also
quite true, for the Singleton report, having itself failed
reach general conclusions, did not contain the evidence upon
which they could be formed by others. It was easy to argue
about the Singleton report, but impossible to arbitrate,
the argument remained at the stage it had
Singleton report.

to

Thus

reached before the

The G.A.S, did not think the situation at
sea was as grave as the First Sea Lord had suggested. He found
that naval construction would soon overtake sinkings, and in any
case he claimed that Bomber Command wouAd be better employed in
attacking German naval construction, rather than ships at sea.
This was, however, an argument the truth of which he could not
prove. The real strength of the G.A.S,'
tion that after three

case lay in his asser-
.  ̂ . . . years of war it was time to think not only
m terras of ayoiding defeat, but in terms of achieying yictory.
It was herefore necessary in his opinion for the First Sea Lord

(l) D,0.(42) 47 The Singleton Report.

(2) C.0.S.(42) 171(0).
16 June 131+2.

(3) C.0,S,(42) I83 (0) Memorandum by
DM 2313/1(95)
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he C.A.S. 23 June 1942,
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to prove conclusively that the war at sea really was as critical
as he suggested, and that only if this could be done would it he
justifiable to make further inroads on the offensive weapon of
Bomber Command, which was in any case still shrinking and not
expanding.(1)

Eventually both sides gave some ground and an agreement was
reached under which the Admiralty reduced their demands and the

Air Force agreed to meet them. This, of course, had an injurious
effect upon the first line strength of the Command, but it
resolved a crisis which had been assuming dangerous proportions
for both sides.(2)

By nav, however, the real issue, that is, of what Bomber
Command could achieve against Germany by strategic bombing,
being put to the test, not round the council table but in the
field of action, '

against their critics at home,

their success would be justified by events in Germany,
would not solve this problem, for Lord Cherwell had thought in
terms of a period up to the middle of 1943, and
hr. Justice Singleton had envisaged 1942 as an introductory
period. Nevertheless it would be possible to see more clearly
the prospects for 1943 after the battles of I942 had been fought.
The spate of words died down.

Sir Arthur Harris, who was appointed to succeed Sir Richard Peirse
as Commander-in “Chief of Bomber Command on 20 February, was a man
of action.

was

The advocates had waged a successful campaign
It remained to be seen whether

1942

The time for action had come.

Mr, G.M, Young likes to divide historic figures into two
groups: those who make a noise and those who make  a difference,
but Sir Arthur Harris made both a noise and a difference. Before
proceeding to examine the tasks which lay ahead of the new C-in-C
and the way in which he performed them, we must pause to measure
the weapon itself, for the weapon still had serious limitations,
the chief of v/hich was its limited strength.

From the point of view of the expansion of the Command in
n\imbers of aircraft, 1942 was a disappointing year,
there were sixty-three bomber squadrons established as against
the fifty-seven which had been established in January 1942, but
the number of operational squadrons on 31 December was exactly the
same p it had been on 1 January,
nine,(3)
C-in-C could call did no

months showed a decrease

At its end

On both dates there was forty-
The numbers of operational aircraft upon which the

crease during the year, and in some

The explanation of this failure to increase the numbers of
machines in Bomber Command was fourfold. Firstly, British
production of bombers fell short of expectation. Secondly, the
prospect of la.x’ge numbers of machines reaching the R.A.F, from

(1) C.0.S.(ijR)l83(0) op.cit.

(2) See the Brind—Slessor recommendations,
2 July 1942.

(3) A.H.B.IIH/84.
Part VI.

V/ar Room Manual of Bomb
1942.

C.0.S.(42) 332.

er Command Operations

(4) For instance, the average nimibar of operational aircraft on
which the C-in-C could count per raid in March I942 was 421
in September only 331, aud in December 419. See R.A.F, 

*

Narr. Vol.IV, op.cit. App.5.
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America ended with the President's declaration of the principle
that American aircraft should he manned hy American crews,
Thirdly,
withdrawn and lent or permanently assigned to other Commands
during the year, T
the Middle East and India.(2)

considerable number of Bomber Command sq'uadrons werea

Some went, to Coastal Command and others to

The fourth explanation of the failure to expand, was the
introduction of new types of machines. During the year the
Hampden, Whitley, Blenheim and Manchester went out of operational
service. The Lancaster, the Mosquito and increasing numbers of
Halifaxes came in. While these changes were taking place,
squadrons had to be withdrawn from the line to be re-equipped and
to allow time for the crews to be introduced to their new
machines.

The introduction of these new types of bomber caused a
complete transformation in the composition of the force. Of
the forty-nine sqmiadrons which had been operational on 1 January
1942, ten had been heavy, thirty-five medium and fotu? light, (3)
Twelve months later, of the forty-nine operational squadrons,
thirty-two were heavy, eleven medium and six light,(4) Thus,
even if Sir Arthur Harris could not muster more operational air
craft in December than his predecessor had been able to do in
January, those which he could call upon were machines much
superior in speed and bomb lift to the earlier t37pes,
ticular the Lancaster had, by the end of the year, begm to
assert its position as the 'ideal' bomiber.CS) These changes
already began to have an effect upon the capacity of the command
in 1942, and in that year Bomber Command dropped about 14^000 tons
of bombs more than it had done in 1941^ de^ite the fact that in
1941 about five hundred more sorties were flown on bombing trips
than in 1942.(6) ^

In par-

(1) This principle was accepted in an agreement between
General Arnold, Admiral Towers and Air Chief Marshal Portal
in Washington in June 1942,
sive Vol.IV. op,pit.

For the number involved see War Room Manual of Bomber
Command Operations 1942,

See R.A.P, Narr, Bomber Offen-

Part VI.

(2)

(3) Heavy bombers include Stirlings, Halifaxes, Manchesters and
Lancasters, In other words they were bombers which had,
ought to have had, (note the case of the Manchester) four
engines. Medium bombers included Wellingtons, Hampdens,
Whitleys, Light bombers included Blenheims and Mosquitoes,

or

(4) A.H.B.IIH/84.
1942, Part VI,

In March 192*2 there were an average of 7 Lancasters avail
able for each operation,
increased to I45,
App.5. op. cit.

War Room Manual of Bomber Command Operations 192f2, Part VI,
p,4. Bomber Command dropped 45,501 tons of bombs in 1942 ^
as against 31,646 tons jji 194a. in I942 Bomber Command
flew 29,929 bombing sorties, as against 30,508 in I94I.
The total number of Bomber Conmand sorties in 1942 did,
however, exceed those flown in 1941. (36,426 as compared
with 32,262), This was due to the increased mining and
reconnaissance activity in 1942,

DM 2313/1(97)
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By December this number had

R.A.P. Harr. Bomber Offensive Vol.IV,

(6)
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Nevertheless Bomber Comiriand jja 1942 was still incapable of
carrying the very great weights which had been envisaged
necessary to achieve the aim of destroying German morale,
was also still far short of the activities which became possible
for it in 1943 and the following years. When it is realised
that Bomber Command flew nearly twice as many sorties in 1943 as
it had done in 1942, and that in ̂ 9^ the Command flew about five
times as many sorties as in 1942,(1) then it becomes clear that
1942 was indeed, as Mr, Justice Singleton had suggested,
introductory year. The limitation in the size of the force was
still a salient limitation on the achievement.

as

It

an

Of even greater significance than the introduction of these

more powerful aircraft into Bomber Command was the development
of a radar aid, which for the first time in the war offered the
bombers chance of finding their targets at night,
night of 8 March 1942 Gee was used operationally for the first
time in an attack on Essen.(2) Two ni^ts after this, the
Lancaster bomber made its first bombing attack. Thus within
forty-eight hours Bomber Command showed its new colours.
Though Gee proved to be highly effective as a navigation aid, it
did not^realise the high hopes which had been entertained of it
as^a blind bombing device. Two more radar aids were, however,
being developed which offered prospects of overcoming this prob
lem as well, H2S and Oboe as they were called were later to
have a marked effect upon the accuracy of the force, but in the
meantime Sir Arthur Harris* squadrons had to go jnto action with
out the problem of blind bombing having been solved.

On the

This, broadly speaking,(3) was the weapon which the new
G-in-C had with which to carry out the February directive,
was the weapon with which he had either to vindicate or destroy
the idea that the independent bomber force was an effective
weapon of war.

This

Sir Arthur Harris' principal task was the destruction of
town centres in Germany, and particularly in the Ei±ir.
would have been imreasonable to suppose that Bomber Command, with
its still limited resources, oould achieve victory in 1942 but
if it was to^ survive as an independent weapon, it had in 1942 to
oause sufficient damage to provide convincing evidence that in
1943 or 1944 it would succeed in achieving decisive results.
The Government, as Sir Stafford Cripps had said,
the other uses to which British resources could be put. If
therefore the attacks of 1942 alone were not expected to be
decisive in Germany, the^r would be decisive for the future of
Bomber Command,

It

were aware of

For the advocates of the strategic bombing
offensive, this was therefore the supreme test. They strained
every nerve to overcome the tactical difficulties which had
hitherto denied Bomber Command any outstanding success.

The most important of these tactical difficulties were
firstly, the achievement of a good concentration over the target
area in time and space, secondly, the sighting of the target, and

(1) A.H,B,IIH/8Zf Wslt Eoom Manual of
1939-45. p.6.

(2) Wa.r Eocm Manual of Bomber Command

(3) The whole story of the development, production and use of
Gee is intensely interesting and well documented. The
subject cf radar and its effects upon the bombing offensive
IS worthy of separate treatment. It is only possible to
allude to the question in this volume,
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thirdly the delivery of the most devastating blow possible. If

the first of these difficiolties coiild be overcome, there was the

prospect of saturating the defences of the towns which were

being attacked, and so of causing much greater damage. There

was also the hope that the bombers would in these circumstances
enjoy a greater immunity from attack. Gee wo^xld be a great
contribution to the solution of this problem. The more accurate

navigation which would become possible would enable the bombers

to keep on track, which would result in a concentration in space,
and on schedule, which would result in a concentration in time.

The second problem, that of sighting the target, remained
tmsolved, for Gee was found to be inadequate for the final

recognition of the target. It could not be used as an accurate

blind bombing device. The real solution of the problem lay in
the introduction of further radar aids. This problem was, how
ever, too urgent to await the satisfactory completion of H2S and

Oboe, and there did seem to be a way in which the difficulty
might be lessened jn the meantime, and which, in itself, would be
the best medium for the use of these radar aids of the future.

This was the creation of a specially trained and, so far as

possible, specially equipped target finding force. If a few

machines could, with their superior crews and superior devices,
find and mark the target, the main force would be able to bomb
it.

At the Air Ministry this idea commanded considerable
.(^) In his report, Mr. Justice Singleton had recognised

sthjuig on these lines, and the idea also appealed
.(2) Sir Arthur Harris was more doubtful. He

support
the need for some

to Lord Cheiwell

did not welcome the idea of creating a corps d*elite nor was he
convinced of the need for this revolution. (3)
ever, do no more than delay the introduction of an idea which

commanded such powerful support, and on 11 August 1942 the

A.C.A.S,(0ps.), Air Vice-Marshal Bottomley, informed
Sir Arthur Harris that the Path Finder Force would be established

He could, how-

The real success of the famous P.F.P, wasin Bomber Command,

to depend upon radar aids which were not available at its incep

tion, but the decision to create this force was vindicated in
time to come.15J

The third problem, that of delivering the most effective
blow, was one which had comirianded much attention in 1941, when
the suspicion that German attacks were more effective than R.A.P,

raids grew to a certainty,
trating on fire raising as the most effective means of destruc

tion had received the approval of the Air Staff,(°)
Sir Richard Peirse's doubts about the plan combined with the

diversions against Brest and the winter lull had, however, pre

vented the practice of this theory in 1941.

Thus in 1941 the idea of concen-

The February

For example, by the D.C.A.S. (see A.H.B.104/376 Encl.6lA)
and by the D.B, Ops. (see A.H.B.ID4./376 Encl.65A).

See for instance a letter from Lord Cherwell to the C.A.S,

of 27 Feb. 1942.

End. 65A. Min. by D.B. Ops.
C-in-C's views (copy).

End. 83A. A.G.A.S. (Qps) to C-in-C (copy).

A.H.B.ID4/376 End. 54A (copy).

commenting on theIbid,

Ibid.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) Sir Arthur Harris has handsomely acknowledged this in his
"Bomber Offensive”.

(6) See above Chapter III.P.^g
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directive had reaffirmed confidence in the idea that the ihcen-

diar^'- bomb was the most destructive bomb, and the critioisins of
Bomber Command which were levelled in Parliament at the begirming
of the year suggested to Lord Cherwell that the time had come to
use it.11)

The C.A.S. agreed(2) and on 21 March the D.C.A.S. told the
C-in-C that the incendiary plan, which had been worked out in
October 194-1, was to be put into practice as soon as possible.(5)
Seven days later Sir Arthur Harris, despite his lingering doubts
about the^ incendiary bomb, directed 234 bombers to attack
Llibeck,(^/ so that the theory could be tested. This attack
proved to be the most outstanding success which Bomber Command
had ever achieved, and it must still be ranked as one of its
greatest victories.

This attack on Lubeck, though it was the most successful
achievement of Bomber Command in 1942, was not the most remark*^
able. Though the town was beyond Gee range, the weather was
excellent, and the defences slight.
Llibeck was "built more like
tion

According to the G-in-C,
a fire-lighter than a human habita-

He did not think it could be compared to any other German
If, therefore, as Sir Arthur Harris claimed, it was not

a fair basis on which to draw the assumption that the incendiary
was a superior bomb to the high explosive, it was also not a fair
indication of the level of efficiency to which Bomber Command had
reached.

.(5)town

Very much greater difficulty was encountered when the
attempt to "Lubeck" Rostock was made. The towns of the Ruhr and

particularly Essen, which was repeatedly attacked, were with their
much stronger defences and ever present industrial haze an even
more striking illustration of the continuing difficulties and
hazards of night bombing.
C-in-C addressed himself with vigour.

It was to these stiffer tasks that the

By calling upon aircraft of the O.T.U's to strengthen his
first line, Sir Arthur Harris twice succeeded in getting more than
a thousand bombers off the groimd on a single raid,
these gigantic operations was directed at Cologne on the night of
30 May. The casualties were not unduly heavy, and the results
were inipressive. The photographs taken after the raid showed
that a third of the town had been grievously damaged.
second thousand bomber raid was aimed at Essen on the night of
1 June, but this time the weather, as always over Essen, w
unfavourable and the town escaped "relatively lightly".(7)
There was another raid of almost equal dimensions on Bremen at
the end of June, but once again the results were rather dis
appointing.

The first of

A

as

(1) A.H.B.IDZh/376 Encl.54A.
(copy).

Ibid.

B.C./s.23746 Vol.IV. Encl.lA.

A.H.B. im/82f..
tions 1942.

A.H.B. II/70/272(b) Un-numbered end. dated 10 May 1942.

W.P.(42) 374. Paper on the Role and Work of Bomber Command
by Sir Arthur Harris, dated 28 June 1942,

Cherwell to C..A.S. 27 Feb. 1942

War Room Manual of Bomber Command Opera
Part 1, p.3.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7) Bomber Command Quarterly Review.
No.l, p,8,
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Nevertheless after these attacks, Bomber Command could claim
with justice that the offensive against G-errnany had "achieved a
new degree of intensity, typified by the "Thousand raids
far surpassed all previous standards of aerial warfare",.

These massive attacks were, of course, in conformity with the
lines of the February directive, but they were also designed to
impress the Government, and particularly the critics of strategic
bombing, with what could be done if Bomber Command was expanded
to a much greater size,
sustained, for training had to be continued at the O.T.U's, and
there were no more 'thousand raids' after June.
Bomber Command could still claim in September that it had main-

hich

:aT

For the time being they could not be

Nevertheless

tained "an unbroken series of concentrated raids on the Gemm
Reich such as the enemy had never previously experienced.",(2)

Bomber Command was not, however, concentrated entirely on
Germany, nor did it follcrv exclusively the area bombing tech
nique , An inareasing number of mines were laid in enemy waters,
several precise attacks were made on industrial targets in
France, pad notably on the Renault factory on the night of
3 March.(3)
factory at Augsburg carried out in daylight on 17 April by a
small force of Lancasters,(^)

There was even a precision attack on the M.A.N.

Thus in 1942 Bomber Command, though it still had to admit
its failures, achieved its first real tactical successes both by
area bombing and precise attack,
negotiated the "introductory" phase.(5)

These achievements changed the whole outlook.
Command had now drawn the attention of the world,
misgivings there were, there could be no doubt that the bombers
had inflicted severe damage on Lubeck and Rostock, on Bremen and
Emden, on Cologne and Essen,
Command had achieved the almost miraculous feat of operating a
thousand bombers on a single right, "What shouts of victory
would arise" Sir Arthur Harris enquired, "if a Comimando wrecked
the entire Renault factory in a night, with the loss of seven
men.' What credible assumptions of an early end to the war

It had, in fact, successfully

Bomber

Whatever

There could be no doubt that the

would folloiw upon the destruction of a third of Cologne in an
hour and a half by some s'vift moving mechanised force which, with
but 200 casualties, withdrcAr and was ready to repeat the opera
tion 24 hours laterf What acclaim would greet the virtual des
truction of Rostock and the Heinkel main and subsidiary factories

(1) Bcmber Oanmand Quarterly Review April-MayMJune 1942. op.cit.
p. 1.

J uLy-August-September.Bomber Command QTJarterlv Review.
No

(2)
. 2. p.l.

A.H.B.IIH/84.
1942.

War Room Manual
Part VI.

(3) of Bomber Coimnand Operations

(4) Ibid,

(5) It is unfortunately impossible to digress further and
analyse these operations in greater detail. Apart from
their significance already shown they are mainly of import
ance for the tactical lessons which they indicated, for
these were in time to exert the most powerful influences
upon bombing policy. The reader who wishes to pursue this
subject further should consult "The R.A.F. in the Bomber
Offensive against Germany" Vol.IV., and also the Bomber
Command Quarterly Reviews, in addition to the Operations
Record Books,
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by a Naval bombardment",’(l)
achievements of Bomber Command whose first line strength on the

15 June 1942 was no more than 584 aircraft, or 11^ of the total
first line strength of the R,A,P. and the Fleet Air Arm,(2)
Even this small force was still the jack of all trades. Half

its effort vi/as still devoted to the naval Trar, and its strategic
aims were vridely disjpersed over Europe from Germany and Prance
Italy,(3) Sir Arthur Harris claimed that it was the master of
all these trades but, he added, "Bomber Comnmnd provides our only
offensive action yet pressed home directly against Gem©.ny, All
our other efforts are defensive in their nature, and are not
intended to do more, and can never do more, than enable us to
exist in the face of the enemy. Bomber Command provides the
only means of bringing assistance to Russia in time. The only
means of physically weakening and nervously exhausting Germany to
an extent which will make subsequent invasion a possible proposi
tion, and is therefore the only force T/hich can, in fact, hurt our
enemy in the present or in the future secure our victory",(4)

This argument, which would have been in^ossible in February
1942, was circulated to the Cabinet by the Prime Minister in
August 1942,(5)
direction of Sir Arthur Harris had achieved in four months.
This was the moment for Lord Trenchard to speak again, "As the
enemy conquered Poland and France by their "tank blitz",
we smash the German machine by the "bomber blitz"",(6) he dec
lared, But this could not be achieved if Bomber Conmand v/as to
remain the "Cinderella" of the armed forces as the result of a

policy which, to Lord Trenchard, seemed "half-hearted and feeble".

Yet these and other feats vrere the

to

That was what the bombing offensive under the

so can

Lord H’enchard had, of course, always believed in the
strategic bomber as a decisive weapon
vigorous leadership of Sir Arthur Harris, he discerned the first
real evidence that he had been right,
"foretell the results of even three months' ruthless bombing of
Germany on the Cologne scale"? Hoi.-ever this may have been, and
it seems doubtful if anyone could either in Britain or Germany,
it was certain that Bomber Conmand, with the resources at its

disposal, could not mount an attack on that scale, even for only
three months,

tions,

Tifar, and now under the01

Can anyone", he asked.

Before the offensive could reach decisive propor-
there would have to be a groat expansion of the Command,

The issue which now had to be decided was therefore not only
whether the successes of 1942 compensated for the failures of

1940 and 1941, but whether they promised results in 1943 and 1944
which Y/ould justify the further expenditure of man power,
materials and shipx3:lng space which an expansion on the scale

(1) W,P,(42) 374. op, cit, p,5»

Ibid, App,A.(2)

(3) The first raid by more than 100 bombers on Italy was
delivered at Genoa on the night of 22 October, See Y/ar Room
Manual of Bomber Command Operations 1942,
pp, 41-42,

Part I.

(4) Y/.P.(42) 374 op. Git. p,5.

(5) Though this did not mean that the Prime Minister had been

entirely convinced by all Sir Arthur Harris' claims,
YY,P.(42)

See

405.

(6) ¥,P,(A2)39
29 Aug. 1942,
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demanded would consimie,

of Bomber Command were, there were other factors which weighed
heavily on those who had to decide.

Important as the promising achievements

In October the three Chiefs of Staff reported, "Sufficienb
experience(^) has already been gained to show that it will not
be tactically possible to establish and maintain  a large Allied
army in Prance until German military power has been undermined".(2)
Despite the fact that the Second Front would obviously be the

greatest contribution that the Western Allies could make to

Russian success and so to victory, the Chiefs of Staff were

"forced to the conclusion" that German military power must be

undermined by the destruction of the industrial and eoonomic war

machine, before invasion could be attempted, "For this process",
they agreed, "apart from the impact of the Russian land forces,
the heavy bomber will be the main weapon, " America
and Britain, they urged, should aim at the creation of a force

of four to six thousand heavy bombers by April 1944* This

target, they thought, could be achieved if adequate priority was
accorded to bomber construction. They also believed, on the

evidence of 1942, that a force of these dimensions would succeed

in its aim, which they now defined as "the progressive destruc

tion and dislocation of the enemy’s war industrial and economic

system, and the undermining of his morale to a point where his

capacity for armed resistance is fatally weakened",

The immediate aim was to expand Bomber Command from the

thirty-two operational squadrons which it had in September 1942
to fifty operational squadrons by the end of the year. The

Prime Minister suggested to Sir Archibald Sinclair that two

squadrons should be obtained from Coastal Command, one from the

Airborne Division, two by restricting the flow of aircraft to
the Middle East and India,(3
in Bomber Command, nine by scheduled increases from the Ministry
of Aircraft Production and two by further exertions by the
Ministry of Aircraft Production.,

for the expansion, and assured the Secretary of State
woiold enjoy priority over all competing claims,
Command was no longer in danger of disintegration,
the turn of the other services to worry about their future. The

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, for instance, found the
prospect of four to six thousand bombers alarming. How could
the army be supplied as well? Air force requirements would, he
feared, compete vfith army needs from wireless equipment to "tent
pegs".(5) Whether this would be so or not remained to be seen.
The important point was that Bomber Command had re-established

its prestige and was once more regarded as in integral part of
the offensive against Germany, as the essential weapon with which
to prepare the way for invasion.

two more by improving ’working up’

He promised Cabinet support
that it

Bomber

It was now

(1) Though they did not say so it seeme likely that the Chiefs
of Staff had in mind the bloody engagement at Dieppe earlier
in the year.

(2) C.O.3.(42)345(0)*
the Chiefs of Staff.

Report on American-British Strategy by
Section C, p.6.

This was a significant reversal of the policy at the
beginning of the year.

30 Oct. 1942.

(3)

(4) Prime Minister’s Minute serial No.M378/2 attached to
C.0.S.(42) 317 (0).

C.0.3.(42) 478(0) Memorandian by the C.I.G.S.
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The paper, which the Chief of the Air Staff submitted to
his colleagues on 3 November 1942 entitled "An Estjjnate of the
Effects of an Anglo-American Bomber Offensive against Germany",(l)
did not therefore seek to convince them that a bombing offensive
was essential, this was already decided. It was merely an
exposition of the reasons for believing that the offensive,
provided that it was mounted in sufficient strength, would
succeed in paving the way to final victory.

Like Lord Cherwell before him, the Chief of the Air Staff
thought that the best yardstick against which to judge the
probable result of a bombing offensive was the German attack
England, He claimed that a good deal was known about the
results of the R,A,P, attacks on Germany, but the evidence
obviously much less complete than that about the Luftwaffe
attacks on England. In the year ending 30 June 1941 the
Lttftwaffe had dropped 55,000 tons of bombs on Britain, and
36,000 tons of these had been aimed at industrial

on

was

^  ̂ areas, About
a quarter of these 36,000 tons were thought to have fallen in
built up areas, 41,000 people had been killed and 45,000
seriously injured. Nearly 350,000 houses vrere made uninhabitable
for the duration of the war, and 1,000,000 people were "displaced"
from their homes. There were two and a half million incidents of
damage to house property which required repair. In addition to
this, destruction of factories, power stations, shipping and
harbour facilities and public utilities had caused a reaction
the war effort which the Chief of the Air Staff wisely refrained
from expressing in statistical terms.

on

If the Anglo-American bomber force could be expanded to
five thousand by June I944 and six thousand by the end of that
year, it would, during its period of expansion, be capable of
dropping 25,000 tons of bombs per month by Juno 1943, 50,000 tons
in December 1943 and 65,000 tons per month by June 1944,
Finally, in December 1944 it would at its peak drop no less than
90,000 tons of bombs. Under such a plan, one and  a quarter
million tons of bombs would fall on Germany in 1943 and 1944,
Thus six million houses would be made permanently uninhabitable,
sixty million houses would be damaged, 9CXD,000 civilians would be
killed and about one million seriously injured,
million Germans woiLLd have been made homieles

Twenty-five
s.

These esthnates were conservative, the Chief of the Air Staff
claimed, because^E.A.P. bombdng in 1943 and I944 in the light of
experience and with the aid of scientific devices, would almost
certamly prove to be much more efficient than German bombing had
been in 1940 and 1941, but he made no mention of  a point which
causing the Prme Minister considerable concern.(2) Assming
that the bomber force could be expanded to these dimensions, then
obviously a large element of it would consist of American bombers,
maimed by their own crews. The Americans were, according to the
Prime Minister, "obstinately" persisting with daylight bombing.
They had not yet succeeded in penetrating the German defences
Mr. Churchill was inclined to doubt if they ever would. If they
could not switch to night bombing, it was possible that they would
be able to play only a small part in the combined bomber offen
sive, The decision about American bomber tactics was, however
beyond the control of the British Air Staff, and also, as he "
found, beyond that of Mr. Churchill.

was

and

(1) C.0.S.(42) 379(0).

(2) W.P.(42) 586 Note by the Prime Minister
16 Dec. 1942.
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Nor did the Chief of the Air Staff mention a point which

was causing the Chief of the Imperial General Staff anxiety.(1)
Even assuming that the Americans solved their problem or adopted
British tactics, it would still be impossible, and to his mind

undesirable, to concentrate all these bombers on the strategic
offensive against Germany, There would still be the Battle of

the Atlantic to fight. There would also be the war against
Italy, targets in Occupied Territory would have to be bombed,
and the Airborne Anny would need aircraft.

There were therefore loopholes in the Chief of the Air

Staff's argunent as far as he had proceeded, and these were to

be the cause of much difficulty and dispute in the years of war
which remained. But there was another possibility which was to
cause controversy not only between the services, but within the

The Chief of the Air Staff clearly intended that these
four to six thousand bombers should be employed on area bombing,
but he did not actually say so.
precision attacks might still prove themselves to be the more
efficient medium for the bombers.

R.A.P,

There was renewed belief that

Throughout 1942 there was
of a second offensivecontinued interest in the possibility

against German oil resources.(2) There was growing interest in
the idea of attacking German ball bearing production,(3) Both
these ideas could only be carried out by precision bombing,
Thera had already been a successful precision attack on Renault

in Prance, Might this not in time be repeated against the ball
bearing factories in Schweinfurt or the oil installations at

Poelitz? Area bombing was after all only one of the many ways
by which Bomber Command might contribute to the reduction of

Gennan armed strength to that point where invasion would become

possible. Here were the germinations of ideas which were to
develop into major arguments of the first importance when, in
1943, the American bomber force finally did break through into
Germany,

Whatever might be the eventual solution of all these
problems, it is necessary now to return to the Chief of the Air
Staff's argument of November 19Z|-2,
attack on the lines he had indicated virould destroy one third of
German industry,

mobilised, and had reduced her standard of living to the minimum
bearable.

He calculated that an

He was informed that Germany was already full

He therefore concluded that any loss which could be

y

inflicted on any branch of industry would inevitably fall on war
production.

deriously shaken by the 1942 raids, and that she would certainly
be broken by those of 1943 and 1944.

He therefore believed that Germany must have been

Here then the strategic
misconception, which had its origins in 1941, was repeated, and
applied to one of the most gigantic operations of war ever

planned.

Some of the flaws in the Chief of the Air Staff's argument
had been pointed out, for instance by the Prime Minister and the

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, but no one had detected the

great reserves of economic and industrial strenth which Geimany
was now beginning to bring into action.

(l) C.O.S.(42)478(0) Memorandum by C.I.G.S, op.cit.

(2) There were frequent reports on the German oil position put
before the Cabinet in 1942. Mr. Oliver Stanley, for
instanoe, submitted a report to the Chiefs of Staff on

13 April, He concluded that an oil offensive should be

undertaken as soon as Ploesti could be attacked. See

C.O.S.(42)102(0).

(3) Interest in ball bearings had been growing ever since
Pebruary 1942. See A.H.B.II/70/I.
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CMPTER VI

THE FIRST EFFECTS OF STR/ITECIC BOmmC

The bombing offensive of 1942 vras not in itself expected to
produce decisive results,

was deemed to have achieved was accepted as evidence that the
heavier attacks planned for 1943 and 19'^p4 would succeed in dis
rupting the German war economy and the nation's morale,
first significant result of the offensive was therefore the res

toration of confidence in the principle of strategic bombing,
which had been so seriously shaken by the experiences of 1940 and
1941* It noYf remains to consider ho\7 far this restoration of
confidence was justified by the actual effects of the 1942 cam
paign upon the structure of Germany.

Nevertheless the success which it

The

me eiiects o:t surategic bombing are complex, and it is

advisable here to indicate the lines along \7hich this investiga
tion will be conducted, and to expound the methods of assessment
which will be used. The important effects of strategic bombing
are the national effects v/hich have to be distinguished from the
purely local effects. It is possible, for instance, to devas
tate a single city with disastrous local effects, both on indus
trial production and morale, and yet to find that national produo»
tion \/as unimpaired and national morale imperceptibly affected.
There are tliree tj^pes of national effect which may be usefully''
distinguished; the effect on national industrial production,
effect on national morale and the effect on national policy.
The first tvro of these are direct in so far as they result from
daimge Inflicted upon factories, resources £md communications,
upon houses, public transport and the amenities of civilised

the

life. They are of course intimately connected, for production
may fall owing to poor morale and morale may fall oT/ing to
reduced production. If they are severe enough, both v/ill con
tribute to the disruption of the national economy. The third,
that is^the effect upon the national policy, is indirect in so
far as it is a by-product of bombing, but it is none the less
important for this reason. Bombing ma.y Intentionally or inad
vertently drive the country which is being attacked to revise its
air policy. Severe enough effects in any of these fields could
produce I’esults which v/ould have a decisive influence upon the
outcome of the v/ar.

All these types of national effect have it in comm_on that
they must obviously ensue from the local damage which was inflic
ted by the bombing attacks. These local effects must therefore
be the focal point from which any study of the national effects
of bombing must proceed,
means of expressing local effects in national terms,
there is obviously no mathematical method of calculating the
indirect effects of bombing, the ideal way of finding the econo
mic effects might seem to be by statistical calculations. If,
in the case of industry for instance, the loss of production"whiGh
Vifas caused by the bombing at the local points which v/ere attacked
could be computed, and if sufficient statistical evidence could
be assembled to indicate the role of these points in the national
economy, then it vrauld be possible to find the precise amount
by which national production \7as reduced by bombing,
attempt to achieve this has been made,(l) but the figures \7hich
liave been reached, though they shed light on the problem are of
limited competence.

The problem, is therefore to find a
lihile

A serious

An estimate of this kind cannot be kept as

(l) Notably by the United States Strategic Bombing Survey and
the British Bombing Survey Unit,
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a pure calculation. It is impossible to arrive at any result
\Tithout a considerable measure of speculation. As a calculation,
the whole process breaks down at the beginning owing to the
difficulty of discerning the influence of bombing among the many
other factors which affect production, even at the local points,
and also the Impossibility of finding a really satisfactory
index by v/hich to ej<press production levels. Quite apart there
fore from the immense difficulties of attempting to translate
local production losses into terms of national loss, which are
very great, especially T/hen the subject is an expanding economy,
it is impossible even to arrive at conclusive figures about
local production losses. A statistical examination, though
it can be helpful if the relevance and competence of the fig\ires
is closely defined, is liable to create a misleading, and is
certain to produce only a partial solution of the problem.

A better v/ay of seeking this solution is to examine the
local effects with a view to assessing the destructive power of
the bombers, and then to analyse the behaviour of the national

By a comparison of the two findings it is then possible,
by a reasoned ai'gument, to determine whether the destructive
power of the bombers v;as approaching or overtaking the ability
of Germany to withstand them, or, in other words, the extent to
which the bombing offensive v/as succeeding,
reduces itself to an examination of, firstly, the extent to
Y/hich the destructive poY/er of Bomber Command-was approaching
or overtaking the replacement I’ate of which German industry v/as
capable,

decisive alignment,
the effect of bombing on morale w'as sufficiently marked to pro
duce economic or political effects,
decided v/hether the local damage which was caused by 'the bombing
made a sufficiently serious impression upon responsible Germans
and led them to take decisions v/hich had any significant effect
upon policy which would be reflected in \7ar production and
military strategy.

target.

Thus the problem

In this case the German production curve is the
Secondly, it must be determined v/hether

Finally, it has to be

The principal disadvantage of this method of proceeding
is that it leaves a certain ambiguity about the effects of bomb
ing v;-hich fall betvreen the t-wo extremes of success and failure.
This is particularly unfortunate in the case of the 1942 offen
sive which cannot rank with those of 1940 and 1941 as a virtual
failure, and yet which does not approximate to the final offen
sive as a virtual success,

most difficult -to assess \7hen they are least obvious,
hov/ever, a difficulty which confronts any method of assessment,
and, since the evidence does not permit a precise statement, it
is one which has to be faced v/ith resignation.

In this chapter we shall therefore examine the local effects
of the 1942 bombing offensive from whi.ch all national effects
must have ensued,

tive power of Bomber Command,

behaviour of the German economy, that is the performance of
industry and the activity of the v/orkers,
position to judge the economic effectiveness, or in other

words, the direct achievement of the campaign,
analyse the fluctuations of German policy, and in particular
the policy v/hich governed the Luftv/affe. to see if the offensive
produced any indirect consequences of note.

Clearly the effects of bombing are
This is.

This vd.ll be our means of gauging the destruc

We shall then be in
a

Finally we shall

-
Then we shall consider the

(1) See Annex I which deals in greater detail v/ith the ques
tion of the expression of bombing effect in statistical
terms, and discusses the findings which have been made.
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For Germany the local effects of the 19^2 raids were the
most severe v/iiich she had yet experienced,
German towns had been scarcely touched by bombing, but by
September m area of 2,280 acres had been tom from their
centres. In the process great numbers of Germans had been
bombed out of house and home, considerable damage had been done
to industrial plant, to communications and to the public utili
ties upon which modem life depends. Nevertheless siorprisingly
fe\T people had been killed. In Lubeck, for instimce, the
number of dead only just exceeded three hundredv^) and the
four raids on Rostock killed no more than about one hundred and
sixty people, (3) Qlie Thousand BomVer attack on Cologne killed
about ̂ four hundred and seventy of the population. (4)
surprising than this, however, was the speed at v/hich conditions
in the stricken cities were brought under control, and the per
sistence vri.th which essential activities were carried on.
German Government excelled at the exercise of authority and the
provision of relief, and these, as the British had themselves
recognised, were the keys to sustained morale.

Before March 1942

More

The

Obviously the greater part of the attack fell on the
civilian population, for most of the bombs were intended for
the centres of the cities,
of the towns attacked did not lie in or near these centres.
In the case of Dusseldorf, for instance, the chief industrial
plants v/ere T/idely scattered in the suburbs of the town. (5)
Thus, on the whole, these plants were only hit by stray bombs,
or those few which were precisely ahned at them. Therefore,
as far as industrial results were concerned, the effect of the
bombing depended more upon dislocation than upon direct destruc
tion. This did not mean that industrial undertakings escaped

From a total of one hundred and fifty major indus
trial establisbnents at Lubeck, the March attack caused the com
plete destruction of nine, heavy damage to eleven and some
damage to a further thirty-five. (6)
Hildebrandt reported that the raid had been a "catastrophe" and
he said that the Heinkel works had been hit most severely of

toieralfeldmarschall Milch was told that aircraft
production there had been "seriously affected",
suggested tha
be achieved"

In most cases the industrial areas

altogether.

In Rostock Gauleiter

The situation

the production quota for June could not "possibly
.  During the Thousand Bomber raid on Cologne

(1) B.B.S.IT.
Towns".

Effects of Strategic Air Attacks on German

This figure was calculated from
photographic reconnaissance in preference to German records
which are self-contradictory.

C.D.1034 p.13.

(2) U.S.3.B.S Area Studies Division Report No.7.
Study of the Effects of Area Bombing
p. 7a.

"A detailed

on Plibeck, Germany. "

(3) A.H.B.6 E.8O9.
etc. 2 May I942,

(4) A.H.B.6 A,399. Luftangriffe auf Koln. Band IVfE).
Police President Reports.

Gauleiter Hildebrandt to Hitler, Goebbels

(5) U.S.S.B.S. Area Studies Division Report No.3,
detailed Study of the Effects of Area Bombing
Dusseldorf. Germany", p. 2,

"A

on

(6) U.S.S.B.S. Lubeck.

(7) A.H.B.6 E.809.

(8) A.H.B.6 Milch Documents.
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a much larger number of industrial works were destroyed or
damaged, and in several, production was brought to a standstill.^^)

Nevertheless the direct industrial damage, which these
examples illustrate, was insignificant by comparison to what
happened to the centres,of the towns. At Lubeck, the centre of
the town, the Altstadt. was densely built up and populated.
More than thirty thousand people lived in this central area of
no more than 2.3 square kilometres as compared with the ninety
thousand v/ho lived in the much larger suburban area of some forty-
four square kilometres.(2) The Altstadt -was largely of mediaeval
construction, so that the buildings were inflammable and the
streets narrow and tortuous,

fire attack could scarcely be imagined,
surprising to find that the whole area of the Altstadt became
a sea of flames in the Bomber Command attack,

brought under "some semblance of control" on the follovdng
afternoon, (3)
trams could not run. Help had to be called in from outside,
and the soup kitchens v/hich arrived had to care for no fewer

than twelve thousand people. Out of a total of 19,125 buildings
in the city, 1,425 were destroyed, 1,976 v/ere heavily damaged,
and a further 8,411 v/ere more slightly damaged. (4) Electricity
and ^s i^lants suffered heavily, telephone connections were

A more promising target for a
I  It is not therefore

These v/ere only

Meanwhile rubble blocked the streets and the

reduced to a chaotic condition, and some\7here in the r
three thousand people appear to have fled the city. v5)

egion of
Goebbels

recognised that the situation was "far from pleasant" and this
was, in fact, the occasion of his investiture by Hitler with
"sweeping powers" to organise relief. (6) This \?as, hovrever, an
isolated attack, and Lubeck only suffered one further serious
raid and this did not take place until 19^|lf. (7) The people v/ho
had left the city gradually returned, the rubble was cleared up,

short time more or less normal activityand in a surprisingly
was resumed.

The same thing happened in Rostock after the four Bomber
Command attacks on successive nights in April,
after the attacks Goebbels \ms informed that no less than 70^
of the city's dwelling houses vrere destroyed, (9)
exhaustion began to appear.

Immediately

Signs of
150,000 people had to be evacuated.

(1) Luftangriffe auf Koln.A.H.B.6 a. 399.
Report by Police President.

Band IV(b).
10 June 1942,

(2) U.S.S.B.S. Lubeck.

Ibid, pp,9 - 10

Ibid, p,11,

Ibid, passim.

The Goebbels Diaries op,cit. 30 Mar. 1942. p.108.

op. cit. p, 5.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7) U.S.S.B.S. Llibeck op. cit.

(8) Ibid, passim.

(9) A.H.B.6. E,809 Secret Report from the Reichspropaganda
Amt, Schwerin, to Hitler, Goebbels etc. 29 Apr. 1942.
(copy). According to his Diary it is apparent that
Goebbels did receive this report which he says came from
Gauleiter Hildebrandt. See Goebbels Diaries. 30 Apr. 1942.
p.146.
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The works managers had to give the workers a day's holiday so
that they could evacuate their families, and, presumably at the
same time, recover their ov/n strength. In a further report
about the state of Rostock, made on the 2 May 19k2, the
Gauleiter spoke of the necessity for the strictest discipline
in handling the refugees in this and "other such blov/s".‘
(Schlage,) They should not be allovred, he thought, to slip
through the fingers of the party and travel across the Reich
spreading stories.(l) Nevertheless the Gauleiter,
report, was able to advertise his oto success by reporting that
full production would be resumed in a few days, and that people
who had left the city were gradually ret^I^ning with restored
confidence,

they were bringing back their children, and perhaps above all,
they v/ere displaying no signs of hostility to the Party.
Allowing for the fact that the Gauleiter would naturally desire
to malce a favourable impression upon Goebbels, the general
tendency was, as at Lubeck, towards rapid recovery, not towards

All the same Goebbels was not pleased that
Edda Ciano was allowed to see Lubeck and Rostock, Other
'bombed' to\ms v/ould, he thought, have been more suitable for
her eyes. (2)

in the same

They were clearing up their homes, in some cases

mounting panic.

The Thousand Bomber attack on Cologne rendered more than
forty thousand people homeless. (3) These attacks on Lubeck,
Rostock and Cologne v/ere, of course, among the most spectacular
achievements of Bomber Command in 1942, and they were the excep
tion not the mle. Nevertheless persistent attacks on Essen
and Bremen and several other tovms were productive of some
results. v4)

If the effects of the air raids on these tovns could be

shown statistically, if, for instance, the economic effects of
the attack on Cologne could be expressed in terms of industrial
production lost, it would then be possible to draw detailed
conclusions about the local effectiveness of the 1942 campaign.
This is not, however, possible and it is therefore only feasible
to draw more general conclusions,
is that in no instance did Bomber Command succeed in delivering
a knock out blow against any city,
was probably achieved at Lubeck and Rostock, but in both cases
recovery 'was possible and, in fact, took place quickly,
proved impossible to reduce morale enough, and above all for
long enough, to produce a disintegration of community life in
the cities v/-hich vrere bombed,

cause sufficiently heavy damage to make the continuance of
community life a physical impossibility,
revealed powers of recovery which were afforded by a vigorous
administration and a stout hearted people,
engendered by the attacks \7as in every case local and temporary.

The most obvious deduction

The nearest approach to thi

It

Still less was it possible to

Thus the toT,7ns

Such panic as was

s

(1) Hildebrandt report op.cit.

The Goebbels Diaries. op. cit. 4 May 1942. p. I5I.

A.H.B.6. a. 399. Luftangriffe auf Koln. Band IVCb) op.cit.

For Essen see A. H.B,6 E,809, and for Bremen see C.D.IOI6 -

1198 Reports of air raids 1940 - 1945 (Home Office)
There are many other Police President Reports about
several German to\ms attacked in 1942.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The fact therefore emerges that in 1942 Bomber Ooramand's
destriootive power was inadequate to throw a city into disorder

for more than a strictly limited period,
Rostock, Lubeck recovered, while it attacked Cologne, Rostock
recovered and while it attacked Essen, Cologne was recovering.
The critical point at which recovery would he impossible was

certainly never reached in 1942, and in view of subsequent events,
it may be suspected that it was never approached.

While it attacked

The local effects of the 1942 campaign therefore appear
Nevertheless there were effects.to have been relatively small.

Much destruction had been done, and though it is impossible to

say what this cost in loss of production and so on, it is safe

to assme that it cost something,
is whether the cost was sufficiently great to affect the national

economy, or to divert the policy of the German leaders from its
intended course.

The only question of importan

In other words, were these local effects

ce

sufficiently serious to become national effects?

Taking first the economic effects of the bombing, the test

is to examine the behavio-ur of the German economy, to discover

whether or not it exhibited any signs of arnbarrassment as a

result of the damage inflicted by Bomber Command.

By the end of 1942 German armaments production had increased

by nearly 80% since the beginning of the year, (l) while the
volume of consimier goods production was slightly greater by the
end of the year than it had been at the beginning,(2)
facts alone suggest that the bombing offensive in 1942 failed to

achieve any significant effect upon the German economy,
damage which was inflicted did not prevent armaments production
from rising steeply and the rise in armaments production was not

achieved at the expense of consumer goods production,
words the German economy, so far from displaying sytiptoms of

exhatistion, was showing itself to be vigorous and resourceful.
The explanation of this state of affairs lies in the great
reserves which still lay behind the war economy in 1942,

fact which had eluded, and continued to el-ude, British intelli

gence experts, was that in 1942 the German war economy, so far

from being strained to the limit of its capacity, was only just
emb,arking upon a period of remarkable expansion which was only
to reach its peak in July 1944«(3)

These two

The

In other

The

Some examination of how the German economy came to possess
these reserves is clearly called for, because the resilience with

which these reserves endovred Germany was, in general, the major
factor in her buoyancy under a mounting air attack, and, in par
ticular, the principal explanation of how so much local damage

(1) Wagenfuehr, op.cit. p.30.
The index of German armaments production in 1942 was:-
Jan. 105 Mar. 129 fey 135 July 153 Sept. 155 Nov. I65
Peb. 97 Apr. 133 June 144 Aug. 153 Oct. 154 Dec. 181

Jan/Peb, = 100

(2) Wagenfuehr, op.cit. p.21,
production in 1942 was;-

Beginning
Middle

End

The number of people enployed in consumer goods production
remained substantially unchanged in 1942.
there were 2,66 millions so employed and in January 1943
2,55 millions,

the quality of goods as skilled labour was drawn off into
more essential activities,

(3) Ibid. p,30.
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resulted in so little national effect. The German v/'ar economy
of 1942 \7a.s in a relatively relaxed condition, partly because
of an intentional jjolicy pursued by Hitler, and partly because
of an Unintentional inefficiency v/'hich v/as either tolerated by,
or unlaaovm to, the Germ.an Government,

The cardinal element of Hitler's policy was the display,
and if necessary the use, of overwhelming military strength at
the decisive moment. This was the key to his political conduct
before the war, and his military strategy ms the purest exten
sion of that policy,^ Hitler intended that the series of
diplomatic coups d'etat should culminate in a series of
Blitzkriegs. The last coup d'etat was the non-aggression
pact with Russia, and the first Blitzkrieg was the campaign in
Poland,

The armed preponderance which enabled Germany to defeat
Poland and Prance, and offered the prospect of annihilating
Russia was, however, only relative to the armed strength of
her opponents. It by no means represented the greatest armed
strength which the economic capacity of Germany could have
established. In fact, Germany had in the years before the
armed herself TO-th relative ease. Her standard of living
increased and she had in fact produced guns and butter, (ij
The backwardness of Russia, the political decadence of France,
the pacifism of Britain and the isolationism of the U.S.A. had
suggested to Hitler that his opponents could be dealt with
sv/iftly and singly.
Germany,
and America from the West,
up her armed strength.

Time, he Icnevif, vrould fight against
Time might draw Russia into the war from the East

Time would allow Britain to build

If these possibilities were realised,
Germany would find herself involved in a long v/ar, a war which
she could not win. "Time", Hitler told his Commanders-in-Chief
after the Polish campaign,
the vrestern pov/ers than of

"more likely to be an ally of
.  (Germany.)I2)

was

us

For Germany everything depended on speed,
hopes could only be realised if Germany could strike down her
enemies before they could get to their feet. By 1939/k-O Germany
did possess an overwhelming preponderance of armed strength.
Everything v/as staked on the assumption that that moment was
decisive,

been geared.

Hitler's

This was the policy to which the German economy had
It therefore seemed unnecessary to intensify the

war economy after the outbreak of war,
been delivered;

war seemed to have been won before it began. On the contrary
it seemed desirable to reduce the intensity of the war economy
step by step with each victorious campaign, so that German
industry should be ready to assert itself in the post war world
market. Hitler, in fact, ordered reductions in armaments pro
duction after the defeat of France and again after the initial

v3) For German industry the order of the

The goods had already
Economically thethey had only to be used.

victory in Russia,

(1) Paper read before the Manchester Statistical Society in
1946 by Br. Nicholas Kaldor,
Journal,

(2) A.H.B.II G I/67(A) Fuelirer Directives 1939 - 1941, p.57*
Hitler to Brauchitsch, Raeder, Gliring and Keitel.
9 Oct. 1939.

(3) A decrease in ammunition production was ordered after the
fall of France (See Wagenfuehr p.lO) and a general decrease
in arms production after the initial Russian success.
(See U.S.S.B.S. "Effects of Strategic Bombing on the
German War Economy" p,6,) ~

Printed in the Society's
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day was "business as usual"(l) and
private enterprise not only managed, but was intended, to sur
vive,

victories were vron took the administration by surprise,
plans which were previously laid", Eeichsminister Punk declared
early in the \7ar, "must therefore in many cases nov/ be changed,
economic life not having to be changed over to the full extent

the mobilisation plans foresaw". (2) Thus v/ith a relatively
high standard of living and a relatively low intensity of war
effort, the German economy possessed a great reserve of power.
This reserve was the by-product of the policy which Hitler had
consciously pursued.

an extraordinary degree of

Indeed the speed and ease with which the first German
"The

as

In addition to this, there was another source of reserve
povrer in the German economy produced by the inefficient methods
of production and allocation which were allowed to survive.

Control of the war economy lay in the hands of those who did not
understand it, the military bureaucracy, (3) As an example of
the state of affairs which prevailed, the system of steel allo
cation may be quoted. Each of the claimants, the Wehrmacht. the
Reichsbahn and the various industries, demanded more steel than
it vra.nted, \yas allocated less than it demanded but more than it
could use. Then the Yfehrmacht issued priorities to its suppliers
which were based on exaggerated requirements. In this way the
firms were able to vaste steel and meet civilian orders, for
Y/hich they could not have obtained a regular allocation. (4-)
This was typical. Firms v/ere allowed to retain their trade

secrets, which are the enemy of organised national production,
and were ordered to produce such a variety of armament types
that long runs v/ere often impossible, and in many cases the
products became obsolete before they were delivered. Here then
was a second great reserve in the German war economy.

These were the products of Hitler's belief in a short war,
and these reserves were left unexploited for as long as Hitler
continued to believe that victory v©.s just round the corner.

This he continued to believe for an unnaturally long time. The
failure to invade Britain in l%-0 did not seem vastly important.
British troops had been driven from the Continent, and her mili
tary forces could be contained and ultimately anniliilated in the
I'liddle East, The failure to smash Russia in 1911 was a

serious set back, and a certain amount of re-armament was called

for, but there did not seem to be any reason to lose confidence

that the decisive blow could be struck in the spring of 1942.
It was only the disaster at Stalingrad and, to a lesser extent,
the defeat at El Alamein, and the increasing activities of

American industry together with the mounting scale of the stra

tegic bombing offensive which, by the end of 1942 and the begin
ning of 1943^ forced Hitler into a radical change of policy, A
long war was then inevitable, Reichsminister Albert Speer, \7ho
had been put in charge of the limited re-armament required for

the second Russian campaign at the beginning of 1942, v;as, from
tlaat time forv/ard, to receive ever increasing pov/ers to impro
vise an economy of tota.1 war from the material designed for a
Blitzkrieg,

(l) Wagenfuehr. on.cit. p,6.

(2) Ibid, p, 8. Speech by Punk in Vienna I4 Oct, 1939.
Reprinted in "Chronik",

(3) Speer Report

(4) U.S.S.B.S. German ViTar Economy op. cit. p. 23«

Nos. 1-40. Report No,1s.
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These increasing activities had only an imperceptible
effect upon the extent of economic mobilisation in 1%2, for,
as we have seen, the increase in armaments production was
achieved vdthout a corresponding reduction in the output of
consumer goods, and without a significant reduction in the man
power working in the consumer goods industries,
efficiency rather than greatez’ mobilisation \7as the source of
Speer's achievement in 1942.
German economy remained substantially intact.

This meant tliat the local damage inflicted by Bomber
Such losses of

production as did occur could be substantially absorbed by the
reserve of strength,

believed they v/ere striking a telling blow at the heart of the
German war economy, they vrere only pounding a capacious cushion
of reserve.

Increased

The main reserve v/ithin the

Coirmand could not affect the viar economy.

In fact, while the British Air Staff

However resilient the German war economy may have been, a
collapse of morale would still have paralysed it, but this could
occur only if the collapse was severe and \videspread.
offensive of 1942, as v;e have seen, produced only local and
temporary morale effects,
be infectious.

The

Even these effects did not prove to
In so far as national morale was concerned,

the R.A.P's more effective attacks did little or nothing to
compensate for the less successful ones,

the maintenance of morale depended on the quality of the people
being attacked, but just as a veteran army, accustomed to
discipline and danger, proves to be the most effective in battle,
so the civilian morale of Germany tended to stiffen under the
discipline v/hich was imposed upon it by the Government, and
after it had survived the initial shock of bombing.

In the last resort

The Bomber Coimnand attack on Liibeck had exposed certain
v/eaknesses in the organisation of the people under air attack.
As a result Hitler placed Goebbels in cliarge of this task.
Reichspropagandaminister understood the essentials of his job,
the pz’ovision of relief and the exercise of authority
resources of the Reich \iere throvn into the rescue

If the people did not respond to the provision of relief, the
police state had many other means of keeping them rmder control.
The difficulties which arose in Lubeck, Rostock, Cologne and
the other bombed tov/ns were kept local and made temporary,
this Germany had to thank the stoic qualities of her people and
the vigorous nature of her administration.

The

uj. The
of Lubeck.

For

Thus in 1942 it seems probable that the bombing stiffened
To this

Goring's idea that no
rather than wealcened the detemiination of the people,
extent Speer's task was somewhat eased,
bombers would ever reach the Reich had exploded but when the
peoiDle began to feel the weight of v/ar they began to apply them
selves to war.

How far the point of collapse lay beyond the stage of

stiffening determination, and whether that point could be reached

by the bombing which v;as still to come, none could say in 1942.
As will duly emerge, the optimism of the British about this

v/as at times to be almost paralleled by the pessimism of the
German leaders. Even if the question did remain open at the
end of the year, the conclusion does emerge that the bombing
offensive in 1942 failed to achieve its direct aims.

German, war economy did not suffer either from the physical

The

(1) U.S.S.B.S
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damage it sustained, nor did it suffer as a result of declining
morale among the industrial workers,
reacted not in the sense which Lord Trenchard had believed likely,
but more in that which Mr. Churchill had suggested in 1917*(l)
Nor did the evidence of 1942, limited as it wa.s, offer a good
prospect of the bombing achieving decisive results in 1943*
v/-hole condition of Germany indicated that a war of attrition

against her economy and morale would be a much larger and longer
task than the British Air Staff, basing their attitude on faulty
intelligence, believed,
only, the restoration of British confidence in the principle of
strategic bombing v/hich vra.s created by the 1942 offensive was
unjustified.

The people liad, in fact,

The

To this extent, but to this extent

In war there is alv/ays a clash of illusions, and the direct

consequences of strategic bombing are not by any means always
the only consequences,
of the 1942 offensive it is natural to fix attention upon the
Luftv/affe, for it was tlie Luftv/affe \7hich had to deal with the

attacks. Even though the German Air Force was one of the

acknowledged tai'gets of Bomber Command in 1942,(2) it was not
really susceptible to direct effects from bombing, for air&raft

production ms protected by the reserves and recuperative pov/erw/
common to the vdiole war economy at the time, and the night
bombers could not, and never intended to engage German fighters
in combat.

In searching for the indirect effects

Such effects as the offensive had upon the Luftwaffe
were therefore inevitably indirect,
pally interested in damaging the Luft\7affe in the service of

Russia and other projected land operations, for, from its o\7n
point of view, air superiority did not appear to be essential.

Nevertheless any damage to the Luftv/affe vra.s of great importance,
for, ultimately the battle for air superiority became one of

the decisive battles of the var, v/ith effects of the utmost

importance for all the battle fronts, and not the least for the

strategic bombing offensive.

Bomber Command v/as princi-

In 1942 tvra significant tendencies began to appear, viiich

had important consequences for the future of the LuftATaffe.
The first was its increasing deployment along the Western Front

as a defence against bombing, and the other v/as the growth of
its defensive, by comparison with the decline of its offensive,
arm. I

During 1942 the Luftwaffe had many duties to perform, and
In Russia theits activities were spread over tlrree fronts,

German army was struggling against menacing opposition and it

needed air support,
failed, and again the German army needed air support,
same time a third front had been created in the air by Bomber
Command: the western air front, and this too the Luftv/affe had
to hold.

In the Mddle East Rommel's offensive

At the

The most solid achievement of the bombing offensive
in 1942 was that it contributed significantly to the burden

(1) See above P.59. It should not, however, be forgotten
that Lord Trenchard's advice on the means to bring about

the desired end had not been accepted by the Government.

(2) B. C./S. 23746 Vol. IVEncl.21A.
Bomber Comm,and. 5 May 1942.

D.C.A.S. to C-in-C

(3) For instance the speed vd.th which the Heinkel v/orks at
Rostock recovered from the effects of the damage inflicted
by Bomber Command Avas one of the feA7 things upon which

Goring Avas able to congratulate the aircraft industry in
Goring'sSee A.H.B.6, Milch Documents. 7ol. 62.1942.

address to the aircraft industry 13 Sept. 1942.
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which was imposed upon the Luftwaffe at the vital moments when

the Russians and the British vrere turning to the offensive in
the East and in North Africa.

Luftwaffe Viras inadequate to sustain,
for the High Command to concentrate the German Air Force at

one decisive point,
wliatever the importance of the Russian and Middle East camp
Germany could not leave her to-vwis and cities undefended. (l0
"We must have day and night fighters", Goring said in September
194-2, "which will inflict such punishment that the enemy’s
losses in aircrev/ personnel will be so high that he will no
longer be able to go ahead with his plan to bum the cities of
Germany one after another"t(2)
Germany would soon have to deal not only with a British bombing
offensive, but an American as well.

This v/as a burden which the

It v/as no longer possibl

It was now dispersed on three fronts and
aign

Goring had recognised that

e

s.

Goring had also recognised(3) by September 194-2 that the
Luftwaffe v/as wholly inadequate for the tasks which confronted
it,

of the Reich.
He wanted fighters, both day and night, for the defence

He wanted long range heavy bombers, speed
bombers, dive bombers, transport aircraft and army co-operation
machines. He v/anted an air force capable of checking the
bomber offensive from Britain by close defence ar.d retaliation,
capable of launching strategic attacks on Russia,
his air force to be able to destroy Russian tanks and British
aircraft carriers, but when he surveyed the scene he fotind
little to please him,
Ju.88 all purpose machine and the Ju,52 transport could he take
real satisfaction.

He wanted

Only in the Ju. 8? dive bomber, the

He envied the British their Spitfire,
their four engined bombers and their wooden Mosquito, because
nothing comparable yb.s coming along in Germany,
thought about the German four engined bomber, the He. 177# he
wanted to "scream".

When he

Its two pairs of engines each welded
together, which tended to burn, and could only be serviced by
unscrewing "nearly everything", he found so "entirely stupid"
that he said he could not express himself.(4)

Goring v/anted a balanced and powerful air force, but he
and Germany now had to pay the price of neglect and complacency.
The Luftv/affe, like Hitler himself, had not prepared for a long

It had consequently failed to expand in size, and it
had failed to keep abreast of modern developments,
son between the Lancaster and the He. 177 v/as sufficient to
indicate this,

an enormously expanded production, the first signs of which

began to appear in 1942, for it had been working at very low

war.

A compari-

The German aircraft industry was capable of

(1) There was a steady increase in the size of the German
night fighter force deployed in the Vest,
rose from 207 in January 1942 to 255 in April, 273 in
Jvily^ 352 in October and 382 in January 1943*
night fighters were "borrov/ed" bombers and other types

See Generalquartiermeister

(6 Abteilung) Einsatzbereitschaft der fliegenden Verbande

G&djag’s address to aircraft industry,
op.cit.

Its strength

German

adapted to the purpose.

13 Sept. 1942.(2)

(3) Ibid,

(4) All the same he did so at length.
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pressure,(1) but it
offensive arm of the Luftvra.ffe \7hich had once fathered the

ception of the ’knock out blow' \7as crippled by the laclc of a
promising heavy bomber prototype. (2)

was not capable of balanced expansion.
con

The

-

The initial sv/ing of the Lufty/affe from being an offensive
weapon to becoming a predominantly defensive one was therefore
due principally to German neglect and failure, rather than to
the pressure of the British bombing offensive,
increasing reliance which Germany placed on close defence rather
than counter offence was ultimately to have the most serious
consequences,

subsequent chapters to see what these consequences were, and
how far they were due to the combined bomber offensive,

while it is sufficient to say that the initial unbalancing of
the Luftv/affe was basically due to German neglect, and that the
bombing offensive in 1942 did little more than drive home the

logic of a policy v/hich other circumstances had already imposed
on Germany.

Nevertheless th

It will be necessary to return to this theme in

Mean-

e

’Vhy then, it may be asked, should the campaign of 1942
belong to the 'years of achievement' v/hen so little was accom
plished in the form of direct or indirect national effects?
The reason is that in 1942 Bomber Command bec<ame from the first

time technically efficient,
povrer did not yet approach the standard later acquired by a
much larger force v/ith better equipment, but its destructive
pov/er had already far exceeded anything possible to the 1941
force.

It is true that its destructive

(1) Average monthly production in 1941 (all types)
1942 " " 1,274
1943 " " 2,091

"  " " 1944 (Jan. - Oct./Nov. only)
(all types) 3,343

according to figures derived from Planungsamt/Hauptabt.
Planstatistik/Statistische Leitstelle and arranged in a
table, presumably by the Institiit f(ir Wirtschaftsforschung,
now Admiralty document Registered number PG«44132.

952
II It

(2) The extent to which the offensive arm of the Luftv/affe was

beginning to show signs of eclipse is shown by the follow
ing figures of aircraft production,
monthly production of combat fighters was 244 and that of
combat bombers 33^.
figures were 391 and 329 respectively.
"Aircraft Division Industry Report" p.42.
Luftv/affe began to expand the tendency for fighter produc
tion to outstrip bomber production became more marked.
See Admiralty Document PG.44132 op.cit.

In 1941 the average

In the first six months of 1942 the
See U.S.S.B.S.

As the
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CHAPTER VII

19A.5 THE YEAR OE COEELICT

By the end of 1942, Hitler's Blitzkrieg theory had collapsed.
The German invasion of Russia, which had begun with a series

of crushing victories, was now developing into the greatest
disaster ever sustained by German arms,
at Stalingrad was one of the decisive battles of the war,

the Middle East General Montgomery's Eighth Army had driven

Rommel back from the approaches to Cairo and then had given
pursuit in the last great chase across the desert,
forces under the command of Lt, General Eisenhovrer had invaded

North Africa from the IJest and it v/a.s only a matter of time

until the last German troops were driven from Africa into the

sea or the prisoner of T;ar cages,
operations had practically ceased and though Germany was still

to win successes in the Battle of the Atlantic, the defeat of
the U-boat ¥/as approaching,
and henceforth her best energies were devoted to the unvifhole-

some task of defence,

determine the course of the war.

The Russian victory
In

Allied

German offensive air

Germany had lost the initiative

It was now the turn of the Allies to

The enormous and relentless manpower of Russia, the
unparalleled productive power of the United States of America

and the geographical position of Great Britain, a fighting
ally, ensured the ultimate defeat of Germany, The object of
the Casablanca Conference, where the President of the U,S,A,
and the Prime Minister of Great Britain met V\rith their Chiefs

of Staff in January 1943, 'v/as to find the formula for German
defeat,

breached,

its heart,

powerful nation at arms which was to prove as resolute in
defence as it had been ruthless in attack,

ultimate defeat of Germany was, the task was neither easy nor
obvious.

The outposts of Hitler's Em.pire had already been
It remained to decide how and v/hen to break into

At the beginning of 1943 Hitler still commanded

Inevitable as th

a

e

Ever since Dunkirk the British Chiefs of Staff had been

reflecting about the possibility of re-entering the Continent

in force, but while Britain had no allies and while the German

army remained intact there was little more that could be done.
This indeed had been one of the reasons for so much hope resting
on the performance of the independent strategic bombing force.

The entry of Russia and America into the wa.r changed this.

There was now no valid reason why the German army should not

ultimately be defeated in the field. General Marshall, the

United States Chief of Staff, was insistent that there should
be an invasion of Prance and the Russians repeatedly urged the
opening of a Second Front, At the highest level the doctrine

that air po\¥er alone could produce victory was no longer
proclaimed, simply because it was no longer necessary that it
should do so,

C.A.S

against Germany "by land operations",
he said, "was not sufficient". (l)

At Casablanca Sir Charles Portal, the British
admitted that the "maximum pressure" must be exerted

"Air bombardment alone,
»>

Nevertheless the problem of conducting these land opera-
At the Casablanca Conference the debatetions was formidable,

fltictuated between General Marshall's conviction that an invasion

of Prance should be attempted in 1943(2) and General Sir Alan Brook's

In C.O.S, (43)33(0)(1) C.C.S. 58th Mtg. p,8. 16 Jan, 1943.

(2) Ibid 0.2. et seq,
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that such an enterprise vfould only be possible if visible cracks

began to appear in the German structure. The British won this

argument and the upshot of the Casablanca Conference was that
an allied invasion of Prance in 1943 became extremely unlikely.
Surface operations were to be conducted against Germany’s
southern flank from the Mediterranean, The main assault

against the German army in Prance was to be delayed until the

various agencies of attrition, the Russian army, the Allied army
in Africa and the strategic bombing forces had had more time to work on

Germany, The principle of strategic bombing had suffered a

loss of prestige as a result of invasion possibilities, but it

regained much of this because of delays and difficulties in

mounting the invasion. The Casablanca Conference designated
strategic bombing not as an independent means of v/inning the

war, but as the essential pre-requisite to a successful invasion.

If, however, support for the principle of strategic bombing
vras strengthened, there was still a conflict of opinion between
the American and British Staffs as to how it should be conducted.

The R.A.P, had already embarked upon an offensive against German

cities aimed at the destruction of morale and economy. To

bring this strategy to fruition the British Air Staff had called

for a force of four to six thousand heavy bombers by 1944* In
other words the British plan seemed to depend upon the parti
cipation of American bombers. The Americans had, hovrever,
never been convinced of the wisdom of the area bombing offensive
and their own bombers and aircrews had been built and trained

for precision attacks by day upon key points in the enemy war
economy. Despite British dismay and indeed scepticism, the

American bombers had been rehearsing this form of attack over

Prance during 1942 and in 1943 they vfere determined to carry
out precision attacks on Germany, In other words they were

not prepared to join the R.A,P, in the general assault upon
German cities by night, Vdien Sir Charles Portal suggested
that one of the most important problems before the Casablanca

Conference was to decide what kind of bombing offensive should

be aimed at Germany in 1943,(l) 4e therefore spoke of a crucial
issue upon virhioh agreement was not going to be easy.

The divergence of opinion between the E,A,P. and the
U,S.A.A.P, v/-as recognised at the Casablanca Conference, blit it

could not be bridged. In addition to this, a third opinion
had to be taken into account. This was the belief, voiced by
British and American Admirals alike, that the independent role
of bombers was of doubtful value.

Battle of the Atlantic and as many bombers as possible should

join in this struggle by attacking submarine bases and so on.

All battles turned on the

The title deed of the Combined Bomber Offensive, the
directive to the "appropriate British and United States Air

Porce commanders to govern the operations of the British and

United States Bomber commands in the United Kingdom", vz-hich
was issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 21 January 1943,(2)
was therefore the product of divergent views all of which had

to be incorporated in the document,
the Casablanca Directive began, "will be the progressive
destruction and dislocation of the German military, industrial
and economic system and the undermining of the morale of the

German people to a point where their capacity for armed resisT-

tance is fatally weakened". Within this "general concept" the

ir

’Your prjjnary object.

(l) C.C,S, 55th Mtg. p,6, 14 Jan. 1943 in C.O.S, (43)33(o).

(2) C.C.S.166/3D, in C.O.S. (43)33(o).
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primary targets,
tactical feasibility", were to be in the following order of
priority:-

subject to the exigencies of weather and

(l) Submarine construction yards.
(2) The Aircraft industry,
(3) Transportation,
4) Oil plants.
5) Other targets in "enemy \va.r industry".

This order of priority vms of course only temporary and, the
directive pointed out, could be varied from time to time

"according to developments in the strategical situation".
The directive also indicated that precision targets were to

be attacked by day, while "continuous pressure" on German

morale v/as to be maintained by night. Finally, the directive

said, "when Allied-Armies re-enter the Continent"
support in the manner most effective" was to be afforded.

all possibl• • • e

At this moment the Combined Chiefs of Staff resembled a

conductor trying to pick up the time from his orchestra in

v/hich all the instruments were playing different tunes.
Concessions had been offered to all schools of thought,
R.A.F. Bomber Command was assured that its 1942 offensive could

be continued,

of testing its theory in practice,
exponents of auxiliary bombing were not neglected,
indication as to which of these various possibilities would

become the central theme was given,
initiating a combined bomber offensive, the Casablanca Directive
began a bombing competition,

forces, Sir Arthur Harris and Lt, General Ira Baker, Yiere left
to interpret this extremely wide directive in their own

different T^ays,

The

The American Air Force viras offered the chance

The naval and military
No

Instead, therefore, of

The commanders of the two bomber

The Casablanca Directive was sent to Bomber Command on

4 February 1943^^) s-'t a time virhen Sir Arthur Harris was becoming
exasperated by the frequent requests being made to him for

Bomber Command attacks upon naval targets in Italy and Prance,
as well as upon specially selected targets of key inportance
in Germany,
had received since November 1942 made a depressing study.
During these winter months he had been asked to bomb submarine

installations at Lorient, St, Nazaire, Brest and La Pallice,
He had been told that a successful attack on the ball bearings
plants at Schweinfurt would virarrant the cessation of night
bombing for tvro months. He had been asked to attack the

Italian fleet at Spezia and the molybdenum mines at Knaben,C2J
All these targets, even if they were "attractive in themselves",
vrere from the C-in-C's point of view diversions from and could

contribute nothing to, his "primary object" of destroying German
cities.

The C-in-C thought that the directives which he

The fact, which was novf becoming obvious, that the
Americans were not going to join in the massive attack upon
German cities which had been suggested in the C,A,S,* paper of
November 19^2, had clearly shaken Air Staff confidence in the

whole strategy,
persuaded to act as the supplement to Bomber Command, then

If the American Air Force could not be

(1) BC/S. 23746 Vol.IV. Ends. I3U and B. A.C.A.S. (Ops, ) to
C-in-C,

(2) Ibid. Encl.l55A.
(copy).
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perhaps Bomher Coinmand ought to act as the supplement to the
American Air Force, Sir Arthur Harris, on the other hand, was
determined to carry on the area attack against German cities at
all costs. He was prepared to resist all 'diversionary
influences and in the Casablanca Directive he found a mandate

I

for doing so,
the Air Ministry, "categorically" stated that the "primary
objective of Bomber Command will be the progressive destruction

and dislocation of the German military, industrial and economic

system aimed at undermining the morale of the German people to
a point VvThere their capacity for armed resistance is fatally
Y/eakened",(Ij The misquotation was slight, but nevertheless
significant,
actually read "Your (meaning the C-in-C Bomber Command and the
Commanding General Eighth Air Force) primary object will be
the progressive destruction and dislocation of the Gennan military
industrial and economic system and the undermining of the morale

of the German people to a point where their capacity for armed

resistance is fatally Yreakened",(2
of Staff intention Viras that the attack on morale should be a

part and the second part, of the plan,
interpretation suggested that the attack on morale was the whole

plan,
of "your" he made it clear that this first paragraph was, in his
view, the special preserve of the R.A.F,
at all of the remainder of the directive, which ran contrary to
the strategy and tactics upon which he had long since resolved,
he tacitly suggested that this Yfas the preserve of the American
Air Force,

The first paragraph of this directive, he told

The opening paragraph of the directive had

Thus the Combined Chiefs

Sir Arthur Harris

Also by substituting the word "Bomber Command" in place

By making no mention

This interpretation by Sir Arthur- Harris of the Casablanca
Directive is the key to the v/hole of his conduct in 1943 and all
his other actions in that year follow from it in logical sequence.
The state of affairs Yirhich nov/ existed Yvas highly significant
and in order to grasp the meaning of the conflict which followed,
some further elucidation is necessary. The failure of the

British Chiefs of Staff to persuade the American Air Staff to join
in the British attack on German cities, left the British Air Staff
YYithout a policy. The four to six thousand heavy bombers which

they had counted on as the minimum force necessary to carry out
the destruction of German morale would not now materialise for

that purpose. On the other hand Bomber Command did not possess
machines suitable for day flying in the face of the German

fighter force. The Lancaster could not approach the altitude

at YYhich the Fortress Yvas accustomed to fly and the Lancaster

pilots had not been trained to fly in the tight formations Y/hich

YTere becoming a characteristic of the Eighth Bomber Command,
The role of Bomber Command in the Casablanca programme therefore

seemed extremely obscure to the Air Staff. For this reason

alone they fell an easy prey to the many pressures applied to
them by the Ministry of Economic Yferfare, the Admiralty and the

American Air Force itself, while it was a long time before they
felt confident enough to take a really strong line v/ith the

C-in-C Bomber Command,

1'

r

Sir Arthur Harris Yvas not shaken by the American attitude.
He reirxained confident that the foi-ce Yvhich he commanded could

determine the course of the YYar and he remained hopeful that

eventually the American Bomber Command could be absorbed into

(l) BC/S.23746 Vol.IV. Encl.l53A on.cit.

(2) Ibid. End, I3IB, The Casablanca Directive, Tlie italics
are the author's.
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his own system either because of its failure to pursue an
independent policy or because of the striking success of his
own. The conflict in 1943 had the appearance of being betvreen
Sir Arthur Harris and the British Air Staff, but it v/as really
a conflict between the R,A.P, Bomber Command and the U.S, Eighth
Bomber Command, In 1943 tvro wars were waged against Germany

There Y/as no combined bomber offensive until 1944.in the air.

ViHidle Sir Arthur Harris prepared and launched the
Battle of the Ruhr using the Casablanca directive as his

authority, Lt, General Eaker, Commanding General of the
Eighth Air Force, used the same authority for a different
conception,
that

few really essential industries than to cause a small degree
of destruction in many industries",(l)
experts, working in close co-operation with the British, found
six target systems(2) consisting of seventy-six targets whose
destruction, it Yi/as believed, vrould "fatally weaken the capacity
of the German people for armed resistance",

were the submarine constriaction yards and bases, the aircraft
industry, the ball bearings industry, oil, synthetic rubber
production and production of military transport vehicles.
The destruction of these targets could only be achieved in
precision attacks by a force of considerable size and this the
Eighth Bomber Command did not yet possess,
IDointed out that he vrould attempt the task in four phases and
that he YYOuld need 944 heavy bombers in Britain by 1 July 1943,
1,192 by 1 October 1943, 1,746 by 1 January 1944 and 2 700 by
1 April 1914.(3)

General Eaker's plan started with the assuimption
it is better to cause a high degree of destruction in a

It 4

American intelligence

These systems

General Eaker

A lesser number of bombers Tirould not achieve a proportion
of the plan. It Yvas a matter of all or nothing,
could not be deep unless they ?/ere made in sti-ength. The
German Air Force could be expected to react in strength YYith
its groYTing defensive fighter force and the plan emphasised
that "if the groYvth of the German fighter strength is not
arrested quickly it may become literally impossible to carry
out the destruction planned",
of the plan yyus recognised to depend upon a prior or simultaneous
attack upon the German fighter force,
could gain an adequate command of the daylight air over Germany
and if they arrived in England in large enough numbers,
General Eaker felt quite confident that the plan could be
carried out,

bombers, given such circumstances, YYas not, in General Eaker's
view, in doubt. They YTere, he said, based upon actual
experience of raids in January, February and March 1943, With
the forces he demanded he could reduce submarine construction

by 89^, he could destroy 43^ of fighter production and 6^% of
bomber, German oil supplies could be disrupted, (4) of
ball bearing production could be eliminated and 50?^ of
synthetic rubber production could be destroyed. The R,A,F,
could co-operate in the plan by attacking cities by night Yvhich
Yvere related to the target system being bombed by the Eighth
Bomber Command,

Penetrations

The successful prosecution

If the American bombers

The estimate of the destructive pOYYer of Americaar

(1) A,H,B,IIJ1/90/9(A) The Combined Bomber Offensive from
the United Kingdom,
(Tab.B.) (Copy).

A target system is a number of targets all related to a
single object.

Lt. Gen. Eaker's plan. April 1943.

(2)

A.H.B.IIJl/90/9(A) on.cit. Eaker to Conmanding General
E,T,0, U.S.A, 13 Apr. 1943. (^!opy).

Assuming that Ploesti could be bombed by some other force,
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Sir Arthur Harris welcomed this plan,(^) He believed

that the air ?/ar must be fought out before the invasion of the
Continent was undertaken and the sooner American bombers began
to visit Germany in strength the better he would be pleased.
He obviously welcomed the division of responsibilities between

the two Bomber Commands Tfhich the plan envisaged and so Ion
as his own Bomber Command wa.s allowed to continue with the area

a
e>

attacks on German cities, now already in full swing again, he
was quite prepared to see what the Americans could achieve by
daylight precision attacks. He did, however, make.it clear

that he was not anxious to resume bombing submarine pens, a
duty from which he had only recently been released, I^Thatever

other doubts the C-in-C Bomber Command may have had about the

prospects of General Baker's plan he kept to himself for the

time being. The plan would mean more bombers over Germany,
Events would demonstrate whether the British or the American

strategy and tactics were superior.

The C,A.S,, possibly for rather different reasons, also

found the plan convincing and he wrote to General Arnold,
Commanding General U,S. Army Air Forces, urging that the necessary
number of heavy bombers should be sent to General Baker,(2)
General Arnold was, however, looking for something more than

mere lip service to the American conception of a combined
bomber offensive and in his reply to Sir Charles Portal he

suggested that "the time has arrived for the establishment of

somewhat more formalized machinery for the closest possible

co-ordination, or rather, integration, of the tyro bomber
efforts",(3)
sincerity of Sir Arthur Harris' apparent support for the Baker

plan,
set up as a result of this suggestion, was more or less boy
cotted by both the Commanders,
their attitude to an "integrated" bomber offensive

This suggestion was a shrewd, test of the

The Combined Operational Planning Committee, which was

This gave a fair i:^d^cation of

The most important feature of the Baker plan, as
lit. General McNamey explained to the Combined Chiefs of Staff

in Yfashington, was the need to reduce the German fighter
force.(5) The Combined Chiefs of Staff, who, acting imder the
President of the U, S,A, and the Prime Minister of Great Britain,
were the supreme military authority, accepted this point and
signified their approval of the Baker plan,(6)
the German Air Force now became mandatory, the achievement of

air superiority was accepted as the indispensable prelude to

successful strategic bombing operations,
greater importance was taken in the whole course of the war in
the air.

Casablanca Directive was now called for,

of the Air Ministry in preparing the new directive and in

getting it accepted was at least as formidable as it was urgent.
The Air Staff still had to reckon v/ith the views of

Sir Arthur Harris,

The defeat of

No decision of

A revision, or rather an interpretation, of the
Nevertheless the task

AirB.ID/12/33 2nd Enel, Harris to Ealcer, 13 Apr, 194-3 (oopy)»

Ibid. 33cd Enel, Portal to Arnold 15 Apr, 194-3 (copy).

Ibid, 4-th Enel, Arnold to Portal 22 Apr, 194-3 (copy).

See A.M, Pile C.S. 19364-. passim.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

In C.0.S.(A3)286(o).(5) 18 May 194-3.C.C.S. 87th Mtg. Item 7.

(6) Ibid,
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The R.A.P, night bombers were now engaged in the Battle of

the Ruhr and they were succeeding in delivering the most
destructive attacks ever seen in war. These attacks were

not the product of air superiority and the German fighter
force was, in fact, increasing rapidly in size and efficiency.
The success of the night bomber's flight depended not upon the
destruction of the enemy's air defences, but upon evasion of
them. The R.A,P, night bombers flew unescorted and they
were not armed strongly enough, or capable of sufficient
altitudes and speeds to meet the night fighter on anything
approaching equal terms.
The yirhole object of the tactics adopted was to avoid meeting
an enemy fighter at all.
As General Eaker's plan had made clear, evasion of fighters
in daylight yyas not a feasible proposition,
bombing by day the key to success was air superiority and this
meant the destmction of the Luftwaffe.

They did not fly in formation.

Evasion was the key to survival.

Por precision

It was to gain this
air superiority, which he himself did not think he needed, that
Sir Arthur Harris was now required to join with the American

bombers in an attack upon the Luftwaffe and the industry which

supported it,
distinct from mere diversionary calls, that Sir Arthur Harris

sustained a long and, as far as 1943 v/as concerned, successful

opposition,
not prevail with the viev/s of the Combined Chiefs of Staff,

It was against this change of strategy, as

Against his determination the Air Staff did

The plan for the destruction of the German Air Porce,
known as the 'Pointblank' plan, was officially made known to
the C-in-C Bomber Command and the Commanding General Eighth
Air Porce on 10 June 1943, when a newr directive was issued

to them by the Air Ministry.(j)
destruction which is being inflicted by our night bomber forces

and the development of the day bombing offensive by the Eighth
Air Porce have," the directive said, "forced the enemy to

deploy day and night fighters in increasing numbers on the
T/estem Pront,

checked v/e may find our bomber forces unable to fulfil the

tasks allotted to them by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,

this reason", the directive continued, "the Combined Chiefs of
Staff have decided that first priority in the operation of

British and American bombers based in the United Kingdom shall

be accorded to the attack of German fighter forces and the

industry upon ivhich they depend",
forward,

forces which was essential would be in the tactics to be

adopted,
of plants by precision attacks in daylight,
bombers xrould disrirpt the aircraft indirstry by area attacks

at nigh
bomber offensive could have begun, for both forces v/ould have

been under an obligation to pursue the same principal ain by
different means,

say a great deal more,
forces still remained "the progressive destruction and disloca

tion of the German military, industrial and economic system

The increasing scale of

Unless this increase in fighter strength is

Por

This seemed quite straight-
The only difference between the American and British

The American bombers would attempt the destruction
The British

If the directive had said no more, a combined

This was not to be, for the directive did
"The primary object" of the bomber

(l) BC/S.23746 Vol.V Encl,4lA. The Pointblanlc Directive,

This Directive is reproduced in App,II below.

(2) The Combined Chiefs of Staff arranged at Casablanca that
acting as their agent, should bethe British C.A. S

responsible for the stral^egic operation of the R.A.P, and
U,S, Bomber Commands in the U,K,

two forces were, howevei", left with the power to decide
upon feasibility and method.

• )

The Commanders of the
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and the undermining of the morale of the German people to a

point where their capacity for armed resistance is fatally
weakened", (1)

In view, however, the directive went on, of the factors
the following priority objectives have been

assigned to the Eighth Air Foirce;- intermediate objective:
German Fighter strength". In a later sentence it said,
"V/hile the forces of the British Bomber Command will be employed
in accordance with their main aim in the general disorganisation
of German industry their action will be designed as far as

•practicable(2) to be complementary to the operations of the
Eighth Air Force", These last sentences left so many loopholes,
that, in effect, the C-in-C Bomber Coimmnd was virtually excused
from taking any significant part in the 'Pointblank' campaign.
When later the Air Staff began to complain tliat Sir Arth-ur Harris

was not taking part in the attack on the German Air Force, they
only had themselves to blame, because they could have issued a
much clearer directive on 10 June, Indeed the draft of 'this

directive, which they had sent to Bomber Command on 3 June,(3;
had been very much more in accord v/ith their intentions,
general responsibilities allocated to the bomber forces in the

original directive issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,"(4)
this draft had said,
ives, as modified by the Chiefs of Staff is now as follows
intermediate objective: German fighter strength",
no doubt that both forces were to attack German fighter strength.
In the final directive this passage was changed so as to embrace

only the Eighth Bomber Command, There was no mention in the

draft of the British bombers continuing with their "main aim in

the general disorganisation of German industry". There wb.s a
specific mention of the importance of the bombing of the German

ball bearing industry which did not appear in the final directive.
BeWeen the issue of the draft and the issue of the final

directive there had intervened a conference,(3) which, from the
point of vieViT of Sir Arthur Harris who attended it, had been

extremely profitable. The British Air Staff were still either

insufficiently attracted to the American vievf, or insufficiently
convinced of the unwisdom of that held by Sir Arthur Harris and

the conflict v>ras still not brought to a head, A widening
divergence of opinion was again concealed by a compromise and

by a vague directive. Before, however, proceeding to examine
the events which led to the denouement at the beginning of 1944,
it is vfise to pause here to consider the size and quality of the
v/eapon whose future direction hung in the balance.

Before the war, in the days when R,A,F. expansion in
general had been seriously limited by the prevailing view that

national economy came before national defence, there had been

referred to • • •

The

The list of object-still hold.

This left

(1) It is interesting to notice that this passage of the
Directive is heavily marked with emphasising lines on the

Bomber Command copy, (See BC/S,23746 Vol.V Enel,4IA) and
that this same passage was similarly marked on the Bomber

Command copy of the Casablanca Directive (see BC/S, 23746
Vol,IV Encl.l31B),

(2) Italics are the author's.

(3) BC/S, 23746 Vol,V Ends,334 and B,

(4) The Casablanca Directive,

(5) See A,M, PileThe Conference was held on 9 June 1943.

S.46368 lart IV Min,13,
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a great deal of talk alout what the 1941 force would achieve.

Events, among them the continuing need for defence, conspired
to disappoint most of these hopes. Thus the hopes which had

once been entertained for 1941 vrere gradually transferred to

1943. Many of these hopes had to wait until 1944 and even

1945 before they were realised, but not all of them were

disappointed in 1943. Already in 1942 the appearance of
the Lancaster among the ranks of operational aircraft had

held out prospects of much larger tonnages of bombs reaching
Germany, The introduction of Gee at the beginning of the

year, and Oboe at the end, together with the creation of the
Path Einder Force in the middle had also offered and to a

certain extent realised, the hope that a much larger propor
tion of the bombs lifted would actually find their targets.
The principal limitation on Bomber Command's achievements
which remained at the beginning of 1943 was the shortage of
aircraft available for operations. The 'Thousand Bomber'
raids had been freaks and in January 1943 there were only
839 aircraft ready for operations,(l) 1943 saw a rapid
transformation of this dismal state of affairs and by July
the C-in-C could call on 1,153 operational bombers,(2) Never
theless, as General Arnold once told President Roosevelt,

were not air power",(3)
Of even greater significance than the expansion of Bomber Command

in 1943 was its new design, virhich by the end of that year had
become stable. Of the 1,226 operational bora.bers which
Sir Arthur Harris disposed in January 1944, 627 were Lancasters,
373 were lialifaxes and 72 v;ere Mosquitoes. (4) The Stirlings
and Y/ellingtons v/ere soon to disappear from the main force and

these three remarkable aircraft, the Lancaster built by A,V, Roe,
the Halifax by Handley Page and the Mosquito by De Havilland

reigned supreme and were never superseded in the R.A.F, during
the rest of the European war. The best indication of the

development of Bomber Command in 1943 is to be seen in the fact

that it discharged 157,457 tons of bombs. In 1942 it had

dropped 45,561 tons.(5}

a lot of airplanes by themselves

Thus in 1943 Bomber Command became not only a much, more

formidable vreapon than it had ever been before; it also became
a much more versatile one,

the outstanding achievements of 1943 with those of 1942,
successful area attacks, the raids on Lubeck and Cologne in 1942
seem almost insignificant by comparison with those on Hamburg

There was no specialist force in 1942 capable of an
achievement of the same calibre as the breaching of the Mohne

and Eder dams in 1943»

It is only necessai’y to compare
As

in 1943.

I'Vhile the arrival of the American Air Force in Europe had

stimulated nevir ideas about strategic bombing, ideas which had

received recognition at the Casablanca and Washington Conferences,
Sir Arthur Harris was still thinking in terms of the February
1942 Directive,

cularly Essen, which was indicated in that directive, had in

1942 proved to be beyond the capability of Bomber Command,
This \-ras largely because, despite the introduction of Gee, the

The task of destroying the Rulir and parti-

(1) B,B, S,U, Strategic Air ?/ar, op, cit. Table 5. p,41.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Global Mission;" General of the Air Force H,H, Arnold,

Pub, Harper and Brothers Nev/- York 1949. p. 178,

(4) B.B.S.U, Strategic Air War, op.cit.

(5) A,H,B,IIH/84 War Room Manual of Bomber Command Operations
1939 - 1945. p.2^
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problem of target finding remained unsolved and also because

the force had failed to expand enough. Essen had survived
under its protective industrial haze. The e3q)ansion of Bomber
Command and above all the introduction of Oboe offered the

solution to this problem in 1943. Sir Arthur Harris did not

think that the Casablanca Directive made any difference to his

1942 instructions, (1) In the first half of 1943 he therefore
applied himself principally to the destruction of the Ruhr in

a campaign which came to be Imovm as the Battle of the Ruhr,
Eor the first time in the war really destructive blows were

struck at Essen, thanks to the invention of Oboe. The main

attack began in March and continued mtil July, During this

peiuDd, attacks of increasing weight were delivered against
Essen, Dortmund, Duisburg, Bochum, Gelsenkirchen, Oberhausen,
Mulheim, Wuppertal, Eemschied, Hiinchen-Gladbach, Krefeld,
M{5nster, Aachen, Dttsseldorf and Cologne,
attacks were made by more than seven hundred aircraft and nearly
all of them by more than three hundred. Most of the towns were

attacked several times, (2) It wa.s also in this period that the
Mohne and Eder dams were breached.

Several of these

In the Battle of the Ruhr, Bomber Command had the guidance
of the Oboe aircraft. The concentration and accuracy of the

bombing was remarkable. Terrific devastation in the residential

areas was achieved and Bomber Command came through the battle

v/ithout suffering prohibitive casualties. Nevertheless the

tasks ahead of Bomber Command wrere stiffen. The battle v/as now

to be extended beyond the Ruhr and also beyond the range of
Oboe. These attacks would have to be carried out in the face

of an increasingly efficient night fighter force. Strate
gically an immediate onslaught on Berlin might have been desirable,
but tactically it was impossible. The new campaign began with
the memorable Battle of Hamburg at the end of July, In a

series of very heavy raids a crushing blo\v was struck at the

mifortimate toT/n, The night fighter force was temporarily
paralysed by the use of *Window*(3; and the target was easily
located by the use of H2S which, in this instance, proved to be
a good substitute for Oboe. In many cases, however, while the

attack vfas fanning out toT/ards Berlin and places like Stuttgart,
Leipzig, Nuremburg, Hanover, Frankfurt, Mannheim and Kassel,
vrere attacked, much less successful results were got from H2S,
\rhich had a someT/-hat erratic performance. Blind,marking by
H2S depended upon extremely skilled operation, which was

necessarily rare at the outset and upon the presence of some

water near the target, (.4)
was not comparable to that achieved in the Ruhr and Hamburg,
The prospects for the Battle of Berlin, which began in November,
were therefore not nearly so good as they had been for the
Battle of the Riihr,

The success of most of these raids

There were, however, other problems which confronted
Sir Arthur Harris in the Battle of Berlin, On 14 October 1943

(1) 'Bomber Offensive:" op.cit. p.144

(2) Ibid, p,147.
Operations in 1943.

'WindovY* was the code name for thin metallised strips of
paper dropped by the bombers to confuse the German
radar defences.

See also War Room Manual of Bomber Command

Monthly summaries, passim.

(3)

(4) For an illuminating account of tactical developments and

technical methods at this time, see "Bomber Offensive".
OP.cit. Chapter VIII.
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291 bombers of the Eighth Air Force were dispatched to attack

the ball bearing plants at Schweinfurt, Of these 229 attacked

and 60 were destroyed, (l) The nevirs of this was received in
America as something approaching a national disaster. A

crisis ?/hich had long been simmering in the affairs of

strategic bombing novf burst v/ith full force.

American bombing operations had begim on 17 August 1942
when twelve aircraft of the Eighth Bomber Command had attacked

No bombers were lost,(2)the marshalling yards at Rouen,
For the remainder of 1942 the Eighth Bomber Command carried

out experimental operations over France, v/hich were partly
intended to contribute strategically to the Battle of the

Atlantic, for most of the targets were submarine bases, but

which were primarily designed as a dress rehearsal for the

day offensive against Germany. By the end of January the
American Air Force felt emboldened to make its first attack on

Germany and on 27 January ninety-one hea-vy bombers were

dispatched to \Yilhelrashaven,(3) This, by a curious coincidence,
had also been the scene of the R,A,F's first attack on

4 September 1939, lut the American Air Force lost no more than

three bombers. Thereafter American bombers gradually began
to extend the sphere of their operations. Attacks were
presently made on Hamm, another early favo^rrite of the R,A. P
Emden, Vegesack and Bremen, A larger number of attacks on

French targets continued. These operations were, however,
still essentially experimental and the majority of them
continued to be devoted to submarine bases and construction

yards. The Eighth Bomber Command was still very small,  , It
T/as not until March that a force of a haindred bombers could

be put up with any consistency,(4) Apart from the attacks on
submarines, the efforts of the Eighth Bomber Command v/ere, in
the words,of an American historian, "tentative, scattered and

light".(5)
were also light,
escorted, albeit sometimes rather inefficiently, by R,A,P,
Spitfires, the American bombers found their job comparatively
easy. Over Germany, which was more important, the small
formations of Portresses, often unescorted, held their ovm.

against the German fighters. This success was nevertheless
deceptive, for the penetration by the American bombers was

still shallow and the German fighters took some time to learn

the most advantageous ways of attack. The equality of the

bomber \rith the fighter could not last and on 17 April a force
of one hundred and seventeen American bombers suffered more

heavily when it attacked the Pocke-Y/ulf plant at Bremen,
Sixteen bombers were shot down and forty-six were damaged.
It is true that a German reconnaissance aircraft had, by chance,
given an early warning of the raid, but the really significant

of attack which the

The increasing

•)

Nevertheless the casualties which were experienced
Over Prance, \rliere they could often be

development was the new co-ordinated system
German fighters vrere beginning to adopt.(6)

(1) Vol.II, Appendix:
p.850.

"The Army Air Forces in World Y/ar II."

Eighth Air Force Heavy Bomber Missions,

(2) Ibid, p,841.

(3) Vol,II, Appendix:
P.843.

Vol.II 00.Pit. p,309.

"The Army Air Forces in Yi/orld Yfar II."

Eighth Air Force Heavy Bomber Missions,

(4) "Army Air Forces in World Yifar II.

(5) IMd. P.317.

(6) Ibid, p.330.
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success of the German fighters pointed imperatively to the need

for an American long range fighter and it also emphasised the

necessity of fighting and defeating the Luftwaffe in the air

and on the ground,
neither very long range nor adequate fighting power and the

Eighth Bomber Command embarked upon the most awkward phase of
its history,

it had to make deep penetrations, but in order to make deep
penetrations it needed not only large numbers of bombers
(three hundred was regarded as the minimum required for a
formation) which it did not yet possess, but also long range
escorts v/hich it also did not possess,
similar circumstances that the R.A.E. had taken to night bombing
and it was these cireuunstances which led to the American

disaster at Schweinfurt in October,

decisively won the first engagement in the battle for air

superiority over Germany,

The only long range fighters available had

In order to attack German aircraft production

It was in largely

The Luftv/affe had

It v/as this American dilemma which brought the crisis to

a head. On 14 October 1943, the same day as the Schweinfurt
attack, General Arnold had written to Sir Charles Portal pressing
upon the British C,A,S, the urgency of getting more seriously
to grips with the German Air Force, He thought that inadequate
forces vrere being brought to bear not only against the aircraft

industry, but against the "German Air Force in being",(l) In
a second coramimication to Sir Charles Portal three days later
General Arnold further expressed his uneasiness about the course

events were taking. "V/'e must," he said, "bring into the battle
against him(2) all of our numerical superiority in aircraft.
By this I mean", he continued, "specifically the aircraft of

our tactical forces, your home defence forces and the total

weight of our combined bomber forces against the installations
mutually selected for destimiction. Such measures", he concluded,
"v/ill require immediate scrapping of some outmoded tactical

concepts, closer co-ordination between all elements of our
commands and more effective use of our combined resources".(3)
General Arnold vras clearly convinced that the battle for air

superiority was going to be decisive not only for the future

of strategic bombing but also for the land invasion of Normandy,
v/hich \ras to take place in the following summer. He vfas also

convinced that the existing system of air command was inadequate
to ensure success in this vital stiuggle. He was thinking more

and more in terms of mified control of larger and more balanced

segments of air poi.Ter, The British system of command Vfith its

checks and balances resulting in infinite delays and some bitter

ness could hardly fail to arouse his displeasure.

Hov/ever, while the British Air Staff were making  a somewnat

cumbersome attempt to convince General Arnold that the Spitfire
vrould never make a long range fighter,(4) Sir Arthur Harris was
preparing a campaign utterly differert in nature to that

envisaged by General Arnold.

A.H-B.ID/1^33. Arnold to Portal. 14 Oct. 1943. (Copy).
This letter is reproduced in App.II below.

(1)

(2) By which he I'eally meant the Lufttmffe.

(3) A.H43,ID/12/33. Arnold to Portal, , 1? Oct, 1943.

(4) A dispute \rhich eventually ended with a message from
General Arnold to Sir Charles Portal "The Spitfires you
sent me by ship have landed at London after crossing
the Atlantic under their own steam".
on.cit. 0.496.

Global Mission'
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For some time the Air Staff had been uneasy about the
Tiray in which Sir Arthur Harris had interpreted the ’Pointblank

directive. In September, for instance, the D.C.A.S, had
complained to the C,A.S. that "no town associated with fighter
production has been attacked by Bomber Command",(l)
Sir Arthur Harris had also ignored or vehemently rejected
innumerable hints and requests to attack Schweinfurt, the centre

of Geiman ball bearings production, despite the A,C,A,S, (Ops,)
belief that-the destruction of the ball bearing industry
"would contribute more towards a reduction of German fighter
strength than any other form of attack",(2) On the other
hand his own plan for the destruction of German cities with

a population of more than 100,000 Viras now approaching a

climax, for the Battle of Berlin was at hand. The American
plan of action seemed to have broken down vfith the Schv/einfurt
disaster and it seemed reasonable to Sir Arthur Harris that

the American Air Force should now join in his campaign, rather

than that he should join in theirs.

I

With this idea in mind Sir Arthur Harris submitted a

memorandum to the Prime Minister on 3 November 1943* (3)
this he listed nineteen German tovms which he claimed were

virtually destroyed, nineteen v^rhich were "seriously damaged
and a further nine which were damaged,
suggested, demonstrated that the Ruhr was largely "out", and
that much progress had been made further afield,
this devastation had been done in 1943 after the introduction
of Oboe and H2S.

remained to be dealt with and Sir Arthur Harris felt "certain

In

These lists, he .

Nearly all

A number of other areas including Berlin

tliat Germany must collapse before this programme irhich is more

than half completed already, has proceeded much further",
"y/e have not got far to go," he added, "but we must get the
U,S,A,A,F. to v/ade in in greater force. If they will only
get going according to plan(4) and avoid such disastrous
diversions as Ploesti and getting "nearer" to Germany from

Lombardy(5) we can get through with it
We can wreck Berlin from end to end", the

if the U.S.A.A.F. ¥/ill come in on it.

the plains of

very quickly,

memorandum concluded.
It ViTill cost beMT-een us 2*00 - 500 aircraft.

It will cost Germany the v/ar".

This memorandum v/as a direct challenge to the fundamental
belief which General Arnold had so often expressed and which

had been adopted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,
denial of the need for air supremacy. '
substantially agreed v/ith Sir Arthur Harris'
immediately wrote this significant sentence,
are with ’Overlord' and consequently with the necessity of

lowering German fighter strength and production we are apt,
perhaps, to overlook the possibility that the war can be won in

the face of or in spite of an increasing air defence."(6)

,  It was a

The A.C.A.S.(l) who
contentions

"Embroiled as we

(1) A.M. Pile C.M.S.268, Min.l 25 Sept, 1943.

A,M. File C.M.S.672 Encl,69A,A.C A.S, (Ops.) to C-in-C,
Bomber Command 26 May 1943 (copy),

A,H,B,ID/12/33. (Oopy), Reproduced in App.II below.

By which of course he meant his own and not the American
plan,

A protest against the build-up of the Fifteenth Air Force in
Italy at the expense of the Eighth in the United Kingdom,

A,H.B.ID/12/33 A.C,A.S,(I) to CAS. 5 Nov. 1943 (Copy).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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The C-in-C Bomber Command was outwitting these defences(l) and
the Americans should^ in the opinion of the A.C.A,S.(l)^ be
capable of the same achievement. According to his vievir the

Bomber Command attacks v/ere doing more to win the war than any
other offensive, including the Russian, It was therefore not
at all unreasonable that the Americans should join in the
Battle of Berlin, The A,C,A,S, (0ps,)(2) and the D.C.A.S,(3)
were, however, agreed that the attack on Berlin was unlikely to
end the v/ar, even if damage on the Hambiurg scale could be

achieved. If the attack failed, then the Luftwaffe vrould have
had time to recover and further bombing might become impossible.
The D.C.A.S. thought that a limited and "harassing"
Berlin v/as desirable. This would not "jeopardise
course of the "main" offensive against Germany, Finally, the
D, C,A, S, once more emphasised his belief that Bomber Command

should attack towns associated with fighter production. Thus

while Sir Arthur Harris embarked upon the Battle of Berlin

single handed, three views of the bombing offensive had come

into open conflict. General Arnold believed that everything
depended upon attacking and destroying the German Air Force in

being, as well as damaging the industry which supported it.
Most of the British Air Staff were now convinced that the most

urgent task was the reduction of German fighter production and

the C~in-C Bomber Command still held to the 1942 plan for
destroying German morale. Thus the British Air Staff were

much nearer in thought to General Arnold than they were to
their own C-in-C of Bomber Command. This state of affairs was

attack on

the whole

rapidly becoming intolerable to all concerned and as the year
of conflict ran out, the Air Staff at last determined to resolve
it. Schweinfiurt was selected as a test case.

That Schweinfurt was a test case of vital importance is
beyond doubt,
and it was therefore of limited interest to Sir Arthinr Harris,

'The population of the place was about 60,000

(1) In other words the A,C,A.S,(l) believed that the tactics
of evasion, that is, the methods of the "guerre de course".
vrere capable of defeating Germany,
overlooked the fact, already suspected by the D,C,A,S,, that
the area bombing offensive was not proving decisive. He
also overlooked the fact that these tantics of evasion vrere

In this ass-umption he

exhausting themselves. Evasion of the enemy air force
would obviously allow it to grow stronger and five months
later Sir Arthur Harris himself piointed out "that the
strength of German defences would
which night bombing attacks by existing methods and types
of heavy bomber would involve percentage casualty rates
which could not in the long run be sustained". He added
that, "tactical innovations which have so far postponed
it are now practically exhausted. Remedial action", he
continued, "is therefore an urgent operational matter
which cannot be deferred without grave risk". The
"remedial action", which Sir Arthur Harris called for, was

“provision of night fighter support on a substantial
scale'', (See O.R.B, Appendices, Bomber Command Vol.3.
Apr, 1944 PP. 1 - 2), When his Command later turned to
daylight operations. Sir Arthur Harris made "in^assioned"
aTjpeals for long range fighter escorts, (See B,C,/S.26728.
Vol, 1 nassim,) Tlaus there were times when it appeared that
the C-in-C Bomber Command recognised that destruction of the
German Air Force v/'as, as the Americans knew and the majority
of the British Air Staff had agreed, the essential
preliminary to a successful bombing offensive.

in time reach a point at

the

(2) A,H,B.ID/12/33 A.C.A.S,(Ops,) to C,A.S,5 Nov, 1943 (copy).

Ibid. D.C.A.S, to C.A,S, 12 Nov, 1943 (copy).(3)
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It v/as also a difficult place to find at night and it could

only be reached after a long and hazardous flight into the heart

of Germany, On the other hand it viras the most important
centre of ball bearing production in Germany. Investigations
by the Ministry of Economic Yferfare and the Economic Objectives
Unit of the American Embassy had for a long time been enlarging
upon the catastrophic effects v,rhich would follow the destruction

of Schweinfurt not only upon the German Air Force, but upon
nearly everything which moved. In mid-November the M,E,W,
reported that the three plants at Schvreinfurt produced b

40 and 50^ of total German supplies of ball bearings,(l)
Intelligence reports also indicated that the Germans were

displaying all the s3Tnptorns of anxiety about these supplies.
On 30 November the Director of Bomber Operations told the

A.C,A,S, (Ops,) that Schweinfurt was the "outstanding priority
target in Germany", A successful attack on it would, he was
convinced, have a far reaching effect upon Germany's war effort.
Bomber Command had so far refused to attack it and had always
claimed that the tactical difficulties were insurmountable.

However, the A,0,0, Pathfinder Group, A,V,M, Bennett, could,
apparently, see "no great difficulty" and the D.B.Ops, felt
that the D.C.A,S, should again take the matter up with the
C-in-C.(2)

etween

The letter to Bomber Coimand which followed, called forth
from the C-in-C one of the strongest of the many strong letters

he wrote, \7riting personally to A,V,M. Bottomley on
20 December,(3) Sir Arthur Harris said that he did not regard
a night attack on Schvreinf-urt as a "reasonable operation of

war". Six or seven attacks would be necessary to ensure the
destruction of the town and even then the factories might
escape. Quite apart, however, from his doubts about the
operational feasibility of the attack on Schweinfurt, the

C-in-C objected strongly to the strategy of which this was to

be a part. He felt certain tliat the importance of Schv/einfurt

to the German ball bearing industry liad been greatly exaggerated
and he thought it highly probable that the Germans had already
dispersed the industry. Previous experience of vdiat he called

"the 'Panacea' mongers" had made the C-in-C cynical. He
thought that the damage already done to the German railway
system, virould, if envisaged tvfo years earlier, have been

regarded as lethal to Germany's entire transport system.. The

breaching of the Mohne and Eder dams, the destruction of the

molybdenum mine at Knaben, the destruction of the marshalling
yard at Modane, had all been urged upon him as measures likely
to produce vital consequences. All these tasks had been

achieved, but no serious consequences had follov/ed. It would

be the same, the C-in-C thought, v/ith SchT/einfurt, There y/as

always an alternative factory, marshalling yard or metal to
keep things going. The 'panacea' mongers were in his view the

unconscious dupes of deliberate German espionage aimed to

divert the bombing offensive from "more dangerous channels.
If SchvTeinfurt was really as important as the Air Staff

believed, then the Americans should bomb it again and in any
case, Sir Arthur Harris concluded, unless the Eighth Air Force

first set the town on fire to guide the night bombers, he was
"not prepared to take it on".

(l) A,M, Pile S, 46368 Part IV End, 6IA, Note by M.E.W. on
Schweinfurt sent to Bomber Command by D,C,A,S, on
17 Dec, 1943 (copy),

(2) A.H.B.Il/70/1 D.B. Ops. to A.C.A.S. (Ops.) (copy).

(3) A,M. File S.46368 Part IV. Encl.64A,
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This last point was a shreT/d blow at a tender spot.
General Arnold soon found it necessary to declare in public that
the American attack in October had been highly successful and
that another raid on Schweinfurt would not be necessary "for a

veiy long time, if at all".(l)
American nerves, but it placed Sir Arthur Harris in a strong
position.

This had been done to soothe

The C-in-C's letter, which vra.s shown to the Secretary of
State for Air, caused consternation at the Air Ministry, It
was the most forthright challenge to Air Staff policjr which had
yet come from Bomber Command and it placed Sir Arthur Harris in

impossible isolation. The C.A, S, novT felt convinced that a

successful attack upon a key industry was certain to produce
much better results than the general attack on all industry, but
he wanted to be q.uite sure that Schweinfurt really was a key
point, (2) A further survey of the position by the M,E,V(', and
the Economic Y/arfare Division of the American Embassy convinced
the D,C.A.S, that there was no doubt about this cind he did not

think there was anyt|?,ing to be gained from further arguments
with the C-in-C, ^ilither the C-in-C must carry out the directive
by the Combined Chiefs of Staff or the Combined Chiefs of Staff

must change their policy, A,V,M, Bottomley did not doubt that

the first course was the best and he suggested that Sir' Arthur Bands

should be "specifically" directed to attack Schweinfurt as often
as its destruction demanded.(3)

.  The C.A.S, Imew that this might "lead to trouble with

Harris" but he was now prepared for trouble, "The prize," he

told the Secretary of State for Air, was "v/orth it", (4) Thus
far had the British Air Staff moved away fi-om the conceptions
which had guided them since 1941. Accordingly on 14- January
194-4 an official directive was addressed to the C-in-C Bomber

Command,(5) in which he vfas ordered to attack Schweinfurt as the
first priority until either the place vras destroyed, or until
other orders were sent. Sir Arthur Harris was told at the same

time that the British and American Air Staffs "fimly believed"

in the strategy of attacking "selected key industries knoAwn to

be vulnerable and vital in the enemy’s war effort". In addition

to attacking Schweinfurt, the C-in-C was also invited to "adhere
to the spirit" of the ’Pointblank' directive sent to him on
10 June 1943. Thus if the Air Staff had taken an unnaturally
long time to decide upon a point of view between the American

conception and that of the C-in-C Bomber Command, they now made
clear in the most uncompromising terms that they would no longer
brook strategic separatism or scepticism about the value of the

industrial intelligence emanating from the M.E.YY,
Sir Arthur Harris remained Commander-in-Chief, but ceased to be
the commanding figure who had dominated the scene for exactly a
year and eleven months. The policy, if not the practice, of

area bombing T»ras now discarded. The area bombing offensive of

194-3 beginning writh the Battle of the Ruhr and ending vvith the
Battle of Berlin had not convinced the Air Staff that this was

the way to win the war. On the night of 24-/25 Eebruary 1944-,

(1) 'Bombers Over Europe",The Times Newspaper. 4- Jan. 1944.

(2) A,M, File S,4.6368 Part IV, Min. 65.
23 Dec. 194-3.

0 #A« S« ■fco D#0«A*S«

(3) Ibid. Min.67 D.O.A.S to C.A.S. 12 Jan, 191f4»

(4) Ibid. Min.68 C.A.S. to S. of S. 12 Jan. 1944

Ibid. Encl.70A. D.C.A.S. to C-in-C. (copy).(5)
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731- aircraft of Bomber Command were dispatched to Schweinfurt.(l)
On the same day 266 American bombers had also attacked
Schvreinfurt,(2j The Combined Bomber Offensive had begun.
Meanwhile the American Eighth Air Force in the United Kingdom
and the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy were novf acting under the

single command of General Carl Spaatz,
this, the long range fighter vi/hich ?ras to prove a decisive
Y/eapon in the battle for air supremacy had at last made its

The American Air Forces were now plunging deeply

More important than

appearance,

into Germany again and the attack on Schweinfurt was only one
among several more aimed at the principal German airframe
plants.

The struggle betvireen conflicting views of strategic
bombing which had lasted throughout 194-3 and into 1944 really
ended with the Bomber Coimand attack upon Schweinfurt,
insisting upon this attack the British Air Staff signified
their belief that the future lay ’with the American conception
rather than with that which had once been their own and was

By

still Sir Arthur Harris', The American Air Force, under the
guidance of General Arnold, had pointed the wa.j back to the
strategy with which the R,A,F. iiad entered the wa.r,
had done more than this.

But they

Their operations, not by comjparison
with those carried out by the R.A,F, particularly impressive in

themselves, liad demonstrated not only the importance of air-

superiority, but they had also shovm the way to achieve it.

The impending invasion of Normandy, for which air
superiority was so vital, had proved a decisive argument in

favour of the American ddea and an equally decisive one against
Sir Arthirr Harris, It wa.s therefore in its contribution to

triphibious warfare that the independent American bombing
offensive scored its greatest advantage over the independent
British bombing offensive. Independent bombing had in 1943
been the Western Allies' principal means of carrying out
offensive war against Germany, In 1944 triphibious war

supplanted it. Allied armies began to press in upon Germany
from Italy, Prance and Russia, Strategic bombing became a

part of a gigantic offensive which embraced all arms. The

heavy bombex'S were yet tc score their most spectacular successes,
but they lost once and for all their independent prestige.

It was for this prestige that Sir Arthior Harris had
fought so liard and at the moment when he believed his Command

was on the point of inheriting it, ho found that his ideas

were out of date, that he no longer commanded the confidence
of his superiors. On 14 April 1944 the combined strategic
bomber forces passed under the direction of the Allied Supreme
Commander, General EisenlioYror. (3) In the offensive against
French railways which followed, the R,A,P. gained its education

in the technique of precision bombing.

(1) War Room Monthly Summary of Bomber Command Operations, 1944.

U,S, Eighth Bomber Command Diazy of Operations.
See R,A.F. Narr; op.oit. Vol.V, App.E,

(2)

(3) See belovr Chapter IX. p,141.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE EFFECTS OF R.A.F. INSTRUCTION AND THE

PROivEESE CP AMERICAN STRATEGY

In 1943 and the opening months of 1944 Germany was confron

ted with simultaneous assaults upon the morale of her civil
population and the existence of her air force,
aim of the British Bomber Command v/as the destruction of the
danger German cities.
Bomber Command was the destruction of the Lufty/affe.

sense both these conflicting offensives were involuntary, and

they both ovred their conceptions to the same cause: the German
Air Force,

forced by the Luftyraffe to fly by night, they could not see
smaller targets,
having resolved to fly by day, they soon learned the necessity
of air supremacy,
British and American strategy.

The principal

The principal aim of the American
In a

The British attacked cities- because, having been

The Americans attacked the Luftwaffe because.

It was thus the Luftw/affe which had dictated

The British Air Staff had hoped, and Sir Arthur Harris
believed, that strategic bombers could, flying at night, evade
the forces of German air defence, and cause the disintegration
of the German war effort by the massive destruction of German
cities. If this could have been achieved, it would have been
the most complete vindication of the principle of independent
bombing and the most economical of victories,
this could be done, no need for a preliminary engagement with
the German Air Force yyhich was certain to be long and expensive.

There was, if

The American Air Force, on the other hand, preferred the
preliminary engagement with the Luftwaffe because it believed

that the more economical victory could never be won*
not believe that the destruction of cities, which admittedly
could be achieved at night, would in reasonable time cause the
downfall of Germany,
achieved by a direct, precise and selective attack upon key
points in the German war economy,
day flying as had been demonstrated over and over again meant
air supremacy. (1)
defeat the German Air Force seemed to be the indispensable pre
requisite to successful strategic bombing,
it seemed only a diversion from the central task,
crux of the problem which has to be considered in this chapter.

It did

It believed that this could only be

This meant day flying and

To General Arnold the effort needed to

To Sir Arthur Harr

This is the

is

For a solution events are somewhat disobliging, because
the area bombing offensive v/as never completed, and at no
stage did it mount even to the minimum scale which had been

deemed essential by those who conceived it.
was only the heir to an inheritance which never reached full

maturity,

must remain an enigma, but speculations about the possibilities
of unfulfilled military ventures are endless
upon area bombing must be founded upon the evidence of v^hat

v/as achieved by about fifteen hundred bombers, not upon a
guess at wliat might have been achieved by four cr ten thousand.

It is from the study of actualities, not of possibilities,
that the principles of w/a.r emerge.

Sir Arthur Harris

To some extent the potentialities of area bombing

Ovir judgement

(l) In the early R.A.F. daylight flights of 1939  - 40, in
the Battle of Britain and in the early American attacks
on Germany,
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The three great area battles of 1943^ the Battle of the
Ruhr, the Battle of Hamburg and the Battle of Berlin, shook
Germany to her fotindations.

claimed that this v©.s the vra.y to win wars, there vrere, for a
time, among the German leaders fe\7 who vrould liave contradicted

him, least of all Goebbels, the Minister of Propaganda and
Speer, the Minister of Armaments Production, the one responsible
for morale and the other for v/ar economy,
war economy whose destruction v/as sought in these battles and

there were times when both Goebbels and Speer seem to have
doubted vfhether they could be saved.
Hambixrg raids Speer wondered whether six more battles on the
same scale might not finish Germany,(l) and Goebbels had to
admit that he v/as confronted vdth problems that were "almost
impossible of solution". (2)

If it \7as Sir Arthur Harris who

It was morale and

At the time of the

In 1943 there was no longer the
distinction between considerable local devastation, and complete
national imm\inity as there had been in 1942.
raids were at once local and national disasters, the news of
which travelled quickly across Germany to Hitler at his head- .
quarters in Ru,ssia. "The Fuehrer hears v;ith anxiety," Speer
records, "of the losses at Krupps Essen,"13) or again "the
Fuehrer is having lots of trouble," Goebbels wrote, "especially
with the war in the air. "(4)

Most of the big

During the battle of the Ruhr, Essen, the prime target of
1942, was for the first time in the war hit hard and effectively.
The Krupps works, a citadel of German armaments production, no
longer escaped and the destruction throughout the \7h0le Ruhr
area v/as prodigious. When'Goebbels visited Essen in April,
v/hich was only the second month of the great battle then develop
ing, he foiond the damage "colossal". He thought the city could
for the most part be regarded as "vritten off". Nobody could
tell hov7 Krupps was to go on, and it seemed there vrould be
nothing to gain from "transplanting" it, for the moment Essen
ceased to be an industrial centre "the English will pounce upon
the next city, Bochum, Dortrmmd or Diisseldorf". (5) By May the
Reichsminister was sunk even further in gloom. "During the
past five months the enemy has had the upper hand almost every-
v/here," he said. "He is defeating us in the air. "(6) In
sequence Goebbels found that morale vra.s dropping throughout
Germany.(7) The battle still continued and speaking of a May
attack on Dortmund, Goebbels described the destruction as almost

"total", "The fact is," he said, "that the Royal Air Force is
taking on one industrial city after another and one does not
need to be a great mathematician to prophesy when  a large part
of the industry of the Ruhr v/ill be out of commission, "(8)

con-

(1) Interrogation of Albert Speer Report No. 26 13 Aug, 1945.

29 July 1943.

Hamburg Documents Vol. 32 (l pp.286 - 411) Item 36.
Hitler - Speer Conference 11 Mar. 1943*

The Goebbels Diaries 9 Mar. 1943.

The Goebbels Diaries.(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) Ibid. 10 Apr. 1943.

(6) Ibid. 14 Ifeiy 1943.

(7) Ibid. 22 May 1943.

(8) Ibid. 25 May 1943.
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The battle of the Ruhr convinced Goebhels that the air

situation should be considered one of the most critical phases
of the war and that it should b

of developments in the East",

that the Luftviraffe now became the target for some recrimina
tions, (2)
getting tlirough to the kill night after night,
of a retaliatory offensive against England about which Hitler
was so fond of talking,
the air Germany seemed to be v/ithout the means of defence or
attack.

conducted quite independently
It was perhaps inevitable

It \7as apparently unable to prevent the bombers
It v/as incapab

The situation seemed hopeless. In

People began to complain,

le

explain the situation?

"One cannot neglect the people too long," Goebbels thought,
"in the last analysis they are the very kernel of our war effort.
If the people ever lost their v/ill to resist and their faith in

German leadership, the most serious crisis v/e ever faced would
result,"(3)

Miy didn't the Fuehrer
And why was Goring nowhere to be seen?

British hopes had indeed become German fears.

Presently, however, it began to transpire that the situation
was not as hopeless as Goebbels had feared,
in an address to Gauleiters in Berlin Speer was able to
declai-e that the industrial damage in the Ruhr vra.s "not yet
considerable",(4)

On 21 June 1943

It amounted, he calculated, to no more
than one month's delay in the expansion prograimne.
duction, he admitted, had been reduced by some 25^ and iron
production by 24^ but expressed in terms of total Reich produc
tion these losses amounted to 1^ and 11, 9!^»
special disaster to Rrupps the Luftwaffe lost 18^ of its Ruhr
produced crank shafts,

it was not part of Speer's plan to minimise them,
trary he was at pains to emphasise the gravity of the situation.
There Mas no question, he explained, of evacuating the Ruhr,

The \7h0le armaments programme depended upon preserving "to a

certain extent" the armaments production there,
measures v/ere to be taken.

Coal pro-

0\7ing to the

These losses vrere serious enough and
On the con-

Energetlc
The anti-aircraft defences of the

Ruhr 7/ere to be doubled and 100,000 v/orkers v/ere to be brought
in to repair first the factories, and then the homes of the
v/orkers. Half of these were to be brought from their not

Hitler v/as to belonimportant activities on the Yfest ¥all,

asked to make supplies of oil from the "operative reserves of

the army" available for the transport of this army of builders,
and he had already agreed that the Minister of Transport
should have power to requisition trams for use in the Ruhr from

the Occupied Territories, over the heads of the military
authorities. The younger workers in the Ruhr were to be
trained in the repair of gas and v/ater mains, since the loss

of industrial production caused by bombing v/as supposed to
have been lialf due to the destruction of these facilities.

These energetic measures, Speer believed, would restore the

situation and enable the forward march in armaments production
to be resumed. Here v/as a sovereign remedy for a desperate
situation which did not rely upon the non-existent potentia
lities by the Luftwaffe's offensive arm,

crying over spilt milk,
and production.

There v/as to be no

There was to be only reconstruction

(1) The Goebbels Diaries, 27 May 1943*

(2) Ibid, passim,

(3) Ibid, 25 July 1943.

(4) Hamburg Docimients, Vol, 80, (XVI, pp. 3^25 - 3641)
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While the Speer liinistry was taking these vigorous measures

to restore the situation in the Ruhr, the "great catastrophe"
occurred. Hamburg was the third largest city in Greater Germany.
Its population of about 1,700,000 was exceeded only by those of
the two capital cities, Berlin and Vienna,
great terminal of German overseas trade, Hamb'urg had, after the

outbreak of war, become a large centre of armaments production.
Here was the greatest shipbuilding centre in Northern Europe, the
birthplace of the German battleship Bismarck.
of all German submarine construction took place,
oil refineries, aircraft construction, machine manufacturing,
food processing and a chemical industry.(l)

At one time the

Here some

Here also were

During the night of 24/25 July 1943 the most concentrated
and sustained bombing attack ever lamiched against a single city
began.
Command attacked Hamburg four times, and dropped no less than

8,623 tons of bombs upon it.(2)
American Air Force made two smaller daylight attacks during the
same period,(3)

Between this date and the night of ̂ 3 August Bomber

In addition to this the

In the first attack of this battle 791 aircraft were dis

patched to Hamburg end only tvfelve were lost, (4) They caused
'enormous' fires and killed roughly 1,500 people. Stocks of

coal and coke stored for the v/inter caught fire and could not be

extinguished for weeks. Gas, water and electric mains suffered

"lasting damage". Telephone lines were put out of action.
Dockyards and industrial'establishments suffered heavy damage.
The pall of smoke which still hung over the city on the follov/ing
afternoon obscui-ed the sun in a cloudless summer sIq'". Part of

the population began to wander away.(5) Thereafter a harassing
attack against Hamburg \7as sustained until the night of 27/28 Jtdy
when another great force of night bombers, 787 strong, set
out for Hamburg. A carpet of bombs of "unimaginable density"
soon transformed several districts into "one sea of flame".

Tens of thousands of individual fires joined each other to form

one great conflagration,
firestorms of hurricane force began to rage tlirough the street

"Trees, a metre in diameter, v/ere broken off or uprooted, roofs

of houses swept away and human beings luirled to the ground or
sucked into the flames.

This caused such intense heat that

Hundreds of corpses littered the
streets, thousands lost their lives in the air raid shelters,
either burnt to ashes or poisoned by fumes.

Two more great night attacks on 29/30 July,
A mass evacuation

of the city began,
which was physically the most destructive of all, and on

2/^ August followed, and the battle \ms over.

(1) U.S.S.B.S. "A Detailed Study of the Effects of Area Bombing

on Hamburg. Germany".

(19^)4) Edition.

A.H.B.II H/84 War Room Manual of Bomber Command Operations
1943.

See also "The Bomber’s Baedeker

Part I pp.303 - 328.

(2)

(3) Eighth Air Force Target Summary,
8 Jto-y 1945.

A.H.B.II 1^85.
Bomber Command,

12 bombers were shot dovai,

26 July 1943.

This and v/liat follov/s is based upon a Secret Report by the
Police President of Hamburg issued in translation by the
Home Office, Civil Defence Department, Intelligence Branch,
January'’ 1946.

War Room Monthly Summary.
DM 2313/1(142)

17 Aug. 1942 to
Germany, p. 39*

(4) War Room Monthly Simimary of Operations,
Goebbels confirms that

See Goebbels Diaries.
July, p,3.

(5)

C.D. 706a.

(6) op. cit.p. 4«
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During these fe\T nights of terror between thirty and
forty thousand people had been killed, about the same number

injured, and some 900,000 were homeless or missing, 6lfo of
Hamburg's living accommodation had been destroyed. 580 indus
trial and armaments establisliments had been destroyed and 180,000
tons of shipping had been sunk,
reported, "of ind.ividual houses in streets and districts being
hit, on the contrary only isolated houses vreve not affected,"

Instead", the Police President

Seeking to explain the catastrophic damage which had been
inflicted on Hamburg, the Police President said that his account

of the raids could give no real idea of the destruction and
terror. Even the impression given by a "gutted area is colour
less compared with the actual fire, the howling of the fire

storm, the cries and groans of the dying and the constant crash
of bombs". In particular he said that the firestorms, wliich
were a new experience for mankind, were the principal explanation
of the exceptionally heavy death roll and vddespread destnaction.

These caused hurricanes of fire, probably never known before,
"against which all human resistance seemed vain and was in point
of fact, despite all efforts, useless",
the firefighters in the city reached a climax in the last raid

on 2/^ August in which the "detonation of exploding bombs, the
peals of thunder and the crackling of the flames and ceaseless
downpour of rain formed a veritable inferno",
the firestorms made "every plan and every prospect of defence by
the inhabitants purposeless",
would have been preserved, v/ere nov/ burnt out,
the necessity for flight could be realised every path of escape
was cut off.

The struggle by all

Nevertheless

Houses, which in previous raids
Often before

Hamburg had become a city "rapidly decaying,
without gas, water, light and traffic connections, with stony
deserts vdiich had once been flourishing residential districts".

During and as a result of the Battle of Hamburg the population
of the city ve.s reduced by more than 60^.
fled, were evacuated or killed,(l)

Some 970,000 persons

This looked like the 'knock out blovf' which Douhet had

expected and on 29 July Goebbels recognised that Germany was now

facing

a.go", (2.
on Essen caused complete stoppage of production in t

works. Speer is much concerned and worried, "C3j
that the capacity for destruction now evidenced by the E.A.P.

Bomber Command had at last overtaken the capacity for reconstruc

tion and human endurance in Germany,
moment, for it ims evident that the Luftwaffe could not prevent
the raids, nor could it pay the English back in their ovm coin.

As Speer \ia.s later to admit, everyone wondered vdiat vrould happen
to war production, (.4) and Goebbels, as we have already see;n, was
anxiously watching for the signs of collapse on the home front

vdiich had been the undoing of Germany in 1918.
If, hov/ever, this \7as a critical moment for Germany, it was

equally a critical moment for the R.A. P.

of which Y/e had no conception even a ferr weeksiroblems

Only the day before he had recorded "the last raid
the Krupps
It seemed

This was a critical

The Battle of Hamburg

(1) U.S.S.B.S. Hamburg. op.cit. p. 6,

(2) The Goebbels Diaries 29 July 1945*

(3) Ibid. 28 July 1943.

(4) Hamburg Documents Vol, 91 (XVI, pp.3821 - 3835.) Speech
by Speer 28 July 194k, at Sonthofen.
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had already taken Bomber Command beyond the range of its radar

aid, Oboe,
to two particular circumstances,
ingly dangerous German night fighter force had been temporarily
thrown into confusion by the use of Win do y/, and secondly,
Hamburg gave a marked response on the H2S screens carried in

the bombers, ovdng to the large areas of water near it,

two advantages offered the R.A.P. the chance of making the sus
tained attacks vd.thout serious casualties and in the sure know

ledge that the target could be found and hit v/ith relative ease.

In the circumstances Hamburg had been an easy target,
to Berlin was a stiffen proposition,
without the salient H2S pictures and in the face of recovering
opposition, the old problems of night bombing, navigation and

target sighting began to reassert themselves,
crushing blov;s were struck, culminating in the Battle of Berlin

at the turn of the year, but the 'catastrophe' in Hamburg was not

again repeated, let alone repeated six times,
time of Speer's greatness, this was the time when, in the battle
of destruction against production that production triumphed.
This v/as v/hat Speer was later to call "the armaments miracle

Nevertheless this achievement, as the term "armaments miracle"

implies, was not easily gained,
in the German economy, now in the hands of a brilliant and power
ful organiser, v/hich came to the rescue of Germany.

The success of the Hamburg attacks owed a great dea

These

The road

Beyond the range of Oboe,

Several more

This Yvas the

.(1

As before, it was the reserves

l
In the first place the increas-

)

Speer Imd promised Hitler a substantial increase in arma

ments production by the spring of 1944; and if this promise was
to be fulfilled he liad to find the means to cause an increase in

production amounting to no less than 15 -* 20^ per month per
vreapon, (2) Standing in the v/ay of success, Speer told his
audience of Gauleiters at Posen on 6 October 1943; he had to
reckon with the effects of air raids which had confined the

planned expansion of production to some 3 ~ 5^ pe^r month, and the
need to find from the armaments labour force enough men to

supply Hitler ̂ vith a further twenty divisions on the Eastern

Eront, The task viras indeed foimidable, but Speer proclaimed
his belief that it could be achieved if the Gauleiters and the

people of Germany stood behind him in the meastires which he pro
posed to take.

The bases of the armaments industry, Speer r/ent on to explain
to the Gauleiters. Y/ere coal, iron, the component industry and

Coal production could be Increased by the employment ofpower#

more labour, and iron production could be increased YYith more
coal and more labour. The first necessity therefore appeared

To this end oneto be the increased efficiency of labour,
thousand malingerers had already been arrested and sent to con

centration camps,
changes of labour v/hich resulted in training and loss of produc
tive man hours.

Speer urged the necessity for avoiding

He particularly emphasised the need for a
quicker resumption of productive vrork after air raids,
that even eight days after a raid some firms found that they
could mobilise only 20 - 30?? of their labour force,
liave to stop,
family but all the same he must return to work after one or tv/o

days,

to arrange that the issue of food coupons and v/ar damage certi
ficates v/as in the hands of the vrorks managers,
vrould thus soon be compelled to call at their factories and
could then be told v/hen work was to be resumed.

He sai

This v/oul

It v/as natural that a worker must look after hi

The way to ensure that he did, Speer pointed out, v/as

The workers

d

d

s

(1) Hamburg'Documents, Vol. 91, op, cit

(2) Hamburg Documents Vol. 81. (XVI pp.3582 - 3602).
6 Oct. 1943*Speer to Gauleiters at Posen.

Speech by
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An increasedIncreased efficiency alone would not suffice,
labour force was also needed, 1

industries (coal, iron, chemicals, power etc. ) employed some
1,8 million workers, the armaments industry, including compo

nents, some 5*2 million, and the remainder^ which v/as mainly
producing consumer goods and included cottage industry, (Hand-
werke) some six million,
and one and a half million of these six million and transfer

them to armaments production,
possible to employ more foreign labour in armaments production.

Speer calculated that the basic

He proposed to secure between one

This in turn would make it

Meanwhile the medium and small firms were not producing to

capacity because they could not obtain the raw materials upon
which to work,

ordering policy of the Wehrmacht which dealt only in terms of

large firms,
policy and allocation of raw materials would have to absorb
this slack,

to the war effort v/ould have to be closed down and their labour

Speer thought, was due to the stupidThis,

In future, however, a more enlightened ordering

Firms which could not make a valuable contribution

Germany was still in 1943 pro-re-employed more profitably,
ducing 120,000 typevariters per annum, 200,000 v/ireless receivers,
150,000 electric cushions, 300,000 electric counting machines

and 3^600 electric refrigerators,
riding boots, 312,000 pairs of officers' boots, 3^0,000 ser'/ice
bags for women signal assistants, and 364*000 spur straps being
made for the Wehrmacht,

There vrere 512,000 pairs of

The Yfehrmacht was also demanding
Here were a few of theeight hundred tons of piano strings,

nonsensical activities upon which Speer had his eye,
all the same that it v/as not easy to close doTO firms, and he

knew that the Gauleiters often opposed his national measures in
their local interests.

He knew

He frankly warned them that he was
told nothing but lies about these firms, but he promised that he
would close them all the same. He sternly Turned the

"I have spoken," he said.Gauleiters not to oppose him.

To show that he meant business Speer mentioned a number
of firms v/hich he had already closed do-vvn.
labour so released had gone over to producing the means of

defence against bombing: flak, search-lights, engines and

equipment for night fighters,
tive factories in Berlin and Munich which had been producing
530 railway engines per annum,
production of signals equipment for the Army,
by saying tliat the three principles upon \7hich the German

economy must run were the adjustment of the civilian standard

of living to the conditions of the front line, the highest
efficiency of labour and extreme economy in the use of materials.

Nearly all the

He had even closed tv/o locomo-

He had also curtailed the

Speer concluded

This standard of impossible austerity, efficiency and
economy was, of course, never completely attained. Indeed

Speer yrs-s still talking about the great unexploited reserves

in the German war economy in July 1944* (^) A.11 the same, on
the record of what was achieved up to July 1944* Speer vra.s

making plans \Thich he had the ability and Germany the resources

to realise. The production of armaments did continue to , .

rise and the volume of consumer goods production began to fall.v'^/
If Germany, even now, was not engaged economically in total

war, she was moving decisively in that direction, Wien
Sir Arthur Iferris was telling the Prime Minister at the end of

1943 that the Ruhr v/as largely "out", (3) it Y/as, in fact, going

V0I.9I (XVI, pp.3821 - 3835) Speech(1) Hamburg Documents,
by Speer at Sonthofen 28 July 1944,

(2) Wagenfuebr.

(3) See Chapter VII above, p,II7,
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for\’ra.rd to another great expansion of output. Even in Hamburg,
where recovery never complete, a remarkable renaissance took
place in the tovjn's armament industries, (l)

Bomber Command had indeed broken tlirough the crust of
Gennan economic power, and ha.d produced temporarily paralysing
effects on places like Essen and Hamburg. These losses were,
however, made good by dravri.ng on the reserves which the national
economy possessed, and by the vigorous and rapid way in which
repairs and reconstruction were undertaken,
’knocked out' but not killed,

had to be struck again and again almost without ceasing, and to
do this Bomber Command would have required not only a much larger
force, but also command of the air. The success of area bombing
v/as shov/n to depend too much upon the collapse of a people vdio
would not collapse,
the organisation of \7ork by Speer proved adequate to give the
opportunity for continuing and even accelerating production.
The exercise of authority by the Nazi Government proved adequate
to make this continuing production an inevitable obligation for
the Tv'orkers,

A town could be

To be fatal the blov/ would have

The organisation of relief by Goebbels and

The undoubted decline in the morale of the people, which had
been noted by Goebbels, did not seriously affect their activity.
They continued to v/ork because there \ms nothing else they could

The man hours which were lost and the declines in effi

ciency T/hich took place were insignificant among those which
were not lost and the standards which were maintained.

do.

Great as Speer's achievement v/as, it was really the much
maligned Luftwa^Te which made his success possible,
command of the air over Germany the R.A.F. was not only forced
to continue bombing in the dark, but it was also i^revented from
selecting its targets on purely strategic grounds,
reasons it was not possible for the R.A.P. to follow the Hamburg
attacks v/ith six more battles on the same scale and of the same

destructive- power,
night bombers beyond the limits of their technical capabilities,
and beyond the casualty rate which they could afford.

Luftwaffe which in 1943 still stood between the R.A.P. and
the command of the air.

Without

Por these

Such an enterprise would have carried the

It was

Speer himself was not slov/ to grasp the significance of air
superiority, and he knew that if the Anglo-American Air Forces
could gain it, they vrould be able to "destroy" the "industrial
equipment" of Germany at their ease. (2)
tion to destroy the LuftYfaffe Viras therefore the strategy of
victory and the Eighth Air Force attacks on the aircraft industry,
carried out in Pebmary 1944, produced the gravest crisis for
Germany,

to Speer, v/ho had been consulted by Milch, that the German
fighter force (jagdwaffe) would have "ceased to exist" within
a fev7 months. (SJ

The American determina-

The damage was so extensive that it seemed "obvious

It was in the face of this danger that the
Fighter Staff CJaegerstab) was set up within the Speer Ministry
on 1 March 194^i-« A prodigious effort was made not only to
ensure that production of fighter aircraft in larch equalled
that for Pebru:rry, but that a rapid expansion in the fighter
force should begin.(4) So successful were these efforts that

(l) U. S.S.B.S. Hamburg, op.cit.

(2) Hamburg Documents Vol. 90. (XVI, pp, 3836 - 3895.) Speech by
Speer at Linz. 24 June 194‘'+.

(3) Ibid.

4^ (4) Ibid.
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fighter production in Germany did begin a phenomenal rise.
Speer claimed in Jtme 1944 that production in March exceeded , .

the February output by 4-3^ and that by May it lis-d risen by

These selective attacks on the German aircraft industry
caused a cri.sis which Germany survived, as she survived the
general onsla.ught on her v/hole economy and morale by area
bombing,
built vrere not built as a result of the American attacks, which

achieved a ranarkable degree of destruction,
crisis which resulted caused more aircraft than ever to be

built, for, like the v/hole German war economy, the aircraft

industry had been vrorking at relatively low pressure and was
therefore capable of the much more concentrated efforts which
were now made for the rest of the war.

industry was .on extremely difficult target and its increasing
dispersal, often to unknown locations, as well as its reserve

capacity made it a singularly unprofitable objective for bombing.
In a well disposed war economy the most important targets may
well be the most inaccessible, and the German aircraft industry
had been laid out v/ith a view to \ra.r,

small and isolated units which recLdily yielded to further
division and isolation.

Obviously a lot of aircraft vrtiich would have been

Nevertheless the

In fact the aircraft

It was in relatively

The German ball bearing industry was a different case for,
as British and American Intelligence load correctly diagnosed,
it really was concentrated in a relatively few large centres,
notably in Schweinfurt.

would, as allied Intelligence also correctly diagnosed, have

brought not only the Luftwaffe, but practically everything else

in Germany to a standstill,
fall in Schvreinfurt, it became necessary for Speer to take

vigorous counter measures,
attacks on Schweinfurt, %>eer estimated that 70 - 8C^ of German
ball bearings production vm.s concentrated there, and he believed

tliat if the initial attacks had been quickly followed up by a
sustained offensive the industry might have been knocked out. v2j
Allied Intelligence experts were therefore not overstating the

importance of Schv/einfurt, nor were they exaggerating the

importance of bombing it.
importance of air superiority as American losses in their two

big attacks of 194-3 demonstrated. In the event, the attacks

could not be followed up and eventually Schweinfurt s contribu>-

tion to ball bearing production vra.s reduced by dispersal to

about 10^ of the total.(3)

The destruction of this industry

When therefore the bombs began to

At the time of the first American

They were, however, neglecting the

The Germans had been reluctant to accept the temporary
losses vdiich dispersal involved until the necessity became

obvious, and they therefore laid themselves open to the danger
of a 'knock out blow*. They did, vdien the emergency arose,
succeed in maintaining an adequate flowr of bearings to the
armament industries. In April 1944 when the allied attack on
ball bearings had been proceeding for some time, Kessler, who

was in charge of the coionter measures, reported to Speer on
production. He said that the average output of bearings in the

The possibility that(1) Hamburg Documents. Vol,90. op.cit.
these figures were 'doctored* does exist, but at least it is

obvious the fighter force did not "cease to exist" and that,
on the contrary, it did expand enormoiisly in size.

(2) Interrogation of Albert Speer. 6th Session 30 May 194-5.

(3) Ibid.
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second quarter of 1943 had been 9?756?694 and that it lia.d subse
quently declined as folloyra:-

8,818,303

9,518,127

9,269,509

8,661,120

7,760,446

6,811,900(1)

1943Oct.

1943Nov.

Dec. 1943

1944Jan.

1944Peb.

1944Mar.

The rather serious decline in the first three months of 1944,
was, Kessler reported, due to the bombing of Schweinfurt,
Erkner, Ganstatt and Steyr,
duction at many important plants had been aJ-inost at a stand

still but "gigantic" efforts made in the repair of damaged plants,
and in production by the undamaged and dispersed plants resulted

in March production being equivalent to 7C^ of the pre-raid
level.

Towards the end of February pro-

These figures, Kessler admitted, vrere not in themselves
Mere numbers of bearings were not everything,

real danger lay in shortages of special types, but this, he
thought, could be dealt Tdth by special reorganisation vdthin

the industry,
with protective measures for the industry including the erection

of bomb proof bunkers, the establishment of plant undergro'und
and the provision of good air raid shelters in Schweinfurt to

create the necessary calm among the workers, who had been stream

ing "in panic into the open" and not returning "until long
after the all clear".

decisive. The

Kessler spoke of the need to press on vigorously

Despite these measures, Kessler antici
pated production bottlenecks as a result of the shortage of ball

bearings.

Speer, on the other hand, did not see the need for this.

He believed that great economies could be made in the use of

ball bearings and he told the press in a confidential interview

that in the case of a four engined bomber "if you throw out

about half the ball bearings, a bit more strength will be needed,
but that doesn't matter.(2 In fact, Speer's judgement about
this, if it v/as somewhat exaggerated, proved to be justified and
it \ms not a lack of ball bearings v/hich brought the German war
machine to a standstill. Once again reconstruction, reorganisa
tion and determination had saved the situation# All the same

the ball bearings industry was the one example of  a primary war
product which suffered an absolute loss rather than merely a
reduced expansion in the period under review,
not, however, great enough to produce significant effects.
Sir Arthur Harris had been quite right v/'hen he told the Air
Ministry in December 1943 that the ball bearing offensive v/ould
not be decisive. (3)

This loss was

Thus all the attempts by the strategic bombers in the
period from January 1943 to March 1944 towards "the progressive
destruction and dislocation of the German military, industrial
and economic system, and the undermining of the morale of the

(1) Hamburg Document V0I.86 (XIII, pp.3444 - 3452.)
6 Apr. 194^f«

(2) Hamburg Documents Vol.89. (XVI, pp, 3603 - 3624) 9 June 19^(4.

B.

Kessler to Speer.

(3) See above Chapter VII. p.l20.
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German people to a point v/here their capacity for armed resis
tance is fatally vreakened"(l) had been frustrated. After each
attack Germany still found the means, materials, manpower and

time to reconstruct, to reorganise and to carry on, usually even
faster than before. This was achieved in the face of all the

discomfort and terror of the bombing attacks, it v/as accomplished
while the military situation on the Russian front went from bad

to worse to calamitous; v^hile the Allied Armies advanced up
the Italian Peninsula; while the Anglo-American Navies and Air

Forces disposed of the German U-Boat menace; while the British

and Americans made the most ostentatious preparations for an

invasion of France; wiiile, in fact, Germany approached ultiniate

and inevitable defeat, Hov/ this example of stoic courage and
human endurance was achieved v/ill be the wonder of many succeed
ing generations, but the explanation of how it was that the

strategic bombers failed to break through and smash the German
vra.r effort beyond recovery is nov; obvious. It vra.s above all

else the lack of air superiority.

The heavy bombers after years of trial and error had come

With air superiority the R.A.P, could haveto an Impasse,
repeated the Battle of Hamburg all over Germany, or they could
liave turned to a more precise and probably even more damaging
attack, for instance, against oil,
Anerican Air Force could liave followed up their attacks on
Schweinfurt and wrecked the v/hole industry or they could have

turned to other "common denominator" target systems. (2) Without
air superiority the heavy bombers succeeded in delivering only
damaging but not crippling blov/s.

With air superiority the

Yet the need for air superiority was generally recognised,
if in some cases only because of its obvious application to the

projected invasion of Normandy,
liad a prominent place in the Casablanca directive and it v/as the
viiole object of the •Pointblank' directive,
to find a means of achieving it, for events demonstrated that

German aircraft production, like other vra.r'production, could not

be Tviped out, or even decisively reduced by strategic bombers

imless they already possessed air superiority,
did not, as Sir Arthur Harris so firmly believed, lie v/ith the
bombers alone.

The struggle for air superiori

The difficulty was

The solution

On the contrary it lay, as General Arnold had

ty

grasped, in the destruction of the German Air Force "in being".
This meant that the Luftwaffe had to be engaged in the air and
defeated. Ibr this task not only fighters, but long range

The contribution of bombing would be tofighters, were needed,
spread the German defences and to force them to give battle.

The introduction of the American long range fighter v/as the

most significant innovation in air warfare since the construc

tion of the four engined bomber, and the failure of the R.A.F. to

develop a long range fighter was a grave handicap to the R.A.F,
bombers. lliile it should have been ranging offensively over
Germany, the R.A.P. Fighter Command, or as it was most signifi
cantly called, the Air Defence of Great Britain, adopted a pos
ture which suggested that the Battle of Britain v/as still being
fought,
superiority v/ould have resulted in an earlier fulfilment of the

bombing offensive.

An earlier provision of the weapons to attain air

(l) The Casablanca directive.

(2) By which is meant a group of targets upon whose functioning
all aspects of war malcing depend e, g, oil supplies and

production, transport, ball bearings, power, or indeed, if
it can be assailed, morale.
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CliAPTBR IX

TEIE PEOBIiEM OF HOW TO USE AIR POlffiR IN TRIPHIBIOUS WAR

The supreme task for allied arms in 1944 was to be the
invasion of Normandy. Viliatever had been the conflicts in the

past about the wisdom of this operation, they were now over.
The political and military situation demanded the presence of
American and British troops in Prance. It v/as no longer a
question of whether or even when to Invade Norraandyj it was
simply a question of how to do it. All the same the task of

getting ashore in Normandy remained formidable. Despite the
staggering losses sustained by the German army in Russia, despite
the wounds inflicted on the German homeland by the heavy bombers
of the R.A.P, and the U,S,A,A,P, and despite the growing predomi
nance which the Allied Air Forces now began to enjoy, the inva
sion of Normandy was an enteipjrise which would demand the concen

trated, and, as far as possible, the united efforts of all
British and American arms on land and sea and in the air as well.

Obviously air poorer, in which the Uestem Allies found
their greatest superiority over Germany in 1944, vras going to
be one of the decisive elements in the triphibious assault upon
the fortress of Europe v/’hich was now imminent. The way in which
this air power could be brought to bear most effectively was,
however, less obvious and the various commanders expressed
various mutually opposed views as to how air power should be used
in triphibious war. The principal elements of this air poorer
Trere the Allied Expeditionary Air Force under the command of

Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, the United States Strategic Air
Forces under the command of General Carl Spaatz and the R,A,P,
Bomber Command under Sir Arthur Harris,

The Allied Expeditionary Air Force, consisting of British
and American elements, had been specifically created for the

purpose of rendering support to the ground forces, before,
during and after the invasion. The United States Strategic Air
Forces consisting of the Eighth Air Force in the United Kingdom
and the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy and the R,A,P, Bomber
Command, both had independent traditions. All the same bombing
policy, both strategic and tactical, now had to be regarded
from the point of view of what Yrould contribute most to the

success of the projected land operations, and especially the
invasion of Normandy, It urns these land operations which
dominated every question and the Combined Chiefs of Staff had

ensured that they would, in fact, be the criterion of bombing
policy, for they had indicated that control of the strategic
bomber forces would for a time be vested in the Supreme Commander

of the Allied Expeditionary Force, This meant that in addition

to the control which he had over the Allied Expeditionary Air

Forces, General Eisenhower would, at the critical time, also
enjoy authority over General Spaatz and Sir Arthur Harris,
Since General Eisenhower delegated his authority on air matters
to his deputy. Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder became the

most influential air commander of the day. Even before he

gained constitutional control of the Strategic Air Forces which
only passed to him on 14 April 1944, Sir Arthuir Tedder enjoyed
the prestige of an ascendant star, of an heir apparent VYith
fixed prospects of succession.

It was natural that planning for the air campaign in
preparation for the invasion should begin under the direction

of the commander most intimately concerned. Sir Trafford Leigh-
The plan virhich was produced revealed tvTO principalMallory,

objectives, the attainment of air superiority and the destruction
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of German lines of communioation in Erance and Yfestem Germany.
These aims were to he achieved hy two stages, the first strategic,
and the second tactical. The strategic aspect of the struggle
for air supremacy \Tas a continuation of the heavy bomber attacks
upon German aircraft production, which had been the principal aim
of the theoretical combined bomber offensive, since the 'Point-
blank' directive of June 1943.
nearer to the actual time of the invasion, vrould be the neutra
lisation of aerodi’omes in the important areas,
the attack upon communications, the strategic phase v/ould con
sist of heavy attacks upon railway centres, particularly marshall
ing yards,

the invasion, by tactical attacks to cut specific lines aj.id stop
specific trains. In this way it was hoped to deny air support
to the German army, and also to immobilise it in  a 'railway
desert' at the vital moment vJien the Allied Armies came
ashore.(1}

The tactical phase, coming

In the case of

Tliis would be followed, again nearer to the time of

This \7as obviously a plcin which mslb far beyond the compe
tence of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force alone. It clearly
called for the joint efforts of the Anerican and British heavy
bomber forces as well, and, in fact. Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory
was pressing for the co-operation of General Spaatz and
Sir Arthur Harris even before his plan had been completed. (2)
The C.A.S., who stlU had direction of the strategic bomber
forces, may have.hoped that agreement would soon bo reached about
this between Sir Trafford Leigh-idallory, Sir Arthur Harris and
General Spaatz, but in the event no such amicable arrangement

General Spaatz \Tas unv/illing to receive any
direction from Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, and Sir Arthur Harris'
representatives spent much time and produced many statistics to
prove that Bomber Command was technically incapable of doing
anything other than fire-raising in very large targets. (3)

Both Sir Arthur Harris and General Spaatz were vigorous
exponents of the principle of independent strategic bombing.
Both personified the tradition started in England by
Lord Trenchard and in America by General Mtchell,
convinced that heavy bombers could operate only in the indepen
dent an.d strategic sphere. Only by striking directly at
Germai'iy herself could they make a contribution to victory, and
only in this v/ay could they render effective assistance to the
ground forces invading Normandy, The basis of any air plan in
support of this invasion, they believed, was to be found in the
Casablanca formula, the progressive destruction of Germany her
self, Beyond this generality the two commanders did not agree
with each other.

materialised.

Both were

Sir Arthur Harris still believed tliat the area attacks upon
Germaji cities of 1942 and 1943 would, if continued in 1944, offer
the prospect of outright victory,
have already seen, a largely discredited idea, \7hich had failed
to attract the American Air Force or indeed to retain the confi-

Nevertheless it had been, and
still was, difficult to see an alternative, for if there were now
many who disagreed with Sir Arthur Harris' strategic convictions.

This was, however, as we

dence of the British Air Staff.

(1) D/SAC/H, 20. Rart I Enel. I6A. A.E.A.F. Plan  3 1944,

(2) A.M, Pile C,39454/49 Enel.lA Leigh-Mallory to G.A.S.
29 Jan. 19W- and Enel. 2A.

(3) D/SA.C/H. 20 Part I Encl.lLi.
22 Feb. 1944-. (copy).

ditto 3 Feb. 1944.

Tedder to C.A. S.
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there were few -who oouLd yet deny his taotioal and technical
dediiotions inihioh indicated that a German city was still the

smallest target which the night honibers cotild effectively destroy.
The case for area homhing in 194^ was the same as it had been in

1942 and 1943, that is, the apparent inability of Boniber Command
to do anything else. Sir Arthur Hairis did, however, have

other compelling arguments with which to support his case.
Whatever view of the economic effects of area bombing in 1943
was adopted, and the Ministry of Heme Security estimates placed
than much lower than the Bomber Command intelligence reports,
it could not be denied that any delay in the campaign would
allow time for a German recovery. This Sir Arthvir Harris

claimed, would not only mean that the prodigious efforts of 1943
would be wasted and come to nought, but that the German recovery
woTild itself be a severe threat to the success of the invasion.

Sir Arthur Harris was not at this time claiming that the area

bombing offensive alone would win the war, but he was suggesting
that unless it was continued the ground forces would be unable
to do so.

General Spaatz's conception of the independent offensive
was quite different, and while Sir Arthur Harris* prestige had

in the last part of 1943 tended to diminish. General Spantz* s
had increased. The rapid expansion of the Fifteenth Air Force

in South East Europe and of the Eighth Air Force in the United

Kingdom meant that the American bomber forces, so far f2?om being
j-unior partners of the R.A.F., now enjoyed a numerical superio
rity. The new bombing policy which General Spaatz hoped to

get adopted would have to meet three basic principles.!2)
Firstly, it must provide air superiority at the time of the

allied invasion. Secondly, it must offer the prospect of an

outright German collapse. Thirdly, and in the event of this

not materialising, it must afford the maximum assistance to the

ground forces invading the Continent. Air superiority was not,
in General ̂ aatz's view, something which could be achieved
merely by attacks upon aircraft production. This was only a
preliminary step and the assertion of air superiority depended
ultimately upon the destruction of the enemy air force in being.
Command of the air, essential alike to successful operations in

the air and on the ground, was therefore, in General Spaatz*s
view, the criterion by which the usefulness of any bombing
policy had to be judged. Since it was only by combat with the

enemy in the air that the German Air Force in being could be

destroyed, General Spaatz felt convinced that the strategic
bombers must be directed to targets in Germany which the

Luftwaffe would feel conpelled to defend. He was not, however,
solely concerned with the destruction of the German Air Force.

His second and third principles were that the policy adopted
must contribute to the outright defeat of Germany and also
directly to the success of the land invasion. A survey of the

sitmtion had convinced him that an attack on oil and parti
cularly on petrol production, represented the denominator
comman to his three principles. The German Air Force would be
oon5)elled to defend German oil installations axid the desired

(1) D/S.A.0.41.20 Part I Encl.lSA.
(ATH/D.0./29H) 2 Mar. 192)4 (copy).

A.H.B.II J1/90/9(b) Plan for the completion of the Oombined
Bomber Offensive (copy) 5 Mar. 19A4.
mitted by Spaatz to Eisenhower and Portal.
General Spaatz’s memorandum on "Employment of Air Forces
in support of Overlord" 24 Mar. 1944. D/SAC/H.20 Part I
Encl.38A (copy)
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The strategic
effects of the attack would also he profound, and v/ithin six
months production would he halved.

air comhats vrould therefore he inevitable.

Ultimately Germany might he
forced to her knees hy lack of oil, hut there would he an effect

on her armed forces much earlier, v/hich vrould he a valuable con
tribution to the success of the invasion,

thought, should he supplemented hy continuing blows against
German aircraft and hall hearing production, and also against
rubber production,
campaign against communications in direct support of the invasion.

This attack, he

There would in addition he a short tactical

The test which had to he applied to these proposals was

not so much.whether they would, in fact, lead ultimately to the

defeat of Germany, hut whether they would, vdthin the time re
maining, now not more than three months, afford sufficient
guarantee that the supreme operation, the military invasion of
Normandy, would succeed,
reliance on a "clean air victory" within three months with the
consequent possibility that the invasion vrould fail, and the

slowing dovni of the independent air campaign with the consequent
increase of direct support for the invasion.(1) In the view
of Sir Arthtir Tedder's most influential adviser the prospect of
the "clean air victory" v/ithin three months was  a "long chance"
and the prospect of the failure of the Invasion, if a clean air

victory was attempted, was a "high chance". These differing
views produced a virtual deadlock, and it became increasingly
obvious tliat Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory had neither the prestige
nor the constitutional position to do anything about it. The
time for an authoritative intervention hy the Supreme Command was

overdue, for it had now been demonstrated that no system of

committees could produce agreement between such v/idely differing
proposals. Nothing, in fact, except the exercise of unified
command over the various air forces could weld .them into a

M

The choice seemed to lie between

single fighting unit

rs

lend full authority to the intervention which Sir Arthur Tedder

was now contemplating and he vra.s prepared to resist ary separatist
tendencies(3) such as the Enime Minister was manifesting on
behalf of the R.A. P, Bomber Command, (4)

General Eisenhower was prepared to

Even if he was to face

powerful opposition, the time was ripe for Sir Arthur Tedder to
lay the foundations of unified command in the air, and carry through
a policy of integrating the activities of the air forces with

those which were about to take place on the ground.

The real problem raised by the three proposals made by the
tlnree air commanders was to determine v/hether the transport plan
as advocated by Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory v/as militarily sound,
and whether the oil plan as proposed by General Spaatz \ms, from
the point of view of the invading forces, more advantageous.
Arising from this a judgement had to be given upon
Sir Arthur Harris' assertion that any policy of precision bombing
was still beyond the technical capabilities of the night bombers
under his command.

(1) D.A.C./m. S»100 Part I, End, 8A Zuckerman to Tedder,
28 Peb, 19^

D/S,A,C./h. 20 Part I, End, llA Tedder to Portal
22 Peb, 19Mf (copy)

Ibid. End. 12<A, Eisenhower to Tedder. 29 Peb,
also his draft directive to Tedder at End, 12|B,

(2)

(3) See

■ ^
(4) The Prime Minister presently "ruled" that "there can be no

question of handing over" R.A,P, Bomber Command to the
Supreme Commander, See Ibid. End, 18A,
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This last problem v/as already beginning to solve itself^
for the Chief of the Air Staff had at the end of Eebruary called
ior experimental attacks against precise targets in Erance on
moonlight nights to find out what could be done.(l) The Air
Staff liad never completely abandoned the hope of making Bomber
Command a weapon of precise attack, and even in the heyday of
area bombing they had in the famous directive of February 1942
affirmed this hope, the teclinical basis of which rested on the
introduction of Gee.

Force and the introduction of H2S and Oboe had marked important
stages in the advance towards precision bombing at night,
experiment of equipping and training a small part of the Command
to indicate the target for the main force had worked well within
the limits of the tasks it was set.

refined airibitious technique v/as developed,
on the Mohne Dam in 1943 one pilot of exceptional skill and
courage was selected to lead a small force of specialist crews.
He directed their bombing over the target by IV'T control and the
result was a complete, if rather costly success,(2) pn the
following June this "Master Bomber" teclinique \ras again tried,
and this time on a larger scale,
was directed and controlle'

target in Friedrichshavenu

The subsecuent creation of the Path Finder

The

On this basis an even more
For the attack

A force of sixty Lancasters
a- master bomber over a precise

•(5) In these and subsequent similar
attacks carried out mainly over France, but also over Peenemlinde,
the system of Oboe controlled marking, developed in the Path
Finder Force, merged with the "Master Bomber" technique developed
in No. 5 Group.

This was the background of the further espei’iments
were now carried out over France, with a view to gaining "ejqperi-
ence of the effects of night attack on airfields, communication
centres and ammunition dumps before operation 'Overlord’". (4)
The results of these attacks, the first of which v;as made on the
night of 6/7 jVIarch against the marshalling yards at Trappes,(5)
CMie^as a surprise to Sir Arthur Harris and a justification of

Bomber Command had not of course been viniformly

vrtiich

Air btaff hopes,

successful in all these raids, but the photographs of the targets
alter the bombing showed that it had, in fact, despite the

i a weapon of considerable
The technical basis of the counsel which

expectation of its C-in-C,(6) become
precision. (?)

(1) A.M. File S.46368 Part IV. Min. 94. C.A.S. to D.C.A.S.
27 Feb. I9Vf.

"Enemy Coast Aliead". Pub. Michael Joseph Ltd. I946
by W/C Gibson, V. C. who led the attack.

Bomber Command Quarterly Review No.8 p, 12,

B.C./s,23746 Vol.VI. Enel. 43A. A.C.A.S. (Ops. ) to C-in--C
Bomber Command 4 lto.r. 1944.

O.R.S, (b.C. ) Report No. S. 125.

"Bomber Offensive" op.cit, p.266. "I myself did not
anticipate". Sir Arthinr Hari'is v/rites, "that we should be
able to bomb the Ebench railways mth anything like the
precision that was achieved."

In addition to 0.R.S.(B.C. ) Report No.S.125 (Trappes)
also Nos.S. 131 (Le Mhns 13/14 Mar.) S.132 (Amiens I5/I6 Mar.)
S.I34 (Amiens I6/17 Ifer. ) S. 135 (Laon 23/24 Mar.) S. 137
(Vaires 29/30 Mar.) S.I40 (Courtrai 26/27 Mar.) S. 141
(Aulnoye 25/26 MJar. ) and S. 142 (Laon lO/ll Apr.),

see

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Sir Arthur Harris had tendered about the employment of his

Command in support of the invasion had been removed,
railway campaign v/as feasible, but it remained to demonstrate
that it was also desirable.

The Erench

Thus the main problem confronting Sir Arthur Tedder v/as to

decide betvfeen the competing claims of Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory
and General Spaatz, This involved an arbitration betvreen the

policy of attacking German oil or Erench railways. The attack

upon the German Air Force \vas not in dispute because there v/as

general agreement upon the importance of air superiority.
Indeed Sir Arthur Tedder suggested(l) tliat one of the primary
roles of the Air Forces v/as to secure and retain air superiority.
This v/ould involve a continued offensive against aircraft produc
tion, a continued battle of attrition v/ith the Luftwaffe in the

air and also continued deep penetrations of Germany to contain

the surviving Luftwaffe av/ay from the Normandy area. There v/as

therefore no question of a complete abandonment of the indepen
dent and strategic air offensive against Germany and the choice

betv/een an independent and an auxiliary offensive v/as not as

clear cut as had been suggested.

On the controversial question of oil or transport.
Sir Arthur Tedder had the most unhesitating views, for he had

long since made up his mind. The principle which v/as basic to

his entire thought v/as the principle of concentration. He v/as

determined to be the architect not only of unified air command,
but of a policy \'/hich could be carried out simultaneously by all
air power. He wished to see all the aircraft from
General Spaatz*s Command, from Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory's
Command and from Sir Arthur Harris' Command, converge upon a
single objective. It v/as a direct contradiction of this

principle that any major plan should be accepted unless it v/as

v/ithin the scope of all the elements in the three air forces.

The oil plan did,.in Sir Arthur Tedder's view, constitute a
contradiction of this kind,

independent plan for the American day bombers, but the R.A.F.
Bomber Command v/ould be able to play only a limited part at
night, and the Allied E:xp)editionary Air Force, no part at all.
In any case Sir Arthur Tedder thought that the effects of an oil

attack would be too long delayed to contribute to the success of
the invasion,

the ground that it did not provide an objective common to all
and that it would not contribute to the invasion.

It might, he thought, be a good

He therefore rejected General Spaatz's advice on

air power.

The transport plan, which had been proposed by Sir Trafford Leigli^
Ivlallory, v/ould, on the other hand, provide a common employment
for all the air forces £ind it would also, by delaying German

troop movements, make a decisive contribution to the invasion.

Sir Arthur Tedder was convinced that the bombing of rail

way centres had been a powerful factor in the success of the

Allied invasions of Sicily and Italy,
strong support in the analysis of those campaigns which had been

carried out by Professor Zuckerman.
doubt that even more effective results could now be got in

If, hov/ever, the evidence from Italy and Sicily was a

This view received

Sir Arthur Tedder had no

France,

powerful planlc in the policy which Sir Arthur Tedder now called

for, it v/as by no means conclusive, and the opponents of his

plan found that they could coimt upon the practically unanimous
support of the Intelligence agencies.
Intelligence at the Air Ministry, the Ministry of Economic War

fare, the American Economic Objectives Unit and the Directorate

The Directorate of

(1) D/S.A. C./H. 20 Part I End, 39A. Meniorandum on "Em.ployment
of Allied Air Forces in support of 'Overlord'" by Tedder.
21+ Mar. 1944
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of Transportation at the War Office(l) united in their oondeiTina-
tion of the transport plan vd.th the Joint Intelligence
Committee, (2J

The principal arguments against the transport plan were
ventilated at a crucial meeting held at the end of Ivlarch, (3)
The Chief of the Air Staff, still exercising the supreme control
of the strategic homber forces v/ith which he had been charged
by the Combined Chiefs of Staff in January 1943# presided.
General Eisenhower, the Supreme Allied Commander and
Sir Arthur Tedder his deputy, General Spaatz, Sir .irthur Harris
and Sir Trafford Leigh-iiallory attended with representatives of
the Joint Intelligence Staff, the i'linistry of Economic V/arfare
and the War Office,

Sir Arthur Tedder found himself in isolation,

representative suggested that an attack on the Erench railv/ays
wotild be unlikely to have any marked effect upon German military
movements, largely because, as Sir Andrew Noble of the Joint
Intelligence Staff emphasized, the Germans would allow French
industry to starve before they allowed the dislocation of
transport to affect their o\m armed forces,
economic traffic vrauld act as an expendable reserve protecting
the real objective of the A-llied attack.

In the debate r/hich he initiated

The ¥fer Office

Thus French

If, however, the transport plan was to be condemmed, some

one would have to present a superior alternative, and this
General Spaatz failed to do.
Economic Yferfare indicated that the Germans possessed consider
able oil reserves in the west, and that an attack on oil would

therefore have no significant effect upon military activity until
four or even five months after it had begun,
already 25 March and the invasion was planned for the first

week of June, the Chief of the Air Staff intervened to point out
that this shov/ed "conclusively" tliat the oil plan vrould not
help the invasion in the first few critical weeks,
had any other suggestions to make.
General Eisenhovrer said of the transport plan that "it v/as only
necess8.ry to shov/ that there would be some reduction, however

small, (in military traffic) to justify adopting the plan,
provided there v/as no alternative", the decisive vrord had been

spoken,
"some"

Mr. Lawrence of the Ministry of

Since it v/'as

No one else

IThen therefore

No one could dispute the fact that there vrauld be
effect and no one could suggest a convincing alternative.

Nevertheless the decision to adopt the transport plan v©.s a

minority decision forced through on the demerits of the oil

plan rather than on its ovm merits.

Tliis was no more than a temporary solution to the problem
The control of theof hovif to use air pov/er in triphibious war,

strategic bomber forces, which passed to the Supreme Commander

on 14 April, (4) was only a temporary control, and the bombing
policy vflas only an expedient to meet a particular and temporary
situation. The two main prongs of the policy \7hich had been

(1) A.M. Pile C.39454/49 Encl.22A Paper on Transport Plan by
A. I, 3(e)(Air Ministry), Director of Transportation Tn.l.(p),
M.E.W, (objectives Unit) and Enemy Objectives Unit
(U. S. Embassy).

J.I.C. (4^f.) 106 (0).

CAS/MESC./61 Pinal.

D./S.A. C./H. 20 Part II End. 6A. Bottomley to Harris.
13 April 1944

Ivlinutes of the Meeting on 25 Mar. 1944

(copy).

(2)

(3) *

(4)
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adopted, the neutralisation of German air povrer and the neutrali—
saition of German lines of conmunication in Erance,(l)
comitants of the military operations about to be carried out

Despite the vigorous protests of the Prime Minister,
who deplored the French casualties v/hich were certain to be
caused, and v/ho doubted the militai-y value of the railv/ay plan,(2)
these attacks were carried out in the name of military necessity
as voiced by General Eisenhov/er. (3) The auxiliary offensive
v/as a diversion from the independent strategic bombing attack,
which can be justified or condemned only upon a military judge
ment of its effects upon the fighting performance of German
in France,

v/ere con-

there.

arms

Nevertheless the auxiliary offensive has a significance
for the student of strategic bombing. On the negative side,
influence vdiich can be mentioned, but not measured, has to be
noticed. This was the sloT/ing dovai of the independent attack
on Gexmiany at a moment v/hen the power of the strategic bomber
forces was mounting to its zenith. During April > liay and Juri

an

e
less than one fifth of the vreight of bombs dropped by Bomber
Commajid fell on Germany. (4) During the saine period the Eighth
Air Force also devoted most of its effort to the auxiliary
attack, and its offensive against German industry diminished
rapidly, (5) The destruction of German cities was interrupted,
and perhaps even more important, the destruction of German oil
resoixrces was delayed.

On the positive side there are more measurable influences
to be seen. The exercise of control over the strategic bomber
forces by Sir Arthur Tedder in the name of General Eisenhower,
was the nearest approach to unified air command v/hich the war
produced. The common air policy vhich this made possible had
significance which extended far beyond the auxiliary campaign
itself. It was in this auxiliary campaign that the term
Combined Bomber Offensive assumed a new significance,
the Eighth Air Force concentrated primarily upon the neutralisa
tion of French and German aerodromes. Bomber Command made the
greater attack on the Fjrench railv/ays,
bomber commands really were pursuing tvro aspects of the same
policy. In addition to this they met on coinmon ground in the
joint attacks which they made in ^eat strength upon coastal
batteries, the flying bomb sites,(6) troop concentrations and
many other tactical targets associated with the land campaign.
The Eighth Air I'orce also made heavy attacks on French railways.,

a

’Aliile

‘Thus at last the tvro

(1) D,/s, A, C,/h. 20 Part II, Enel, 12)A., S.H.A.E.F, Directive to
U.S.S.T.A.F. and Bomber Command I7 Apr, 1944»

Ibid, End, 3IA Churchill to Eisenhower. 29 Apr. 1944. (cxxp(2) y)

Dbid. Enel.36A, Eisenhower to Churchill, 2 May 1944. (copy)(5)

(4) Bomber Command Quarterly Review. No. 9 p. 1.

Eighth Air Force Monthly Simimary of Operations. April, May
and June,

(5)

(6) The attacks on flying bomb sites, first used by the Germans
in June, were a measure of defence for the United Kingdom,
in the^sanie sense as the R.A.F. attacks on the German air
craft industry in 1940, but they were also part of the
invasion plan because the flying bombs might have been used
against the bases and communications of the Allied
See Eisenhower:

See also Morgan:
Stoughton Ltd. 1930.~ P. 247 et seal
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the primary target of Bomber Command, and Bomber Command made at
least some attacks on aerodromes, the primary target of the
Eighth Air Force,
was playing its part, and the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy was
dra\wi into the struggle. The auxiliary offensive therefore
provided not only a common task for Bomber Command and the

Eighth Air Force, but a common task for all air power.

The rigid distinction between independent and auxiliary
roles for strategic bombers was beginning to fade, and it remained
only to find a system of attack which was common not only to all
air power, but v/-hich v/as also common to the independent and
auxiliary'- functions v/hich strategic bombers would have to perform
in the futiure,

bombing policy which had been created by the launching of a
triphibious assault iii Western. Europe, If the heavy bomber
forces were to remain, as they had been at the time of the

invasion and for some time after it, primarily a weapon of army
support, then all the advantages of the strategic assault which
they could direct behind the lines and at the enemy's heart would
be lost. They could not, on the other hand, abandon the armies
which they had helped to establish on the Continent, The army
campaign must go on, and no bombing policy could reckon without

Meanwhile the Allied. Expeditionary Air Force

This was the kernel of the whole problem of

it.

The French railway attack itself \7as no solution to this

problem, for it could contribute little or nothing to the econo
mic disruption of Germany, hovrever embarrassing it might be to
the German army in France or indeed to French industry,
all the same suggest, as we sliall presently see,  a principle
of attack upon Germany herself which offered a solution of the
conflict between the advocates of independent and the advocates
of auxiliary bombing,
military necessity which railA7ay bombing had acquired during the
French campaign was lasting, and this delayed and to a certain

extent prevented recognition of its wider implications,
while the auxiliary offensive' Y/as mounting to a climax, the
strategic bombers preserved a connection v/ith their independent
traditions.

It did

On the other hand the association with

Even

Bomber Comnmid continued v/hen it could to attack

German cities, and the Eighth Air Force imitiated  a small scale
attack on German oil resources in May, In Jixne, after dis

cussion with the Air Staff,(2) Bomber Command joined in the
little oil offensive, (3)

Thus v/hile the auxiliary offensive had demonstrated the

merits of imaified command in the air and had pointed the way to
a new conception of the role of air power, the old conception
still sui'vived.

policy of concentrated attack upon Germany in the final offensive,
or for a bitter dispute and a spreading offensive.

Here vrere the ingredients either for a common

Preparations for the final offensive began immediately
after General Eisenhower made it kno\7n on 6 September that the

general destruction of French rallv/-ays was to cease, (4) The
end of the battle in France y/as in sight, and the auxiliary
offensive was virtually over. The Luftwaffe appeared to have

(1) Eighth Aj.T Force Monthly Summary of Operations,

(2) A.M. File S.46368 Part IV Enel. 12?A (Copy) 3 June 1914.

(3) A.O. (46) 1. Table 21.

(4) D./S.A.C./H.20 Part III Enel. 37A. (copy).

May,
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teen defeated, and the French railway campaign had served its

purpose.

Commander should retain control of the Strategic Air Forces,
The developments of the next few weeks were crucial, for they
determined the shape of the final offensive,
to be tlxrown into this attack were now gigantic, and in July
there had been available for operations 5^246 Allied bombers,(l)
The miracles of desigxi, production and transport, the gigantic
achievements of aircrew training and the enormous task of

servicing which this figure conceals can only be suggested here,
but the probability that this force might now prove decisive
could be overlooked by no one, least of all by the Combined

Chiefs of Staff who were now deliberating in Quebec,

There was no longer any reason why the Supreme

The forces about

The British Chiefs of Staff came out strongly in favour of
In particular theya resimiption of the independent offensive,

were convinced that the time liad come to intensify the oil

campaign,
renewed attack upon German morale,
be carried out, they proposed that control of the strategic air

forces should now pass from the Supreme Commander an.d be vested

jointly in the Chief of the British Air Staff, Sir Charles Portal,
and the Commanding General of the United States Army Air Forces,
General Arnold,

They v/ere also impressed with the possibilities of a

So that this policy could

At the same time they suggested that the
strategic air forces should continue to render support to the

army vxhen asked by the Supreme Commander, (2)

In the circumstances of September 1944 this proposal, if

adopted, was certain to produce confusion and dispersal. The

advantages of unified command would be lost, and in place of one
sovereign mind three would be substituted. The revival of the

independent principle of bombing would inevitably lead to a

functional, if not a pliysical, division of the strategic
forces. (3)
of the plan, would certainly conflict vri.th operations in support
of the army. No attempt was made to find a common policy to

meet both needs, and it is hardly surprising tliat General Arnold
was disconcerted. He doubted whether this diversified s;>’stem
of command could "obtain the maximum use" from the bomber

forces, (4) and he could not understand why no attention had been
paid to the possibility of an attack on German communications.
Sir Charles Portal shov/ed in his reply that the idea of a

'coimnon' policy had no appeal to him. He said that communica

tions offered good tactical targets for fighter and medium

bombers, but not for strategic bombers.(5) He ignored completely
the strategic implications of such an attack, though it was by
now abundantly clear, on the evidence of the French campaign,
that transport bombing produced economic effects before military
effects.

The attack on oil and morale, the Independent part

(1) Of these, 3#645B.B.S.U. Strategic Air War, on,cit, p,41,
(Fortresses and Liberators) belonged to the Eighth and
Fifteenth 4ir Forces and 1,601 to Bomber Command,

(2) C.C.S.520/3 Octagon.
12 Sept. 194!f.

Memorandum by the British C.O.S.

(3) General Marshall did suggest, after he liad heard the British

proposals, that there should be a physical division, and

that part of the bomber force should be assigned to the

Supreme Commander, See C.C.S. 172nd Mtg, Item 10 (Octagon).

(4) C.C.S. 172 Mtg. Item 10. 12 Sept. 1944* (Octagon).

(5) Ibid,
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However muoh the British plan iiad failed to grasp the

lessons of the auxiliary offensive, the proposals of the British
Chiefs of Staff were at least positive. The contribution of

the American Chiefs of Staff was, on the other hand, purely
negative. They adopted a critical but not a constructive
attitude. If they were impressed with the merits of a common

policy, they did not expound its principles, and if they were
dissatisfied v/ith the possibility of diversified command, they
made no proposals to secure unified command, (l) Tflmt was worse
tlian the American failure to make positive proposals was the
fact that the British suggestions had to be toned dCTvvn to meet

their objections, iiny hope which may have survived the earlier

Allied Conferences of a clear statement of bombing policy by the
Combined Chiefs of Staff therefore came to nothing. It was

agreed that control of the strategic bomber forces should now be

assumed by Sir Charles Portal and General Arnold, and that they
should be represented by Sir Norman Bottomley and General Spaatz,
but as to policy the Combined Chiefs of Staff could say no more
than "the overall mission of the strategic air forces is the
progressive destruction and dislocation of the German military,
industrial and economic systems and the direct support of land
and naval forces",(2)

The use of this Tfell worn and by now completely platitudi
nous plrrase left the air forces with even less overall direction

than they had received from Casablanca,
policy novf had to be faced at a lower level Td.thout any new
light having been cast upon it, or any authoritative word having
been spoken about it from Quebec,
with this problem were the joint executors of the Combined Chiefs

of Staff "policy". Sir Norman Bottomley and General Spaatz, and
also, by virtue of the need to render "direct support" to the

land forces. Sir Arthur Tedder,
upon the wording of a directive which can be described as no

more than a temporary con^romise.
sent out to Bomber Command, the Eighth Air Force and the

Mediterranean Air Forces on 25 September,(3) indicated that oil
was to be the primary target for the bombers, and, as a second
priority, transport, tank production, ordnance depots and motor
transport production and depots ranked equally.
Force W'as no longer regarded as a primary target, but direct
support of land and naval operations was said to remain a
commitment.

The problem of making

The three powers concerned

These three quickly agreed

This directive Y/-hich was

The German Air

Area bombing ?/ould continue when the weather was
, unsuitable for precise attacks.

This was not so much a proclamation of bombing policy as a

commentary upon the operations already being carried out. It
did little to establish the empliasis Yirhich was to be placed
upon the various elements of the offensive, and nothing to

prevent the spread of the attack. Naturally the offensive
inmediately began to run out of control. Bomber Command, now

. beginning to use a radar device Icnown as Gee-*H which made

precise blind bombing possible, dropped a smaller tonnage of
bombs on oil plants in October than it had done in June, the
month of invasion,(4) At the same time Bomber Command did show

(1) C,0.S,(44) 875(0) "Octagon

(2) A.M. File C,391^41/49, Part I. Encl.lA, Octagon 29.
Portal and Arnold to Bottomley and Spaatz, 16 Sept, 1944
(This file was formerly C.M.S,608),

(3) C,0,S, (2.4) 859(0) App.B Copy of the Directive,

(4) A.O.(a6) 1, Table 21. pp. 174 and I78

papers passim.
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a remarkable concentration upon area bombing and about t\7o-thirds
of its total effort for the month was devoted to this renev/ed
attack on German morale,(l)
centration at all, and attacked a large variety of targets vd.th
relatively small v/eights of bombs,
it did achieve wns against marshalling yards, one of the second
priority targets, and these only claimed about two fifths of the
total tonnage for October,(2)
was, in fact, beginning to display the characteristics of tliat
v/hich had followed the Casablanca Directive, this time without the
excuse provided by the lack of air superiority and the inaccu
racy of night attack.

The Eighth Air Force shov/ed no con-

The best concentration which

The 'combined' bomber offensive

The creation in October of the Combined Strategic Targets
Committee (C,S.T.C.) was designed to mitigate the evil conse
quences of this unsatisfactory state of affairs,
sentatives of the three powers, the British Air Staff, the
U,S,S,T.A.P, and S,H,A,E,P, were to meet representatives of the
principal intelligence agencies, the Ministry of Economic War
fare and the Economic Objectives Unit of the American Embassy.
The intention was that the Committee should adjust the priority
of particular targets within the systems laid dovn in the

directive, that they should advise a change of directive when
they thought necessary, and that they should receive and advise

on the sugpstions made by S.H.A.E.P
Admiralty. O) Thus the C.S.T.C. was to be an inter-coimmand,
inter-service and international clearing house into v/hich would
flow the ra\7 materials of bombing policy, and from which would
come, in a refined state, advice for the D.C.A.S. and
General Spaatz v/ho had to v/rite the directives.

Here repre-

the War Office and the• }

An international committee, which is not itself sovereign
and which has difficulty in recognising a sovereign, can at best
produce a compromise and at worst it can degenerate into a
propaganda platform,

convinced advocates of the oil plan,
jealous of protocol, rigidly upheld the distinction between

independ-ent and auxiliary bombing,
plan remained tactical and auxiliary to military operations, the
case for it was unimpeachable,
extend to the strategic sphere, the C.S.T.C, saw  a tlnreat to the

oil plan, and they saw Sir Arthun Tedder exceeding his consti
tutional powers.(4)

ifost of the members of the C.S.T.C. were

The committee, which was

So long as the transport

As soon as it threatened to

The forces of contention \ieve too evenly balanced to produce
The convictionan incisive and concentrated bombing piolicy.

that the oil attack v;as a war-winning plan was too strong to
ignore,
to the advance of allied armies could not be rejected by an
Air Staff.

The counter claim that a transport attack was esse

The debates of the C.S.T.C., the wording of the

ntial

directive and the operations which were carried out all bore
witness to the deadlock which existed. The final offensive was

taking the form not of a "really comprehensive pattern" but wliat
Sir Arthur Tedder could only describe as a "patchwork quilt". (5)

(1) A.H.B.111^84 War Room Manual of Bomber Command Operations
1939 - 1945 p.51.

(2) Eighth Air Force Monthly Summary of Operations. Oct.

(3) D/S.A.C./H.20 Part III Enel. 64A. Air Staff Paper on the
13 Oct. 194^f- (copy).establishment of the C.S.T.G.

(4) A.H.B.IIG/86/6. C,S.T.C. Minutes passim.

(5) D,/S» A, C./H, 20 Part III Enel. 71A. Memorandimi by Tedder on
"Air Policy to be adopted with a viev7 to (the) rapid
defeat of Germany".
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To the Deputy Supreme Comniaxider, mth his abiding conviction that
air pov/er could only be effective if concentrated, this v/as
anathema.

There were. Sir Arthur Tedder said, apparently two ways
of v/inning the v^ar,

and the other was by a strategic bombing offensive,
did not, however, think were alternatives, nor did he believe
that they need conflict with each other. It would be v/rong to
throw the Virhole bombing effort into an independent offensive, and
similarly it vrould be v/rong to devote it all to army support.
This was not an argument for a functional division of the bomber
forces.

One was by a land invasion of Germany,
These he

On the contrary it was an iiivitation to find one
system of attack v/hich would fulfil both needs,
an independent attack was to destroy the German war eoonomy.
The object of an auxiliary attack was to harass and help v/ith the
destruction of the German armies. There were several ways in
which either of these tasks might be achieved, but there was,
Sir Arthur Tedder argued, only one in ’//hich both could be
accomplished by a single policy,
whole German war effort" was, he asserted, the rail, road and
water communication system,

German army, the objective of the auxiliary offensive, and to the
German economy, the objective of the independent offensive.

The object of

The one "common factor in the

This denominator was common to the

IThis common denominator' theory v/as the climax of
Sir Arthur Tedder's unrivalled ejqperience of triphibious v/ar,
both around the Mediterranean and in North '’/Test Europe,
its light it was possible to see that the distinction between
independent and auxiliary bombing liad become purely acadanic.
It was free from the 'independent
mind and it was also free from the constricting and even absor
bent tendencies which had so often dominated the military and
naval argument.

In

prejudice of the Air 5'orce

It v/as infinitely the most significant con
tribution made to the endless debate on bombing policy;
the nearest approach ever made to the ideal solution of the

problem of how to use air power in triphibious war.
same, as with most ideals, there were several ways in v/iiich the
'common denominator' theory could be interpreted.
Sir Arthur Tedder’s interpretation was not necessarily right.
There were also severe practical difficulties which could not
be overlooked.

it was

All the

Even if the principle ms accepted, it did not follow that
transport ms the best system against 'which to direct the common
attack. After all, oil v/as also basic to the needs of the
German army and the German economy alike,
to the needs of the German Air Force, and indeed to a great
deal of (^rman transport. By the end of October it v/as
believed(l) that Germany's reserves of oil were virtually
exhausted, and that her production had been reduced to a critical
level.

It was also basic

The defection of Rumania had alreadj'- cut her off from
that hitherto fruitful source. If this xfas accurate intelli-

gence, then it obviously followed that the fighting efficiency
of the German army and the Luftwaffe as well as the level of

v/ar production which could be maintained in Germany, depended
directly upon the amoimt of oil vdiich the synthetic plants could
turn out. Intelligence also suggested(2) that the Germans
were still capable of carrying out rapid repairs to damaged oil

(1) J.l.C. 450(0) Pinal. Effects of Allied Attacks on the
30 Oct. I9241-.Enemy Oil Situation in Europe.

(2) Ibid,
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plants. Erom this it v/as reasonable to infer that a reduction
in the intensity of the oil offensive would soon be reflected in
increased German, war production and increased activity by the
German iirniy and air force.

Sir Arthur Tedder was evidently not entirely satisfied v/ith
this kind of evidence. He had pointed out(l) that
tions were the only targets v/hich could not be dispersed
deployed ;inderground. Dispersal of industry made transport no
less vulnerable, but it did make it a good deal more vital. The
results in France had shown -what could be done, and he believed
that in Germany the effects would be even more striking. I'ihereas
the Gerraans liad been able to face the paralysis of French Industry
with comparative equanimity, the paralysis of German industry
would be decisive. In Germany there would be no need to avoid
causing civilian casualties as there had been in France, and in
Germany, Sir Arthur Tedder believed, there would not be the
reserves of labour waiting to repair the damage as there had
been in France.

coiTimixnica-

or

Even if intelligence about oil did tend to exert the greater
influence because alone among the target systems it was handled
by a Cabinet Conanittee, it was obvious that an arbitration
between the transport and the oil plans \'/as likely to be ex
tremely difficult on the basis of the facts which were Imov/n,
There was too much to be said on both sides. Further thought
would show that there was no need to make this arbitration.

Both systems were 'common denominators' and they could be regar
ded, as the attack on raili’vays and aerodromes in the auxiliary
offensive liad been, as two aspects of the same policy; the
neutralisation of the Gernmn armed forces and the destruction

of the German war- economy,
enough to un.dertake both attacks,

fore not a decision in the oil and transport conflict, but a
concentration of all efforts against both, and the elimination
of diversionary tendencies,
depended upon the ability of the commanders in the 'field' to
overcome the tactical and technical difficulties inherent in a

policy of concentration, and upon the strength of the makers of
policy to enforce their decisions.

The forces available vrere strong
1"/liat was needed v/as there-

%ether this could be done or not

Sir Arthur Hai-ris, one of the commanders in the 'field', was
optimistic about neither possibility. He suggested that bombing
policy \7as still not purely a matter of strategy. (2) It also
had to reckon ^■^ith the tactical considerations of -vTeather and
enemy opposition,
they could, which, even at the end of 1944^ vas not always the
same as what they ought.
Sir iirthur Harris took the case of the attack on German canals.
After the breaching of the Dortmund-Ems canal, the next logical
target would be the Rothensee ship lift.
G-in-C claimed, not be possible to make this attack unless very
heavy 'cover' was provided,
vrould have meant a fleet of long range fighters, but to
Sir Arthur Harris it still meant evasion.

Heavy bombers, he said, had to attack v/hat

As an example of what he meant.

It would, however, th

To an American Air General ‘ covert

He therefore sugges

e

»

ted that if the Rothensee sliip lift v/as to be bombed thei-e vrould
liave to be simultaneous area attacks on one or both of the

(1) D./S,A.C./H. 20. Part III Enel. 71A.
op. cit.

(2) D./S.A. C./H. 20 Part III. Enel, 81A (Copy) Harris to Portal,
1 Nov, 1944.
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neighbouring tovms of Magdeburg and Halle, Then, he predicted,
the advocates of concentration vrould promptly ask him why he
liad bombed Halle ajid Magdeburg, In I942 or 1943 this argument
would have been infallible, for obviously a lack of air superio
rity makes nonsense of the principle of concentration, particu
larly of geographical concentration,
largely out of date.

In November 1944 it was

Air superiority was turning to air
Bomber Command casualties had been reduced to asupremacy,

fraction of their previous level and from 47,903 sorties dis
patched in the last tlrree months of 1944 only 395 bombers

had failed to return, (l)
or

In addition to this the obstacle

of the weather, though never defeated, vras being reduced,
especially by Gee-H, the new blind bombing radar aid, and a
device knoivn as l^ido for dispersing fog at aerodromes.
Sir Arthur liarris \7as, of course, not unav/are of these develop
ments, and it may be suspected that his continued advocacy of
the guerre de oourse was basically due to his surviving
conviction that the area attack on German tovais was still

intrinsically the most damaging blow vdiich could be struck at
Germany,

The other obstacle which Sir Arthur Harris saw standing in
the T/ay of a concentra.ted policy v;as what he described as the

niomber of cooks engaged in stirring the broth,
he said, had "resuscitated a U-Boat tiireat", the ball bearings
experts v/ere again vocal and the "nearly defunct" S. O.E, (2) had
again "raised its bloody head" to produce \/hat he hoped Y/ould
be its "final death rattle",

years of too much advice and too fev/ orders. Sir Arthur Harris
may be excused this outburst, but the malady T/hich he had
diagnosed proceeded from the same cause which T/as now exercising
Sir Arthur Tedder and had in the past worried General Arnold.:
the absence of a supreme and unified air command,
committees and sub-committees, of advisory bodies and technical

experts aggravated rather than smoothed, and complicated rather

than clarified the development of bombing policy,
lacked a supreme authority; they lacked a commander of the

international prestige and military stature which were the
qualities of General Eisenhower,

The Admiralty,

After more than two and half

The system o

The air forc

f

es

Nevertheless Sir Arthur Tedder's exposition of the ’common
denominator' princiiole had made its mark.
D. C.A.S. told him of the Air Staff decision to v/iden the scope
of the transport attacks, and to appoint a vrorking committee to

advise the C.S.T.G. on transport targets. (3)
decision vras the recognition that the transport.plan had some

thing more than a purely tactical and auxi!J.iary value,
declaration of policy now became possible, and on  1 November the
second directive of the final offensive was issued. (4)

On 29 October the

Inherent in this

A new

There

Suchwere now only two primary objectives, oil and transport,
area bombing as the "weather or tactical conditions" made inevi
table was to be directed at towns associated with oil produc-

011 remained the first priority andtion or transport centres,
transport the second, as v/as emphasised in a covering letter to

(1) Bomber Command Quarterly Review, 1945* P»!•

(2) Special Operations Executive,

(3) D./S.A.G./H.20 Part III Encl.75A.
(copy)

Bottomley to Tedder

(4) B.G./S. 23746 Vol.VII. Enel. 19B.
Command Copy.
Eighth Air Force and the Mediterranean Air Forces.
Directive is reproduced in App,II below,
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Sir Arthur Harris,(l) but the real significance of the directive
was, as the covering letter also showed, not the relative posi
tions of oil and transport, but the pruning away of the other

tasks which had appeared in the directive of 25 September,
Every possible effort ims to be concentrated against oil and
transport and there vfas to be the "minimum diversion of effort

from these target systems". The 'common denominator* theory
had now become a principle of bombing policy. It only remained
to see it carried out in practice.

There was an immediate intensification of the combined

bomber offensive against oil and transport targets. In November
the Eighth Air Force dropped nearly 16,000 Anerican tons of bombs
on oil targets, v/hich was more ttian tv^ice the vreight it had dropped
on them in any previous month, (2) Bomber Command dropped a
further 14,000 British tons on these targets, which v/as more than
3,000 tons more than it liad devoted to oil in any previous month,
and nearly five times the v/eight it had dropped on them in October,(3)
The Fifteenth Air Force sustained a lesser attack -upon oil
targets in South East Europe, (4-) The Eighth Air Force also
showed an impressive concentration against transport targets on
which it dropped about 15,000 imerican tons in November,(5) but
the Bomber Command participation in this aspect of the policy
■was on a much smaller scale, and under 5,000 British tons(6)
were added to the American attack. Thus the Eighth Air Force,
by dropping more than 75^ of its tonnage for the month on oil
and transport targets,(7) faithfully reflected in its operations
the policy which had been adopted for the final offensive.
Bomber Command, on the other hand, reflected this policy more
dimly, and though the area bombing offensive was reduced, it did
in November clam more than half the total weight of bombs
dropped in that month,(8)
and transport offensive to terms of equality v/ith, and at times
of superiority over, the area bombing attack in Bomber Command,
The emergency came in December when Rundstedt launched the German
army on its last offensive in the Ardennes,
effect on the oil campaign, but it produced a tremendous concen
tration by both forces against transport targets.

It took an emergency to raise the oil

This had a bad

The fear that the German Air Force might revive with the
introduction of jet fighters, and that the German U-Boat fleet,
with the introduction of Schnorkel, (9) lArould again become a

(1) B.C,/S, 23746 Vol,VII, Encl.l9A,
1 Nov, 1944.

A,0.(4B) 1, Table 21, pp, 173 - I79,
Ibid.

Ibid,

Bottomley to Harris,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) Eighth Air Force Monthly Summary of Operations,

A,H, B, IIH/84 Nar Room Manual of Bomber Command Operations
1939 - 1945 p.31.

Eighth Air Force Monthly Summary of Operations,

A,H,B, IIH/84 op,Pit, p,31«

A breathing tube which enabled submarines to remain under
water for much longer periods than hitherto.

Nov,

Nov,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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danger, threatened to disturb the course of the final offensive.
Both fears did, in the event, prove to be false alarms, and
despite the distinctly defensive tone of a directive issued in
January 1945(l)
check*

the bombing offensive suffered no significant
Time \ms, hov/ever, beginning to v/ork against the oil

The view was beginning to appear, particularly in the
American Air Force, that the oil plan must be practically com
pleted, and already in December 1944^ G-eneral Spaatz had begun
to talk of concentrating every element of allied air pov/er in a
massive assault upon transport all over Gemiany*(2) Also, as
the end of the v/ar came in sight, even the reasonably short
term strategic plans began to lose much of their value,
factor militating against the oil plan in these last months, vras
the increasing support for massive area attacks designed to
break the last strongholds of German administration. Ilhile,
hovrever, the Eighth Air Force, follov/ing the logic of these argu
ments, shovred an ever increasing, and finally an almost total
concentration against transport targets,(5) and Bomber Command
carried out a steadily increasing assault against German cities,(4)
the British Air Staff remained by no means convinced that the
oil offensive could be abandoned. Despite the grov/ing area
offensive. Bomber Command sustained an intense attack against oil
in 1945, and as much as of its total weight of bombs dropped
in the last four months of the war went dovm on oil plants,(5)
Eventually, however, it became increasingly obvious that trans-
ponb was the only target vrorth piorsuing to the end, or at least
as long as the army had to advance,
attack against Dresden carried out on the night of 15/l4 February
called forth a sharp rebuke from the Frlme Mnister in March. (6)
Mr. Churchill was beginning to virorry about coming into control
of an "utterly ruined land". Sir Arthur Tedder therefore had
little more than formal difficulty in devising the last great
bombing operation of the v/ar in March;

Mien the Allies became preoccupied more vdth the occupa
tion than the destruction of Germany, the strategic bombing
offensive was over.

plan.

Another

A massive Bomber Command

the isolation of the
Rulir,

(1) B.C./s.25746 Vol. VII. Encls,30A and 30B,
of 19 Jan. and covering letter to Sir Arthur Harris.

A.M, File C. 39454/49. "General Plan for Maximum Effort
Attack against Transportation Objectives" 17 Dec. 1944«

Eighth Air Force Monthly Summary of Operations Jan, - Apr,
1945.

The Directive

(2)

(3)

(4) A, H, B, 11^/84 op.cit. p.31» The area bombing offensive
absorbed the folloTri.ng (British) tonnages in 1945:-

Jan. 11,931
Feb. 21,888

Bomber Command Quarterly Reviev/.

Mar. 30,278

1945 p.5.(5)

(6) A. IvJ. Pile C. 394^1-1/49 Part I Encl.83A. Prime Minister's
personal telegram. Serial No, D83/5 to General Ismay for
C.O.S. and C.A.S. 28 iViar. 1945. (copy).
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CHAPTER X

THE VIHDICAriCW OP STRATEGIC BOMBINC ARP THE

COLLAPSE OF GEiaiANY

During the first half of ISk^ the German war economy-
still expanding. Despite new big mobilisations for the

Wel-mnacht. and despite all the damage which the hea\y bombers
had done, the prodtiction of all kinds of armaments continued to

go up. At the same time the needs of the ci-vilian population
were still, if on a somewhat more austere scale, being met.(l)
When the Allied armies went ashore in Normandy on  6 June 1914,
the strategic bombers had not carried out the Casablanoa mission.

They had not destroyed the Gernan economy, nor had they "fatally
weakened" the morale of the German people. Air power had sho'.vn
itself to be a decisive force in the conduct of militaiy and
naval warfare, but as an independent conception it seemed bank

rupt of success. In July 1944 Gernany reached the highest level
of war production since the expansion began in 1942,

Six months later at the turn of the year, Germany was in
chaos and the total collapse of her power to wage war was
imminent. Her basic industries, coal, steel, gas and electric
power, oil and transport were all faced with ruin, and this was
primarily the achievement of strategic bombing. Even when Speer
was proclaiming the great industrial victory of July, the first
decisive blows from the air had been struck, and Gerniany, who was
giving ground before the Allied advance on land from the Bast,
the West and the South, was already facing defeat at the centre.
After four and a half years of sustained endeavour without

proportionate success, the strategic bomber did, in the final
offensive, vindicate itself as a third means of waging war.
Our task in this chapter is to examine the changes which made
these devastating blows possible, and the extent to which they
were responsible for the downfall of Germany,

The conduct of bombing in the final offensive yfas different

not only in degree, but different in kind to any earlier attacks.
There were a number of influences which contributed to this

change, the increased size of the bomber forces, the greater
destructive power of the bombs and the further development of
tecl-mical aids to navigation and bomb aiming, but the greatest
change of all was the growing state of air superiority which began
to prevail in 1944, and which by the aut-umn was growing to air
supremacy.

was

In previous chapters we have seen a great deal of evidence
about the value of air superiority, but this has been negative
evidence to suggest the penalties of its absence rather than the
advantages of its achie-vement. We have seen how the absence of
air superiority promoted on the one hand the guerre de - course

of the R.A.P, Bomber Command, and, on the other, the strategically
unprofitable attack on aircraft production by the American Eighth
Air Force, We have seen how the absence of air superiority
placed a premium upon tactical feasibility, often at the expense
of strategic desirability. We have seen, in fact, how the
Geiman Air Force prevented the R.A.F. and the U.S.A.A.F. from

inflicting decisive damage upon the Germ;m war economy. Now,
in 1944, it is possible to begin an examination of the positive
evidence about air superiority.

(l) Harnb\irg and Flensburg Documents, 'passim.
Wagenfuehr. op, cit.

See also
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Air superiority is not easily defined in theory,
been said to consist in that state of affairs when it is possible

It has

for an attacking air force to carry out its operations without
effective interference from the defending air force,(l) This

definition is true as far as it goes, but it is necessary to
distinguish between limited or local and general air superiority.
The guerre de course may provide a limited and local ability to
carry out offensive operations without effective opposition.
Indeed Sir Arthur Harris* tactics of 194-3 had provided this kind
of immunity, but it varied from place to place, from night to
night and from scientific invention to scientific invention.
The attacks on Hamburg in 194-3 seemed to demonstrate a kind of
air superiority; the attack on Nurernburg(2) in I944. seemed to
demonstrate its loss. In any case the selection of targets
always had to reckon with the German fighter force, and the gulf
between what ought to be bombed and what could be bombed was

always there and was sometimes great. Strategic intelligence
was powerless to dictate the course of the bombing offensive.

This gulf between strategic desirability and tactical
feasibility is really the measure of air superiority. When the
two are separated only by the weather, then air supremacy exists.
According to the extent to which they are separated by the enemy
fighter force, so the degree of air superiority fluctuates.
Thus it appears that air superiority is not a static condition
which can be precisely defined or dated,
which can be achieved suddenly and then forgotten,
trary the battle for air superiority is continuous, and though
significant landmarks can be discerned in the struggle, it is not
possible to examine it in the light of isolated events, but only
as the product of many contributory influences.

The Allied air superiority of 194-4, which wa.s to revolu"
tionise the effects of strategic bombing, was the product of four
cardinal developments each of which followed one another with

unpremeditated logic. At the beginning of the war Germany
possessed the most powerful air force in the world, but it was
nevertheless in her own conduct that she began to lose the war in
the air, German neglect of the Luftwaffe was the first stage in
the development of Allied air superiority.

However poiverful the Luftwaffe may have been, the Battle of
Britain demonstrated that it was neither powerful enough, nor well
enough directed to overcome the forces of British 'close defence'.

If, however, the British were elated by the victory of the R,A,P,
fighters, the Germans were not undtily depressed by the defeat of
their bombers. Hitler believed that the war could be won on the

Continent and that Britain would have to recognise a German
Europe whether she was invaded or not. Long term plans for the
Luftwaffe were no more necessary than any other long term
military plans. The war could be won by a new series of
lightning blows with the existing equipment. Thus while the

R.A.P, was struggling to bring the Stirlings, Halifaxes and
Manchesters into production, no corresponding effort was being
made in Germany. The Luffcwaffe thus tended to become obsolete
and defensive.

It is not something
,  On the con

(1) A,M. Pamphlet No.235, "Air Power in War." Lord Tedder,

(2) In this attack, carried out on 30/31 Mar. 1944, 95 R.A.P.
bombers were shot down over Germany from a total of 795
dispatched. See War Room Monthly Summary of Bomber Command
Operations, Jan, - June 1944. p.27.
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The British Air Staff, on the other hand, maintained a
burning and almost blind faith in the principle of an independent
air force and the \altimate efficacy of a strategic bombing offen-

Despite the urgent needs of defence, which had consmed
so much energy since 1958, and despite the weighty evidence which
had accumulated in 19i0 and 1941 against the validity of their
theories, the Air Staff never abandoned their plans for a bombing
offensive against Germany. It was thus that the R.A.P. won the
initiative in the war in the air and this was the second stage in
the struggle for air superiority,
from Britain to Germany and the inherent tendency of the
Luftwaffe to become defensive was gradually developed into
preoccupation,

which had been gained, even by 1942, can be measured by comparing
the damage inflicted on Lubeck by the R.A.P. with that done to
Exeter by the Luftwaffe. A "Lubeck attack" nov;' replaced the
term a "Coventry attack" in the phraseology of the war in the
air.

save.

The battle was transferred

a

The decisive extent of the British initiative

Hitler seems to have recognised that the only solution to
this problem was a heavy counter-attack against Britain,
called for A,A, guns as a means of defence, and bombers and
secret weapons as a means of retaliation. The bombers, however,
were not forthcoming and, as Goring had to be told, there was
only the dptant prospect of anything comparable to the
Lancaster,(1/

He

Thus the Luftvg-affe had no alternative other than
to rely on 'close defence' and build the fighters which the
German designers did seem capable of producing. The constantly
increasing severity of the bombing offensive from England further
accentuated the gradient of this vicious spiral,
over Germany of the American day bombers and the new threat which
they offered, brought final realisation in Germany that the
initiative in the air was utterly lost,
talk about bombers, and some of his plans actually interfered
with the production of fighters,(.2) but,
of an offensive air force was abandoned,
stage.

The arrival

Hitler continued to

in effect, all real hope
This was the third

The creation of the Pighter Staff in March 1944 was the
The struggle for the

all the same, in itself a decisive
swansong of the German bomber force,
initiative in the air was not,
battle.

The German fighter force of 1942 and 1943 had kept pace with
the expanding British and American bomber forces,
consequences for Germany of having to devote so much effort to
holding the bombing offensive were already apparent in Russia and
Italy, but at least the bombing offensive was hold,
and decisive stage of the struggle for air superiority was reached
with the introduction of the American long range fighter.

The serioiis

The final

The Americans had obviously half hoped that their heavily
aimed Plying Portresses would, if packed in tight formations, be
capable of such concentrated fire power that they alone could
triumph over the fighter defences. This idea proved to be an
illusion and the long range fighter had to be called in to arrest
the slaughter of American bombers.

(l) Milch Documents. Vol. 62.

and Goring 22 Peb. 1943,
Conference attended by Milch

(Stenographer's notes)

Telegram: G-oring's Adjutant to Milch,
6 Dec. 1943 and Telegram: Goring to Milch 2? May 1944.
Also Ibid, Vol,64 Conference attended by Goring, Milch,
Galland and others. 24 May 1944,

(2) Ibid. Vol,53.
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Tha Americans sought to increase the range of their fighters
by fitting external petrol tanks and despite their failure to
persuade the British to do the same thing with the Spitfire, the
aver increasing range of the P,38 and P.47 resulted in mounting
German losses in the air during the autumn of 1943.(l)
bombing offensive was developing teeth and for the first time in
the war the security of the defensive arm of the Luftwaffe wao
seriously threatened.

Mxistang long range fighter made its appearance in Europe,
formidable machine scored immediate and spectacular
For the Luftwaffe it was the beginning of the end.

The

In the middle of December the famous

This

successes.

In January 1944 the mounting strength of the American escort
fighter force made possible a tactical development of the first
importance,
protect the bombers,
moment for attack.

Hitherto the function of the fighters had been to
The Luftwaffe could always choose the

Now, however, large numbers of American

fighters were sent to Germpiy charged with the duty of "pursuing
and destroying the enemy",(2j jnj-q German aircraft, whether on

The American fighters
roamed far and vfide over Germany demoralising and destroying the
Luftwaffe in being wherever it appeared. Now the German Air
Force, having already lost the strategic initiative, lost the
tactical initiative as well. The battle for air superiority
rapidly being won by the bomber-fighter offensive. On 6 June
1944 General Eisenhower was able to tell his troops
fighter aircraft over you, they will be ours",(3)

operations or not, was any longer safe.

wa

if you see

s

How the air superiority, won by the American bombers which
brought the German fighters up, and the long range fighters which
shot them down, ultimately developed into an Allied air supremacy
is one of the effects of the final bombing offensive itself,
was nevertheless the degree of air superiority which had been
attained by the late spring of 1944 which offered the British and
American bomber forces, for the first time in history, the pros
pect of decisive strategic operations,
which the R.A.F, had contributed so much at the beginning and so
little at the end was nevertheless of equal advantage to the
R.A.F. and the U.S.A.A.F,

It

The achievement towards

War is a relatively inefficient art and many victories
to be explained more in the blunders of the vanquished than in
the genius of the victors.

ar

The struggle for air superiority

e

might have been shorter if the allies had grasped its full
meaning earlier, but the outcome might have been different if the
Germans had not turned a blind eye upon the greatest potentiality
of air power, the long range bomber.

Yet it was perhaps inevitable that Germany with her limited
oil resources should deny herself what once seemed the relative
luxnry of a big bomber force

and her position as a first class Continental pov:er made a
concentration upon land fighting inevitable. She was, in the
event, able to stave off defeat until her armies had been
decisively beaten in the field on three fronts, until her capital
city had been occupied by invading armies,
occasion of German surrender was the product of a long series of
hard fought battles on land, ranging from Stalingrad in the East,
El Alamein in the South to Caen in the West,
which the strategic bombers hastened these advances from the

In any aase both her traditions

Certainly the

The extent to

(1) U.S.S.B.S.

(2) Ibid, p.7,

(3) Ibid, p.l.
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perimeter by their battle at the centre is a question which can

only be answered by military historians,
G-ennany was defeated at the centre before the allied armies

crossed her frontiers is, however, obviously a problem Yz-hich
confronts the air historian,

collapse was simultaneous at the perimeter and the centre makes
any distinction betvTeen armies and air forces as absolute Virar-
winners invidious.

The extent to which

Bie fact that 'th.e final German

This difficulty need not concern us in our
search for the effects of strategic bombing in the final phases
of the war. The disintegration of the German v^rar economy is a
process which can be reconstructed temporally and causally.

Though it was not until September that the combined bomber

forces were released from S,H,A,E,P, control, it was nevertheless
some months earlier that the first crucial strategic attacks were

launched against Germany,
in May when the Eighth Air Force first turned its ‘marginal
effort against the oil plants of Germany,
months this become a combined attack when the R,A,F, Bomber

Command also began to devote a ‘marginal’ effort to the oil
offensive.

In effect, the final offensive began
I

In the follo\Ying

These initial attacks VTere aimed principally at the
production of aviation fuel, and despite the limited Yz-eight of
bombs devoted to them, it soon became evident that a crippling
blovT had been struck at the LuftvTaffe. In April, before the .

bombing began, German production of aviation fuel had been

175^000 tons and the LuftiYaffe had consimied l65#000 tons. In
May, as a result of the American attacks, production fell to

156,000 tons, and in June, after the combined attacks had begun,
it was reduced to 53^000 tons. In July, production fell to

29,000 tons.(1)
had, T/ith relative ease, converted a small credit balance into

an alarming deficit. Nevertheless it was not only the LuftvTaffe
Tzhich suffered. Production of carburettor fuel had been

reduced to less than half of its April level by the end of July
and the output of diesel oil had gone dovzn by about one third, (2)

Already by the beginning of June Speer had realised the

gravity of the situation, and he knevz that the functioning of the

hydrogepation plants would be "practically decisive for the

He had faced and overcome this kind of crisis before,
in the ball bearing industry, the aircraft industry, and, more
generally, in the Ruhr and Hamburg, Once again he was confident

that vigorous reconstruction could soon restore the situation.
He had visited some of the hydrogenation plants damaged by the
American May attacks and he believed that they could soon be got
working again. The task Yzas, hovzever, beyond the plant managers
who might be very good at turning knobs, but who could not deal

Yzith catastrophes. Accordingly Hitler had a.greed to the

appointment of Geilenberg as Commissioner General for Immediate

Measures, Vast allocations of building labour and material vzere

to be placed at his disposa.1, and Speer x-em^nded the building
industry that they had to count Yzith every day of production
Yzhich could possibly be achieved.

[Thus Yzithin three montlis the strategic bombers

vzar".

(1) Flensburg Documents.
29 July 19^
App.VI b el CUT,

Speer to Hitler
(Copy) For more complete figures see

Vol.III.

(2) Ibid.

V0I.88 (XVI, PP.38I3 - 3820),(3) Hamburg Docunents,
Incomplete text of address by Speer to a conference of

building organisers concerned with the repair of oil
plants. 2 June 1944,
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The situation at the end of May was already serious, hut it

was very far from hopeless,
that the "unhindered" flight of bombers across Germany need not

become a ground for despair,
deceptive, and plants which looked as if they had been put out of
action for several months coifLd, as they knew from experience,
actually be repaired in two or three weeks,
said, had made "catastrophic" mistakes in this connection during
their attack on Britain, and now the Anglo-American Air Staffs
would make the same mistake,

insufficiently sustained, it also seemed that they were not heavy
enough and Speer estimated that between 6O and 7C^ of the damage
could be averted by improved splinter protection at the oil
plants.

Speer told the building industry

Photographic reconnaissance was

The Luftwaffe. he

If, however, the attacks were

In view of the fact that the Eighth Air Force attacked oil

plants on only three days in May, that the total weight of its

attack was no more than 2,883 short tons, and that the heaviest

individual attack weighed only 547 short tons,(l) these comments
by ̂ eer were amply justified, but as a basis for future hope
they were due to be gravely disappointing to the Minister. In

June and Jtil.y the attack, now augmented by the E.A.P., became
heavier and more persistent. Though the oil offensive repre
sented only a minute fraction of the potential of the combined

bomber forces, it was already taking a different course to any
thing previously known. It was being sustained. In June most
of the plants being repaired after the May attacks were again
destroyed and a lot more damage was done. Daily output of
aviation fuel in June never exceeded two thousand tons after the

twelfth day of the month, and on two days it was below one
thousand tons. In April, prior to the raids, average daily
production had been nearly six thousand tons,(2)
was again undertaken and despite several small attacks, aviation
fuel production was restored to 2,307 tons on 17 Jioly. In the
next four days, however, all this work was again destroyed and on
21 JifLy only one hundred and twenty tons could be turned out,(3)

Reconstruction

Speer had already taken all measures to speed up the repairs
to damaged plants, he had done what he could to provide protec
tion against bombs, he had started a drive to produce generators
for the Wehimacht so that carburettor fuel might be economised,
and through the Planungsamt he had reduced the ration of petrol
for home use. He had also suggested to Hitler that Wehrmacht
consumption of carburettor and diesel oil should be cut down,
that flying should be curtailed to the minimm as further

measures of economy, and that, as measures of defence, more smoke
screens and dirnimy plants should be established and a greater con
centration of A,A. guns placed round the oil plants, even if this
did mean weaker defences for German towns,

for an increase in the fighter defence,
system of defence for the synthetic plants could be devised,
there would be little point in repairing them, and, he told
Hitler, "an impossible situation will arise which must have
tragic consequences",(4)

Above all he called

Unless an adequate

(1) A,0,(46)1, Table 21, p,173. The attack of 54-7 tons
against Poelitz on 29 May and this stopped production
completely at the plant for a short time. See Flensburg

Documents Vol.III Speer to Hitler 30 June I944 (copy),

was

(2) Flensburg Documents. Vol.III.
30 June 1%J+ (Copy),

Speer to Hitler,

(3) Ibid. 29 July 1944-.

(4) Ibid, 30 June 1944,
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These "tragic consequences" were certain to ensue unless the
operations of the strategic bombers could be effectively halted.
Yet the only way to do this was to challenge the air superiority
which they and the long range fighters had now achieved. The
German fighter force alone was capable of attempting this.
Neither fog nor flak seemed to hinder the bombers,
alone could stop them,

made to Hitler at the end of July that fighters should be~with«
f the Reich(l)

In that

month only twelve thousand tons of aviation fuel had been
produoed, the equivalent of two days production before the
bombing, and the supply of carburettor and diesel oil was falling
off so seriously that Speer thought it impossible to contemplate
any further offensive operations on land. In addition to this,
only "abnormal changes" in the situation could offer any hope of
retaining the bases of chemical production for explosives and
agriculture. If the Luftwaffe could not protect the synthetic
oil industry, the basis not only of its ovm activity, but of all
military activity and the chemical industry as well,
thing would be lost, Speer was claiming all the time
fighter production was increasing at a phenomenal rate,
the value of this claim, even if it was true, was doubtful when
the fuel situation was becoming so desperate.

There was, in fact, Speer told Hitler,(^) only one hope, and
this was that the bombers would break off the engagement for
short time. This would enable the synthetic plants to get back
into production. When the bombers returned, the Luftwaffe might
then be able to inflict very heavy losses upon them. For this
effort he demanded that everything must be thrown in. Fighters
must not be sent to the front and flying instructors must be
mobilised for the battle,

of a new German Air Force, or else its final downfall,
was only one solid foundation foi' this naive but desperate
optimism and that v/as the season. If the weather turned bad in

the autumn, the heavy bombers might be mable to operate for a
time, and that time might offer the chance of German recovery.
The weather was the only serious threat to the allied bombing
offensive, and the only serious hope for Germany. The stage of
allied air supremacy had been reached, and even the weather
proved to be a fickle ally to Germany.

The fighters
The diffident suggestion which Speer

drawn from the front and devoted to the defence o

became a positive demand by the end of August,(2)

every-
hat

but

a

This final throw would mark the rise

There

The decisive success which the strategic bombers had
achieved by the end of August was casting dcm the first line of
German defence, the fighter force, it was threatening the second
line, the army, and its influence was already extending to the
economic sphere via the chemical industry,
wheels of German industry were not ceasing to turn because of a
shortage of oil.

All the same the

Transport was mainly by rail and canal, and

(1) Flensburg Documents. Vol,III, 29 July 1944, op,cit.

Ibid, Speer to Hitler, 30 August 1944 (copy).

On 3 August he claimed that, in July, 3,115 new fighters and
"destroyers" (Zerstbrer) were produced and 935 damaged
machines repaired. If, however, this total of 4,050 air
craft was really delivered to the Luftwaffe. it is to be
wondered Y/hat happened to them. Speer later claimed that
most of them were "destroyed on the ground or else smashed
up in some other way". See Hamburg Documents Vols,93 and
109. (XFI, pp.3896 - 3927 and 3724 - 3761).

(2)

(3)

(4) Flensburg Documents. Vol.Ill, 30 Aug.1944. op,cit.
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industry relied principally upon diesel oil, which, in propor
tion, had suffered the least,
offensive did open the whole German stnacture to  a 'Icnock out

blow' from the air, that blow had not yet been delivered, and
there seemed reason to believe that, in the meantime, a further
expansion of armaments production might talce place in the second
half of ICZiif.

Even if the success of the oil

In an address to a conference of Gauleiters at Posen on
3 August,(1) Speer outlined the methods by which this second
'armaments miracle''was to be achieved. Hitler had already
decreed that no new type of weapon was to be introduced without
Speer's permission, and by this measure it was hoped to increase
the production of existing types by 2C^o.
ordered a further simplification of weapon types, and what Speer
described as "ballast" for the soldiers at the front was to be
eliminated.

Hitler had also

A further increase in production of between five
and ten per cent was expected as a resiolt of the concentration of
all production planning in the Speer Ministry and the consequent
abolition of competition between the three services,
reserves coiold be mobilised by a more systematic exploitation of
the occupied territories,

million 'handworkers', and Speer believed that the armaments
firms could find activities for them,
to illness and idleness in the factories themselves could also be
adopted,

little was known.

Further

In Germany herself there were three

A more ruthless attitude

Then there were army dumps, about which apparently
As an example of what might be found in ohem,

Speer quoted the case of several dumps which had been examined,
Among^ these was one in Vienna which was found by accident to
contain one thousand lorries and a number of passenger vehicles.
In another place a stock of 180,000 petrol canisters, which were
urgently needed, was found,
canisters for use in North Africa,

These were labelled as water

In addition to these further measures of rationalisation,
more intense mobilisation and drawing upon stocks, there were yet
other ways in which armaments production might be increased, and
their movement to the front speeded up. Hitler had agreed to
Speer's proposal that all long term capital developments in the
basic industries should be suspended for nine months.(2)
by sacrificing the long term needs of power stations, agric\iLtural
machinery and so on, a further immediate increase in armaments
production could be achieved.

Thus

Hitler had also consented to more
stringent measures being taken towards the throttling of the
German export trade. Methods of speeding up the flow of
armaments from the factory to the front wo-uld have to be devised,
and all army repair services behind the front placed under the
Speer Ministry,

Speer must, however, have realised that the achievement of
these ambitious schemes depended ultimately upon the efficacy of
the German fighter force, and he was at pains to point out to the
Armaments Staff that fighter production must be kept
absorption of the Fighter Staff by the Armaments Staff""did not,
he emphasised, mean a lower priority for fighter production.
This of course brought him straight back, face to face with the
oil crisis.

up. The

All he could say was that the destruction of the

(l) Hamburg Docments, VoI.93.

Vol.98 (XVI, pp.3657 - 3669) Speer's address to the
21 August 1944.

op,cit.

(2) Ibid,
Armaments Staff,
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oil plants must not influence aircraft production policy,
was only to be hoped that the weather woixLd call  a halt to the

bombing, and then, within five weeks, he assured his audience,
Geilenberg woixld nurse production of aviation fuel back to ~l%
of its normal level.

It

In September the continuing oil offensive produced an even
Production of aviation fuel in thatmore desperate situation,

month sank to the critical level of 9,400 tons, and for eight
days after 11 September oil production had been at a complete
standstill,(.1) Nevertheless the bombers continued to allow
short breathing spaces between their attacks, and Geilenberg's
efforts were rewarded each time with a few days production before
destruction again overtook the repairs. Even so repair work was
becoming more difficult each time, and no underground plants were
yet in production. All the same hope died hard and Speer
continued to pin his faith upon winter weather and a revival of
the German fighter force. Vigorous repair measures would go on,
despite the criticisms of some people who thought it a waste of
time to build targets for bombers,!2) Germany now had a jet
filter in prospect which would fly on J,2 fuel, a mixture of
carburettor and diesel oil, and a deterioration in the weather
during the last three months of the year might be expected to
allow a revival of all kinds of oil production. Once again,
however, Speer felt it necessary to emphasise to Hitler the
importance of getting the fighters up to tackle the bombers.
He demanded that at least a thousand of them shoirld stand by to
protect the oil plants, which he hoped to get back into produce
tion during October and November,
curtailing the production of aircraft

intensified drive to produce flak.(3) however, the
dhninishing supply of petrol and the aclcnowledged failure of the
Luftwaffe were reasons for these suggestions, the increasing
embarrassment of the chemical industry, dependent as it was upon
the production of synthetic oil, endangered the production of
explosives,

an aircraft without petrol, and in any case the performance of
flak was no more satisfactory than the performance of the
fighters. In two attacks on Leuna, each said to have been made
by eight hundred aircraft, only three bombers on the first
eight on the second, had been shot down by flak.(0
case the weather was still the only serious threat to the
bombers.

Already, there was talk of
in the interests of an

A gun without ammunition would be no better than

and

In either

The much discussed weather did, in October, do something to
help the production of oil in Germaiiy and the output of aviation
fuel showed some slight signs of recovery, but the winter weather
proved to be no match for the bombers, with their new radar aid.

(1) Flensburg Documents,

5 Oct. 1944 (Copy),

See Speer's letter to Bormann l6 September 1944.
Plensburg Documents.

Hamburg Documents.

(Head of Planungsamt) to Speer,

Vol.III. Speer to Hitle

Vol.III.

(XVI, pp.3642 - 3

r,

(2) Copy in

(3) 646) Kehrl
16 Aug. 1944.

Nevertheless Hitler ruled in November that the flak

programme should enjoy first priority, i.e. a higher priority
than aircraft production, T
Vol.lOl (XVI, pp.3934 " 3936) Directive:
Commissioners, Works Commissioners, Works Managers, Special
and Working Committees, concerned with the flak programme.
12 Nov. 1944.

V0I.97.

See Hamburg Documents.

Saur to District

(4)
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Gee-H. and the repair organisation was increasingly powerless to
deal with the heavy destruction, especially that dealt out by
the large bombs of the E.A.P. Speer commented to Hitler upon the
quality of these heavy bombs, and he spoke of their "extraordinary
accuracy in attaining the target"..(Eine ausserordentliche

Zielsicherheit festzustellen ist).^-^-; even though they were often
dropped at night, Speer's last ally, the weather, had deserted
hnm and he began to recognise that a collapse of the armed forces
was imminent and inevitable,

fuel which still remadned in January 19if5 would soon be exhausted.
All stocks of carburettor and diesel oil had already been
exhausted. Even a small amount of oil production would in
future only be possible if the plants coiold be repaired and
worked free from further attacks, and this was all that the
Wehrmacht and the Luftwaffe woiild receive.

The small reserves of aviation

As we have already
seen, British Intelligence had diagnosed Just this situation,(2)
To crown a decisive victory in the oil offensive the strategic
bombers had only to keep up the attack through the winter
weather and prevent any recovery. This they did not fail to do.

Even before he admitted to Hitler that the Battle for oil
was lost, Speer had to report the first consequences of this
defeat. The virtual elimination of the Luftwaffe as an effec
tive, or at least a constant, weapon of war, left the whole
German war economy open to the strategic bombers. In September
the systematic transport offensive began. ALnost immediately
the situation in the Ruhr became alarming. Before this bombing
began, it had been usual to shift about 20,000 waggons of coal
daily in the Ruhr area. Already by the beginning of October
the disruption of transport had become so severe that it was
only possible to move between 7,700 and 8,700 waggon loads a
day,(3; If the attacks continued, Speer had to warn Hitler,
dumps of coal woiold moimt up in the Ruhr and during the winter
"an exceptionally serious coal and consequent production crisis"
would arise.

At the beginning of November, seeing that these attacks
were being continued and realising that Geimany was now heading
for "complete disaster and a general catastrophe",(4) Speer pro
claimed a second Battle of the Ruhr, a battle for the existence
of the Reich, "Transport", he told the Zentrale PlanunR.
"governs us all", but the most urgent problem was the coal crisis
which its disruption had already caused. Winter supplies of
coal for the railways had simk by practically half and they
continuing to diminish at the rate of 40,000 tons  a day.(5;
Many important power stations were already struggling v/ith
inadequate supplies of coal and a few had even closed down.
Gas works were in a similar plight. Most metal producing works
were nearing the end of their coal stocks. A large number of
vital armaments works had run out of coal and were no longer
producing. An immediate decline in munitions output of between
25 and 3C^ was to be expected. For six weeks the Ruhr had been
in danger of isolation and this danger was now becoming a

were

(1) Flensburg Document
19 Jan.1945 (Copy),

(2) See abcve Chapter IX pp.147 and I51.

(3) Flensburg Documents.

Vol.III. SpA*

Vol.III, 5

eer to Hitler,

 Oct. 194^^. op.cit.

(4) Hamburg Documents..  . voi.ioo (XV., pp.3525 ~ 3531)
Address by Speer to the Zentrale Plantmg. 8 Nov. 1944.

(5) Flensburg Documents.
11 Nov. 1944 (Copy),
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reality,

equally important railways and canals v/as rapidly reducing the
bases of the Cerman war economy to a state of chaos.

The transport offensive by the destruction of the

There seemed to be two ways in which this desperate situa-
The first, as usual, was by a tremendoustion mi^t be tackled,

effort to repair and repair again the damage to the railwa.ys and
canals. For this purpose Bormann had drafted 50,000 foreign
workers, formerly employed upon the construction of fortifica

tions, into the Ruhr,(^/ and Speer was proposing to release
another 30,000 from the armaments industry for the same task.
He was even going to employ ten per cent of the miners on this
work, for it was not much use producing coal if it could not be
moved to the consmers,

temporary improvements,

slacked off for three days, loadings of coal had increased from
six to twelve thousand waggons a day,(2) but, since there was no
longer any effective means of defence, the only hope of a per
manent and substantial recovery was a change of allied bombing

Like the weather, the British and American Air Staffs,
his allies,(3) had now deserted

him, and the change of bombing policy for which he had hoped did
not take place.

These efforts could, and did, produce
On one occasion when the bombing

policy,

whom Speer had once regarded as

The other way of mitigating, or at least delaying, the
worst consequences of the crisis was to start using up all the
stocks of semi-finished components in an attempt to maintain for
a time the existing level of armaments production. Thus, by
mortgaging the future to the present, Speer hoped to keep the
output of armaments up to lOC^ with only 20fo of the long-term
quotas available,(4) By these means, and by drawing on the
reserves which had been intended for the further expansion of
production, which of course did not materialise, the output of
finished armaments was kept up for longer than might have been
expected. Even this achievement was, however, of doubtful
value for the transport offensive often made it impossible to
move the weapons to the front.

At the turn of the year the whole German war economy, long
since denied its proper basic production, began to founder in
the coal famine. The loss of territory before the advancing
armies was also becoming a serious problem, but the strategic
bombers had dammed German production at source before this
became a decisive factor. Even before the coal bearing lands of
Upper Silesia had been overrun by the Russian armies, the trans
port blockage was already prevent!
coal mines which she did possess,(

Germany from working all the

(1) Flensburg Documents. Vo1.XXI. op.pit,

Hamburg Documents. Vol,102 (XVI, pp.3776 - 3812)
Address by Speer at Rechlin. 1 Dec.l94k.

Ibid. Vol,88, 2 June 1944 op. cit.

Ib^. Vol,102, 1 Dec. 1944, op.cit.

Flensb-urg Documents. Vol.IX, Speer to Guderian, for
Hitler, 15 Dec. 194-5 (sic. - copy). After the war Speer
expressed it as his opinion that the loss of the peripheral
territories in the land campaign would ultimately have
caused a food crisis in Germany, but that, industrially, she
could have held out until 1946, if it had not been for the
air raids,

30 May 1945.
See Speer Interrogations. 6th Session,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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The gigantic dislocation of rail and canal transport,
supported by the continuing offensive against oil and other forms
of attack,(1) resulted in a spreading paralysis of the entire
German economy. Steel production, for instance, which in the
first quarter of 1944 had been running at the average rate of
3.06 million tons per month, fell to the average rate of
1.32 million tons per month during the last quarter.(2)
no more possible to rm industry without coal than to fly an air
force without petrol. Where there was electric power, gas was
lacking, where coal was to hand and weapons could be produced,
it was often impossible to transport them away,(3) Tifhen this
catastrophic and total defeat behind the lines, inflicted by the
heavy bombers, merged with an equally totaJ. defeat on the
pernmeter, inflicted by the land forces, Speer became finally
convinced that the war had been irretrievably lost,(4)

A study of the final offensive is a study in the
quences of air superiority and the crucial imiportance of
strategic intelligence. The indecisiveness of the bombing
offensive before 19^14 was due not to the failure to inflict
damage, but to the inability of the bombers to inflict the right
kind of damage, and above all their inability to sustain it.
The area attacks on German towns, which was the only way in
which large scale devastation could be achieved by a force which
did not possess air superiority, was ultimately a barren strategy.
Decisive results co\iLd not be secured unless all the most

important tov^ms co\ild be destroyed and destroyed again simxiL-
taneously. As a target German industrial towns resembled the

many-headed hydra. As one was struck down another grew up, and
before the second had been demolished the first had recovered.

Area bombing could only have succeeded against a people less
resolute than the Germans, and British Intelligence grossly
underestimated the qualities of the German people. The shock

tactics of the first ‘thousand’ bomber raid on Cologne, of the
battle of Hamburg and finally of the double attack on Dresden,
were the most effective, but the panic v/hich followed was in
each case temporary.(5
to achieve decisive results by bombing is first to destroy some
thing materially vital to his war effort and then to prevent its
repair. Thus decisive results could never have been achieved by
area attack against German to’wns, if only because there v;-ere too
many of them.

It was

conse-

Against a resolute enemy the only way

Yet selective attacks against vital segments of the German
war economy, though more economical in effort expended and
humane in the destruction of human life, were no more effective
than area bombing in destroying the German war potential, until
they could be ceaselessly concentrated and sustained.

more

(1) For example 15.5^ of the total electric plant capacity of
Germany was knocked out by bombing in December 1941, See
Hamburg Docimients. Vol,106 (X, p.3238).

(2) Flensburg Documents. Vol, XVIII,
close collaborators, 27 Jan, 1945,
did, of course, contribute to this,

(3) Flensburg Documents. Vol, VI.
30 Jan. 1945.

Report by Speer to his
The loss of territory

Memorandum by Speer.

(4) Ibid. Memoranda by Speer. Mar. 1945.

(5) Speer Interrogations. Evaluation Report N0.219.
Paper prepared by Speer for G.I.O.S. on "The18 July 1915.

Effects of the Allied Bombing of Germany",

pages of this chapter draw heavily upon this paper.
The remaining
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The initial American attacks on the hall hearing plants of

Schweinfurt did, like the R.A.P. destruction of Hamburg, produce
a seemingly desperate crisis in Germany,
follow up these attacks immediately and again and again which

gave the Speer Ministry the opportunity to reconstruct and

disperse the industry,
the utmost gallantry hy the aircrews and a preparedness to face

heavy losses hy the Air Staff, it is relatively easy to inflict

heavy initial damage upon any industry which can he got under
the homh sight, or within the scan of radar, hut it is a much
more formidable task to extend and sustain this initial damage.
Yet it is only if the attack can he sustained and extended that

decisive results can he expected,
resolute and powerful industrial nation is astounding,
speed with which tangled girders were straightened, the debris

of masonry was cleared aside and improvised buildings erected
again and again is a tribute to German industry and a cauticn to
air force commanders.

It was the failure to

Even if on occasions it does call for

The resourcefulness of a

The

It is therefore only ?/hen air superiority
has been gained that strategic bombing will become decisive.

Once the bombers are able not only to find and attack really
vital targets of basic importance to the war economy, but to

return again and again to them, regardless of what photographic
reconnaissance suggests, then and then only does the battle of

concrete against bombs swing decisively in favour of the bombs.

Passive defence alone against bombing is useless. The bomber

can choose its target at will, and there is always something
which cannot or has not been protected, TiThen air superiority
has been attained, the effectiveness of a bombing offensive is

simply a matter of finding these targets with large enough bombs.
It is simply a matter of strategic intelligence. Thus the

cardinal difference between the final bombing offensive and all

the earlier attacks was the ability of the bombers to select a

target and continue attacking it, not until it appeared to have
been destroyed, but until Geimany surrendered. In  a sentence,
it was the difference between air superiority and the lack of it,

Despite this salient distinction it would nevertheless be a

mistake to consider the final bombing offensive in isolation

either from the earlier phases of the attack, or from the land

campaigns which developed simultaneously,
seen, the bombing offensive before 1944 had been the means of

attaining the air superiority which was exploited in 1944, and
it must also have taxed German economic reserves to some

indefinable extent,(l)
breeding ground for the sweeping victories of 1944 and 1945, not
only in Britain and America, but in Germany herself,
offensive was also part of a triphibious assa-ult upon the

fortress of Europe,
the principle of independent air power,
allied armies contributed to the success of strategic bombing,
notably by over-running the outposts of the German early warning
system, by dispersing and dissipating the German figniter force,
and finally by occupying territory of economic significance.
Similarly the bombing offensive contributed to the success of

the campaigns on land, both directly and indirectly.

As we have already

The years 1940 to ] 943 were the

The final

It was by no means wholly an application of
The advance of the

The

(1) Eor instance Speer reported to Hitler in April 19'^t4 that
the position of the building industry had been becoming
increasingly strained ever since the summer of 1943•
April 1944 320,000 men, or some of the industry's whole
labour force was employed upon the repair of air raid damage.
The need to repair houses did in some cases interfere with

the repair of damaged factories,
Vol.XX,

By

See Flensburg Documents.
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shortage of oil in December 1944 v/as one of the principal causes
of the Russian break through from the Bai-anovo bridgehead, hh,
German army had 1,500 tanks in that area, but most of them had
no fuel. The dislocation of transport was one of the principal
explanations of the collapse of the Ardennes offensive in
January 1945# and the shortage of anti-tank guns seriously
weakened the German array in all these crucial battles,(l)

These were a few of the many points at which the two
principal elements in the triphibious assault overlapped.
Nevertheless it is wise to recall Speer's opinion that the
final air offensive alone could have ended the vrar. Apart
from all other factors, the oil offensive left Germany vd-thout
the means of defence, and the transport offensive without the

of production.(2;

The

means

The v/ar of 1939 - 19Zf5 has demonstrated that air povrer is
the core of modern vrarfare, but it has also demonstrated that
the conquest of the air has not introduced a revolution to the
art of war. The Second World War has, in fact, shovai tliat the
principles of air warfare are similar to those of naval v/arfare.
The crux of naval power v/as the command of the sea, Tlie des
truction or neutralisation of the enemy fleet should be the
first object of naval policy,
could the^Navy proceed to the ulterior task of blockading the
enemy nation and securing an independent and strategic victory.
Only Y/hen this had been achieved could the Navy render effective
auxiliary service to the .Army by transporting troops aoross the
, and preventing the enemy from doing the same. In the

First World War the naval blockade of Germany depended upon the
conmand of the sea exercised by the Grand Fleet, Similarly the
movement of British and Allied troops across the seas, and even
across the English Channel, depended upon the command of the
exercised by the Grand Fleet,
Jutland, Britain v/ould have lost the

Only v;hen this had been achieved

seas

sea

If Germ.any had won the Battle of
\7ar.

In the case of air pov/er the same principles can no\7 be seen
to apply. The basic element of air pov/er is air supremacy and
the first objective of war in the air should be the destruction
or neutralisation of the enemy air force,
been achieved can the heavy bomber seek its ulterior and indepen
dent object v/hich is the destruction of the enemy v/ar economy.
Only v/hen this has been achieved can an air force render effec
tive support to land and sea operations by attacking communica
tions, concentrations of troops and so on, or by destro3ring naval
forces.

Only T/hen this has

There are, hov/ever, tvro important respects in \7hich air .
The first is in the greater

Some great nations, by virtue of
economies, are not vulnerable to the
Other which themselves would be vulnerable

power differs from naval pov/er,
versatility of air power,
their self-sufficient

v/eapon of blockade,

may brealc out and conquer new territory by means \7hlch naval
power cannot prevent. This indeed \7as \7hat Germany achieved in

No measure of self-sufficiency or foreign conquest can,
on the other hand, render a nation secure from the effects of a
vrell directed strategic bombing offensive.

1940,

(1) This vfa.s due to the flak programme for defence against
bombing, of the total German production of guns in
1944 v/as devoted to the flalc prograjime. For this and the
other facts here cited see Speer's Evaluation Report.
op,cit,

(2) roid.
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The second point at \vhich air povrer differs from naval
power is the extent to which the first supersedes the second,
A navy can no longer exercise command of the sea unless its
sister service also enjoys command of the air,
army can advance to victory unless its sister service also
exercises command of the air,

superiority is the pre-requisite to all war
whether at sea, on land or in the aih",(l)

Naval history ?ias established that there is no variant to

the principle that naval povrer depends upon the command of the
sea,

French cruisers, nor the *pgierre de course' waged in two world
wars by the German submarine have shahen the rock-like strength
of the Royal Navy,

Air history is shorter, but again no variant has yet
appeared to the principle tliat air power depends upon air
supremacy,

failed,

future any innovation can shake the truth of this central
principle,
principles seem to remain from centxury to century.

Further, no

As Lord Tedder has said, "air
•winning operations

Neither the ' guerre de course * waged in many v/ars by

Nor have they determined the outcome of
v/ars.

In the air as at sea the 'guerre de course* has

Nor does it seem probable that in the foreseeable

The methods of war are ever changing but the

(l) A,M, Pamphlet No, 235.
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AJNIKEX I

NOTE ON STATISTICAL IvIETHODS OF MEASURING BOI/BlRrG EFFECT
WITH SRECIAL REEER'FJT.aE TO THE WORK OE THE U.S.5.B.S. ARE

B.B.S.U,

Strategic bombing is normally an attack upon production,
and certainly measuring the influence \vhich it has on production
is one of the most desirable ways of attempting to assess its
effects. Both the U,S.S.B.S. and the B.B.S.U. were therefore

striking at the roots of the problem when they attempted to make
a statistical analysis of the effect of bombing upon the trends
of German production. Y'lhen in particular they attempted to
discover the effect of area bombing in this v/ay, they were also
attempting one of their most difficult problems, for area bombing
is the most complicated in its effects of all kinds of bombing.
Ytlien considering the question of the statistical expression of
bombing effect, it is therefore of particular interest to examine
the ways in which the calculations about the e ffects of area
bombing were conducted.

The U.S.S.B.S. produced the folloTd.ng figures as an indica
tion of the loss of production as a percentage of total annual
German production attributable to area, bombing, (l)

Year

1942 2.5
1943 9.0
1924^ 17.0

6.5 (January to April only)1945

The B.B.S.U, reached the follov/ing rather different
conclusions.(2)

i242Type of

Jhcoduction Jan. - Dec. 1st Halfi 2nd 1st Half. 2nd 1st Half
mi mt mi.

17ar

All

0.25
0. 56

1.8 3.8
2.7 8. 2

0. 9 1. 2

7.2 9.7

1.0

4.4

The U.S.S.B.S. pointed out clearly that the "number of

variables involved" made these "estimates very rough, especially
tov/ards the end of the period. "(3) In any case, the report went
on to point out, these figures did not give a good indication of
the extent to v/hich war production had suffered, because it had

generally been possible to divert production losses from the
essential industries.

The B.B.S.U who also indicated some of the uncertainties

of their figures, v/ere nevertheless much more confident about

the results which they obtained,
than the U.S.S.B.S., for they sought to sho\T the effect not only
on total production, but, v/ithin that, the effect on war production

. >

liiey were also more ambitious

(1) U. S.S. B. S. Area Studies Division Report p. 18

(2) B.B.S.U. Effects of Strategic Air Attacks on German Towns.
P. 30.

(3) U.S.S.B.S. OP. cit. p.l8 ff.
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as \Tell,

attacks against German cities could not have been responsible
for more than a very small part of the fall viiich actually
occurred in production by the spring of 191-5, and ... in terms
of bombing effort, they were also a very costly vra.y of achieving
what they did achieve", (l)

On the evidence the B.B.S.U. concluded that area.

Area attacks accounted for nearly half of the entire effort
put forth by the R.A. P. Bomber Command duidng the \7h0le of the

During this great offensive no less than 1-78,000 tons of
bombs were dropped(2) and some 500,000 Germans were killed in
addition to a further 780,000 vrounded.(3) 82,000 acres of built
up areas in Germany were devastated, (l-)
only a matter of academic interest that any assessment of the
usefulness of this campaign should be based on the most careful

reasoningj it is also a matter of the greatest military impor
tance, It is natural that there should exist the desire to
find some precise statement of vdiat this effort achieved,

Ilgures like those produced by the U.S.S.B.S. and the
B.B.S.U. as the solution>to this problem do, hovrever, present
serious dangers. Even if the points at which the calculation
becomes a speculation, and if the methods of the calculation
vrell as the soiirces on v/hich it is based are advertised, there
is still a tendency for the figures themselves to gain the
mastery v/hich they may not deserve. IJven as the broadest indi

cation of the effect of the area bombing offensive these figures
can only be of value if these points are carefully exposed.

The investigations of the U.S.S.B.S. and the B.B.S.U. were
both based upon statistical analyses and these analyses in turn,
were principally based upon the ansvrers to questionnaires sub
mitted by the U.S.S.B.S. to a very large number of industrial
firms in Germany, the interrogation of the heads of some of those
firmis, and the examination of German statistical records.(5)

\7ar.

It is therefore not

as

In addition to the many and obvious disadvantages of the
questionnaires as a historical source there were tv/o v/hich in

this case are worthy of special mention. The firms which had
been bombed out of existence did not return questionnaires for
obvious reasons. This threw the sample out of balance and
tended to prod.uce an understatement of the effect of bombing.
The U.S.S.B.S. came to the conclusion that the loss of production
tov/ards the end of the v/ar, vdiich was attributable to the general
collapse of the German economy, and not specifically to the area
bombing attacks V7hich v/ould tend to exaggerate the effects of
area bombing, v/ould compensate for this error. (6) This was of
course quite true, but v/hether these t\io compensating factors
\7ould, in fact, cancel each other out, or indeed whet’her they
were even remotely comparable va.s a problem far beyond the realm
of calculation. The B.B.S.U. decided tlxit the s.ame error would

be compensated for by the fact that v7orkers from the totally
destroyed factories v/ould have been absorbed by others which were
continuing and increasing production. (7) It is \annecessary to
comment upon the speculative natvire of this assvunption.

(1) B.B.S.U. Strategic Air 1

(2) Ibid, p.56.

(3) U.S.S.B.S. Overall Report, p.1. (Approximate figures for
whole combined bomber' offensive^

(4) B.B.S.U. German Tovais. op. cit. p. 13.
(5) U.S.S.B.S. Area Studies Division Report, p, 1. and

B.B.S.U, German Tov/ns. App, C, p.46,

(6) U.S.S.B.S. Area Studies Division Report, p,8,
(7) B.B.S.U, German Tov/ns op, cit. p,46.
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The second principal disadvantage from v/hich the question
naires suffered was the unreliability of the answers, 

“

a strong supposition that many of the firms did not possess the
necessary records to make detailed answers to the questions which
were put to them.

Reichsamt had found it impossibl
tion for this and other reasons,

There is

Indeed during the war the Statistische

l^^'^o collect complete informa.-

Gennan statistical records ■which might have provided a use
ful check upon these questionnaires also suffered from severe
disadvantages,
were one of the main sources, fell into a disordered state owing
to the i-epeated evacuation of the offices in viiich they were
maintained, (2)

The files of the Reichsgrunpe Industrie, which

In some cases there was no assurance that the
figures which were being studied represented actual or merely
estimated production levels, figures from the Statistische
Reichsamt appear to have been liable to errors resulting from
mistaken classification of the industrial groups and double
reporting,(3) After the war Speer conmented upon the unsatis
factory wa.y in v/hich industrial statistics vrere collected in
Germany during the war, and he also referred to incompetent
processing of the figures vdiich sometimes produced "appalling
inaccuracies". (Ungeheuij-e Eehler, )(k) Thus the U.S.S.B,S and
the B,B.S.U, were presented v/ith ma-terial which concealed more
than the usual statistical hazar-ds. These v/ere likely to
introduce an element or error into any calculation. Moreover,
since it was impossible to extract much of the most desired
information from the questionnaires, another source of error ■was
introduced by the complicated and roundabout methods ■i’vhich both
surveys were compelled to adopt.

finding that it T/as Impossible to collect production statis
tics in terms of units produced, the U.S.S.B.S. had to establish
production levels by reference to receipts from sales,
not, of coiarse, establish the production level directly, because
the receipts would not indicate whether the goods sold had come
from direct production or from stocks,
not sho\r the amount of stock piling v/-hlch v/as going on.
order to correct this error the U.S.S.B.S. also consulted the
statistics of electricity consumption by the firms,
v/ay the best index of production viiich could be devised was
devised.

This did

Similarly they would
In

In this

The production level in a sample of tov/ns ¥ra.s then
calculated and related to total German production at various
times. In this way it became possible to calculate that 15,000
tons of bombs destroyed one per cent of national production.(5)
By a rule of tlaree method it was then a simple matter to calcu
late the effect on national production of any given tonnage of
bombs,

been quoted, vrere reached,
to note that any inherent errors in the calculation were multi
plied by the number of tirnies 15,000 vrould go into the tonnage
which was actually dropped, in other vrords by about tvro in 1942,

In this 7/ay the overall estimates, wliich have already
In this connection it is important

(1) B.B.S.II. German To-wns. op.cit. p.47,
(2) U.S.S.B.S. Overall Economic Effects Division.

Sales, Output and Productivity p,27.

(3) Ibid, p.26.

(4) Speer Report No.4.

(5) U.S.S.B.S. Area Studies Division Report, p,18,

Indus trial
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about nine in 194-3 and about seventeen in 19Vf. (l)
to this, however, there was another serious source of error in
this calculation,

were collected for 1943 and the first half of 1944, hut the
results were computed for 1942 and 1945 as Y/ell as the second
half of 1944.

accuracy improved a.s the vrar v/ent on, and this meant that the

figures for the second half of 19‘^i4 and the first part of 1945
VYould tend to be an understatement of the actual effect of the

bombing,
number of bombs would fall into orators made by old ones and the

effects T/ould therefore become subject to the law of diminishing
returns would tend to compensate for this error,
was another speculation, which could not be checked, and may have
produced a larger or a smaller error.

In addition

The calculation was based upon figures which

As the U,S,S,B,S, Report pointed out, bombing

On the other hand the fact that an ever increasing

Even so this

The B,B,S,U, devised a different employment for substan-
Tiiey endeavotired to find v/'hattially the same basic material,

the trend of production in the bombed towns would have been if

they had not been bombed, and then, by a comparison with the

actual production, to find what the bombing effect had been.
They were presented with the same problem as the U,S,S,B,S, in

finding a satisfactory index of production, and like the U,S,S,B,S,
they used the receipts of the firms as the indication of their

production,
in a number of representative towns T/hich had not been bombed.

These "controls" they considered represented the trend of produc
tion in G-ermany,
twenty-one toTms which had been subjected to typical area

bombing,
of the two results.

By this means they calculated the production levels

They then repeated the process in a sample of

The effect of the bombing was deduced from a comparison

This investigation was not, however, designed to shov/- the

effects on the towns, but upon various groups of industry,
considering the figures for the groiaps of industrjr the B,B,S,U,
foimd it possible to calculate figures of the extent to which

area bombing depressed not only national production, but within

that, national war production,
the calculation which had already been made by the U,S,S,B,S,
The B,B, S,U, calculation produced the folloY/ing figures for the

iron and metal processing industry;(2)

By

This was more ambitious than

1942 1943 1945

Jan, - April
1944

1st half, 2nd 1st lialf, 2nd,

War 3.0 14.5 46,5
All 2,1 10,3 31.9

24.2 39

16,8 26,4
52+^2

37.1

The interesting thing about these figures is not only tlaat they
show a very high rate of loss attributable to area bombing, but
tliat they also show a higher rate of loss in the sector of war

production than in that of total production,
conclusions which these figures suggested cut across the evidence

Both of the

(1) The hazards of this type of calculation had already been
demonstrated by the fantastic calculations of the effect
bombing would have which were worked out on the multipli
cation system before the war, using results in the 1914-1918
vjar as the basis.

(2) B,B,S,U, German Tovms, op,cit, p,30.
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v/liich other information suggested^ and, in fact, the B.B.S, U,

found that these particular figures were "spurious", and they
v/ere accordingly excluded from the final reckoning, (l) If,
however, these particular figures were "spurious", then it seems

strange that the other figures, v/hich incidentally produced
results T/hich \7ere more in accordance vath the general trend of

the evidence, should have been accepted,
v/ere the product of the same calcul.ation.

After all the figures

It is no\7 possible to consider the validity of these two
On the admission of the U.S.S.B.S. and thecalculations.

B.B.S. U, they cannot be accepted, and are not intended, as exact

statements of bombing effect,
they c;an be accepted as approximate guides to the effect of the

area bombing offensive, for as such they have been vd.dely aceexe-
ted.

The real question is v/hether

An exajnination of the sources viiich v/ere used md the

methods of calculation which vrere adopted suggests that it is

extremely unvdse to base any film conclusions upon these

figures,
be very grea.t.

The error may be small, but on the other Imnd it may
There is no way of finding out.

The figures do suggest that the area bombing offensive
failed to reduce the German economy to a state of disintegration,
but this is already obvious from more simple and reliable
evidence. The figures themselves do not give a reliable indi
cation of the extent to v/hich production was reduced, and so

they leave the prudent historian vdth the main problem of hov/

to assess the effects of an offensive, which was neither an

obvious failure nor an obvious success, still unsolved.

Probably the greatest value of these statistical investiga
tions has been to demonstrate this very difficulty. The price
less ox)portunities for an immediate investigation which could

alone be enjoyed by these teams of research workers and the

ingenious methods which they had at their disposal, neither of

which was neglected by the U.S.S.B.S. or the B.B.S.U., and yet
the comparatively barren results which were produced must be a
caution to all v/ho follow.

The science of statistics is still in its infancy, but it

is an Infant which wields tremendous power,
lations are often the springs of historical deductions and the

foundations of political, military and economic policy,
time to time there comes a sharp reminder that this faith in

figures is often a blind faith,(2) and yet to judge from contem
porary literature and the pronouncements of statesmen, it is

Xoractically universal,
any statistical evidence because much of it is uncertain would,
however, be as foolish as the archaeologist v/ho refused to dig
because rats might have disturbed the strata,
like the detective, must seize upon all the evidence he can

find, but like the jury he must also weigh the evidence with
care,

of a document or the date of a x^hotograph, so, in the case of

statistical evidence, he .must be concerned with the data aiid

the method which has produced the result.

Statistical calcu

Erom

The historian v/ho declined to accept

The historian.

Just as he v/ill naturally be concerned with the provena

Primary statistics

-

nce

(l) B.B.S.U. German Towns, op.cit. p,29.

(2) See for instance leading and sxjecial articles in The Times
Nev/spaper ("The Use of Statistics" and "Measuring Production;
The Pitfalls and Problems of Statistical Comparison". )
19 Jan. 1950.
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are alvra.ys more likely to be accurate than processed statistics,
and the ansvrers to vital questions are more likely to be accurate
than those to incidental questions. By primary statistics is
meant the measurement of a quantity by counting. By processed
statistics is meant the estimation of an amount by indirect
methods,

likely to produce a simple and accurate answer and by an. inci
dental question an enquiry viiich cannot or will not be directly
or perhaps accurately answered.

By a vital question is meant an enquiry wliich is

Nearly all figures are teclmically inaccurate. It is, for
instance, often possible to find in British documents several
different statements of the number of bombers v/hich operated on
a particular night* No one v/ill ever know the exact tonnage of
bombs dropped in the \Tar, or the exact number of aircraft shot

down. Tliis, hov/ever, does not matter. The figures are sub
stantially correct. They are primary statistics. In the case

of the secondary statistics, however, there is no assurance that
the figures are even substantially correct, and it is at these
points that it is advisable to lean on other evidence, and if
necessary to curb the ambition to provide answers at all.
Humility is at times a necessary quality in the historian.

There is, of course, aly/ays the possibility that statistics
may be 'cooked', a possibility vliich, as \re have seen, exists in
the case of the German figures for aircraft production, but this
is a dimger which is neither peculiar to statistics nor ne\7 to
historians. The forgery is an ever present danger to the
historian, as the comparatively recent case of the Austro-Balkan

documents vd.th v/hich Masaryk and Eriedjung concerned themselves,
reminds us. Like the philatelist, the connoisseur of art and
antiques, the historian must defeat this threat by judgement and
exqeerience.
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ANNEX II

NOTE ON SOURCES WITH SELECTED LISTS OF DOCUMENTS AND A

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

In considering the sonrces to which this volume owes its

authority, it is v/ell to start vdth some general observations.
The first thing which will strike the student of air history is
the vast bulk of material which confronts him. The torrent of

paper which issues nowadays upon all subjects has made no

exception of air matters. The vast piles, of documents on air
history bear no relation to the comparatively short time which

has elapsed since it began. The outstanding task of the air

historian is to thread his way through the resulting maze, to
distinguish the wheat which, even in this the supreme age of
bureaucracy, still lies among the chaff. In this task he va.ll

occasionally be helped by systematic indexes to logically
arranged collections of papers, as, for instance, in the case of
the Cabinet Papers at The Cabinet Office, He va.ll also be
helped by the massive and concentrated collection of documents

of all kinds in the Library of The Air Historical Branch,
Often, hovrever, he v/ill be confronted v/ith huge stacks of un~ or
ill-indexed records jammed into cupboards, stuffed into sacks or
resting on dusty shelveso In London alone the documents are

scattered over many miles, and to acquire even a rudimentary
acquaintance with his material the historian must pass between

many Ministries ranging from the Air Ministry itself to the
Board of Trade,

The second impression which the student of air history may
form, especially if he has previously been engaged upon some
earlier period of history, is the dismal depth of obscurity to
which the officially written word has descended,
only the massacre of the English language which has to be
deplored, for the Germans, like the British, display a passion
for verbosity*

liave been vnritten on two, and Mr, Churchill’s oft repeated
injunction "give me on two sheets" \ms really a cry in the
vri.lderness.

To establish the meaning of many documents, and in some cases to
establish that they have no meaning, it is necessary to read and
re-read the papers over and over again,
only the historian who finds himself sometnnes bewildered,
frequent tendency to obscure writing was equally frequently the

mask for obsciure thinking, and obscure thinking is often seen to
be an important historical fact about the Second World War,

It is not

Twenty pages usually do service for what could

It was a cry which vra.s not even echoed by Hitler,

It is not, however.
Tliis

A third experience through which the student of air history
He vd.ll quickly become

Octagon", "Eishpond",
must pass is the panoply of code names,
involved in "Roundup", "Pointblank",
"Oboe", "Mackerel", "Monica" and many other such designations.
If he is cai’eless he will at best pass on the problem of solving
these riddles to his readers, or at worst he may deceive himself.

Again he will not be alone in the deception,
occasion, \vhen told by the Combined Chiefs of Staff to prepare
for "Rankin", Sir Arthur Harris told the Air Ministry that he had
no idea what "Rankin" \ms.

M

On one refreshing

Then there is the question of how far the official papers
tell the truth,

impression of allied cordiality or inter-service co-operation as

much, or more, than a faithful record of what passed,
who doubt the value of the study of recent history make much play
vd-th this point, which anyone wovild be foolish to ignore.

Official minutes often aim to produce an

Those

This
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is^ however, a difficulty Y/hich confronts the historian of the
twelfth century in no less a degree than that of the t^Yentieth,
On the other hand it would hardly he wise to build on the
authority of unofficial notes and remarks which it may be per
mitted to the historian to see and hear,

struct on the basis of the official and final documents, and to
interpret in the light of the drafts, unofficial notes, and the
comments which one may be privileged to hear from the lips of men
who have made history.

One more general observation, which has to be made, refers
to the absence of standard works, source books and calendars
dealing with the events and material of air history. This is,
of course, partly inevitable on account of the short period
which has so far elapsed since air history began. All the same
there has been a regrettable tendency to put the cart before the
horse, to reach the conclusions before the evidence has been

assimilated. Air history appears to be a subject about v/hich
there has been a stronger tendency to feel than to know. The
task of the air historian is still the bracing task of the
pioneer.

The ideal is to con-

It would, however, be idle to claim for this volume, which
deals with one aspect of air power in one theatre, that the
documentary coverage is anything approaching canplete,
alone would have made it in^jossible to read all the documents

which have been available, and chance vyIII undoubtedly have con
cealed many others which ought to have been consulted,
object of this note is not to boast of the ground YYhich has been
covered, but on the contrary to indicate the limitations of that

territory, which if they are not apparent to day v/ill be tomorrow.
All historical iwriting must to some extent be provisional,
more recent the events, the more provisional must be the analysis,
For those who must follow with revisions of this v/ork there v/ill

at least be this available to indicate the bases of the present
volume.

Time

The

The

The scheme of this wca-'k automatically divides the documents
On the one hand there are the Britishinto two major divisions,

and Allied documents v/hich shcnv the making of bombing policy and
on the other hand there are the German documents which show the

results of the bombing offensive. These are the primary so'urces.
It is also possible to consider a certain amount of retrospective
opinion and investigation. Particularly is this possible in the
field of resilLts for there are many reports prepared by various
allied agencies after the war about the effects of the bombing
offensive upon Germany, and there are the interrogations of all
the principal Germans vYho survived the downfall of Hitler,
These are the secondary sources. Yfhen dealing y/ith the events
in the air of the First ?/orld Wax and with the development of air
doctrine between the two wars, there is a mass of published
material to supplement the primary sources.

Considering first the material shaving the development of
bombing policy, the best method of comprehending the nature of
the documents is to grasp the workings of the machine which
deposited them,

the elements which go to the maldng and execution of bombing
policy,

the objects of the offensive, and the methods by which they are
to be sought,
the plan to the overall strategy of the wax and to proclaim the
policy,
offensive.

For this purpose it is desirable to consider

In the first place there must be a plan to indicate

Secondly, there must be an authority to adjust

Thirdly, there must be an executive to carry out the
Broadly speaking the detailed planning went on in
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TABLE I

GENERAL ORGANISATION

PRIME MINISTER
OF U.K.

PRESIDENT
OF U.S.A.

COMBINED CHIEFS
OF STAFF

WAR CABINET

DEFENCE
COMMITTEE

JOINT PLANNING
STAFFCHIEFS OF STAFF

S. OF S.
FOR AIR

C.A.S.

INTELLIGENCE
ORGANISATIONS C-IN-C

BOMBER COMMAND
AIR M NISTRY

M.E.W.

M.H.S.

U.S.EMBASSY

J.I.C.

P.O G.

C-IN-C
BOMBER COMMAND

A.O.

AIR MINISTRY

BOMBER COMMAND

TABLE n

THE CASABLANCA CHAIN OF COMMAND

JANUARY 1943

COMBINED CHIEFS
OF STAFF

BRITISH JOINT STAFF

MISSION, WASHINGTON

C.A.S.

C-IN-C

BOMBER COMMAND
C.G.

Ym™ AIRFORCE
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TABLE ni.

THE OVERLORD CHAIN OF COMMAND

APRIL SEPTEMBER 1944

COMBINED CHIEFS
OF STAFF

SUPREME COMMANDER
ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY

FORCE

DEPUTY , SUPREME ,
COMMANDER, (air MATTERS) C.A.S.

C.G.U.S.S.T.A.F.

AIR C-IN-C

A . E . A . F.
C-IN-C

BOMBER COMMAND

TABLE E

THE OCTAGON CHAIN OF COMMAND

SEPTEMBER 1944 - MAY 1945

COMBINED CHIEFS
OF STAFF

SUPREME
COMMANDER

A.E.F.

C.A.S. C.G.U.S.A.A.F.

C.G.U.S.S.T.A.F.D. C.A.S.

C.G.C.G.C-IN-C
BOMBER COMMAND J37^ AIRFORCEW” AIRFORCE

A.H.B.I DIAG.No.783.
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the Air Ministry, the authority and overall direction was wielded
by the Government and the executive was Bomber Command itself.
Thus at the outset it is possible to distinguish three levels of
documents. The first is Cabinet material, the second Air
Ministry material and third Bomber Conmand material.

A bombing plan depends, however, upon three principal
considerations. Firstly the general strategy of the war which
will indicate v/hether an offensive is desirable, whether it
should be concentrated upon an independent or an auxiliary motive
and so on. Secondly, intelligence about the condition of the
enemy will suggest which objectives the offensive, other things
being equal, might pursue with most profit. Thirdly, the
strength of the force, its tactical position and its technical
ability will set the limits to what the bombers can achieve.
All these factors are, of course, intimately connected. Thus
the Air Ministry will be influenced by the Government in its
choice of plans. The Government will be influenced by the Air
Staff in its strategic conceptions. Both will be influenced by
the C-in-C Bomber Command's appreciation of what he can perform,
and all will be influenced by the intelligence which is presented
to them.

■ It now remains to mention the agencies concerned in these
transactions. At the top one finds what we have called the

Government, This, in the case of Britain alone, consists of
the War Cabinet, acting on military matters through the Defence
Committee, In the case of the Anglo-French alliance of 1939-W
it consists of the Supreme War Council, and in the case of the
Anglo-American alliance of 1941-45 of the President of the IJ, S*A,

and the Prime Minister of Great Britain in council, either at one
of the big war conferences or in transatlantic discussions by
cable and telephone. Politicians do, however, in war reach
their major decisions on military advice, Hiis advice, in the
case of the British Government, ?ras forthcoming fran the Chiefs
of Staff of the three services meeting in council as a sub

committee of the Cabinet,(l) (C,0,S. Committee,) In the case
of the president and Prime Minister, the Combined Chiefs of Staff
occupied the same position. Thus for matters of supreme direc-

tioxi one looks to tlae papers of the Combined Chiefs of Staff and

of the British Chiefs of Staff, which are to be fotind in the
Record Section of the Cabinet Office,

It is naturally rare to find matters dealt with in
penetrating detail at this level, but what the documents lose in

generality, they gain in authority,
be found the springs of all the major actions in the war, and in
particular the authority for, and often the intentions behind,
all the major decisions of bombing policy.

.Among these archives, will

This Government was advised by a massive intelligence
organisation ranging from the submitted opinions of individuals

to the complicated processes of entire Ministries and Departments,
Among these tlie most important must be mentioned,
of Economic Warfare came into being at the beginning of the war

mainly as a Ministry of blockade, but, by the intelligence which

it submitted, it came to exercise a most powerful influence upon
the course of bombing policy, both British and American,

The Ministry

It is

(l) Mr, Churchill, being a very unusual politician, did
exercise a profound influence upon military affairs,
habit of dealing directly v/-ith the Chiefs of Staff meant

that, in effect, he was chairman of their committee, as
well as head of the British Government,

His
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Indeed impossible to understand bombing policy at all without
studying the voluminous deposits of the M«E,?/',  , which are to be
found in the Library and the Economic Warfare Department
of the Foreign Office which stirvives to this day. An influence
of hardly less significance was wielded by the Ministry of Home
Security, This organisation was primarily concerned v^ith Civil
Defence, but through its Research and Experiment Department,
(R.E,8), it contributed much to ideas on allied bombing.
Working on a coii5>arative method, R,E,8, analysed the consequences
of German bombing in Britain and proceeded from this to estimate
the effects of R,A,F, bombing in Germany, It was, in fact,
R,E,8, appreciations which played an in^iortant part in casting
doubts upon Sir Arthur Harris’ cla?jns about the economic effects

of area bombing at the end of 1943 and thus in reducing the
prestige enjoyed by the C-in-C,

In addition to these Ministries there were a number of

Cabinet Committees, The Joint Intelligence Committee (j,I.C,)
dealt generally with matters of military, but sometimes economic
and political, intelligence. Lord Hankey’s Oil Committee
(P.O.G,) and its specialised offshoot, Mr, Geoffrey Lloyd’s
Committee (P,0,G,(L)), dealt specifically with oil intelligence
and played a leading part in securing the adoption of oil as a
primary target for Bomber Command in 1940 and at the beginning of
1941. These committees were later superseded by the Axis Oil
Committee (A, 0,), Virhich played a less prominent part, but which
prepared a post war report of intense interest on oil as a factor

in the German war economy (A.O. (46)1). An Anerican equivalent
to the M,E,W, was the Economic Objectives Unit (E,0,U,) of the
U,S, Embassy, This, with the M,E,W. on which it leant heavily,
played an important part in the plan for attacking German ball
bearings. At a later stage of the war the Combined Strategic
Targets Committee (C,S,T,C,) endeavoured to adjust the
peting claims for priority which an unwieldy organisation
demanded,

committees it is necessary to examine their mn papers, but those
of their recommendations which exerted an influence will be found
on the Air Ministry files.

many com-

To see all the ground covered by these ministries and

Under the Government comes the Air Ministry, over which the
Secretary of State for Air presided politically and the Chief of

the Air Staff professionadly. The link is clear, for the
Secretary of State sits on the Defence Committee and the C.A.S,
on the Chiefs of Staff Committee, The Air Ministry is the hub
of the planning machine. Into its offices flow the directives

from above, as well as the advice of the intelligence agencies
mentioned. In addition it has the seirvices of its own

Intelligence Directorate, of its regular and ad hoc committees,
and the advice and opinion of the C-in-C Bomber Command,
once got the idea for a bombing plan from above or within, the
Air Ministry sees it through from begirining to end. All the
departments concerned are consulted in the Air Ministry,
evidence of the outside intelligence agencies is heard and
weighed, the opinions of the C-in-C Bomber Command are consulted.
If necessary, rilLings are given by the C,A,S, or the Secretary
of State,

of Staff Committee and the approval of the Defence Committee is
sought. With this authority the Air Staff can then proceed to
the directive which is sent to the C-in-C Bomber Command,

This business was done on the Air Ministry files and in
conference. In the core of the files vfill appear memoranda and

reports from the various departments of the Air Ministry and from
Bomber Command, the intelligence agencies and others concerned.
The drafts of the directives will be there, so vdJ.1 notes of

Having

The

The C,A,S, then carries the proposal to the Chiefs
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telephone conversations about it, and finally a copy of the

directive itself appears. At the front of the file are the

minute sheets which record the perambulations of the file, and
the opinions of the D,C,A,S,, the various A,C,A,S,, the D,B, Cps.
and so on, on the vardous stages of the argument. On the files

it is thus possible to trace the growth and development of ideas

from their origin on an almost day to day basis. The files are

the most living material which the student of air history will

find. Before the war each bombing plan had its own file which

preserves for the historian the growth of all the Western Air

Plans, During the war most matters of bombing policy were

dealt with on a single directive file entitled the "Strategical
Direction of the Air Striking Porce"e ■ (S,2f6368 parts I - IV
and C,3944l/if9 parts I - II), These bombing policy files are
unquestionably the leading source for the study of the planning
of the bombing offensive. They give a cross section of opinion
through the Government, the Air Ministry and Bomber Command,

To supplement the impressions to be gained from the files

one turns to the Air Ministry archives, the departmental folders.
These are vast repositories of pigeon-holed information. The
ideal method of working seems to be to proceed from the files to

the folders. If, for instance, the files suggest that the Air
Staff is turning towards the idea of bombing oil, then comes the

time to turn up the folders on oil policy, A vast amount ■ of

expanding and explanatory matter will then be found. Almost

every remark on a file corresponds to a folder. Among these

folders must be mentioned especially the C,A,SI papers, which
include many notes of conferences and much correspondence.
These have recently been taken over by the A,H,B, but as yet
they have not been satisfactorily indexed.

Then there is the Bomber Comm.and material,

arranged in the same way as the Air Ministry files and serve the
In particular the directive file should be men-

This corresponds to
On operational problems there

The files are

same purpose,

tioned, (B.C/S. 2374^ Vols, I - VII.)
the Air Ministry directive file,
are the papers of the Operational Research Section (Bomber
Command) (O.R,S,(B.C,)) and as a record of the operations carried
out there are the Operations Record Books, (0,R,B,). The
Bomber Command Quarterly Review was published for  a limited
public between 1942 and 1945 and this contains much interesting
comment upon the leading operations of those years as well as

many most illuminating photographs of targets taken before and

after attack. Further statistical tables of operations,
tonnages dropped and so on Can be found in the War Room Manuals

of Bomber Command Cperations, The figures in many oases are

open to minor corrections, but they present in convenient form

the broad picture of events. At Bomber Command Head Quarters
there are a number of exhibits of extraordinary historic
interest, Anong these are the famous "Blue Books", the

C-in-C*s Graph Book and a large number of photographs. The

"Blue Books" which were placed before H,M, the King, the

Prime Minister , and the C-in-C, consist of vertical photographs
of an the principal German towns attacked with transparent sheets

superimposed to indicate the extent of the damage caused. The

Graph Book, which was placed on the C-in-C*s desk each morning
at 9.0 a,m, from 1940 om^ards, shows the operational effort and
the availability of crevrs and aircraft each day. The photo
graphs, some taken by the bombers, and others taken after the

attacks by reconnaissance aircraft, give information and create

impressions which are indispensable to any historian of bombing.
In addition to their historic interest, these exhibits are a

fine example of surviving craftmanship.
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Beyond these sources it is necessary to look further on
occasions. For instance during 1944 Lord Tedder came to occupy
the virtual position of supreme air commander, and in this period
his personal folders are a leading and central source,
in any case be a mistake to adhere rigidly to any theoretical
scheme of work,

individual characters frequently upset the ordered state of
things.

It v/ould

The fluctuations of prestige, and the clash of

It is of course neither desirable nor possible to trace the

growth of British bombing policy in isolation from American
ideas and influence,

author has not had the opportunity of examining American archives.
Only the American papers which appeared on British files or v/hich
came before the Combined Chiefs of Staff have therefore been

available,

American History of the war in the air has therefore been especi
ally v/elccme.

Unfortunately, however, the present

The early appearance of the first two volumes of the

In addition to these two American volumes there is a certain

amount of secondary material which should not be overlooked.
Among them, memoirs of prominent men are especially valuable.
Sir ArthiJU’ Hai-ris' Bomber Offensive and General of the Air Forces

H,H, Arnold's Global Mission are enlightening. The narratives

and monographs prepared in the A,H,B, ease the task of the

historian. For the pre-war period there is naturally more

published material. The Yifar in the Air is a full, if somewhat

formless, account of the events of 1914 - 18 and its greatest
value lies in the documents Vfhich it prints. To grasp the

development of ideas between the two wars the historian should

not neglect G-iulio Douhet's Command of the Air, or indeed

H,G, Wellsf flights of fancy, sometimes so closely reflected in

Cabinet Papers,

The foregoing is intended to present in broad terms the
heads under which the docimaentation of bombing policy may be

identified. It is hoped that the diagrammatic tables in

simplified form may serve to illustrate the various processes
and thus the level from v/'hich the documents come.

The primary German sources indicating the effects of the

bombing offensive present quite a different problem,
agencies of loss, destruction and perhaps suppression as well
have applied the same process of selection to these documents

which iiae historian would normally expect to encounter when
Nevertheless

The

searching for evidence about a more remote age,
the disappearance of the Third Reich presented the allies with

an opportunity to seize state and other papers on  a scale which
This opportunity they were not slowmust be imique in history,

to grasp and the eagerness and thoroughness with which documents
were tracked down can have found a parallel only in the way in
which invading armies used to seek loot,
three directions,

going east, they have p>assed beyond the pale of civilisation,
some to Britain and some to America, The British seeker after

these documents is therefore really, in these days of restricted

travel, between the devil and the deep blue sea,
London lies between Berlin and Yfeshington and many of the papers
destined to cross the A.tlantic were copied in photostat on their

Among the collections v/hich can be seen in London, some

These papers went in
Sane went to Russia vfhere, like other things

All the same

way,

in original and others in photostat form, there is much of price
less value to the historian of bombing.
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By far the most m^ortant papers are the Speer docioments,
Speer vms Reichsminister for Armaments and War Production from
1942 until 1945. His power eventually extended throughout the
German economy. He was closely in touch with Hitler,
the hand which guided the German war economy. Above all he was
the man Tz-ho knew the economic effects of the bombing offensive.
The Speer papers are divided into two collections known as the
Hamburg and Flensburg Docioments.

His was

Photostat copies of these
collections were made available to the author by the Technical
Information and Documents Unit of the Board of Trade.

The PlenshTorg Documents were handed over to the allies
shortly after the G«i-man capitulation and photostats
collected at the Foreign Dociaments Library, Heddon House, under
the press mark F,D,2690/4-5 Vols, I - XXI, These photostats,
used for this volume, each have a resume" in English attached,
but copying mis^takes and other errors have marred the usefulness
of these resumes. These documents consist of the copies which
Speer kept of the letters he v/rote in 1944 - 45, of memoranda by
himself and also many tables of statistics relating to
production over the period I94D « 45.

The letters, nearly all of v/-hich are addressed to Hitler,
are of extraordinary interest, and though it ?/'ould have been
preferable to see the originals which must have perished with
the Fuhrer, they provide the most graphic account of the progress
of the bombing offensive against oil and transport in 19^i4 and
1945. The memoranda ivritten in January and March 194-5, which
have been accorded considerable publicity, are of less interest
to the student of air history. They deal with the generally
catastrophic condition of Germany on the eve of disruption and
the specific effects of bombing are far from clear,
memoranda, as historical sources, are also not as satisfactory
as the letters. It seems that they may have been addressed to
the allies rather than to the Germans, and the great stress
which they lay upon Speer’s opposition to the policy of scorched
earth is almost suspicious,

V/hether the memoranda are entirely above suspicion or not,
there can be no doubt that the ;var production statistics must be
approached with the utmost caution. Speer himself admitted
that German statistical methods were far from perfect.

The Hamburg Documents (Press mark F.D. 3353/45 Vols. 1-222)
form a more voluminous and comprehensive collection than those
found at Flensburg, Duplicates of several of the Flensburg
Documents are to be found in this collection, often with
additional notes and circulation lists which are of great
interest.

were

war

These

Broadly speaking the Hamburg Documents cover the whole of

the ̂ eer era, 1942 - 45> and they fall into four principal
groups. Firstly, there are numerous statistical tables
indicating the trends of war production 1942 - 45, Secondly,
there is a large collection of the texts of addresses delivered

by Speer in 1943 and 1944 before Gauleiter conferences, his own
colleagues in the Speer Ministry and others. Thirdly, there
are copies and drafts of correspondence and memoranda amplifying
those in the Flensburg collection. Finally, there is a large
collection of Speer’s notes on his conferences with Hitler,
1942 - 44, minutes and notes of the meetings of the Zentrale
Planung from the first meeting in 1942 to the 60th in June 1944,
and a few records^ of the proceedings of the Main Committees,
There is a resume'" in English of the first II6 volumes, prepared
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which can be foimd in 6 (E,190if)y butby the U.S.S.B.S
this falls half w&y between a catalogue and a calendar and is of

Heddon House provided more resiarnes and some-

• f

doubtful value,

times full translations of varying accuracy.

For the affairs of the German Air Perce, there are the

personal papers of Generalfeldmarschall Milch, bound in

71 volumes, to be seen in A,H,B,6,
principal creators and directors of the Luftwaffe,

papers deal principally with matters of technical detail.
They consist of notes of the meetings of the Jaegerstab, of

Staff Conferences held by Milch in his capacity as
Generalluftzeugmeister. of the Goring Conferences, and many
miscellaneous documents, telegrams and so on,
are, however, papers of more general interest dealing with

matters of high policy and showing the reactions to the activi

These papers are originals.

Milch was one of the

These

Among them ther

ties of the allied air forces.

e

Also in A,H,B, 6 are many German documents revealing the order of

battle of the Luftwaffe at various stages of the war, and on the
various fronts.

For detailed information about individual raids there is,
in A,H,B,6, a voluiminous collection of Police President reports
v/'hich cover the smallest matters, including even on one occasion
the information that a police dog was "singed" in  a British raid.

Hitler’s and other High Command directives can be studied
in two volumes of edited and translated papers, (A,H,B,II
G 1/67 (a) and (b),)

The principal secondary sources for the effects of the

bombing offensive are provided by the monumental researches of

the United States Strategic Bombing Survey (U,S,S,B,S.) and the
British Bombing Survey Unit (B,B,S,U,), These teams not only
carried out extensive documentary research, but they also made

physical examinations of many targets, conducted numerous
interrogations, and collected information from thousands of

questionnaires. Whatever view is taken of the statistical
methods adopted, a subject which is dealt with in Annex I above,
there is much valuable evidence to be found in these reports.

Then there are the reports on the interrogations of the

leading Germans, carried out before many of them became the

victims of Nuremburg justice. Particularly important among
these are the interrogations of Speer, Saur rand others of Speer’s
colleag-ues. Interrogations are, of course, far from ideal

historical sources, A great deal depends upon the attitude
and memory of the man being questioned and also upon the motives

of the questioner. When the interrogations can be supported by
primary documents, as in the case of Speer and Milch they often
can be, interesting conclusions often emerge.

Papers by the German Air Historical Branch, which had a

fluctuating career
are worth reading.
Dr, Rolf Wagenfuehr on the Rise and Fall of the German Economy.
Dr. Wagenfuehr was head of the statistical department of the
Planungsamt of the Speer Ministry,

Finally there are the Goebbels Diaries. This priceless
document was discovered in a partly destroyed condition, but

there seems not the slightest reason to suppose it to be any

thing other than a genuine article. Passages in the diary

,  are generally slight and superficial, but
Much more valuable is a paper v/ritten by
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correspond satisfactorily with primary secret German documents,(l)
Unfortunately, hov/ever, this volume has had to reHy upon an
edited and translated edition,

gravest doubts upon his motives, and indeed his ability in under-

taJcing the task.

The editor's preface casts the

The lists of primary and secondary material which follow
are strictly selected,
which have been cited, as well as some of the more important
material viaich has been helpfiH,
fresh material is constantly coming before the author, which
results in an amendment here and a correction there,

however, scarcely be wise to include all this in the lists, nor
would it be advisable to include every document which has been

read simply on the basis that it contributed something,
time will come when it is possible and desirable to prepare a
full and detailed source book on the material available on the

subject of strategic bombing, but that has not been attempted
here.

They include all the doctiment groups

As this is being written.

It would

The

.

The British sources are arranged as far as possible in

groups corresponding v/ith the organisation already discussed.

The Speer documents are catalogued in greater detail, on account

of their special significance, and also because of the disorder
in which they lie.

(l) Compare, for instance, Goebbels* Diary on the Rostock raids
(30 Apr, 1942) with reports to Goebbels from Gauleiter
Hildebrandt,
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LISTS OF SOURCE MTERIAL

I. BRITISH iWD ALLIED SOURCES

I. DOCmiEHTS OP THE SUERElffl DIRECTION

(a) Minutes of the Supreme War Council (S.Yif.C.)

(b) Proceedings at Allied War Conferences.

(Wiishington War Conference Dec. 1941 ~
Jan. 1942.)

Paper on American-British strategy
prepared by C.O.S. on voyage and circu
lated at the conference

ARCADIA PAPERS.

c.o.s.(42)7(0)

c.o.s.(42)12(0) Papers prepared in Washington by
Americans and British.

C.O.S.(42)13(0)

G.O.S.(42)15(0)

C.O.S.(42)16(0)

Records of discussions in Yfeshington.

Papers prepared on voyage to Washington.

Record of discussions on voyage to
Washington.

G.O.S.(42)75
w.w. 17

Report on Washington War Conference,

(military subjects only.)

(Casablanca Conference, Jan,1943)

List of subjects for discussion drawn
up by secretary to G.O.S.

Letter signed by Churcliill and Roosevelt
re points for C.C.S. to consider.

or

SU'IBOL PAPERS

C.O.S.(43)6(0)

c.o.s.(43)31(0)

c.0.s.(43)30(0) Report on Symbol Conference by G.C.S.
for Information and action.

C.O.S.(43)33(0) Record of Symbol Conference.

TRIDENT PAPERS (Conference at the Vfliite House,
V/ashington, May 1943* )

C.O.S. (2;.3)256(0) Recoi-d of C.O.S, meetings on boai-d
Part I.

0,0,3,(43)281(0) Record of plenary meetings at Viihite
House, 12 - 25 May 192|-3»

C.O.S, (2|-3)236(0) Record of C,C,S. proceedings at
Washington, 12 - 25 May 1943.

G,0,S, (2,.3)287(0) Record of C,0,S, proceedings at
t/ashington, 12 - 25 May 1943.

Queen Mary, 6-10 May 1943.

Part II.

Part III.

Part IV,
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QUAEiRAET PAPERS. (Conference at Quebec and ‘'.'/'ashington,
Aug. - Sept. 1%3. )

C.O.S.(2t-3)513(0) Part A. Record of plenary meetings and
of the proceedings of the C.C.S.
at Quebec. August 1943»

Part B. Record of the proceedings of
the British C.O.S. on board

Queen Mary and at Quebec,
August 1943.

Part C» Record of the proceedings at
Washington.
3-11 September 1943»

(Parts A and B of the above are also issued as;

C.O.S. (43)471(0)

C.O.S.(43)476(0)

C.O.S.(43)480(0)

C.O.S. (43)484(0)

C.O.S.(43)489(0))

MOSCOW COMEWia^CE PAPERS (Oct. 1943)

C. O.S.(43) 704(0) Moscow Conference, record of military
discussions held on 20, 21 and
28 Oct. 1943.

(Conference at Cairo and Tekran.
Nov. - Dec. 1943)

SEXTANT PAPERS.

C.O.S.(43)791(0) Part I. Record of British C.O.S. pro
ceedings at Malta, Cairo and Teliran.
18 Nov, ~ 7 Dec. 1943*

Part II. Minutes of proceedings at
Cairo and Tehran 22 Nov. - 7 Dec. 1943»

Part III.

at Cairo and Tehran. 24 Nov. - 7
7 Dec. 1943.

(Conference at Quebec, Sept. 1944)

0.0,3.(44)875(0) Record of proceedings
and at Quebec, 5-20 Sept, 192*4,

(c) Papers of the Anglo-Erench Staff Conversations, 1938 - 39*
(A.P.C.)

(d) Signals to and from the British Joint Staff Mi ,ssion^
Washington, (j.S.M.)

II. BRITISH CABINET MATERIAL

C.C.S. Memoranda circulated

OCTAGON PAPERS.

board 'Queen Ivlkryon

(a) Pre-War Cabinet papers. (C-AB.) .and (C.P. )

(D ) War Cabinet Papers (W.P. ) and Minutes (W.M. )

Air Policy 20 Oct, 1939. C.O.S. Memoran
dum for War Cabinet,

W.P,(39)86

W.M.(40)123rd Conclusion 15 May 1940, Authority to
start strategic bombing.

DM 2313/1(210)
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w.p.(42)311 Memorandum by the Prime Minister on
the War Situation 21 July 1942.

Note by Sir Arthur Iferris on the Role
and Yfork of Bomber Command 28 June 1942#

Note by Lord Trenchard on War Policy
29 Aug. 1942.

Note by Prine Minister on Air Policy,

Note by Prime Minister on Air Policy
16 Dec 1942.

(c) Committee of Imperial Defence (c. I»D. )

W.P.(42)374

W.P. (42)399

YAP. (42)405

YAP. (42)580

C.I.D. I4O8-B Air Staff Memorandum 25 Peb. 1938,

(d) Defence Committee Papers and Minutes, (D.O.)

Approval of the oil plan, 13 Jar. 1941,D.O.(41)
4th Mtg.

D.O.(41)
Ufth Mtg.

Approval of the transport and morale
plan. 25 June 1941»

D.O.(42)14 Memorandum by Secretary of State for
Air on bombing policy, 9 Ped. 1942,

D.O,(42)15 Memorandtun by First Lord of the
Admiralty on bombing policy.
14 Peb. 1942.

D.O.(42)38 Minute by Prof, Lord Chervrell to
Prime Minister dated 30 March 1942,
re estimation of bombing effect.
Circulated by Prime Minister.

Report by Mr, Justice Singleton on
the bombing of Germany,

(e) Chiefs of Staff Committee Papers and Minutes, (C.O.S*)

D.O.(42)47
20 Ifey 1942.

C.O.S. 549 Planning for war vd.th Germany,
15 Peb. 1937.

Memorandum by G.A.S. 29 Dec,C.O.S.(40)38(0)

C.O.S.(41)19

1940.

Memorandum by C.O.S. on bombing policy,
7 Jan. 1941.

C.O.S.(41)86(0) Memorand-um by Lord Trenchard on the
war situation mainly as it relates to
air. 19 May 1941.

Note by C.A.S. on Lord Trenchard*s
memorandum 2 June 1941,

Comments by C.I.G.S. on Lord Trenchard's
memorandum, 2 June 1941,

Note by First Sea Lord on
Lord Trenchard's memorandum.

2 Jime 1941.

C.O.S. (41)94(0)

G.O.S.(41)95(0)

C.O.S.(41)96(0)

C.O.S. (41)44(0) Report by C.O.S. on Lord Trenchard's
memorandum and comments by the
Prime Minister.
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c.o.s.(u) 155(0) Reviev; by G. 0. S, of general strategy.
31 July 1941.

c. 0.3.(42)171(0) Memorandum by First Sea Lord on the
bombing of G-ermany. (Comments on the
Singleton Report.)

C.O.S.(AR)183(o) Memorandum by C.A, S. on the Singleton
Report.

Report by A.C.N.S. (h) and A.C.A.S.(P)
on general policy for the employment
of air forces.

C.O.S, (2^2)332

G. 0.3.(42)317(0) Minutes between Secretary of State,
C.A.S. and Fhime Minister on strength
of Bomber Command.

C.O.S. (42) 345(0) Report by G.O.S. on American-British
strategy. 30 Oct. 1942.

C. 0.3.(42)379(0) Note by G.A.S. "An estimate of the
effects of an Anglo-American bomber
offensive against Germany", 3 Nov. 194^

Memorandum by C, I.G.S, on the C.A.S.l
paper above. 26 Dec, 1942,

C.O.S. (42)478(0)

C.O.S.(42)102(0) Memorandum by Col. Stronley on the
attack on Axis oil supplies,
16 Apr. 1942.

G.O.S. (44)210(0)

c. 0,s. (44)258(0)

Air Command in Overlord. 1 Mar. 1944.

Attacks on rail targets in enemy
occupied territory. 15 Mar. 1944.

G.O.S. (240 273(0)

C.O.S. (44) 299(0)

C.O.S.(24.)46o(o)

Ditto. 19 Mar. 192f4»

Ditto, 29 ¥nxc, 192f4*

Effects of diversion of air

26 May ISkh,
Crossbov;.

effort on Overlord,

C. 0.3.(44)775(0) Control of Strategic Bomber Forces in
Europe after the establisliment of
forces on the Continent, 14 Sept, 192f4.

C.O.S.(240859 (0) Directive for the control of strategic
bomber forces in Europe. 28 Sept, 13kh.<

C.O.S.(24f)947(0) Directive for the operation of strate
gic bomber forces in Europe,
28 Sept. 1924f.

C.O.S. (45)78(0) Possible effects of allied air attacks

and Russian advances on Germany's oil
position. 25 Jan, 1945.

0.0.3.(45)92(0) Strategic bombing in relation to the
Russian offensive, 1 Feb, 1945.

(f) Joint Intelligence Committee Papers. (j.I.C.)

(g) The Committee on Industrial Intelligence in Foreign
Coiintries, Air Targets Sub-Committee. (F. C. I. (A. T. J)
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(h) Lord Hankey’s Committee on Preventing Oil from Reaching
Germany, (P.O.G.) and Lloyd’s Cormnittee on the

(P.O.G.(L)JGerman Oil Position.

P.0.G.16 German Oil Supplies Second Report.
18 Jan. 1940.

P.O.G. (40)48
or

P.O.G. (l)16.

P.O.G.(40)63
or

P.O.G. (l) (40)18

The Axis Oil Committee. (A.O.)

Fourth Report

Fifth Report o

of Lloyd Committee on
the German Oil Position. 14 July 1940.

f the Lloyd Committee on
the German Oil Position. 16 Dec. 1940.

(i)

(j) Joint Planning Staff Papers, (j.P.)
J.P. (41)444 Note on Future Strategy.

(k) Joint Planning Committee Papers (j.P.C.)
J.P. C.155. (Oct.1936).

Ill, AIR iCmiSTRY M/iTERIAL

(a) Air Ministry Files.
denoted by the prefix C.M.S

s. 46368

(Varj'-ing degrees of secrecy
C.S., and C.)

Strategical En:ployment of the Air
Striking Force. Parts 1 - 4»

S.,•)

C. 39^1/49 Strategical Employment of the Air
Striking Force,
(Dovmgraded from C.M.S.608,)

Parts I - ll.

s.35641 Bombing Committee, Sub-Committee on
bombs.

S.38875 Bombing Committee, Sub-Committee on
torpedo attacks.

s.40439 Bombing Committee, S>ab-Comm.ittee to
consider pattern bombing.

s.39009 Interim reports on Y/ork of bombing an.d
air fighting committees.

s.36637 Bombing Committee, circulation of
information relating to.

s.42728 W.A. 1.

S.1825 W.A,lb.

s. 42731 W.A.4.

S.1359 ff.A.Z|n.

S.1338 W,A.4b. I^ts I and II.

s. 43303 W,A.5a.

W.A.6.s. 43293

s. 43294
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S.50128 ¥.A.7a. Plan "K".

S.43296 ¥.A. 9.

S.A3297 W.A. 10.

s. 46650 W.A. 14.

S.46IO5 Rules of Air Yferfare.

S.47375 Assumptions for war planning.

C. 0.S.549^ plans for.s.41432

S.46239 Selection of bombing objectives.

Bombing policy, formulation of.

Effect of bombing aerodrome surfaces.

S.2|-3182

s. 46157

s. 40966 Capital ships vulnerability, defence
problems.

s. 40054 Capital ships vulnerability, attack
problems.

Vulnerability of capital ships, bombing
trials.

s.41530

S.1680 Report on Bomber Command attack on
Home Fleet, 25 May 1939.

s, 45503 Test of attack on aircraft dispersed
round an aerodrome.

S.42384 Air Targets Intelligence, transporta
tion.

s. 44673 Bombing railvra.ys trials (Longmoor),

Investigations into bombing accuracy,
analysis of results.

s.41137

s.35192 Report on analysis of ’Centurion' trials,
1934.

s.39330 Proposed 'Centurion* trials. 1937.

S.4768 Bombing Policy,

S.492I Assessment of bombing probability in
relation to plans.

S.31II Bombing probability problems,
method.

25 Group

S.3502 Inter-service committee for analysis of
bombing and anti-aircraft fire.

Bombing intelligence for D. of I,

Air Warfare in Spain, J.I.C. Report
No. 2.

S.5705

S.42890

S.I637 Reports on air v/arfare compiled from
information received following Spanish
and Chinese wars.

DM 2313/1(214)
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s.47556 Staff conversations. Discussions at

Air tiinistry, Nov. 1938«

53695O
o Analysis of bombing results. 1938 ~39..

C.S.10488 Bomber Command effort, policy.

C.M.S.268 Operation Pointblank, progress of
execution.

C.M.S.672

c. 39454/49

Special operations.

Plans for operational employment of
Pl.A.P. and U.S, strategic bomber
forces in support of Overlord,

C.40108/49 Combined Strategic Targets Committee,
(Downgraded from C,M.S.606. )

0.39432/49 Selection of bombing objectives. Air
Staff policy,
C,M.S.330.)

(Dovnigraded from

(b) Air Ministry Folders

(i) Secretary of State for Air Polders.

(ii) C.A.S. Papers,

(iii) D.C.A.S. and A.C.A.S. Polders

A.H.B.lD/12/28 Scientific analysis relating to
operations.

A.H.B.lD/12/150

A.H.B.lD/12/147

A.H.B.lD/12/33

A.H.B.lD/12/376

A.H.B.lD/iy29

Air bombardment, directives etc.

Bomber effort and tactics.

Plans for combined bomber force.

J. I.C. and J.P. papers.

Increase of bomber effort,
suggestions by Lord Cherv/'ell,

A.H.B.lD/12/25

A.H.B.lD/4/376

Day bombing projects.

Bombing policy papers prior to
Octagon 29,

A,H.B.lD/l^34

A.H.B.1D/V5

Combined bomber force directives.

Air Strategy, unified control
of strategic bombing.

A.H.B.ID/V23

A.H.B.lD/4/31

A.H.B.lD/4/154

Combined Bomber Offensive Plan,

Pointblank priority of tasks.

Intelligence assessment of
effects of bombing morale.

A.H.E.1D/V355 Combined Bomber Offensive

Progi’ess Report,

DM 2313/1(215)
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A.H.B.lD/1^23 Joint Anglo-American Oil Targets
Committee.

A.H.B.II/A3/98A Tables of action open to Air
Striking Eorce, August 1939.

(iv) Directorates of Bomber Operations and Intelligence
Folders.

A. H.B. 11/70/149 Bomber Policy and Plans,
(5 parts.)

A.H.B.11/70/272

A.H.B.Il/70/111

A.H.B.1V70/I

A. H.B. 11/70/143

A. H.B. 13/70/1^

Bombing Policy. (5 parts.)

Morale.

Attack on ball bearing industry.

Strategic targets, Oil.

Target systems No.4# Synthetic
oil plants.

A.H.B.Il/70/130

A. H.B.11/70/171

A.H.B.Il/70/168

A. H.B. 11/70/41

Oil Policy,

Air Offensive Policy,

Bombing policy, morale plan.

Air Targets Intelligence
Germany, (3 Vols. )

A.H.B.II/70/22O- G.A.P. policy and plan of attack.
222

A.H.B.IIB/42 Incendiary attack of Gerriian
cities.

A. H. B. 11/70/287 Pointblank,

(v) Directorate of Plans appreciations

A.H.B.IIA]/! ¥/.A. 1 Employment of our Striking
Force to reduce the scale of

German Air Attack on the United

Kingdom in the shortest possible
time.

A.H.B.IIAl/2 W.A. 5a The Attack on German war

industry.

A.H.B.IIAI/3

A.H.B.IIAl/4

W.A,5 Appendices.

W.A. 5b.

and its effect on the military
lines of comimmica-tion in

Western Germany,

The attack on the Ruhr

A.H.B.IIAl/5

A.H.B.IIAI/6

A.H.B.IIAI/7

W.A,5d Miscellaneous plans,

W.A,6 Attack on Geman oil.

¥\T,A, 7a Attack on the German fleet

in co-operation vd.th the Navy,

DM 2313/1(216)
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A.H.B.IIill/8 ¥.A. 7c Employinent of the Air
Striking Force in reducing
German submarine activity.

W.A. 8 Attack on Germany by
night.

A.H.B.IIAl/9

A.H.B.IIAl/10 W. A. 9 Emjjloyment of Air Striking
Force in attack on Kiel Canal.

A.H.B.IIA3/11 W.A.12 Employment of Air forces
in attack on enemy naval forces
in home waters.

A.H.B.IIAl/12 ¥AA. l6 Attack on shipping in
German inland vaterways and
estuaries.

IV. MTERIAL FROM OTHEB 1V!TTOTflTPTT:.q

(a) Ministry of Economic Warfare, intelligence digests,
reports, letters and the "Bomber's Baedeker” 2 Yols.

(■b) Ministry of Home Security, B.E.8, reports etc.
V. BOMBER COMiVIAKD MTERIAL

(a) Bomber Command Secret Piles

B.C./s. 23746

B.C./s.23750

B.C./s.22928

B.C./s.23386

Vols, 1 - 7 Air Ministry Directives.

Air Staff Instructions and Memoranda.

Selection of targets for night bombing.

Bombing analysis statistics, reports
from 25 Group.

B.C./s.20953

B.G./S.20951

B.C./s.21581

Air Ministry Plans, directives.

Correspondence with Plans, Air Ministry,

Bomber Command annual training report,
1938.

B.C./s.20415 Reports from the Air Targets Intelli
gence Branch, Air Ministry,

B.C./s.20955 Bomber Command plans, system of prepara
tion and issue.

B.C./s.22076 C.0. S. appreciations and other War
Cabinet papers.

B.C./s.23349 Vols. 1-8 Conferences on tactical
matters.

B.C./S.22204

B.C./s.23739

Simmiary of plans.

Vols. 1-5.
development and operations, monthly
summary and analysis.

Wight photography,

B.C./s.24979 Operational Research,

DM 2313/1(217)
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B.C./S.22573/3 Air Bombardment, assessment of results,
technical analysis.

B.C./s.25838

B.C./s.24635

B.G./S.27586

Improved methods of target location.

Analysis of bombing results, (tactical).

Operational Research Committee, agenda
and minutes.

B.C./s.28150 Co-ordinated operations, Bomber and
Vlllth American Bomber Conimands.

B.C./s.29961 The Combined Bomber Offensive from the

United ICingdom, policy, 15 Apr. 1943
26 July 1944.

B.C./s.26728 Daylight Operations by R.A.P. Heavy
Bombers, Policy.

B.C./s.28668 Target intelligence, ball bearing
industry.

(b) (^erational Research Section (Bomber Command) (O.R.S.
(b.C.)) Classified List of Reports, ("S” "M” and "B"
Series) issued by Research Br^ch, Bomber Command^
Aug. 1949.

(c) Bomber Command Yfer Orders (Amended to 14 Nov. 1940).

(O.R.B.)(d) Bomber Command Operations Record Books.

VI. COmHTTEES. (OTflER THAN CABINET COMUTTEES. )

(a) The Bombing Committee Papers. (B.C.)

(b) The German Bomb Target Information Committee. Mnutes
1940 - 1944.

(c) The Combined Strategic Targets Committee. (C.S.T.C.)
tiinutes and papers, 1944 “ 1945* Also minutes and
papers of C.S.T.C. Working Committees.

Vn. MISCELLANEOUS

(a) American sources.

A.H.B.IIJI/90/9(A) The Combined Bomber Offensive from
(The Eaker Plan,)

A.H.B.IIJI/90/9(b) Plan for the completion of the
Combined Bomber Offensive. (The
Spaatz Plan.)

United Kingdom,

Eighth Air Force Monthly Summary of Operations.

Eighth Air Force Target Suiiimary.

Statistical Summaiy of Eighth Air Force Operations.
17 Aug, 1942 - 8 May 1945.

A Summary of its operations andlUfteenth Air Force,

results. 1 Nov. 1943 - 8 May 1945.

DM 2313/1(218)
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(b) Personal Papers.

(1) The Tedder Polders.

D/S.A.C./H.20 Parts 1 - Strategical and
tactical directicai of air

forces.

D/S,A,C,/t,S,100 Parts 1 - 10, Overlord,
employment of airforces.

D/s,A,C, Polder, Plan for the completion
of the Combined Bomber Offensive,

D.S.C./T.S./100/9 Parts 1-5,
meetings,
airforce

D.S.C./T.S./lOO/ll Pai’ts 1 - 2,
counter measures.

Min

‘j.

Cr

utes of

Employment of

ossboi'/

D/S.A.C./T.S./108/l Air attacks on roads and

rallY/ays, Intelligence
reports.

D/s.A.C./h,10, Minutes of Supreme Comman
der's conferences and Chiefs

of Staff meetings.

d/s.a.c./h. 13. Parts 1-3*

meetings, employment of
airforces,

conferences held mainly at
Stanmore and Versailles),

Minutes of

(Air Cojimanders

(ii) The Leigh-Mallory Polders,
A.E.A.Pr),

(Air C-in-C• ;

(c) War Room Records, War Room Monthly, Six
monthly and Overall Manuals

of Bomber Command Operations,

(d) Papers of the Industrial Intelligence Centre,

(e) Hansard, (H.C, Deb,)

II. GEPJAW SOURCES

I. SPEER PjjpRS; HAt\ffiURG DOCIR/IENTS. (P.D. 3353/45 Vols. 1 -
222. ) (The volume nujnbers are the English classification
and the page numbers, given in parenthesis.
The docujnents studied are the

(a) Hitler Conferences.

the German,

photostats of the originals,)

Vols. 1 - 77 (la - 794) Notes by Speer on conferences
with Hitler February 1942 -
December 1944,

(b) Miscellaneous

VoI.78 (3532 - 3581) (1) War production and statis
tics and other notes.

DM 2313/1(219)
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(2) Table of destruction by
bombing in German to\ms.

(3) Figures of aircraft pro
duction.

(4) Notes for speeches.

Letter{ Goring to Speer.
5 Nov. 1942.

(c) Speeches, letters, memoranda, etc.

V0I.79 (3393 “ 3401)

V0I.8O (3625 - 3641) Speer's speech to Gauleiters.
21 June 1943.

V0I.8I (3582 - 3602) Speer's speech to Gauleiters.
6 Oct. 1943.

Vol.82 (3415 - 3430) Correspondence betv/-een Schwarz
and ̂ eer re Party timber allo
cation. Nov. 1943 - Ifer, 19^i4.

Yol.83 (3402 - 3413) Correspondence between Speer,
Borrnann and Schwarz re Party
timber allocation.

I/Iar. 1914.

Jan.

Vol.84 (31if-0 - 312(-3) Report to Speer on Ruhr produc
tion. 8 liar. 19i4h.

Vol.85 (3453 - 3459) Speer to Sauckel, re labour
re quir ement s. 11 liar. 1914.

V0I.86 (3Wf “ 3452) Report by Kessler to Speer, re
ball bearing industry.
6 Apr. 19^44.

Vol.87 (3435 “ 3439) Report to Speer, re gas situa
tion in Ruhr. 10 May 1944.

V0I.88 (3813 - 3820) Incomplete text of Speer's
speech to Building Organisation
re oil plants. 2 June 1944«

V0I.89 (3603 - 3624) Speer's confidential press con
ference.

9 June 1944t

War situation.

V0I.9O (3836 - 3895) Inconplete text of speech by
Speer (?) re v;ar production.
24 June 1914.

V0I.9I (3821 - 3835) Incomplete text of speech by
Speer on war production.
28 July 1914. '

V0I.92 (3128 - 3143) Speer to Hitler;
29 July 1914.
Vol. Ill Plen. Doc.)

oil situation.

(Also in

Vol.93 (3896 - 3927) Text of Speer's speech to
Gauleiters. 3 Aug. 194i|-.
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VoI.94 (3695 - 3722) Address by Speer to Jap.anese
Aiubassador. 8 Aug. 19^iA.

Vol. 95 (3670 - 369A) I'iinutes of meeting, Main
Committee, Weapons, including
address by Speer on his organi
sation and achievement,

10 Aug. 1944.

Vol.96 (3114 - 3127) Address by Speer to Main
Conanittee, Munitions.
11 Aug. 1944.

Kehrl to Speer (signed letter)
re Flak programme.
16 August 194)-.

Vol.97 (3642 - 3646)

Vol.98 (3657 - 3669) Speer's speech to Armaments
Staff on need to increase pro
duction. 21 Aug. 19^4.

Vol.99 (3155 - 3194) Speer to Hitler:
tion,

Elen. Doc,

oil situa-

5 Oct. 1944» (Also in
Vol.III).

Vol.100 (3525 - 3531) Address by Speer to Zentrale
Flanung on Rulir situation.

8 Nov, 1944.

Vol.101 (3934 - 3936) Saur to various re priority of
Flak production. 12 Dec, 194f-«

Vol.102 (3776 - 3812) Speer's speech: transport-
coal crisis. 1 Dec. 194f

Vol.103 (3763 - 3774) Speer's speech to ? on v/ar
production. 3 Dec. 194fj-.

Vol.104 (3929 - 3933) Letters; Speer to Saur; air
craft production 9
1944*

15 Dec.

Vol.105 (3775) Armaments production statis
tics. 1944-.

Vol.106 (5203 - 3303) Various documents about trends

and condition of German civil

and vrar economy including
notes on:-

(i) Achievements of build

ing industry, 1943 ~
1944.

(ii) Supply of electricity.

(iii) Supply of gas.

(iv) Food industry.

(v) Tobacco.

(vi) Paper manufacture.

(vii)

(viii)

Glass production.

Extension of power
plants.
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(ix) Restrictions on build
ing,

(x) Teclmical developments.

(xi) Labour.

(xii) Fiscal arrangements,

(xiii) Raw material production,

(xiv). Hard coal production,

(xv) Crude steel production,

(xvi) Consequences of the
loss of Upper Silesia,

V0I.IO7 (2959 - 2964) (i) Results of 333rd session
of Zentrale Planung,

16 Feb. 1943.

(ii) Points from conference
between Speer and Hitler.
3-5 Jan. 1945.

V0I.IO8 (3337 - 3349) Notes on amnunition situation,

Jan, 1945.

V0I.IO9 (3724 - 3761) Address by Speer to 3rd course
of General Officers Commanding

and Corps Commanders, Krampnitz
barracks, vdth stenographer's
report of questions and answers,
13 Jan. 1945.

voi.no (3196 - 3201) Draft of letter: Speer to
Hitler: oil situation.

18 Jan. 1945. (For final ver
sion see Flen. Doc. Vol.III).

Vol.lll (3937 - 3938) Speer to various enclosing
Hitler decree re emergency

armaments programme,
1945.

31 Jan.

(i) Draft notes by Saur re
conference with Hitler on

arms production,
14 Feb. 1945,

Vol.112 (3503 - 3512)

(ii) Orders by Speer re arms
production. 15 Feb, 1945.

Vol.113 (3487 - 3502) Orders by Speer re arms produc
tion based on Saur (?) confer
ence vri.th Hitler, 27 Feb. 1945.

Vol. 114 (3648 - 3656) Notes and instructions by Speer

following conference of trans
port council and conference on
oil. 6 Mar, 1945,

Vol.115 (3478 - 3486) Draft notes by Saur on confer
ence with Hitler ;md attached

memoranda. 8 Mar. 1945.
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V0I.II6 (3462 - 3477) Draft minute signed Dy Saur on
his conference u'ith Hitler on

22 Mar, 1945 > and a.ttached
memoranda. 23 Man. 1945o

V0I.II7 (4003 - 4018) Script by Speer (?) of speech (?)
broadcast(?) or press article (?)
to German people, 10 Apr, 1945.

V0I.II8 - 207
(795 - 3111)

Minutes and notes of meetings
of Zentrale Planung from 1st

27 Apr. 1942. to 60th
30 June I94+, v/ith the

mtg.
mtg.
follovd-ng meetings omitted

3, 4, 5, 14, 47, 54.Nos.

Vol. 208 (112 - ?) Speer conference \7lth Hitler,
13 May 1944.

Vol.209 (315 - 317) Speer conference \7ith Hitler.
21 Apr. 1944.

Vol,211 (3986 - 4002) Speer to Hitler:
situation \Yith reference to

loss of territory and imports.
5 Sept. 1944.

economic

Vol.212 (3962 - 3985) Detailed survey of production
in 1944 v/ith comparative
figures for 1940 - 43, for
Speer's collaborators.
(Duplicate in Elen. Doc.
Vol.XVIII)

Speer's notes on conference
'vvith Goring at Hitler's H.Q.
29 June 1942.

Vol.213 (587 « 592)

Vol.214 (3044 - 3046) Terms of reference of the

Zentrale Flanung and order by
Schieber, 20 Oct. 1942.

Vol.215 (3943 - 3946) Paper on importance of Swedish
ore imports to German iron ore
production. 11 Nov. 1943.

Speer to Hitler: oil situa
tion. 30 June 1944
cate in Elen. Doc. Vol,IIL)

(Dupli
Vol.216 (4019 - 4041)

Vol. 217 (3431 - 3434) Regulations about Party build
ing, 2 Apr, 1943.

Speer to Guderian for Hitler,
15 Dec. 1945. (sic;- 1944^1

Vol.218 (3304 - 3310)

Vol.220 (3947 - 3952) Miemorandum on importance of
Nikopol and Kfiv/oj Eog to
German iron ore production.

Vol. 221 (3953 - 3961) Memorandum on supply of alloy
metals from Balkans and Turkey.

12 Nov. 1943.

Vol.222 (3939) Priority list in aiiergency arms
programme. 25 Jan. 1945.
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II. SPEM PARERS; IIIINSBI3RO DOCUMENTS. (p.D.2690/4-5 Vols. I
XXI) (photostats of originals used).

Vol. I. Indices of documents and lists of Hitler decrees.

Vol, II. Interrogations of ̂ eer hy American Officers and
notes on the situation in Germany of Speer docu
ments.

(i)Vol. III. Speer to Hitler;
30 June 1944.

oil situation.

(ii) Speer to Hitler;
29 July 1944.

oil situation.

(iii) Speer to Hitler;
30 Aug. 19^4.

oil situation.

(iv) Speer to Hitler;
5 Oct. 1914.

oil situation.

(v) Speer to Bormann
16 Sept. 1944.

oil situation

(vi) Speer to Hitler; oil situation
19 Jan. 1945.

Report of Speer's visit to South West Army Group
19 - 25 Oct. 1944.

Vol. IV.

Six letters (five to Hitler and one to Bormann)
from Speer and a draft order from Hitler's H.Q,
relating to call up of armaments workers for the
Yfehrmaoht,

Vol. V.

Three memoranda by Speer dated 30 Jan. , 15 Mar.
and 18 Mar. 1945 dealing with the catastrophic
economic situation and the imminence of defeat.

Vol. VI.

Statistics of war production giving monthly
production figures 1943 - 45? and monthly
averages 1940 - 19i4,

Vol. VEI.

Vol. VIII. Pour reports by Speer on his visits to western
territories, Sept. - Oct. 1944-.

(i) Speer to Hitler; fortifications on Eastern
front. 13 Apr. 1944.

Vol. IX.

(ii) Speer to Von Below, for Hitler, importance
of Eastern territory to German economy.
16 Jan. 1945.

(iii) Speer to Guderian, for Hitler, importance
of Eastern territory in view of the posi

tion in the Rulir. 15 Dec. 1945 (sic:
1944. )

18 statistical tables of armaments production,
1940 - 1944 (vri-th monthly averages 1943 - 44.)

Vol. X.

Vol. XI. Paper by an expert on certain metals imported
from abroad, 12 Nov. 1943.
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Vol. XII. Paper on importance of Nikopol and Krlwoj
Rog to German iron ore position.
11 Nov. 1943.

Vol. XIV. Two reports dated 6 Dec, and 5 Sept. TSkh-
dealing with the supply of nitrates and the
loss of production and rav/ materials in Italy,
Croatia and Hungary,
also with production of certain critical
materials.

The second report deals

Vol. XV. Statistical reports on armament production in
Pehruary 1945.

Vol. XVI. Indices in chart form of Armaments production
1941 - 1945.

Vol. xvri. Tables showing output of synthetic oil daily
from hydrogenation and Fischer Tropsch plants
June 1914- - April 1945.
is indicated. )

(The effect of bombing

Vol. XVIII. Confidential letter from Speer to his colleagues
surveying the 1944 trends of war production and
giving many comparative figures for 1941 - 43.
27 Jan. 1945.

Vol. XIX. Statistical report on war production compiled by
Planungsamt, Hauptabteiling Flanstatistik, and
Statistische Leitstelle beim Statistischen

July 1943 “ Feb. 1945. Feb. 1945.Reichsamt.

Vol. XX. Speer to Hitler: Building industry and air raid
damage, 19 Apr. 1944.

Vol. XXI. Speer to Hitler:
crisis. 11 Nov

transport and resulting coal
. 1944.

(Note on the Hamburg and Flensburg Documents. The letters
are all copies, unless it is indicated that they are drafts.
It is probable that the texts of the speeches are steno
grapher's reports, as it appears to have been a German custom
to take verbatim reports of meetings attended by important
people (see Mich Documents. ) On the other hand, it is
possible that they are the prepared texts from which Speer
read or did not read as the case may be. It is possible
that Speer 'vetted' these documents before handing them over
to the Allies. )

III. MILCH DOCUliMTS. (ORIGMALS)

Vols. 1 - 71.

IV. PAPERS OP VARIOUS GERIAN MINISTEIES

(a) Reichswirtschaftsministerium.

Die Deutsche !MLneralolversorgungslage
im Jahre 1940.

B.O.T.S.G.219.

(b) Reichspropagandaministeriijm

A.H.B.6 E.809. (Loose papers.Reports on air raids.

Original documents.)
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(o) Air Ministry

Generalquartiermeister (6, Abteilxanp;)
Einsatz~bereitschaft der Fliegenden
Verbande, Yols. 1 - 35.

A.H.B.6

(d) Local and Ifcmicipal Papers,

A.H.B.6 a.399. Luftangriffe auf Eoln.

C.D,706a, Bericht des Folizeipraesidenten in

Hamburp; als ortliche Luftschutzleiter

uber die schy/eren Grossluftangriffe auf

Hamburg im Juli-August 1943« (Home
Office, Civil Defence Department trans
lation. )

V. REPORTS OF INTERROGATIONS OP GERMAN LEADERS

(a) Three volumes of reports on interrogations of
Albert Speer, Saur and other members of the Speer
Ministry. (A.H.B.6. )

(b) Reports on interrogation of Milch, Galland and others.
(A.D.I.(k) Reports for 1945, A.H.B.IIG/29. )

III. PRBITED SOURCES

I. OFFICIAL REPORTS ETC.

(a) Reports of the United States Strategic Bombing Survey.

Title Date ofNo.
Rib.

Overall Report European War. 30 Sept. 1945.2.

Feb. 1947.2a. Statistical Appendix to the above.

The Effects of Strategic Bombing
on the German War Economy.

31 Oct. 1945.3.

29 Oct. 1945.The Economic Effects of the Air

Offensive against German Cities.
31.

2 Nov. 1945.A detailed study of the Effects
of Area Bombing on Hamburg,
Germany.

32.

6 Nov. 1945A detailed study of the effects
of Area Bombing on Wuppertal,
Germany.

33.

19 Oct. 1945.34. A detailed study of the effects
of Area Bombing on Dusseldorf,
Germany.

26 Oct. 1945.35. A detailed study of the effects
of /irea Bombing on Solingen,
Germany.

36. 24 Oct. 1945.A detailed study of the effects
of Area Bombing on Remschied,
Germany.
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Da.te of 'No. Title
Pub,

37. A detailed study of the effects •
of Area Bombing on Darmstadt,
Germany,

?Jp Oct. 19.^5.

38. A detailed study of the effects of
Area Bombing on Lubeck, Germany,

A brief study of the effects
of Area Bombing on Berlin,
Augsburg, Bochum, Leipzig,
Hagen, Dortmund, Oberhausen,
Schvreinfurt and Bremen.

27 Oct. 1945.

39. 26 Oct. 1945.

53. The German Anti-Priction

Bearing Industry.
7 Nov. 1945.

59. The Defeat of the German Air
Force, (2nd Ed. )

Jan. 1947.

64b. The Effects of strategic bomb
ing on German Morale, Vol, I,

May 1947.

Vol.II Dec. 1946.

109 Final Report of the Oil Division,
(2nd Ed. )

Jan. 1947.

no Final Report of the Oil Division, 25 Aug, I945.
Appendix.

134 Report of the Overall Economic
Effects Division.

?

13^ Industrial Sales Output and
Productivity.

15 Mar. 1946.

200 The Effects of Strategic Bombing
on German Transportation.

20 Nov. 1945.

Index to Records of the United

States Strategic Bombing Survey,
(includes full list of all
U.S.S.B.S. Reports.)

June 1947.

(8) Reports of the British Bombing Survey Unit.

C.D.IO3O The Strategic Air War against Germany.
1939 - 1945.

C.D.IO3I The Effects of bombing the German Aircraft
Industry.

C.D.IO33 The Effects of Air Attacks on Inland

Communications,

C.D.IO34 The Effects of Strategic Air Attacks
German Tovms.

on

C.D.IO35 Potential and Actual Output of German Arma
ments in relation to the Combined Bomber
Offensive,
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(c) Report of the Axis Oil Committee,

A, 0,(46) 1. Oil as a Factor in the German ?/ar Effort,
1953 - 1945. 8 Ifer. 1946.

(d) Report of the French Ministry of War.
/  / /
Etude Generale des effets des bombardements aeriens

allies sur le Territoire Francais.

(e) R.A.F, Narratives prepared by the Air Historical Branch.
(First Drafts,)

(i) The R.A.F. in the Bomber Offensive against
Germany,

The Fre-War Evolution of Bomber

Command, 1917 “ 1939»

Vol. I

II Restricted Bombing. September 1939 “•
May 1941.

Vol.

Vol, III Area Bombing and the Makeshift Force.
Jiine 1941 - February 1942,

IV A period of Expansion and Experiment,
Iferch 1942 “ January 1943* (iMP®"
script).

Vol.

The Pull Offensive,

February 19^iA-,
February 1943 ~Vol. V

(ii) Photographic Reconnaissance by the Royal Air
Force in the War of 1939 - 1945* 2 Volumes.

(iii) The Campaign in Prance and the Low Countries.
September 1939 ~ June 1940.

(f) Air Ministry Pamphlets etc.

A.M. Pamphlet 235 Air Power in War. Tedder.

Lees-Rnowles Lectures, Sept, 1947
(published version by Hodder and
Stoughton).

The Principles of Air Power in War,
Trenchard,

The

A.M. Pamphlet 229

A.M. Pamphlet 238 American Views on Air Power,

papers by General Carl Spaatz and
Prof. Edward Mead Earle extracted

from American Journals.

Rov. 1947.

Tw

Issued

o

A.M. Pamphlet 2kS> The Rise and Pall of the German Air

Force, Issued 1948.

Old Sarirni August 1947*
Two Volumes and Appendices with
Foreword by the C.A.S., Lord Tedder,

A.M. Exercise

Thunderbolt,

(g) Bomber Coimnand

Report on War Operations, 23 February 1942 - 8 May 1945
by Air Chief Ifershal Sir Arthur T. Harris, G. C.B.,
O.B.E

Bomber Command.
A.P.C., Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

Oct. 1945« (Unpublished.)
• >

Bomber Command Quarterly Review 1942 - 1945*
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(h) G-erman Papers.

The Rise and Pall of the German Economy.
Papers of the German Air Historical Branch,

Wagenfuehr.

II. PUBLISHED SOURCES

Harris; Bomber Offensive. Collins 1947.

- I9I8,
Oxford

Raleigh and Jones; The V/ar in the Air 1914

(Official Historyof the War,) 6 volumes.
Clarendon Press 1922 - 1937.

Churchill; The World Crisis I9II - 1918. 2 volumes.
Odhams Press 1938.

Churchill; The Second World War. Vols. I

Cassell. 1948 - 1950.

Ill

Malian; The Influence of Sea Power upon History.
Boston; Little, Brovai and Co. London; Sampson Low.
1928.

Mahan; Naval Strategy. Sampson LoViT, Iferston and Co,
Ltd.

Possony; Strategic Air Power, the Pattern of Lynamic
Security, Washington Infantry Journal Press,

.Arnold: Global Mission, Harper and Brothers. N.Y.

Craven end Cate; The Army Air Forces in World War II.
2 Vols, University of Chicago Press.

Slessor; Air Power and Amies.

Press, 1936.
Oxford University

Keinemann. 1948.Eisenhower; Crusade in Europe.

Report by Supreme Commander to CombinedEisenhower;

Chiefs of Staff on Operations in Europe of the A.E.P.
Stationery Office,

Hodder and Stoughton.Morgan; Overture to Overlord,
1950.

Sherwood;

2 Volumes,
The Wiiite House Papers of Harry L, Hopkins.

London Eyre and Spottiswoode.

Faber and Faber 1943«

Part originally published

Douhet;

(Translated by Dino Ferrari,
under the auspices of the Italian Ministry of War 1921,)

The Command of the Air,

Lodiner (Editor). The Goebbels Diaries, Hamish Hamilton
1948.

Military and Political Consequences of Atomic
Turnstile Press, 1948.

Blackett;

Energy.

Earle (Editor) Makers of Modern Strategy, Military Thought
from Machlavelli to Hitler, Princeton University Press 1944-.

Mchael Joseph Ltd, 1946.Gibson; Enemy Coast Ahead.
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Wells; The War in the Air,

The Times Newspaper,
George Bell and Sons I9O8.

Journal of the Manchester Statistical Society,

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution,
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APEBNDIX I

.AB.BREVIATIONS

A, A, Anti-Aircraft,

Advanced Air Striking Force (in France,)A.A.S.F,

A.C.A.S.(I) Assistant Chief of the Air Staff,

(intelligence.)

A.C.A,S,(Ops, ) Assistant Chief of the Air Staff,

(Operations,)

A,C,A,S,(Plans) Assistant Chief of the Air Staff, (Plans,)

A,D.I. Assistant Directorate of Intelligence,
Air Ministry,

A.E.A,F. Allied Expeditionary Air Force,

A.F.C. Anglo-French Staff Conversations,

A.H,B. Air Historical Branch, Air Ministry,

A,H,B,6. Air Historical Branch, Foreign Section,

A.M, Air Ministry,

A,0, Chiefs of Staff Committee, Technical Sub-
Committee on Axis Oil,

A.O.C, Air Officer Commanding,

/dr Officer Commanding-in-Chief,A,0,C,-in-C,

(Radar device forA.S.V, Air to Surface Vessel,

detecting submarines,)

A.V.M, Air Vice Marshal, R.A.F,

B.A.P.F, British Air Forces in France,

B.B.S.U. British Bombing Survey Unit,

B.C, Bomber Command or Bombing Committee,

B.C,/S, Bomber Command Secret File,

(Page.)Bl, Blatt.

B, Ops. Boriber Operations, Air Ministry,

B. O.T. Board of Trade,

CAB. Cabinet Resolution,

C, A, S, Chief of the Air Staff,

c, c, s. Anglo-American Combined Chiefs of Staff
Ccmraittee,

C.D, Confidential Document or Civil Defence,

Commanding General, (American,)C, G,
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C.I.D, Committee of Imperial Defence.

Chief of the In^jerial General Staff,

Commander-in-Chief,

Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee,

Central Interpretation Unit,

War Cabinet, Chiefs of Staff Committee,

Chiefs of Staff Comraittee (Operations,)

Director of Bomber Operations, Air Ministry,

Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,

Deputy Commander-in-Chief.

Deputy Director of Bomber Operations,

Deputy Director of Intelligence, Air Ministry,

Deputy Director of Photography, Air Ministry,

Deputy Director of Plans, Air Ministry,

De Havilland,

War Cabinet, Defence Committee (Operations)
demi-official.

Director of Operations and Intelligence,
Air Ministry,

Director of Plans,

or

C.I.G, S,

C-in-C,

C.I.O.S,

C.I,U,

0,0. s.

c.o.s.(o),

D,B, Ops,

D,C,A.S,

D, C-in-C,

D,D,B, (Ops,

D,D,I,

D,D, Photos,

D,D, Plans,

D,H,

D.O,

D, of 0 and I.

D, of Plans,

D,/S,A,C, or
D, A, C,

Deputy Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary
Force,

D, S, A, S, 0, Deputy Senior Air Staff Officer,

E. 0,U, Economic Objectives Ibiit, U, S, Embassy,

E.T. O.U,S,A, European Theatre of Operations, United States
Army,

F. C,I.(A.T.) Committee of In^ierial Defence, Sub-Committee
on Industrial Intelligence in Foreign Comtries,
(Air Targets Sub-Committee),

Foreign Documents Library, Heddon House,

General Purpose Bomb,

General Reconnaissance,

F.D,

G,P,

G.R.

H.C, Deb, (Hansard,)House of Commons Debates,

He, Heirkel,

H,E, High Explosive Bomb,

I.E. Initial Equipment,
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I.I.C. Industrial Intelligence Centre,

War Cabinet, Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee,

J.I.C.

War Cabinet, Joint Planning Staff,J.P.

Committee of In^erial Defence, Joint' Planning
Sub-Committee,

J.P.C.

Ju, Junkers,

Messerschmitt,Me,

Ministry of Economic V/arfare,M,E,W,

Ministry of Home Security,M,H. S,

Min, Minute,

M.T. Motor Transport,

Mtg. Meeting,

Operations Record Book,

Operational Research Section (Bomber Command,)

Operational Training Onit,

Path Finder Force,

Plans (operations.)

Prime Minister,

Y(ar Cabinet, Lord Hankey’s Committee on
Preventing Oil from reaching Germany,

War Cabinet, Lloyd Committee on the German
Oil Position,

.Air Ministry,

0,R, B,

O.R.S, (B.C.)

O.T.U.

P,F.F,

Plans (ops. )

P.M.

P.O.G.

P.0,G. (L)

Photographic Reconnaissance Unit,

Research and Experiment Department of the
Ministry of Home Security and later the
Air Ministry,

P.R.U,

R.E.8,

Royal Plying Corps,R.F.C.

Royal Naval Air Service,R.N,A.S,

Senior Air Staff Officer,S,A,S, 0.

Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary
Force,

S.H,A,E.F.

Special Operations Executive,S, 0,E,

Secretary of State,S. of S,

Supreme War Council,S.V^.C.

United States Army Air Force,U.S.A,A.P.
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Ut S» S»Es S« United States Strategic Bombing Survey,

U. S.St.A.P, or

U.S.S.T.A.P, or Europe,
U.S.S. T.A.P.E,

United States Strategic Air Forces in

V.C,A,S, Vice Chief of the Air Staff,

W,A,

W/C,

Western Air Plan,

Y/ing Commander,

W,M, War Cabinet Minute,

W,P. War Cabinet Paper,
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CODE NAMES

Gee or T.R.1335. Radar aid to navigation.

Radar aid to navigation and blind bombing
device.

H2S.

Radar aid to navigation and blind bombing
device.

Oboe,

Radar aid to navigation and blind bombing
device.

Gee-H,

Metallised paper dropped by bombers to
confuse eneny radar defences.

Window,

Dec, 19W- -Arcadia, Washington War Conference,
Jan. 19^,

Symbol, Casablanca Conference, Jan. 1943.

Trident, Washington Conference, May 1943*

Quadrant, Quebec-Washington Conference,
Aug,-Sept, 1943.

Nov, ~ Dec, 1943,Sextant, Cairo-Tehran Conference,

Sept, J.3kk,Octagon, Quebec Conference,

The invasion of Prance in 1944,Overlord,

The attack on the German Air Force and its

supporting industry.

Pointblank,
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AEPEMDIX II

DOC'lEISNTS

Page

Bombing directive.
Bomber Command,

215I. D, of Plans to C-in-C

13 April 19A0,

217The Area Bombing Directive,
14 February 1942,

II,

219The 'Pointblank* Directive,III. 10 June 1943.

222IV. General Arnold, C,G, U,S,A,A,P,, to
Air Chief Max-shal Sir Charles Portal, C.A.S.,
14 October 1943.

223Sir Arthur’ Harris to the Prime Minister,
3 November 1943.

V,

226VI, Covering letter and bombing directive,
D,C,A,S. to C-in-C, Bomber Command,
1 November 1944.
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DOCUMENT No, I 13th April, 1940.

S.46368/D, of Plans,

Sir,

I am directed to inform you that in consequence of the new
sittiation created by the German invasion of Scandinavia it

has been necessary to review our major air plans,
ing decisions have accordingly been made.

The follcw-

2. There are two hypotheses;-

The Germans do not invade the Lot Countries but

authority for unrestricted air action is given.
A,

Germany invades Holland and/or Belgium,B,

Hypothesis A,

Plan W,A,8 will be iii^jlemented,
lack of suitable bases in Prance for the operation of our

heavy bombers, and also of the proposed enployment of at least

a proportion of No, 5 Group for minelaying operations (Plan
Y^.A,15), the area to be covered by our heavy bombers should be
limited in the first instance to a zone north of Lat, 51^.

(i, e. including both the Ruhr and the industrial area around
Leipzig),

3. In view hovrever of the

if. The force at yoinr disposal v/ill be Nos, 3, 4 and a propor
tion of 5 Groups and, if the situation on the Western Pront

In the latter contingency it ispermits, units of the A,A.S,P,
suggested that the A,A,S,P, might patrol part of the southern'

area as well as undertaking the bombardment operations referred

to in para, 10 of Bomber Command Operation Instruction No, 26,

5, The objectives in order of priority are;-
Identifiable oil-plants (List 0,1, Plan ¥,A,6),

b) Identifiable electricity plants, coking plants and
gas works (List 1, Plan W,A,5(a))»
(c) Self-illtiminating objectives vulnerable to air attack

(Lists D,1 and D,2, Plan W,A,8),

6, In addition, if the operation is authorised in the
immediate future, harassing action by patrol aircraft

should be directed particularly to the main German ports on
the Baltic,

Hypothesis B, - If Germany invades Holland and/or Belgium,

7, Under this hypothesis, it is intended to initiate attacks

on vital objectives in Germany, directed in the first
instance against targets in the Ruhr area in order to cause the
maccimum dislocation on the lines of communication of a German

advance through the Low Countries,

This plan Tfill be knc'/n as Plan W.A,A(c),

a

The Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief,
Headquarters, Bomber Command,

Royal Mr Porce,
c/o G,P, 0

High Wycombe,
Bucks,

• >
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It will be put into effect immediately a German invasion of

either Holland or Belgium begins. Aircraft may therefore be
routed direct across the Lew Countries,

8, The objectives for attack will be:-
(a) Troop concentrations - the co-operation of heavy
bombers in this action is already provided for by the
allocation of 2 V/hitley squadrons under the control of

B,A,P,P, (the objectives are detailed in B,A,P,P, signal No.
North Ops, 102 dated 12/4).
(b) Communications in the Ruhr, i,e, the marshalling-
yards listed in Annex A to this letter,

(c) The oil-plants in the Ruhr (Vide Annex A, and List C,l,
Plan W.A.6),

9. The force at your disposal will be Nos, 3, 4 and 5 Groups,
less the two Whitley squadrons allotted to the B,A,P,P,

10, The operations of our heavy bombers are to be confined
mainly to night action in order to conserve our force, but

dusk or dawn attacks may be carried out at your discretion,
(if you consider an attack on oil objectives before nightfall
would be advantageous - the object being to set them alight and
thus facilitate subsequent night operations - you will no doubt
undertake it),

11, The principal weight of attack should be directed against
the oil-plants; the attack of marshalling-yards being con

fined to harassing action (vide A,M. letter No, S,1338/d. of
Plans dated 19.2,40),
identify the oil-plants, or to attack them with sufficient
accuracy, any self-illuminating or identifiable targets, such as
coke-ovens, may be selected. Some possible tangets in this
category are listed in Annex A,

You should be prepared to undertake this operation as a

sustained effort although you will appreciate that, as
operations develop, it may be necessary either to divert certain
squadrons to deal with closer objectives west of the Rhine or to
extend the operations to embrace other night objectives as in
Plan W,A,8,

ti ■ r

In the event of it being impossible to

12.

13. Long-delay-action bombs may be used in either of these
operations, (Vide A,M. letter 3,2436 dated 12th April,

1940).

I am. Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

K. r

(Sgd,) J,C, Slessor,
Air Commodore,

Director of Plans.

It should be mderstood that neither of these operations
will be initiated without executive order from the Air Ministry,

(initialled) J,C, S,

NOTE. The target lists are not here reproduced.
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DOCUMENT No. II AIR MINISTRY,

S,46368/D.C,A.S, LONDON, S.W.1,

lAth February, 1942,

MOST SECRET

Sir, .

I am directed to refer to Air Ministry letter CS,8337/ll/
D.B, Ops, dated 4.2,2f2, and to say that, in order to enable

you to make your offensive fhlly effective on the introduction of

IR.1335 equipment on operations, it has been decided that the
principle of conservation of your forces, laid dovra in Air
Ministry letter CS,10488/D,C,A,S, dated 13,11,41, should be
modified. You are accordingly authorised to employ your effort
without restriction, imtil further notice, in accordance with the
following directions. Clearly this does not warrant pressing
your attacks if weather conditions are unfavourable or if your
aircraft are likely to be exposed to extreme hazards,

2, In the opinion of the Air Staff, the introduction of ffi,1335
will confer upon your forces the ability to concentrate

their effort to an extent which has not hitherto been possible
ur^er the operational conditions with which you are faced. It
is accordingly considered that the introduction of this equipment
on operations should be regarded as a revolutionary advance in

bombing technique which, during the period of its effective life
as a target-finding device, will enable results to be obtained of
a much more effective nature,

3, The period in which this device can be used as an aid to

target location and blind bombing will be governed by the
ability of the eneany to develop counter-measures when the seo3?et
of its nature and operation has been disclosed. Much will

depend on the seoxjrity measures observed in its enployment and

the care taken by air crews to ensure the destruction of the

apparatus and to avoid mentioning or discussing it in the event

of their aircraft being forced down over enemy territory. It

is unlikely, however, that under the best possible conditions
this period will exceed six months from the date of its introduc

tion, It is accordingly of first importance to exploit the
advantages it confers to the full. The maximum effort possible
having due regard to weather and other hazards should be exerted

throughout the period it is thus available, and particularly in
the first few weeks of your operations,

4. In addition to the foregoing primary factor, a resumption of
your offensive at full effort is considered desirable for

the following reasons:-
(i) This is the time of year to get the best effect from
concentrated incendiary attacks,

(ii) It would enhearten and support the Russians if we were
to resume our offensive on a heavy scale, while they were

maintaining so effectively their own counter-offensive
against the German armies.

,  ■F

The Air Officer Ooramanding-in-Ohief,
Headquarters, Bomber Command,

Royal Air Force,
c/o G,P,0

High Yfyoombe,
Bucks,

• t
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(lii) Ihe co-inoidenqe of otir offensive with the Russian
successes would further depress the eneiny morale, which is

known already to have been affected by the German armies’
reverses on the Eastern Eront.

5. In accordance with these principles and conditions, a review

has been made of the directions given to you in Mr Ministry
letter S,2(£368/D,0*A,S, dated 9«7»41. and it has been decided
that the primary object of your operations should now be focTiSsed
on the morale of the enemy civil population and in particular, of_
the industrial workers. With this aim in view, a list of
selected area targets (taking account of the anticipated range of
the TR.1335 equipment) is attached in Annex "A" to this letter.
An additional list of targets beyond this range, which can be
a.ttacked when conditions are particularly favourable and when a

correct assun^tion of the accviracy and powers of concentration
obtainable with the equipment has been made, are also included
in Annex "A",

6, You will note that Berlin has been included amongst the
latter targets* In this case, your operations should be

of a harassing nature, the object being to maintain the fear of
attack over the city and to inpose. A,R,P, measinres. The scale

. of eff ort and tactics enployed should be designed to incur the
minimum casualties and for that reason iiiey should be undertaken

at high altitude even if this entails carrying reduced bomb-

loads, Apart from these particular operations against Berlin,
the cardinal principle which should govern yoxn? enployment of

1R,1335 from the outset, should be the complete concentration on

one target until the effort estimated to be required for its
destruction has been achieved. Estimates of the scales of

attack reqiiired are given in Annex "C",

7, Essen is the most important of the selected primary targets,
and by attacking it first, the maximum benefit should be

derived from the element of surprise, I am to suggest, there

fore, that this should be selected as your initial target for
1R,1335 operations, to be followed by attacks against the

remaining priority areas listed in Annex "A”,

8, When experience in ,the enployment of 3R,1335 has proved
.. that, mder favourable conditions, effective attacks on

precise targets are possible, I . am to request that you will con
sider the practicability of attacking first, the precise targets
within !IE,1335 range and, later, those beyond this range listed
an Annex "B".

9, During the estimated effective life of ni,1335 as a target
finding and blind bcmbing device, it will not be possible to

equip more than a relatively small proportion of your force,
is, 'tiierefore, of the first inportanoe that tactical methods to
assist the remainder of the force to achieve concentration, both

when the target is capable of being illuminated and under blind

bombing conditions, should be studied, developed and applied to
the maximum possible extent,
you of iiLe principles and scales of attack with incendiary
weapons laid dovra in Air Ministry letter S,4j6368/II/D,G,A,S,
dated 25.10,2tl.

It

In this connection I am to remind
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Apart frcm your primary offensive on the above lines, I am
to say that the following additional commitments will still

have to be met from time to time;-

(x) Attacks on factories in France are to be undertaken as
notified to you in Air Ministry letter S, 46568/D, C, A. S,
dated 5.2,42,

attack on the Renault plant has not occurred before you
begin operations with the 'IR,1555 equipment, attacks on the
French factories are to be carried out only when weather
conditions are particularly favourable and at the same time
are unsuitable for tlie concentrated bombing of targets in
Germany v/ithin this Directif,

(ii) The operations of No, 2 Group are to continue to be
governed by the directions in Air Ministry'- letter
S.46368/II/d,C,A.S, dated 25.11.U, bearing in mind the
commitment of army air support as stated in para,  7 of
that letter,

(iii) Periodical support for the operations planned by the
Adviser of Combined Operations will be required in accord-
atice with the directions issued to you in Air Ministry
letter 3l64/Plans dated 21st December, 1941,

Finally, I am to say that, although every effort will be
made to confine your operations to your primary offensive,

you should recognise that it will on occasions be necessary to
call upon you for diversionary attacks on objectives, the des
truction of which is of immediate in^jortance in the light of the
current strategical situation. In particular, important naval
imits and the submarine building yards and bases may have to be
attacked periodically, especially when this can be done without
missing good opportunities of bombing your primary targets.

10,

If a favourable opportunity for the initial

11.

I am, Sir, ■

Your obedient Servant,

(Sgd,) N,H, Bottcmley,

Air Vice-Marshal,
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,

Note; The Annexes to ttie above letter are not here reproduced.

DOCUMENT No. Ill

AIR MINISTRY,

LONDON, S.V41.

10th June, 1943.

S, 46368/A, C, A, S, (Cps, )

MOST SECRET

Sir, kJ. I'

I am directed to refer to Directive C.C.S,166A/D dated
21st January, 1943, issued by the Combined Chiefs of Staff

and forwarded to the Commanding General, Eighth Air Force and the
Air Officer Ccmmanding-in-Chief, Bomber Canmand under cover of
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Air Ministry letter S,I^368/A.C.A.S.(Ops.) dated 4th February,
1943. Hiis directive contained instructions for the conduct of
the British and American bomber offensive from this country,

2, In paragraph 2 of the directive, the primary objectives were
set out in order of priority, subject to the exigencies of

weather and tactical feasibility,
directive there have been rapid developments in the strategical
situation which have demanded a revision of the priorities
originally laid down.

Since the issue of this

3. The increasing scale of destruction which is being inflicted
by our night bomber forces and the development of the day

bombxng offensive by the Eighth Air Force have forced the enemy

to deploy day and night fighters in increasing numbers on the
Western Front, Unless this increase in fighter strength is
checked we may find our bomber forces unable to fulfil the tasks
allotted to them by the Combined Chiefs of Staff.

4. In these circumstances it has become essential to check the

growth and to reduce the strength of the day and night
fighter forces which the enemy can concentrate against us in this
theatre. To this end the Combined Chiefs of Staff have decided

that first priority in the operation of British and Anerican
bombers based in the United Kingdom shall be accorded to the
attack of German fighter forces and the indiostry upon which they
depend.

5, The primary object of the bomber forces remains as set out

in the original directive issued by the Combined Chiefs of

Staff (C,C,S.l6(yi/D dated 21st January, 1943) i.e.:

"the progressive destruction and dislocation of the German

military, industrial and economic system, and the under
mining of the morale of the German people to a point where

their capacity for armed resistance is fatally weakened".

6, In view however, of the factors referred to in para, 4 the
following priority objectives have been assigned to the

Eighth Air Force

Intermediate objective;

German Fighter strength.

Primary objectives;

German submarine yards and bases.
The remainder of the German aircraft industry.
Ball bearings.
Oil (contingent upon attacks against Ploesti
from the Mediterranean),

Secondary objectives;

Synthetic rubber and tyres.
Military motor transport vehicles.

The Air Officer Canmanding-in-Ghief, Bomber Command
"  " " " " " Fighter Command
The Commanding General, Eighth Air Force,
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While the forces of the British Bomber Command will be en^loyed
in aocordance with their main aim in the general disorganisation
of German industry their action will be designed as far as

practicable to be complementary to the operations of the Eighth
Air Force,

7» In pursuance of the particular requirements of para, 6 above,
I am to request you to direct your forces to the following

(i) the destruction of German air-frame, engine and com
ponent factories and the ball-bearing industry on which the
strength of the German fighter force depend

(ii) the general disorganisation of those industrial areas
associated with the above industries

(iii) the destruction of those aircraft repair depots and
storage parks within range, and on which the enemy fighter
force is largely dependent
(iv) the destruction of enemy fighters in the air and on
the ground.

tasks;-

The list of targets appropriate to these special tasks is in
Appendix *A*^ forwarded under cover of Air Ministry letter

Further copies of
as necessary,

fO ■
f  X JT if.

S.46368/III/d,B, Ops, dated 4th June, 1943, x'lu.
this list, which will be amended from time to time
will be forwarded in due course.

8. Consistent with the needs of the air defence of the United

Kingdom the forces of the British Fighter Command will be
employed to further this general offensive by;-

(i) the attack of enemy aircraft in the air and on the
ground

(ii) the provision of support necessary to pass bomber
farces through the enemy defensive system with the minimum
cost.

9» American fighter forces v/ill be employed in accordance with
the instructions of the Commanding General, Eighth Air Force

in furtherance of the bomber offensive and in co-operation Virith
the forces of Fighter Command,

The allocation of targets and the effective co-ordination of
the forces involved is to be ensured by frequent consulta

tion between the Commanders concerned,
ordination a combined operational planning committee has been set
up. The suggested terms of reference under which this Committee
is to operate is outlined in Air Ministry letter CS.1936Va.C,A,S,
(Ops,) dated 10th Jime, 1943.

11. It is emphasised that the reduction of the German fighter
force is of primary inportance; any delay in its prosecu

tion will make the task progressively more difficult. At the
same time it is necessary to direct the maximum effort against
the submarine construction yards and operating bases when tactical
and weather conditions preclude attacks upon objectives associated
with the German Fighter Force, The list of these targets is in
Appendix 'B' forwarded vyith the Appendix 'A* referred to in
graph 7 above.

10.

To assist this co-

^  '/V -

para'

p.

I am. Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Sgd,) N,H, Bottomley,

Air Vice Marshal,
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff.

(Operations)DM 2313/1(247)
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DOCTO.tENT No. IV

D.C.A.S.

Please give me an answer as
"candid" as you like,

(Intld.) C.P, 17/10,

Yim DEPARTMENT

Headquarters of the Army Air ForcesA

Washington

llfth October, 1943.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal, GCB,, DSC,, MC.
Chief of the Air Staff,
Air Ministry,
Whitehall,
S.W.l.

Dear Portal:

Overlord hangs directly on the success of our combined
aerial offensive and I am sure that our failure to decisively
cripple both sources- of German air power and the GAP itself is
causing you and me real concern.

I am afraid that we are not sufficiently alert to changes in
the overall coijrse of the air war.

In particifLar I refer to the fact that we are not employing
our forces in adequate numbers against the German Air Force in
being, as well as its facilities and sources,

pressing Eaker to get a much higher proportion of his force off

the ground and put them where they will hurt the enemy,
apparent deviation from his priority objectives established by
the Combined Chiefs of Staff has caused me some concern,

particularly concerned over substantial forces being directed

toward shipbuilding cities while the German fighter forces are at

their present strenth.

It was my increasing concern that led to my letter to you
dated 25 September 1943, urging you to provide P.51 accompanying
support or make P,51*s available to me.

The general course of the war very clearly requires, to my
mind, our bringing more of our overall available airplanes into

actual contact with the enemy,
appear that your thousands of fighters (a n-umber given as anywhere
between 1,000 and 3,000 in England) are not making use of their
full capabilities,
offensive should surely carry with it the application of your

large fighter force offensively.

On my part, I am

The

I was

As presently employed it would

Our transition from the defensive to the

In the case of the Regensburg raid, for example, it was

known in England that fighters had moved south from Denmark and
north from Brest to German and northern Erench bases to meet the

AtRegensburg bombers and to stop them on their withdrawal,
that time, we apparently had the great majority of the German

fighter force on known airdromes refuelling at known periods of
time. 7/hy should not all of ourNothing was done about it,
medium bombers and vast numbers of your Spits (equipped with
belly tanks and bcanbs) have smashed the Germans while they were
pinned to their refuelling airdromes?
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We have put long range tanks in our P.47’s.
are doing seme offensive action several hundred miles from
England, In their basic design, our P,47’s v/ere shorter range
aircraft than your Spitfires,

Is it not true that we have a staggering air superiority
over the Germans and we are not using it?

Should we not make it possible to put all fighters in an
effective offensive action against the German Air Force at this
critical time?

Those P,47's

The above is a candid letter written to get your equally
candid reply. Thanks,

Sincerely yotirs.

(Sgd.) H.H, ARWOID,

General, U,S, Army,
Commanding General, Army Air Forces,

DOGUIIENT No.V

PRBffi MINISTER

After the first '•1,000” raid last year you suggested
prescribing 20 German cities by public pronouncement, and
proceeding thereafter with their systematic destruction. On
fin^ther consideration the idea was dropped because weather and
tactical considerations would have made it difficult to tie
ourselves down without handicap to so inelastic a procedure, and
once the eneny had noted our determination so to proceed the
consequent concentration of defences would have avoidably
jeopardised the Force,

You may like a brief picture of what has been accomplished
on the more elastic plans adopted.

The cities and towns of outstanding service to the enemy
war effort listed hereafter

"Seriously Damaged” . or '^Damaged”,
marked "Virtually Destroyed”,

_  , (N,B, "Virtually Destroyed"
e:^resses devastation to a degree v^rhich makes the objective a
liability to the total German v/ar effort vastly in excess of any
assets remaining. In many cases the devastation approaches
complete destruction of the town. "Seriously Damaged" portends
percentage destruction greater than anything which we have
experienced,)

are

Comparative examples of the extent of devastation
instanced by;-

are

Coventry
Hamburg
Cologne
Essen

Elberfeld

Berlin has 480 acres devastated.

100 out of 1,922 acres devastated)
6,200 out of 8,383)
1,785 out of 3,320
1,030 out of 2,630
825 ex 1,068)

Inner London 6OO,
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"Devastation" in the case of German towns can only be
assessed frcm vertical photography. We claim only what can be
seen in the photographs, ViTaat actually occurs is much mere than
can be seen in any photograph.

Virtually Destroyed Seriously Damaged

19 (excluding Rrench 19 (excluding
Towns) Italian Tovms)

Damaged

9

Hamburg
Cologne
Essen

Dortmund

Dusseldorf

Hanover

Mannheim

Bochum

M-ulheim

Koln Deutz

Barmen

Elberfelt

Munchen/Gladbach/
Rheydt
Krefeld

Aachen

Rostock

Remscheid

Kassel

Emden

Frankfurt

Stuttgart
Duisbiurg
Bremen

Hagen
Munich

Nuremburg
'Stettin

Kiel

Karlsruhe

Mainz

Wilhelmshaven

Lubeck

Saarbrucken

Osnabruck

Munster

Russelheim

Berlin

Oberhausen

Brunsv/ick

Darnstadt

Leverkusen

Plensberg
Jena

Augsberg
Leipzig
Priedrichshafen

Wismar

In addition there is

vast "casual" damage
in certain built-up
areas outside the

towns named, e,g,
throughout the Ruhr,
and in sane tovms

accidentally or
incidentally hit,
e.g, Delmenhorst,
Wedel.

Prance Italy
Turin

Milan

Spezia
Genoa

St, Nazaire
Lorient

In addition, many industrial targets in occupied countries,
serving the German war effort have been very heavily damaged,
e.g, Renault, Gennavilliers, Le Creusot, Montluccn, Montbeliard

etc., etc. The U,S,A.A,P, have made great progress v/ith the
destruction of key plants (but not enough, because the minimum
number of aircraft for their plan have not materialised in the

promised quantity).

Prom the above you will see that the Ruhr is largely "out"

and that much progress has been made towards the elimination of

the remaining essentials of German v/ar power.

Most of this damage has been done since March this year,
v^hen the Heavies came into full production and Oboe, H,2,S and
the Pathfinders served to concentrate the effort.

There remains (in order of priority which can never be

strictly observed owing to v,reather considerations, phases of the
moon, tactical circumstances, etc,):-

Already comparatively worse off than
London,

help in this the greatest of air battles.
But I would not propose to wait for ever,
or for long, if opportunity serves,)

(l await promised U,S.A.A.P,
Berlin
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The Central Complex Leipzig, Chemnitz, Dresden, and the
"Little Ruhr" viz;- Eisenach, Gotha,
Erfurt, Weimar, Schweinfurt (Seriously-
Damaged),

Bremen (Seriously Damaged), Hanover
(virtually Destroyed), Brunswick (Damaged),
Magdeburg (Untouched) and Osnabruck
(Seriously Damaged),

Frankfurt (Seriously Damaged),
Ludwigshaven (l,G, Earben Works) (Damaged)
Karlsruhe (Seriously Damaged), Darmstadt
(Damaged), Stuttgart (Seriously Damaged),

Eriedrichshafen (Damaged), Augsberg
(Damaged), M-unich (Seriously Dainaged),
Nuremburg (Seriously Damaged),

Pilsen, Posen, Breslau, Vienna, Wiener
Neustadt,

Kiel (Seriously Damaged), Wlsmax (Damaged)
Stettin city (industrial area already
wiped out).

Mop up the small coal and steel towns,

Solingen, Witten, Leverkusen,
all round when occasion serves,

I feel certain that Germany must collapse before this
programme which is more than half completed already, has
proceeded much further.

The "Berlin Road"

The "Upper Rhine

The S,E, Complex

The East

The Baltic

The Saar

The Rifar Tidy up

We have not got far to go,
to wade in in greater force.

But vre must get the U, S,A,A,P,
If they will only get going

according to plan and avoid such disastrous diversions
Ploesti, and getting "nearer" to Germany from the Plains of
Lombardy (which are further from 9/lOths of "war-productive
Germany than is Norfolk), we can get through with it very
quickly.

as

We can wreck Berlin from end to end if the U.S,A,A,P, will
come in on it.

It will cost Germany the war.
It will cost between us 400 - 500 aircraft.

(Sgd,) A,T, Harris,

Air Chief Marshal,
C ommanding-in-Chief,
BOMBER COMMAND.

3rd November, 1943»
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DOCUMENT Wo. VI

AIR MINISTRY,

LONDON, S.W.l.

1st November, 194^|.,

Here we go rouivi the mulberry bush, *

ATH.

avIS/608/DCAS

D, C-'in—G,

Sir,

I am directed to refer to Air Ministry letter
GMS/608/DCAS dated 25th September, 1944, and to

inform you that in view of the great contribution which
the Strategic bomber forces are making by their attacks
on the enemy petroleimi industry and his oil supplies,
it has been decided that the maximum effort is to be

made to maintain and, if possible, intensify pressure
on this target system. The petroleum industry, includ
ing storage, therefore, continues to hold the highest
priority so as to prevent rapid recovery v/hich would
immediately be reflected in the enemy's strength and
war economy.

2. In conjunction with, but subordinate to the
offensive against oil targets, the maximtim

possible disorganisation of the enemy's transportation
system should be created, particularly in the Ruhr
area.

3. In order that there shall be the minimum diversion

of effort from these target systems, enemy tank
production plants and depots, ordnance depots, M,T,
production plants and depots have been deleted from the
current directive,

siders that the situation is such as to warrant special
attacks on these objectives, requests will be made in
accordance with the procedure outlined in paragraph 4
of the letter quoted in paragraph 1 above.

When the Supreme Commander con-

4. With regard to attacks on important Industrial
areas, your attention is directed to the importance

of the industrial, administrative and transportation
systems of the Ruhr area, as affecting the enemy's war
economy generally and as affecting the major land
offensive Yvhich is planned by the Supreme Allied
Commander, The special operation 'Hurricane I' was
designed with these factors in mind, (See Air
Ministry letter CMS/608/DCAS dated 13th October, 1944).

and with

the

weather

out of

mindi *\  r'

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Headquarters, Bomber Command,

Royal Air Eorce,
High Wycombe,

Bucks,

Copies to; Deputy Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Force,
A,0,C,-in-C

A, 0, C, -in-C

Commanding General, U, S, St. A..P,

Coastal Command,
Fighter Command,

• }

• f

These comments are by Sir Arthur Harris,
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5. In order to meet the requirements indicated above,
the instructions set out in Air Ministry letter

CMS/608/DCAS dated 25th September, 1944, still stand
except that as regards paragraph 4 you will now consult
as necessary the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander who
vrill normally co-ordinate air action in accordance with

ground force requirements,

cover of that letter is however cancelled, and the
attached directive No. 2 substituted,
is also being issued to the Commanding General,
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces and the Commanding
General, Eighth Air Force,

The directive issued under

This directive

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

N,H, Bottomley,

Air Marshal,
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,
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TOP SECRET

9
DIRECTnOE Wo. 2 FOR 'THE STRATEGIC

AIR PaRCES IN EUROPE

General Mission

In accordance with instructions received from the Combined

Chiefs of Staff, the overall mission of the Strategic Air
Forces remains the progressive destruction and dislocation of
the German military, industrial and economic systems and the
direct support of land and naval forces.

Priorities of Objectives

2. Under this general mission you are to direct your strategic
attacks, subject to the exigencies of weather and tactical

feasibility, against the following systems of objectives;

First priority

(i) Petroleum industry^ Virith special emphasis
(gasoline) including storage.

on petrol

Second priority
'The German lines of communication;

(a) The operations of the Strategic Air Forces based
in the United Kingdom are to be directed against enemy
lines of caimunication, vfith particular emphasis upon
the Ruhr,

(b) Target lists will be issued from time to time for
all Strategic Air Forces,

(ii)

Important Industrial Areas

3. When weather or tactical conditions are unsuitable for

operations against the systems of objectives mentioned
above, attaclcs are to be delivered on important industrial areas

with blind bombing technique as necessary. As far as cperational
and other conditions allow, these are to be directed so as to
contribute to the maximum destruction of the petroleum industry
and the dislocation of the target systems indicated above.

Targets and Target Priorities

4. The list of strategical targets in paragraphs tv/o and three

above, best calculated to achieve this aim, and the relative
Thesepriorities accorded them, will be issued separately,

priorities will be adjusted from time to time in accordance xTith
the situation.

Counter Air Force Action

5, As a result of air action against the production, main
tenance and operational facilities of the German Air Force,

its fighting effectiveness has been substantially reduced. At

the same time, our combined air strength has vastly increased.
In these circimistances, vre are no longer justified in regarding
the German Air Force and its supporting industry as a primary
objective for attack. Our major efforts must nar be focussed

directly on the vital sources of Germany’s Virar economy. To this
end, policing attacks against the German Air Force are to be
adjusted so as to maintain tactical conditions which v/ill permit
of maximum impact upon the enemy. No fixed priority is there-
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fore assigned to policing attacks against the German Air Force,
The intensity of such attacks will be regulated by the tactical
situation existing.

Direct Support

6. The direct support of land and naval operations remains a
continuing commitment.

S, O.E, (Dperations

All S, 0,E,/S.I. S. operations will be in accordance v/ith
existing instructions and procedure,

C o-crdinati on

7.

8, The procedure as at present established for the co-ordina
tion of operations between the various Air Forces iirill

continue.

Air Ministry,

CKtS/608/DCAS.

1st November, 1.944«
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CimRYING CAPACITY OP R.A.P. AND U.S.A.A.P.

M
VjJ

BOI/BERS

(l) R.A»P. Bombers (2) U.S.A P. Bombers• JTLt

ro
o\
V_n

Average weight
of bombs per
a/c dispatched

Average weight
of bombs per
a/c dispatched

Year Year

lb. lb.

2,600
3,220
3,980
h-,750

2041939 1942

1943

1944

1945

1,457
2,324
3,405
6,903
8,250
7,385

1940 cq
t?dhD

19U

1942

1943

19W-

1945

Source: B.B.S.U.

Against Germany 1939 - 1945
pp. 42 - 43.
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CHAmCTERISTICS OF R.A.F. BOMBERS

ro

H
Range with
max. bomb

lift

miles

Bomb lift

for

max. range

Cruising Speed Service

Ceiling
Feet

Max. bomb

lift

Max.

Range
miles

H

Type at
IVI

mph Feet lb.o\
lb.(n

145 15,000
15,000

15,000
16,000
10,000
15,000
15,000
10,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
15,000
15,000

23,500
22,000
22)-, 250
25,000
23,000

19,000
17,600
18,000
19,500
19,200
17,000
21,000
20,000
20,000
33,000
36,000

1,000
1,000
2,000
2,500
3,200
2f,000
7,000
2f,500
4,500
10,350
14,000
11,000
11,000
15,000
4,000
4,000

Battle

Blenheim

Boston

Ventura

Mitchell

Hampden
mitley V
YiTellington I
Wellington III
Manchester

Stirling
Halifax II

Halifax HI

Lancaster

Mosquito IV
Mosquito XVI

1,050
1,460
1,020
1,000
1,620
1,200

180

1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
1,500
8,100
3,500
4,000
6,500

11,000

2,000
2,000

240 1,420
1,520
1,840
1,885
1,650
2,550
2,100
1,630
2,010
1,500
1,650
1,850
1,620
1,795

220

225
155

165 470
165 1,200

1,540
1,200

175 ro
V>4

185 R-

200 590
190 900

215 1,100
1,350
1,100
1,370

215

265
245

NOTES (1) Figures for different marks are only given when they differ
substantially.

Small numbers of Lancasters capable of carrying one 22,000 lb.
bomb with a range of 1,280 miles were produced.

(2)

Source: B.B.S.U. The Strategic Air War Against Germany 1939 “ 1945 p«42.
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TOMAGES OF BOMBS DROEEED BY THE R.A.P. BOMBER COlfflAND
AND THE U. S. EIGHTH AND AIR FORCES 1939 - 1945

The object of the accompanying diagrams is to indicate in
broad terms the build up of the bombing offensive and the
respective contributions of the R.A.P. and the U.S.A.A.P,
indication is significant for bombing policy must alvra.ys be
influenced by effort available and bombing effects must always
be conditioned by effort expended.

The precise weight of bombs dropped by the strategic air
No-one knows what happened to the

great tonnages carried by aircraft which did not return, and in
the various sotirces which survive it is by no means alvra.ys clear
whether these bombs are Included or excluded in the reckoning.
Confusion is also liable to occur as to whether the tonnages
relate to bombs claimed to have found targets or merely to bombs
expended,

each other out exactly about the same events.

In the case of the R.A.P, Bomber Command three leading
These ane the records of the

War Room, of the Operational Research Section, Bomber Command,
and the findings of the B.B.S.U,

This

forces -will never be known.

For these and other reasons no two sources bear

sources have been considered.

Probably the most accurate figures are to be found in the
Pinal Night and Day Raid Reports of the O.R.S. but unfortunately
these records do not cover the \-b.ole period of the war,
B.B.S.U. figures are inadequately explained and in any case
indicate only annual and not monthly totals,
figures on the other hand do give monthly totals for the -whole
period of the war.
adopted for these diagrams, but so that comparisons can be made
between the R.A.P. and U.S.A.A.P. they have here been converted
into short tons,

pond v/ith those in other sources.

Bomber Command dropped, according to the War Room, 4,345 long
tons and according to O.R.S. 4,385 long tons,
dropped, according to the War Room, 67,637 long tons, and accord
ing to O.R.S. 69,518 long tons
Command dropped, according to the War Room, 51,700 short tons and

according to the B.B.S.U. 51,028 short tons,
ing to the War Room, it dropped 589,100 short tons and according
to the B.B.S.U., 571,057 short tons.

The

The War Room

The War Room figures have therefore been

The War Room figures do approximately corres-
Por instance, in January 1943

In March 1945 it

In the ̂ ole of 1942, Bomber

In 1944, accord

,

In the case of the U.S. Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces,
the figures given in the Statistical Summaries of the "two forces

have been adopted as being the nearest possible parallel to the

British War Room record, and because in the case of the Eighth
Air Force they are the only available figures which indicate the

monthly effort. For the Fifteenth Air Force no monthly figures
have come to light. These figures do bear reasonable comparison
with those given by the B.B.S.U. In 1943, for instance, the

Eighth Air Force dropped, according to the Eighth Air Force

Statistical Summary, 49,495 short tons of bombs and, according
to the B.B.S.U. 47,340 short tons. In 1944 the respective
figures are 434,001 and 445,603. According to the statistical
suimnany the Fifteenth Air Force discharged some 309,278 short

tons of bombs, and according to the B.B.S.U. 245,715 short tons.

This is a larger discrepancy and may be due to different
standards of measurement. Probably the 309,278 tons relates to

a bomb expenditure.
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It is, ho'vvever, reasonable to assume that the accompanying
diagrams present a broadly correct indication of the effort

expended in the Combined Bomber Offensive, TOiile these tonnages
relate only to the strategic air forces and exclude bombs dropped
by tactical forces, it does not, of course follow that all these

bombs were aimed at strategic objectives. A large proportion of

them did not fall on Germany, and no attempt has been made to

distinguish the amounts v/hich fell upon individual target systems.
Such an attempt over the whole period of the war would be liable

to grave errors.
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SBRMM OIL ERODUCTIQN FIG-URES IN TONSg

ro

AERIL - DECEICBER 192*4VjV
i-'

AS SUBMITTED BY SPEER TO HITLERH

ro

.1944 Aviation Fuel Carburettor Fuel Diesel Fuel c& J.2 *

AERIL 175,000

156,000

125,000 88,900

MAY
93,000

76,000

56,000

60,000

74,000

66,000

62,000

65,000

JUNE 53,000

JULY 29,000 ro

VD

AUGUSTH3 12,000

SEPTElVrBER 9,400

18,000

48,400 77,300

6,000O
OCTOBER

57,000

NOmiEER 41,000 50,000 73,000

DECEi'ffiER 25,000 51,000 75,000

* J,2 fuel was a mixture of

Carburettor and Diesel oil

for use in Jet aircraft.

Source; Speer’s Reports to Hitler June 192*4
to January 1945.
Vol.III,

Flensburg Documents
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